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Abstract

This thesis presents an analysis of a body of knapped-stone from Çatalhôyük, the 

largest known Neohthic site both in Turkey and the Near East. The study contributes 

to an increasing trend in Uthic studies towards more contextual analyses, in which the 

wider social framework of knapped-stone production, use and deposition is a focus of 

discussion.

The first chapter of the thesis outlines the archaeological background of 

Çatalhôyük and the Anatolian Neolithic. This is followed by an extended theoretical 

discussion, where it is argued that social and symbolic factors play a fundamental role 

in shaping technological behaviour. The introductory chapters finish with a review of 

conventional methods used for knapped-stone analyses in the Near East, and an 

outline of the methodology used in this thesis.

The central chapters of this thesis present a comprehensive account of the 

technological characteristics of the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone assemblage, focusing 

on techniques of production and the typology and technology of retouched tools. This 

is assisted by attribute analysis and multivariate statistical methods. The results of this 

analysis show that several different methods and techniques were used for core 

reduction and tool production at Çatalhôyük. Later chapters examine the temporal 

and spatial patterning of the assemblage, and its wider regional relationships within 

the Neolithic of Anatolia. The results of this show that, in addition to some changes in 

tool typology, Çatalhôyük underwent a significant technological transformation firom 

a flake based to a blade based industry. The observations made here are an important



contribution to our understanding of the archaeology both of Çatalhôyük and the 

Anatolian Neolithic.

In the final part of the thesis, patterning between knapped-stone and domestic 

structural features is discussed, the depositional context of obsidian and flint artefacts 

is examined, and the symbolic importance of some obsidian and flint objects such as 

projectile points, cores and prismatic blades are considered in detail. Several 

significant pattems are identified, largely relating to the differential use of space 

within, and between, individual buildings. Finally, in the concluding chapter, the 

technological and typological characteristics of the knapped-stone are discussed in 

relation to their temporal, spatial and contextual organisation. This leads to a broader 

discussion of the socio-economic context of knapped-stone production, technical 

change, and its symbolic meaning.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 The geographical and chronological setting.
1.2 Çatalhôyük and the Central Anatolian Neolithic in regional context.
1.3 Previous analyses of the Çatalhôyük assemblage.
1.4 Thesis aims.

In this chapter I define the archaeological background of the study. In Section 1.1, the 
geographic setting of Çatalhôyük and Central Anatolia is described. In Section 1.2, 
the archaeology of Çatalhôyük is discussed within the wider context of the Anatolian 
and Near Eastern Neolithic. In Section 1.3, the three previous analyses of the 
Çatalhôyük material are reviewed, and in Section 1.4, the aims of the thesis are 
outlined.

1.1 The geographical and chronological setting.

1.1.1 Geography.

Anatolia is the western extension of the immense Asian land-mass that forms 

approximately 95% of the modem Republic of Turkey. Generally speaking, its climate 

is Mediterranean continental, characterised by hot dry summers and cold wet winters 

influenced primarily by the middle to high latitude westerlies, and the high pressure- 

systems which extend from the Atlantic to the Sahara (Wigley & Farmer 1982:4). 

More extreme seasonal temperatures exist in inland and higher altitude areas.

The regional focus of this thesis is Central Anatolia -  a loosely defined area 

roughly bounded by the immense Taurus mountains to the south and east, the more 

humid lakes and forests to the west, and the imposing Kizüiimak River to the north 

(figure 1.1). Central Anatoha belongs to the Irano-Turanian floral zone, which 

extends through to Eastern Anatolia, Lake Van, and the highlands of Iran and the 

Zagros Mountains. It is a cold, dry, steppic environment (Zohary 1973:174-178),
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although there are two wetter and warmer Xero-Thermo-Mediterranean enclaves in 

the Konya Plain and the Tuz Golii Basin (Todd 1980:18). Rainfall averages between 

300mm and 400mm per year -  weU within the limits of dry-farming -  but 

considerably less than some other regions; immediately to the south, coastal 

Mediterranean precipitation averages are over 1000mm (Todd 1980:27) (figure 1.2). 

This can be contrasted to Southeastern Anatolia, which is a geographical extension of 

the Syro-Mesopotamian landscape, embodying the Euphrates, Balikh, and Tigris river 

basins with an extreme continental Mediterranean climate. To the west of Central 

Anatoha is an area commonly referred to as the Lake District, which is characterised 

by a slightly more humid climate with Xero-Euxinian steppe-forest cover (van Zeist et 

al. 1975).

The site of Çatalhôyük is found within the Konya Plain region of Central 

Anatolia. Following Todd (1980) and Roberts (1983), this region can be distinguished 

from its surrounding environs on the basis of its unique geomorphological and 

archaeological characteristics.

The Konya Plain is a vast interior drainage basin and alluvial plain enclosed by 

the Sultandaglari Mountains to the west, the Taurus Mountains to the south and 

south-west and the Aladaglari range to the east (figure 1.3). It possesses an average 

precipitation around 300mm. The Konya Plain was formerly covered by the extensive 

and shallow Late Pleistocene Konya Lake that recent work has suggested was at its 

maximum between 23,000 and 17,000 years ago (Roberts et al. 1979; Roberts 1983; 

Ataman 1989:31). Seasonal remnants of this lake may have lasted untü fairly recently 

in this century, although extensive agriculture in the last 50 years has seen the water 

table drop extensively -  as much as 30 feet between 1993 and 1996 (Roberts 1997:
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per s. com.). In antiquity, the major water source for the plain in antiquity was the 

Çarsamba Çay, which runs immediately to the west of Neolithic Çatalhôyük, 

separating it from its adjacent Chalcolithic site. High levels of alluviation are thought 

to have occurred since the drying up of the Pleistocene Lake, coinciding with a 

gradually drying and warming climate. Pollen diagrams show an initial expansion of 

oak and juniper, followed at 7000 BĈ  by the development of coniferous forest in the 

mountains along the edges of the plain (Bottema & Woldring 1984). This heralds the 

arrival of modem climatic conditions at about 6000 BC (Ataman 1989:30). Together 

with the Lake District this would have been an attractive area for prehistoric farmers 

with extensive and rich alluvial sods, open grassland for cattle and equids, and nearby 

forest providing cover for animals such as deer and wild pig. This is reflected in the 

higher densities of prehistoric sites in these two regions compared to the northern 

regions of Central Anatolia proper. The rich and (untü quite recently) weU watered 

sods are the basis of the region’s modem productivity as the largest wheat growing 

area in Turkey (Todd 1980:20).

1.1.2 Regional chronology and culture-history.

In the wider context of the Near East, the earlier Neolithic is divided into two phases, 

Pre-Pottery Neolithic A and Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNA and PPNB), after 

Kenyon (1957), reflecting differences in technology, economy, domestic architecture, 

settlement organisation and other aspects of material culture. The Levantine PPNA is 

associated with the first manifestation of food producing societies, the origins of 

which appear to lie in the Levantine Corridor and middle Euphrates VaUey in the final

 ̂All radiocarbon dates are uncalibrated unless otherwise noted.
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third of the ninth millennium BC (Harris 1996:554, Garrard et al. 1996:207). 

Contemporary sites from the Upper Tigris Basin such as Qermez Dere in Northern 

Iraq (Watkins 1995) and Hallan Çemi in Southeast Turkey (Rosenberg 1994; 1995) 

lack evidence for cultivation. There is also as yet no unequivocal evidence of early 

Neolithic settlement akin to the Levantine PPNA in Central Anatolia or, for that 

matter, any earlier prehistoric sites. The Epipalaeolithic communities on the 

Mediterranean Coast of Turkey — primarily Ôküzini (Olte 1995) and Beldibi Cave 

(Bostanci 1959), near the modem city of Antalya) are well known, but with the 

exception of a possible Acheulian hand-axe from Avia Dag, the only potentially pre- 

Neolithic site in Central Anatolia is Pinarbasi, near Karaman in the southern part of 

the Konya Plain (Watkins 1995). Its carbon 14 dates, however, are as of yet 

ambiguous.

By the middle to the end of the eighth millennium BC, a series of new 

Neohthic settlement appear, first in the Northern Levant, and somewhat later in 

Southeastern Turkey, marking the emergence of the second phase of the aceramic 

Neolithic period in the Near East, conventionally termed the PPNB (Bar-Yosef & 

Belfer-Cohen 1989:59). Southeastern PPNB sites, such as Çayônü, Nevah Çori, 

Cafer Hôyük, GritiUe, and Hayaz Hôyük, while sharing many characteristics with 

their Northern Levantine counterparts, display several unique features that have lead 

to them being referred to as the ‘Taurisian PPNB’ (M.-C. Cauvin 1988:93). A few 

centuries later, by the early seventh millennium, the first evidence of Neolithic 

settlement in Central Anatolia emerges, first at Asiklihôyük, which maintains a 

distinctive PPNB-like hthic technology, then at aceramic Hacilar and Can Hasan HI, 

which do not. The end of the seventh and beginning of the sixth millennium BC
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witnesses the decline of PPNB culture, with ensuing cultural differences between the 

northern and southern Levant. In th  ̂ north, there is a development of larger sites, 

such as Bouqras, Abu Hureyra and Ras Shamra whereas in the south, a demise of 

larger PPNB villages and the establishment of smaller settlements is witnessed. The 

southern Levantine site of ‘Ain Ghazal is unusual for its settlement continuity over 

this period, although there appears to be a significant restructuring of its economy 

(Moore 1985; Rollefson & Kohler-Rollefson 1993).

The Levantine distinction between aceramic and ceramic holds in Anatolia, 

although the transition is less pronounced. Çatalhôyük displays the first 

comprehensive evidence of ceramic technology, virtually absent in the earliest levels 

but steadily increasing in importance over time. However, there are none of the major 

restructurings, regional abandonment, economic or subsistence changes witnessed in 

some parts of the Levant. Nevertheless, although the distinction is less conspicuous, 

like their Levantine counterparts, Anatolian sites are routinely divided into two 

roughly equal chronological periods, based somewhat arbitrarily on the introduction 

of pottery.

1.1.3 Chronology of Central Anatolian Neolithic sites

Compared to the adjacent Levant, our understanding of Anatolian prehistory, and the 

prehistory of Central Anatolia in particular, is still in its infancy. In part this can be 

attributed to an absence of any knowledge of Anatolian prehistoric sites untü the 

1950’s, at which point James Mellaart had started his comprehensive survey of the 

Konya plain with the express aim of identifying prehistoric habitation (Mellaart 1954, 

1961). In the forty years since then, a number of additional survey projects have
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demonstrated the extent of prehistoric settlement (e.g. Solecki 1964, Todd 1980) and 

there have been several excavation p^jects at Anatolian Palaeolithic, Epipalaeolithic, 

and Neohthic sites. Nevertheless, our detailed understanding of the Central Anatolian 

Neolithic is founded primarily on seven sites: Asiklihôyük, Çatalhôyük, Erbaba, 

Suberde, Can Hasan III, Kôskhôyük and Hacilar (figure 1.4). Although recent survey 

projects have identified a handful more including additional Neolithic settlement in the 

Konya Basin which wiU redress our understanding of an area hitherto dominated by 

Çatalhôyük (Baird 1996: pers. com.), the above are the only sites that have seen 

excavation. Out of these, Hacilar remains the only site that has been thoroughly 

published. Less comprehensive publishing is the norm elsewhere, although in most 

cases satisfactory information can be gleaned from collections of published papers and 

preliminary field reports.

During the course of Mellaart’s excavation of Çatalhôyük yearly reports were 

produced culminating in a book written largely for the general public. These 

collectively provide enough information to reconstruct much of the archaeological 

information necessary for a detailed study. Asiklihôyük is in the process of 

excavation, so detailed publication may not occur for a few years. Can Hasan HI, 

despite being excavated in the late 1960’s has never been comprehensively published, 

although a detailed analysis of the knapped-stone formed the subject of a Ph.D. thesis 

at the Institute of Archaeology, London (Ataman 1989). For the other three sites, 

only brief summary reports exist which generally lack the sort of detailed data needed 

for an in-depth examination of any particular component of their assemblage. Thus, 

our limited understanding of Central Anatolian archaeology can in part be attributed
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to the relatively small number of excavated sites, but also to the absence of readily 

accessible information about the few sites which have been excavated.

With the exception of Kôskhôyük, these sites have been radiocarbon dated, 

and Table 1.1 provides a chronological listing of the sites together with their 

uncalibrated Cm dates. Most of these dates were obtained before refined dating and 

calibration techniques but, generally, the entire sequence lasts approximately two 

thousand years between the late eighth/early seventh millennium BC and the late 

sixth/early fifth millennium BC, with the earlier aceramic sites restricted to the first 

half of this period. No individual site shows the transition from aceramic to ceramic, 

but the dating evidence suggests that there is a clear progression between the final 

phases of the latest aceramic and the earliest ceramic sites.

1.2 Çatalhôyük In regional context.

1.2.1 Introduction and general themes.

As part of the larger Near East, the study of Anatolian Neolithic social and economic 

development has traditionally drawn heavily on research firom the better understood 

Levant. Although there are undoubtedly developmental variations, it can be argued 

that the ‘néolithisation’ of all regions of the Near East shared common social and 

economic foundations. In the widest sense, the change from gatherer to grower and 

hunter to herder across the Near East can in part be seen as a shift in the social and 

economic focus from community based to household based (Flannery 1972, Southall 

1988). Accompanying this coalesence into domestic modes of production, there was
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an expansion in economic diversity, as witnessed by the hugely increased range of the 

material cultural repertoire, subsistence products, and long-distance goods. Drawing 

on both Anatolian and Levantine data, the following paragraphs outline the

archaeology of Çatalhôyük in the context of the wider social and economic themes of

the Near Eastern Neolithic.

1.2.2 Subsistence economy.

It is during the Levantine PPNB that sheep and goat replace gazelle as the primary 

source of animal protein and the first strong evidence of animal management and 

domestication emerges, particularly for goat (Garrard et al. 1996:208). Evidence 

from PPNB Abu Hureyra suggests that more productive strains of domesticated 

plants were developed and the quantity and quality of domesticated resources in the 

diet increased (Moore 1985:26). The dramatic increase in number and size of 

settlements between the PPNA and PPNB suggests that there was a significant 

population increase between the two periods, probably as a consequence of the 

increased emphasis on food production (Moore 1983:99). Nevertheless, hunting and 

gathering still formed an important component of the economy, and at contemporary 

sites in more arid areas of the Levant, hunting and gathering continued as the 

economic mainstay (Bar-Yosef & Belfer-Cohen 1989:59). In Central Anatolia it has 

been observed that the “bioarchaeological evidence for agriculture, in the form of the 

remains of crops and domestic animals, dates no earlier than the late seventh 

millennium” (Harris 1996:558). The earliest sites in the region, therefore, show a 

continued reliance on the exploitation of wild species of both plants and animals. For 

instance, at Asiklihôyük large quantities of wüd cattle, pig, onager, hare, red, fallow
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and roe-deer and birds were found, as well as sheep and goat (Esin 1991, Bordaz 

1968), but it is not yet clear whether the latter two were domesticated, although the 

high frequency of young goat and sheep suggests that a human-animal dependency 

may have been reached (Esin 1991:132). At Suberde, sheep and goat dominate the 

faunal remains but again, it is not yet clear whether these are wüd, proto- or fully 

domesticated species (Bordaz 1968:57, Payne 1972:193). Less information is known 

about plant diets, but current understanding suggests that extensive use|of both wüd 

and domesticated species. An analysis of a sample of ash from

the aceramic Hacüar levels produced a small amount of mostly unidentifiable grains, 

seed and other plant parts (Helbaek 1970:195). The sample is not very well 

preserved, but those remains which could be identified included einkom, emmer, 

hulled two-row barley and naked six-row barley, and lentü. Of the five weed species 

identified, mallow is the most frequent (Helbaek 1970:198). At Can Hasan m , 

einkom, emmer and lentüs were grown and a variety of wüd plant species collected 

(French et al. 1972:187). The extensive botanical remains from Can Hasan m  studied 

by Gordon Hülman suggest that in this instance the minimum period of occupation 

would have been mid to late summer with an additional period in late summer or 

spring needed for sowing. However, to move the village and grain stores in the winter 

months would have required the use of pack animals, so a year-round occupation 

seems more likely (French et al. 1972:186). This is in contrast to, for instance, 

Suberde, where the combined lack of botanical remains and the ample evidence of 

hunting point to it being a seasonal hunting camp (Yakar 1991:175).

In contrast to the southern Levant, there is no collapse of late pre-ceramic 

Neolithic settlement in Central Anatolia. Indeed, the earliest ceramic-using sites
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appear to have possessed large populations and substantial buildings with extensive 

storage facilities, and are therefore ^Imost certainly settlements which maintained a 

year-round population. What is known about subsistence activities suggests that a 

large range of plant cultigens were used. At Çatalhôyük fourteen cultigens are 

attested alongside the use of many non-cultivated plants. Emmer, einkom, naked six- 

row barley and pea were the principal crops, and almonds, acorns, pistachio, apple, 

juniper and hack-berry appear to have been commonly collected (Mellaart 1967:224). 

Botanical remains from Hacilar contained comparable examples of einkom, emmer, 

bread wheat, hulled barley, naked barley, and lentil, as well as a variety of collected 

wild species including various fruits and nuts (Helbaek 1970:189-242). Animal 

remains are now principally sheep and goat, followed by cattle aU of which are 

thought -  although not yet conclusively demonstrated -  to have been fully 

domesticated (Martin 1996: pers. com.). Nevertheless, some reliance on the use of 

hunted animals is stül attested, as at Çatalhôyük pigs, red deer, birds and fish are 

evident in some quantity (Mellaart 1967:223). Precise proportions, however, are 

unavailable. Better evidence of domesticated animal use comes firom Erbaba where 

approximately 84% of identifiable animal remains are sheep and goat, and 14% cattle. 

These three species are thought to have been domesticated, with a small (c. 2%) wild 

component of pigs, deer, birds and fish (Bordaz & Bordaz 1976:40).

1.2.3 Domestic architecture and settlement organisation.

The shift from clusters of small round stmctures in the Levantine PPNA to 

agglomerates of larger sub-divided rectangular buildings in the PPNB has been 

argued to represent a shift of the basic unit of production fi'om the community to
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individual family dwellings, with individual households and the family lineage fonning 

the focus of social and economic life (Flannery 1972, Cauvin & Cauvin 1983, Hodder 

1990). Furthermore, the addition of internal subdivisions to Neolithic houses in the 

Levantine PPNB can be seen as reflecting an increase in the number of inhabitants and 

associated domestic food storage requirements (Moore 1985:19, Flannery 1972:39, 

Byrd & Banning 1988:70). The new emphasis on family economic groups may also 

indicate a new and important role for children in subsistence activities (Flannery 

1972:29). The alteration of dwellings to accommodate the fluctuating size of family 

units through the ‘domestic cycle’ is facilitated by rectilinear houses, as it is easier to 

subdivide, add and remove rooms and additions to a rectangular, than circular 

structure (Banning & Byrd 1987).

Late eighth and seventh millennium BC sites in the northern Euphrates river 

basin such as Gritille and Hayaz Hôyük show a similar building construction to their 

Northern Levantine counterparts, but Çayônü (Braidwood et al. 1981), Nevali Çori 

(Hauptmann 1988) and Caferhôyük (Aurenche & Galley 1988) have a distinctly 

different architectural tradition described as ‘cell’ or ‘grill’ housing styles. In Central 

Anatolia, while the structure of aceramic Neolithic buildings and settlements is 

roughly the same as throughout the Near East, there are some subtle inter-regional 

differences which argue for a regional tradition. For instance, where sufficient floor 

plans can be determined, mud-brick or mud-brick with stone foundation rectangular 

buildings without external doorways are the norm. This characteristic is not seen in 

aceramic Neolithic communities outside of Central Anatolia. Here, much of village 

social interaction must have taken place on the rooftops of clustered buildings and 

consequently, despite sharing the same essential social and economic characteristics.
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some elements of village life of Central Anatolian Neolithic communities can be 

argued to be somewhat different than that seen elsewhere in the Near East. The 

doorless rectangular buildings of aceramic sites are arranged in a stmctured manner, 

grouped around an open courtyard area, often with paths and alleys between the 

individual building groups (e.g. Asiklihôyük, Can Hasan III, aceramic Hacilar) -  a 

trend which continues into the ceramic Neolithic. Similar clusters of buildings are 

found in Neolithic contexts in the Levant, but they have external doorways and are 

termed ‘megarons’ or pier houses (Banning & Byrd 1987:310). At Asiklihôyük it has 

been argued that clusters of buildings with hearths, separated from other units by 

passage areas, represent larger domestic congregations (Esin 1991:144). Stmctural 

alterations to the buildings appears to have been performed fairly frequently. One of 

the more remarkable characteristics of building activity at Asiklihôyük is the 

continuity in the use of space: in many instances the position of walls and 

arrangement of mtemal features of individual houses do not deviate over several 

rebuilds through deposits several metres deep.

At Çatalhôyük, buildings in all levels were constructed of sun-dried 

rectangular mud-bricks, without stone foundations, mortared with a brownish-black 

mixture containing occupational debris of ash and broken bones (Mellaart 1967:55). 

Self-standing timber frames, which were filled in with the mud-brick, are 

characteristic of these buildings, which in the earlier phases of the settlement are more 

substantial, later less conspicuous (Mellaart 1967:63), eventually being replaced by 

more substantial mud-brick walls and load-supporting mud-brick pillars. None of the 

buildings display extemal doorways, the first time this had been noted at a Near 

Eastern Neolithic site. This suggests that access to individual buildings must have
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been through the roof, supported by the identification of diagonal ladder marks on the 

south wall of some of the buildings (§gure 1.5).

Individual structures are typically abutted without shared walls, and are 

arranged in clusters around larger unroofed areas, referred to as courtyards. Although 

‘organic’ in form, this settlement plan need not imply that building was an 

unsystematic exercise, for while the overall layout is agglutinative in so far as the 

buildings do connect together, some walls do maintain a straight course for more than 

one building, suggesting some element of premeditated, co-operative design (Mellaart 

1963:59) (figure 1.6). Recent work on the surface of what is referred to as the 

‘northem eminence’ at Çatalhôyük has clearly shown that the overall building plan is 

similar to that found in Mellaart’s excavation areas. Here there is evidence of a long, 

narrow, relatively straight iminterrupted space that could also have served as a 

passage way between two building clusters, reminiscent of the passages seen at 

Asiklihôyük (figure 1.7, 1:8). There is also some indication of groups of buildings 

associated with an open courtyard in a manner similar to that seen at Asiklihôyük, 

although no complete independent unit can easily be distinguished. In contrast to 

Asiklihôyük, however, newly built stmctures do not appear to foUow| t̂he

layout of older buried building positions, but are often wedged between and over 

several buried walls and filled spaces.

Overall there is an enormous degree of standardisation of individual building 

design at Çatalhôyük, The similar manner of building constmction and interior 

arrangement suggests a shared conception of the stmctural requirements of built 

space. Most buildings have one room, with two raised platforms, hearth and oven, 

although some do have more (Mellaart 1975:100). Generally hearths and ovens are
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situated in the southern wall of the building, the latter set partially into the wall 

(Mellaart 1967:56). Hearths vary between rectangular and square in the initial phases, 

round and square in later, but are always raised with a protective 1%> (Mellaart 

1967:58). Also characteristic of the Çatalhôyük buildings are raised L-shaped 

platfonns, often with a higher bench at the south end of the building, which Mellaart 

regards as the forerunners of Turkish sofas and divans, covered with reed or rush 

matting, then cushions and textiles, and used for sitting, working and sleeping 

(Mellaart 1967:60). Building size ranges from small with a floor space of 11.25 

square meters, to very large examples of 48 square meters, with the average building 

between 25 to 27 square meters (Mellaart 1967:67). Often small secondary rooms are 

accessible through rectangular or oval holes in the wall. These rooms appear to have 

been storerooms or kitchens, and often contained grain-bins, made of clay, baskets or 

skins. Saddle querns and mortars were found in most houses, leading Mellaart to the 

conclusion that each family unit processed and baked its own bread (Mellaart 

1967:63). However, some large ovens with diameters of 1.5 to 1.8m, thought to be 

for bread, were found in a courtyard area (Mellaart 1967:63), which may indicate a 

more communal arrangement for this stage of food preparation. The significance of 

building design and layout, as well as the evidence for domestic activities is further 

discussed in Chapter 7.

1.2.4 Ritual and symbolic expression.

The seventh millennium wimesses a remarkable and widespread expansion in 

domestic ritual activity, some of which has been interpreted as reflecting an increase 

in the symbohc importance of the family domestic unit. There is some hint of this in
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the PPNA period, primarily in the growing emphasis on the constmction of 

substantial domestic and community architecture, but it is in the PPNB sites that this 

process is most pronounced and the individual house becomes the focus of economic, 

cultural and symbolic activity (Hodder 1990:34).

In the Levimt, the phenomenon of plastered and asphalt modelled skulls at 

sites such as Jericho and may be interpreted as the manifestation of

‘ancestor cults’, reflecting a desire for domestic continuity and an emphasis on ritual 

practices within the domestic arena. Similarly the greater concern for the replastering 

of floors in PPNB houses has also been interpreted as a sign of economic and social 

stabihty, based on a lifestyle of food production and domestic security (Hodder 

1992:243). Taken together, the architectural permanence of settlement and increased 

domestic ritual activity suggest that “the preservation of the cohesion of the extended 

family in order to guard the family property... seems... to have been the cornerstone 

of PPNB village society” (Bar-Yosef & Belfer-Cohen 1989:63).

These stmctures are seen to play a role in the earliest signs of food producing 

societies not only in the Levant, but also in Central Anatolia in so far as the essential 

characteristics of settlement in both areas are comparable. For instance, sites such as 

Asiklihôyük and Can Hasan III possess prominent domestic architecture with heavily 

plastered floors, some red and of possible symbolic significance. Although there is no 

mention of the intentional placement of skulls at these sites, burials at Asiklihôyük are 

placed under the floors of buddings that contain hearths, suggesting an association 

between death and domestic social space. Unfortunately, the few aceramic sites that 

have been excavated in Central Anatolia don’t facilitate extended discussion of such 

themes. The ensuing ceramic period, however, clearly buüds on the traditions of the
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aceramic, providing further supporting evidence for these hypotheses concerning the 

structuring ideology of Neolithic society.

Ritual is developed to an unprecedented extent at Çatalhôyük. Of the 156 

rooms excavated approximately 48 were designated as ‘shrines’ because of their waU 

decoration, plaster wall mouldings, wall paintings, and other elaborate contents. 

These rooms were often much larger than others, but in general they follow the same 

basic architectural plan, containing platforms, benches, hearths and ovens. Some of 

the shrines contain plaster reliefs showing anthropomorphic figures, both modelled 

and actual bucrania, horn cores set into benches, groups of statues, figures modelled 

into the walls, and human skulls placed on platforms. When present, females are 

depicted in stylised form, and animals such as bulls, stags and leopards are 

represented in full outline, or by their heads. On the earlier animal heads, the homs 

are moulded in clay and plaster, but later the use of the actual horn cores and frontal 

bones of animals becomes common (Mellaart 1967:101). The decoration of some 

rooms appears to follow a logical structure insofar as scenes that appear to deal with 

death and dying are associated with east and north walls, below which the dead were 

buried, whereas scenes that are said to concem birth occupy the opposite west wall. 

Bulls are found only on north walls (Mellaart 1967:104). There is also a considerable 

amount of hunting art painted onto the plastered walls in some of the rooms. Males 

appear to be associated with this activity, and often the hunting scenes appear to be 

scenes of baiting and teasing of live animals, accompanied by dancing, rather than 

actual hunting scenes. Other forms of painted art include abstract geometric patterns, 

vultures, impressions of hands and in one shrine a depiction of what is thought to be a 

stylised representation of a village and an erupting volcano.
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The clay and marble figurines from Çatalhôyük have also received much 

attention in the past. Both male and female forms have been found and range from 

crude stone figures to painted ornate realistic forms, some of which incorporate 

animals (Mellaart 1967:178-203) (figure 1.9). Overall, the figurines form a disparate 

group, illustrating various ages, stages of pregnancy and birth (Mellaart 1967:180). 

However a number of the figurines appears to depict women in positions of authority. 

In particular, the large seated woman in the process of giving birth with her hands on 

two leopards has been variously interpreted as emphasising both a ‘nature-goddess’ 

and fertility role (figure 1.10). This led Mellaart (1967:202), to speculate on the 

existence of a cult of a procreative ‘Mother Goddess’ and the social pre-eminence of 

women:

As the only source of life she became associated with the processes of agriculture, with the 
tanning and nourishing of domesticated animals, with the ideas of increase, abundance and 
fertility. Hence a religion which aimed at exactly that same conservation of hfe in all its 
forms, its propagation and the mysteries of its rites connected with hfe and death, birth and 
resurrection, were evidently part of her sphere rather than that of man. It seems extremely 
likely that the cult of the goddess was administered mainly by women, even if the presence of 
male priests is by no means excluded...

As it may be, the role of ritual from the early Neolithic in the Levant onwards has 

been considered in greater contextual detail by Cauvin & Cauvin (1983), who 

interpret the increase of symbolic behaviour as a product of the decisive and 

fimdamental social prerequisites necessary for the movement towards plant and 

animal domestication. In this firamework, the figurines and hunting scenes at 

Çatalhôyük may be seen as ideological representations ultimately connected with 

increasing social and economic dependence on domesticated species. In a similar vein, 

the abundant artistic expression has been viewed as a manifestation of a Neohthic 

cosmology that embodies a wild:domestic structural opposition (Hodder 1987, 1990, 

1992). Evidence drawn from across the Near East suggests that this opposition can
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be seen to underlie the organisation of much of Neolithic life, reflected in the form 

and patterning of material culture. Hodder (1992:248) has examined the relationships 

and patterning between houses, hearths and ovens, pottery and female figures, 

arguing that their spatial relationship is representative of a symbolic association 

linking women to a concept he tenns the ‘domus’. This web of symbolic inter

relationship is stmcturally opposed to a similar set of associations -  the ‘agrios’ -  

where men are symbolically linked to hunting, the wüd, and animals (Hodder 

1992:248) (figure 1.11). This proposal, insofar as it appears to be borne out by the 

avaüable evidence, not only from Çatalhôyük but other Neohthic sites in the Near 

East and Europe is particularly exciting because it has direct implications for the 

interpretation of material cultural patterning, including knapped-stone industries. The 

implication of these ideas are further explored in Chapter 7.

A further aspect of ritual activity is the mortuary evidence. Most burials were 

located beneath the platforms within individual buddings, with occasional burials 

elsewhere in a room, but not in storerooms or courtyards. Skeletal evidence indicates 

that de-fleshing was practised, although as some skeletons were articulated this 

suggests that exposure prior to burial may have occurred (Mellaart 1967:204). Some 

burials included grave goods, and some differences in patterning can be observed 

between suspected male and female internment. Males, for instance, were 

occasionally accompanied by projectües and bifaces, beads, pendants and bone belt 

hooks, whüe females typically included beads and obsidian mirrors, as well as bone 

and stone tools (Todd 1976:69-70).

Mellaart differentiated between buddings showing combinations of advanced 

architectural elaboration, wall paintings, large deposits of figurines, obsidian tools and
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weapons and rich red-ochre burials, and less complex buildings by the term shrine. 

However, an analysis of the degree (ÿ architectural elaboration of aU rooms suggests 

that no clear distinction can be made between shrines and non-shrines using these 

criteria (Hodder et al. 1996) (figure 1.12). Rather, there appears to be a normal 

distribution of room complexity using these criteria. However, as I will demonstrate 

in Chapter 5, when elements of portable material culture are factored in, the 

differences between shrines and other buildings is amplified. In other regards, the 

likelihood of buildings fluctuating between more and less complex stages has been 

made by W. Matthews (1997) using micromorphological evidence. This does not 

argue against the ritual use of some rooms, but does suggest that there is little reason 

to presuppose the rigid separation of secular and sacred areas at Çatalhôyük (Last 

1997). This has direct bearing on patterns discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

1.2.5 Material culture.

The PPNB wimessed an increase in the variety of manufactured material goods and 

an extension of the use of imported foreign and exotic materials. The steadily 

increasing use of obsidian in the Levant from the PPNA onwards and the growing 

incidence of beads of exotic shell and stone suggest the establishment of long-distance 

exchange networks. There is also considerable evidence of sophisticated local 

industries of ground and knapped stone, bone and -  owing to remarkable preservation 

at sites such as Nahal Hemar and Çatalhôyük -  wood and textiles. The quantity and 

variety of goods manufactured at Asiklihôyük and at Can Hasan HI -  including 

knapped, ground, and polished stone, bone awls, hooks and buckles at the former 

(Esin 1991:134) and large quantities of ground stone slabs and mortars, axes.
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hammers, beads and pendants, bone awls, spatulas, points and beads and figurines at 

the latter (Ataman 1989:24) -  are foremnners to the expanded productive activities 

seen shghtly later at Çatalhôyük.

However, as elsewhere in the Neolithic of the Near East, the house floors of 

Çatalhôyük were kept remarkably clean. In contrast, ‘open spaces’ between buildings, 

termed ‘courtyards’ by Mellaart appear to be the main repositories of domestic 

mbbish, and thus the primary ‘context’ of recovery for material culture. Recent 

detailed micro-morphological investigations of the courtyard spaces have supported 

this idea (W. Matthews et al. 1997). Consequently most of the ubiquitous objects 

used by the inhabitants -  ceramic, obsidian, and animal bones -  are found in rubbish 

deposits, room and building fills, the fill of features such as fire installations, pits, or 

burials, and only occasionally in contexts that can be considered ‘living’ floors.

Pottery, as at other early ceramic sites in Central Anatolia and the Levant, is 

handmade and in its earliest manifestation, comprises a heavy, burnished, primarily 

vegetable tempered ware. Early forms are typically thick-walled squat bowls, leading 

to more globular and closed forms with mineral temper. Later levels show more 

complex forms, including footed bases and ledge handles, and red-slip also becomes 

more common (Todd 1976:77-78; Last 1997). Fired clay stamp seals have also been 

recovered from Çatalhôyük, but whether they served the same function as later 

Bronze Age stamp seals is unclear. Bone is commonly found worked into domestic 

tools such as awls, pins, spoons as well as beads and bone hooks and eyes. Native 

hammered copper and lead are also present with the possibility of crude smelting of 

copper ores (Todd 1976:91). Carbonised wood is witness to a developed carving 

industry, including dishes, plates, cups, and boxes (Mellaart 1967:215). Baskets,
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matting and textiles are preserved in carbonised form and also attest to a technically 

sophisticated and developed craft (MeUaart 1967:218). The knapped-stone industry 

shows a similar level of technical competence and typological variability. There have

been separate analyses of this material: Bialor (1962), Mortensen (1964) and, more 

recently, Balkan-Atli (1994) who, within a review of Neolithic Anatolian knapped- 

stone industries, provides a brief synopsis of the main typological characteristics of 

the knapped-stone artefacts from earlier phases. The results of each of these analyses 

are considered in some detail in the foUowing section

1.3 Previous analyses of the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone.

As the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone assemblage is the most extensive in Central 

Anatolia, and as the previous review shows, this site plays an often principal role in 

the wider discussion of Anatolian prehistory. For this reason there has been 

considerable interest in the knapped-stone obtained from Mellaart’s excavation. There 

are three sources of piimaiy information for this material: a report by Bialor (1962) 

published after the first season of work, an unpublished report by Mortensen (1964) 

who examined the material from the years 1961 to 1963, and various brief comments 

by Mellaart contained in reports of the 1963 and 1965 seasons. These are useful but 

not infallible archives, and in the following paragraphs I provide a synopsis of their 

results. More recently Balkan-Atli (1994) has re-analysed the material firom the 

earliest levels which also provides some useful, but limited, information which I shall 

also review. Before embarking on this, I wish to clarify that no comprehensive
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analysis of aU of the knapped-stone data from MeUaart*s excavation has before been 

completed. The information that ^  available provides a basic, yet ultimately 

inadequate account of what is arguably the most important Neolithic site in Anatolia,

a deficiency that this thesis in part addresses.

1.3.1 Perry Bialor.

Perry Bialor’s 1962 report provides the first account of the Çatalhôyük knapped- 

stone artefacts, and is based solely on the first season’s excavation. FoUowing the 

tradition of the time, the focus of his report is on defining the typological variability of 

the industry, the distribution of types by room and phase, and the simUaiities with 

other Neohthic knapped-stone industries in the Near East. While thorough from a 

typological perspective, Bialor does not discuss technological characteristics in any 

detaU. He does, however, provide useful descriptions of the conventional types 

encountered, as this brief synopsis shows (Bialor 1962:69):

The industry is characterised by the presence of numerous tanged arrow and lance-heads, not 
very numerous awls, and some drills (there are, of course, many bone awls also), scrapers of 
various kinds, some which are rather well shaped round or ovoid scrapers, laurel-leaf 
daggers, the typical parallel-sided blades, a couple of heavUy retouched fabricators, some 
heavy pointed blades, several specialised implements of problematic usage, and rather scanty 
waste flakes. .. Equally significant is what is lacking; this includes burins..., chipped axes, 
adzes, picks, and hoes, microliths and geometries in any size, barbed or notched arrowheads 
and sickle blades in any significant amount (only a few have been provisionaUy identified, 
although the author admits to an inability to clearly identify sickle blades of obsidian when 
silica sheen, so omnipresent on flint and chert, is missing).

Within each of his type-categories, but particularly the projectile, scraper, and dagger

classes, Bialor describes the range of potential forms: scrapers are divided into seven

sub-types, projectiles into four basic and fifteen sub-types. Patterning between levels

and rooms is then examined within these parameters. Indeed, the majority of Bialor’s

report is taken up with descriptions of type distributions across both level and room
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contexts. Generally, however, Bialor tends to stress the homogeneity of the knapped- 

stone industry over time: “from the-bottom (VTH) to the top (H) of the excavated 

levels there is no break in the tradition and no significant shifts in the proportion of 

tools relative to each other, size of tools, or techniques of manufacture employed” 

(Bialor 1962:67). He does, however, identify two potential instances of chronological 

change, involving both a shift from wider blades to narrower ones, and a tendency 

towards more bifacial tanged points in later levels (Bialor 1963:69). The latter turned 

out to be contradicted by data acquired in subsequent years, both by Todd (1976:81), 

who states that extensive bifacial retouch of obsidian occurs in the earliest levels, but 

declines later, and MeUaart (1964:111), who asserts that projectUe points are “nearly 

always bifacial... and better done” in earlier levels. What Bialor didn’t comment on, 

although it is contained in one of his data tables (Bialor 1962: table c), is a 

particularly interesting trend for an increase in the proportion of blades in the later 

phases of the sequence.

Patterning across room contexts is occasionaUy noted, providing substantial 

and impressive evidence for the asymmetrical distribution of particular types of 

knapped-stone artefacts. This, together with the hints of increases in the proportion of 

blades in later levels, provides a foreshadowing of exciting and consequential data 

trends. Throughout his report, Bialor provides interesting reasons for large numbers 

of tools -  particularly projectiles -  found in certain contexts. More often than not, it 

is attributed to the status of the occupier, such as in one of the cases described above 

where large numbers of projectiles are ascribed to “the ‘master’ of House 4 who 

[possessed] considerable skill or else was a trying connoisseur of only the finest 

workmanship” (Bialor 1962:90). Bialor also speculates that the apparent ‘wealth’ of
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Çatalhôyük was based on “the control, due to its relative proximity, of the obsidian 

trade at its source” (Bialor 1962:110). This idea has persisted in several later exposés 

of Çatalhôyük’s position in the Anatolian Neolithic, yet has never been fuUy e3q>lored

or, indeed, justified. This is further explored in Chapter 6.

In terms of wider cultural affiliations, Bialor suggests, on the basis of the 

knapped-stone artefacts, that Çatalhôyük can be seen (in general terms) as having 

similar forms of stone tools to those found at Mersin, which at that time was the 

nearest excavated Neohthic site in Turkey, as well as several presumed Neohthic 

surface scatters in the vicinity of the Konya Plain.

1.3.2 James Mellaart.

In his 1963 report, MeUaart offers few comments on the material coUected in the 

previous season beyond three general remarks: (i) that there is an absence of any 

evidence of obsidian or flint working in the areas excavated; (h) there is a trend for 

hoards of weapons to be buried beneath floors, probably in bags which have since 

decayed; and (hi) flint is a smaU but ubiqihtous component of individual deposits of 

knapped-stone material (MeUaart 1963:101). A few other observations are made 

concerning projectUe point typology, particularly the reduction in the number of 

projectiles with retouch confined to the tang. Also of note is his suggestion that the 

size of modified pieces increases in earlier levels. His most substantial contribution to 

the analysis of knapped-stone comes in his report of the foUowing year where several 

stratigraphicaUy distinct deposits are separately described and a number of 

interpretative statements are made concerning the overall nature and spatial 

patterning of flint and obsidian artefacts. Clear differences between the earlier and
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later levels had by this time become apparent, particularly the increased use of blades 

in the later half of the occupation. Earlier levels are described as having a greater 

dependence on flakes for their tools, although a similar range of tool forms was 

thought to have existed, including numerous bifacial projectiles (Mellaart 1964:111).

Perhaps the most interesting comments made in these reports involves the 

distribution of flint and obsidian artefacts, which are argued to occur in four places 

(Mellaart 1964:103): (i) as offerings in shrines, “usually in large quantities, and often 

unused”; (ii) hoarded beneath floors, “in the south-east comer of the building near the 

hearth -  probably in bags”; (hi) on the floor, “often broken or used and left as they 

were at the time of the fire or abandonment of a building”; and (iv) buried with the 

dead, “below the platforms of the houses and shrines [are] often unused and 

spectacular weapons”. Examples of artefacts fi'om this last context are often 

particularly interesting, with males often buried with numerous projectiles or finely 

worked flint daggers.

1.3.3 Peter Mortensen.

Peter Mortensen’s (1964) analysis is by far the most comprehensive, based on 2,844 

pieces excavated between 1961 and 1963. Three main typological groupings were 

defined, each containing a number of sub-types: (i) cores and core implements (five 

sub-types); (h) flakes, flake-blades, and flake implements (eleven sub-types); and (hi) 

blades and blade implements (forty-two sub-types) (figure 1.13). Each of these types 

is described in some detah, with their frequency of occurrence examined by level. 

Raw material patterning and chronological distribution were also examined. Six 

techno-typological trends are identified by Mortensen: (i) a gradual decrease in the
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use of flint (1964:14); (ii) an increase in the use of blades, reaching its pinnacle by 

Level V (1964:15); (iii) preferential ÿse of flint for some tools, particularly daggers, 

some types of flake scrapers and flake borers, and obsidian for others, such as the 

blade tools, burins, polishers, and aU projectiles (1964:15); (iv) a more economical 

use of flint (1964:17); (v) larger projectiles (interpreted as spearheads) rare until 

Level VIA-B, suggesting that bows were more common in the earlier phases of the 

settlement (1964:7); and (vi) a reduction in tool size and typological variety in the 

upper levels, coinciding with “a decline in the technical skiU” of the knappers 

(1964:20).

1.3.4 Nur Balkan-Atli.

Nur Balkan-Atli’s (1994) summary of the earlier levels is based on a reanalysis of 

material from the first three years of excavation at Çatalhôyük. As with the earlier 

reports, a number of different tool types are described although she devised a 

modified typological scheme, which including piercers, utilised, retouched, notched 

and truncated blades, sickle elements, scrapers, utilised and retouched flakes, bifaces, 

chisels and projectile points. Interestingly, she alleges that microliths compose 1% of 

the retouched artefacts (Balkan-Atli 1994:128) although Mortensen states that 

“genuine microliths have not been found” (Mortensen 1964:4). In the early levels, 

projectile points, scrapers and retouched flakes are described as the predominant tool 

types. Six point types are also identified by Balkan-Atli: (i) short oval points; (ii) long 

oval points; (iii) lozenge shaped points; (iv) roughly tanged; (v) tanged and; (vi) 

tanged and finned points.
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Some differences between the early and late levels were noted; for instance, 

flint is more common in the earlie^ levels, although obsidian still overwhelmingly 

predominates the industry. Her summary of the early phases of the industry also 

includes a tally of flake and blade debitage that clearly demonstrates the

predominance of flakes over blades in the earlier levels (XII to VIII). However, few 

interpretations are provided for this or any other identified data patterning.

1.3.5 Summary of earlier analyses.

Two important observations surface from this brief review, appUcable on both a 

general and a specific level: (i) the morphological variety of Neohthic knapped-stone; 

and (ii) the clear changes of debitage techniques over time. One further issue that is a 

specific characteristic of Çatalhôyük, is the uneven distribution of certain tools — 

particularly points -  between contexts. It is worth commenting on these in further 

detail.

First, perhaps the most important issue that these earlier reports have raised is 

the enormous morphological variety of tool forms. This is a common and recognised 

phenomenonin Neohthic knapped-stone assemblages through-out the Near East. One 

approach, the most traditional way of dealing with this and the one followed by 

Ataman, is to devise a typological scheme that encompasses the variation. However, 

beyond the ‘formalised’ tools such as projectile-point or, to a lesser degree, some of 

the larger scrapers, there is little consensus as to what categories the diversity of 

‘informal’, ‘ad-hoc’ retouched flakes and blades should be placed in. Ataman’s 

scheme reflects this as, although there are fifteen primary types and a larger number 

of ‘sub’ types, categories such as ‘retouched flakes’ and ‘retouched blades’ are catch
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alls for implements that are not more easily recognisable. These two categories 

contribute the greatest number of pieces to the stratified sample (Ataman 1989: figure 

45).

The earlier analysis of the Çatalhôyük assemblage followed a similar strategy, 

as there was a greater dependence on broad inclusive categories such as ‘retouched 

flake’. Mortensen’s confession that “flakes of obsidian or flint, irregularly retouched 

along the edges... represent several kinds of tools, but it has not been possible as yet 

to determine the function of any of the pieces from the differing shapes, the retouch, 

or from any special traces of wear” (Mortensen 1964:5) highlights the classification 

problem encountered with non-standardised assemblages. Amaltemative methodology, 

one designed specifically to address this issue, is discussed in the next chapter.

Secondly, there appears to be a change in primary debitage techniques. Such a 

change may indicate a restructuring of the organisation of lithic production and/or 

may be related to wider changes to subsistence or economic design. While this is 

hinted at by all three analysts, because there has never been a comprehensive analysis 

of this assemblage, it is difficult to either quantify or qualify the specifics of the 

change. In order to better define such trends, systematic analysis of technological 

characteristics is required.

Finally, there are several hints at patterns of tool distribution, particularly the 

disparate quantities of projectiles found in some houses. This is an interesting 

observation and (providing adequate additional information was available on the 

nature of the rooms, other artefacts present, etc.) could supply evidence for 

discussion of symbolic and socio-economic issues connected with particular artefact 

forms or production techniques. For example, Mellaart speculated that the
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undamaged condition of many of the projectiles found in burials was because they had 

never been used. This in itself suggests that while the existence of many of the 

Çatalhôyük tools can be attributed to functional requirements, other forms, 

particularly the more ornately retouched tools suggest that production was not 

undertaken solely for use, but possibly for deposition in ritual contexts.

In sum, previous analyses of the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone suffer from only 

exaniindng sub-sets of the fuU chronological span of the industry. This means that the 

fuU span of technological and typological variability has never been examined, and 

meaningful discussion of temporal transformations cannot occur. There has been no 

attempt to understand the technology of the industry, so issues concerning the 

methods of blank and tool production are poorly understood. The three reports 

discussed above have not attempted to examine the spatial patterning of the knapped- 

stone artefacts in any detail, prohibiting any discussion of the larger social and 

economic context of the industry. The final part of this chapter outlines how this 

thesis win redress these imbalances.

1.4 Thesis aims.

The aims of this thesis are straightforward. First, as this introductory chapter has 

shown, Çatalhôyük figures prominently within our understanding of the Neolithic in 

Anatolia and the Near East and this thesis aims to redress the lack of any 

comprehensive and thorough analysis of its knapped-stone industry. A main objective 

is to therefore investigate the technological attributes of the knapped-stone
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assemblage, and to identify and define methods of blank and tool production. Where 

appropriate, the morphological characteristics of retouched tools will also be 

examined to identify typological patterning.

Çatalhôyük is a site with a long period of occupation, and the significant 

changes that occur over time to the knapped-stone industry wül also be thoroughly 

examined. Comparisons with other Central Anatolian sites will be made to allow for a 

regional perspective of the industry.

Another important aim of this thesis, and one which has been particularly 

neglected in knapped-stone analysis, is the examination of contextual patterning. In 

this part of the study, the spatial patterning of flint and obsidian artefacts are explored 

vis-à-vis intra-buüding patterning and the changing use of intemal space. A detailed 

analysis of inter-building patterns and the differences between what have traditionally 

been termed ‘shrines’ and ‘houses’ will also be presented.

Finally, in keeping with the expressly interpretative aim of this thesis, my final 

objective is to present a socio-economic analysis of the knapped-stone industry. This 

will involve synthesising the technological, typological, and contextual analyses, in 

order to constmct an interpretation of the industry that takes into account the social 

and symbolic significance of technology and material culture. In order to accomplish 

this, it is important to show that by examining technology within its social context, a 

more finitful understanding of the social and economic basis of stone tool 

manufacture, use and discard can be obtained. The following Chapter discusses this 

issue in more detail, and critically examines the method and theory of knapped-stone 

analysis in the Near East.
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2.0 Theoretical and Practical Framework

2.1 The interpretation of material culture and technology.
2.2 Towards a contextual methodology in knapped-stone analysis.
2.3 Summary.

In this chapter, I define the theoretical background to the analysis of the Çatalhôyük 
knapped-stone artefacts. First, in Section 2.1, the interpretative potential of 
technology and technological products, as items of material culture, is discussed. 
Also, the theoretical basis of contextual archaeology is examined. In Section 2.2, I 
review conventional approaches to knapped-stone analysis, and present some initial 
ideas for a contextual and interpretative approach. Section 3.3 contains a summary of 
the main points.

2.1 The Interpretation of material culture and technology.

2.1.1 Material culture and technology: definitions.

Traditionally, the study of prehistoric technology has concentrated on physical 

products, particularly raw-material composition, the mechanical process of 

manufacture, and morphological variability. Considerably less attention has been 

placed on the ‘social actors’ and the social context which gave meaning to 

technological actions and products, although this is increasingly being seen as a focus 

of analysis (e.g. Dobres 1995, Edmonds 1995, Gero 1991, Lemmonier 1993, Pigeot 

1990). In part this may be attributed to an increased awareness of the potential of 

material culture for the study of social agency, brought about largely by developments 

in post-processual thought since the mid-1980’s.

Material culture may be defined as the physical component of human social 

life, consisting of the tools, mbbish, buildings and other material objects procured, 

produced, used and discarded by people. As originally argued by Hodder (1982),
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material culture is ‘meaningfully constituted’, in that its form, patterning and 

relationships are aU determined firom^within cultures, not by extemal stimuli (Trigger 

1989:348). Li other words, material culture is not singly a reflection of human- 

environment relationships or a by-product of human behaviour, but rather an active 

component of society (Hodder 1991:6). Objects be they stone tools, buildings and 

ceramic pots, are aU purposefully made by individuals, and in turn shape the social 

landscape within which that individual acts.

The term ‘technology’ collectively refers to the specific knowledge about the 

manner in which things are made, and the non-discursive ‘know-how’ (Pelegrin 1990) 

which consists of the practical implementation of the knowledge of how to make and 

use technological products. The latter aspect has also been referred to as ‘technique’, 

with the term ‘technology’ restricted to the knowledge component (e.g. Ingold 

1990:7). Others use the term to encompass both the physical products of 

knowledge and know-how, be they computers, nuclear weapons, or stone tools 

(MacKenzie & Wajcman 1985:5). The term ‘technology’ can thus refer to three 

elements -  the knowledge of procedures, practical know-how, and the physical 

product itself. All three elements of technology emphasise the social imbeddedness of 

knowledge, action and product. Put another way, technology is the product of social 

choice, action and stmcture, yet at the same time is not an independent by-product of 

society. While the planning, production, use, repair and discard are materially based, 

technology is inherently social (Dobres 1995:27). As with aU material culture, 

technology possesses social meaning, and both is shaped by, and shapes, society.

The concept of structuration developed by Giddens in writings such as 

Central Problems in Social Theory (Giddens 1979) can be used to define the
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relationship between the three components of technology and the social agency which 

creates it. Structuration is a term use  ̂to describe the manner by which the structural 

mles of a social system are brought into being through the practices of ‘social actors’ 

(Giddens 1979:66). People are argued to be knowledgeable about the structured 

codes governing the world and live their lives imd make conscious or subconscious 

choices of action and practice within them (Dark 1995:161). Thus, knowledge and 

know-how are in part a manifestation of an individual’s conception of the social 

world, and how it should be constructed. In a similar manner, gourd,eu developed a 

concept of habitus, which is, simply put, an unconsciously held ‘logic of practice’ 

learned through enculturation that governs social life (Sourdiet/ 1977). What is 

important, is that the social process of enculturation is argued to include the 

experience of the material world. Material culture can therefore be seen to play a part 

in forming the social world, with people aware of its role in forming and shaping 

culture (Dark 1995:184; Hodder 1991:49, 76). Both Giddens’ structuration and 

gouv'di€u’s habitus are important concepts for the interpretative potential of material 

culture, as material cultural patterning is seen to be partially detennmed by the 

structured codes of action that govern the decisions of manufacturers, yet individual 

choice and practice also plays an important role in structuring the social world. 

Consequently, technology (as knowledge, practice and product) can be seen as both 

determined by and determining the social context in which it is embedded.

The relationship between the social and the material in western society is more 

difficult to comprehend because of object commodification, yet in non-capitalist 

societies material objects are imbued with social meaning. For instance, ethnographic 

studies of western Australian Aborigines by Tacon (1991) have shown that the
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procurement, classification and use of technological products -  in this particular 

instance stone tools -  is to a large d^ree influenced by the relationship between raw 

material and ancestral beings. In this sense, the three components of technology can 

also serve as reference points for social reproduction, providing the cues for the 

identity and structure of society (Edmonds 1995:11).

Technology can also be seen to have a political quality. Studies of technology 

in the contemporary world have shown that mundane things such as the height of 

bridges directly affect the manner in which people carry out their daily lives (Winner 

1985:30). In antiquity, a similar relationship may also be inferred. One example comes 

from Mesoamerica, where the development of a prismatic blade technology has been 

directly attributed to the rise of chiefdoms, as the securing of constant supplies of the 

necessary raw material and the economic support of craft-specialists is thought to be 

necessarily dependent on an emerging political hierarchy (Clark 1987).

One part of the pohtical element of technology also involves gender, insofar as 

gender relations are often defined and mediated through the access to, the skill 

involved in, and the knowledge of the techniques of production and use of material 

culture (Dobres 1995:28). In sum, social identity, group pohtics and individual 

relationships directly affect the characteristics and patterning of technology.

The study of technology can therefore be seen as the process of defining the 

relationship between the social and the specific knowledge and practical know-how 

that is combined to produce objects. By emphasising the fluidity of the relationship of 

the practical with the social, this contrasts with approaches which tend to emphasise 

the deterministic nature of technology. In contrast, the perception that material 

culture creates society further stresses the inherently social nature of technological
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products. As such, one aim of analysis becomes the ‘making sense’, or interpreting, 

technology as a social phenomenon.

2.1.2 Interpretation and context.

Most archaeologists, be they scientifically oriented or otherwise, have seen 

interpretation as the purpose of archaeological inquiry, as witnessed in Binford’s 

musings concerning how to make sense of his data:

I could tell you cross-correlations between any pair of Mousterian tool-types, between tools 
and bones, between bones and the drip-Iines in cave sites, between almost any type of data 
you care to name. What I found, of course, was many new facts that nobody had seen before.
But none of these new facts spoke for themselves... None of the correlations carried sufficient 
information to tell us why they were that way: they simply stood as increasingly complex 
patterns of static associations in the archaeological record (Binford 1983:100).

Here, Binford’s main concern was how to justify inferences between the ‘static’

archaeological record and the dynamics of past human behaviour , which I shall return

to. In the first instance, however, this serves as a useful example of the perceived

difference between description and interpretation. Statements such as ‘15% of the

ceramic fabrics are shell tempered’, or ‘98% of flint tools have convex retouched

edges whereas 96% of obsidian tools have straight retouched edges’ are generally

considered descriptive, because they are non-critical observations and lack

explanatory value (Tilley 1993). They are, notwithstanding errors in observation,

generally considered to be non-disputable, empirical, observations. In contrast,

statements which attempt to interpret observation and, in the process, provide some

account of the patterning, are by definition subjective and disputable. They carry with

them the possibility of errors of judgement (Tilley 1993:3). In Binford’s case, the

interpretative component of his investigation was the definition of different functional

assemblages of Mousterian tools (e.g. Binford & Binford 1966; Binford 1973; 1983)
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which contrasted with earlier interpretations (e.g. Bordes 1950) which attributed the 

patterning to ethnic variabUity. His réponse to the problem of inferential subjectivity 

was to investigate the processes of how the ‘dynamic’ behaviour of people in 

antiquity becomes transformed to the ‘static’ archaeological record, for “unless we 

know the necessary and determinant linkages between dynamic causes and static 

consequences, how can we ever justify an inference from one to the other” (Binford 

1983:100, my italics). This spawned what was to become popularly known as 

‘middle-range theory’, where the overriding purpose was to objectify the inferential 

process and provide inferential security. The archaeological record could thus be 

explained, and facts could be accumulated about ‘the way things were’.

The interpretative process followed here is significantly different, j^the

metaphor of ‘text’ as best representing material culture, and ‘reading’ or ‘translation’

the act of interpretation. Persuasively argued by writers such as Hodder (1991:154),

the result can be considered a narrative that recognises the subjective role of the

translator, rather than any universally applicable ‘middle-range’ mles. There are some

significant differences between language and material culture, particularly languages’

dependence on a logical grammatical stmcture versus the contextual contingency of

material culture (Kobylinski 1989). This does not negate the metaphor of material

culture as text, but instead reinforces the idea of an interpretative narrative. Tilley

(1993) and Shanks & Tilley (1987; 1992) have extended this idea of narrative to the

extreme, arguing that:

Understanding material culture is an act of translation. Meaning depends on context and the 
position of the interpreter in relation to this context, whether prehistoric social actor or 
contemporary archaeologist. There is no original meaning to be discovered. (Shanks & Tilley 
1987:211).
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In sum, Shanks & Tilley see data as an inherently ‘plastic’ medium that is consciously 

or unconsciously moulded to fit the subjective biases of the interpreter. As such, they 

have focused on the political role of archaeological inquiry to determine the way in 

which it has been used to reinforce contemporary social conditions dominated by late 

capitalism (Buchli 1995:182). The approach followed in this thesis does not take such 

an extreme view. I maintain that although archaeological data exist both in the past 

and in the present, it is not an entirely transmutable medium that can be fitted to 

theoretical musings about ‘the way things were’ (compare Hodder 1991:152 with 

Shank & Tilley 1987:104). While not necessarily objectively rendered in the present, 

it is resilient, and through a critically aware methodology, ‘best-fit’ interpretations can 

be obtained. To put it another way, any given set of archaeological data has a finite 

number of interpretative possibilities. However, the focus of inquiry is rather less on 

defining causal explanations than on self-critical interpretation, endeavouring to 

understand processes and structures which can never be certain (Shanks & Hodder 

1995:5).

Essential to the process of ‘making sense’ of any particular phenomenon is an 

attentiveness to the larger social context, as any individual part of society (including 

technology and ‘techniques’) cannot adequately be comprehended outside of the 

whole (Hodder 1986:2; 1991:145). Context is “the totality of the relevant dimensions 

of variation around any one object” (Hodder 1991:143) -  the wider relationships that 

contribute to any individual object’s meaning (Hodder 1986:5). Spatial position and 

physical relationship to other objects, physical composition, and the wider social 

context of manufacture, use and discard, all play a part in defining an artefact’s 

meaning. Identical objects may thus have different meanings in different contexts.
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This is the essence of a contextual approach to artefact analysis and interpretation. A 

contemporary example may be drawn from the use of safety pins as decorative objects 

by punks in the late 1970’s (Hodder 1986): a safety pin has a completely different 

meaning when used to pierce a nose, rather than to pin a baby’s nappy. Yet context 

should not be seen as deterministic. Some objects can equally define the meaning of 

the context (Shanks & Hodder 1995:15), as witnessed by symbolically charged items 

such as cmcifixes, that give meaning to the social settings in which they are used. 

This relational fluidity of meaning between object and context is a critical principle of 

contextual archaeology, and by following networks of associations, the social 

meanings of objects and their contexts can be defined (Hodder 1986:8). Any 

interpretative account of the past is thus a hermeneutic spiral, involving constant 

referral between context and object, moving towards an understanding that accounts 

and makes sense of the totality of variability (Shanks & Tilley 1992:104).

2.1.3 Practical Implications.

How are the basic concepts of contextual archaeology to be translated into a practical 

methodology for the analysis and interpretation of material culture? At a general level, 

the belief that ‘parts’ cannot be understood outside the ‘whole’ counsels that relevant 

dimensions of variability must be considered. This necessarily entails the assimilation 

of as much data as possible in any analytical method prior to interpretation. This 

directly applies, for instance, to typological analysis, for without including these 

relevant dimensions, a case could be made that insufficient information has been 

procured for the accurate construction of classes. Typologies are fundamental for 

examining patterning and coping with morphological variability (Shanks & Hodder
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1995:9), but as their construction involves judgement, they are inherently subjective. 

Furthermore, the interpretative valî p of typological classification comes from the 

synthesis of heterogeneity to homogeneity. This process is the manner in which we 

‘make-sense’ and attempt to understand the complex phenomena.. This is the source 

of several potential problems. To illustrate with a simple example, the common stone 

tool type ‘scraper’ can be used to describe an enormous variety of implements that 

tire, nevertheless, assumed to be functionally equivalent. The problem is that the 

variability which has necessarily been homogenised may have been as significant as 

that which was used to define the type -  the colour of the raw material, for instance, 

or the depositional context. One means by which potentially ‘meaningful’ variables 

can be identified may be through the addition of context: are brown flint tools found 

in some contexts and grey flint tools in others?; or aie large tools associated with big 

animals and small tools with small animals?, and so on. In order to classify xccurA.-ktj

potential variability, a critical approach is required -  one that incorporates the 

dialectic between object and context.

In one sense this goes to the heart of the problems surrounding the purpose of 

classification. If, as was commonly suggested, classification is used not only to create 

order, but to reveal ‘emic’ classes of objects (or ‘mental-templates’ in the parlance of 

hthic analysts), then an objective final result could be obtained (Deetz 1967:45-49).

The problem with this, of course, is that while the result may best account for 

observed patterning, it is ultimately unknowable whether the scheme would be 

meaningful or make sense to the actual makers, so it is based entirely on the 

observations of the analysts. As these are subjective and liable to change, thus the 

classification can never be final. Claims that complete objectivity is, possible by
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basing typologies on all observable characteristics is an impossibility because of the 

infinite variety of potential variab^s that can be recorded (Adams & Adams 

1991:184):

A pot can be classified according to its shape and decoration as of a particular type. But thin- 
sectioned under a polarising microscope it explodes into another world of micro-particles and 
mineral inclusions. The pot is not just one thing which can be captured in a single all- 
encompassing definition. There is always more that can be said or done with the pot. A single 
post is also multiple. It depends on the trials we make of it, what we do with it, how we 
experience it -  whether we attend to surface and shape or slice it and magnify it (Shanks & 
Hodder 1995:9).

Any individual object consists of a number of moiphological attributes that offers the 

possibility of defining types by their key characteristics. As defined here, variables are 

the qualitative and quantitative dimensions of an object which possess different 

attribute states. For instance, the variable ‘length’ can possess different states, as can 

colour. Attributes are mutually exclusive, in the sense that an object cannot be both 

40g and 60g. Additionally, variables such as the hardness of a ceramic paste, or the 

weight of a stone tool can be recorded independently of context variability. Adams & 

Adams (1991:176) call these intrinsic variables to distinguish them from contextual 

variables, which are those that refer to the context within which an object is found -  

its physical position, its spatial relationship to other objects, and so on. Both intrinsic 

and contextual variables can be empirically observed and recorded, but should not 

necessarily be considered objective. Rather than using one all encompassing term to
o l

describe a group of superficially related objects  ̂ dy]ij-s ^ombination of

their ‘intrinsic variables’ may be more effective. These in turn can be compared and 

correlated to ‘contextual variables’, offering a mechanism for the identification of 

context-type patterning. This may serve as a starting point for the identification of 

contextual meaning and variability.
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In all cases, the selection of variables needs to be done with consideration of 

the source and nature of the constituent attributes and the questions being asked of 

the data. For instance, on a stone tool, a commonly recorded variable is the 

delineation of the retouched edge. This is in part determined by the original shape of 

the blank, and in part by the action of retouching. Edge delineation, therefore, may be 

a variable directly related to individual choice -  both in the selection of a blank shape 

and the modification of its edges. A problem arises when we cannot know intuitively 

what variables are a direct reflection, as opposed to an indirect reflection, of 

individual choice. Take, for instance, the case of different types of flint, where 

variability reflects differences in the exploitation of geographic sources. Different 

types may have been selected for its physical qualities such a grain size or

colour, or it may have been a different reason altogether -  one perhaps related to 

economic factors such as fluctuations in raw material availability and distance to 

source. We cannot always know what the relevant variables are for the questions we 

want to answer. Consequently, there is necessarily an element of exploration in 

contextual archaeology, involving the search for patterning between intrinsic and 

contextual variables, one goal being the identification of significant relationships 

between attributes, objects, and contexts.

However, identifying patterning may not always signify the end of exploratory 

analysis and the start of interpretation. There is an element of non-fixity in contextual 

approaches, reflected in the stated understanding that there can be a multiplicity of 

interpretations of the same data-set. This means that the process of interpretation may 

itself suggest alternatives. In essence, interpretation can only start with interpretation.
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This is the basis of hermeneutics, and in practice means that there should not be a 

separation between analysis and interpretation -  each is dependent on the other.

2.2 Review of approaches to the analysis of knapped- 
stone in Anatolia and the Near East.

Conventional approaches to the analysis of knapped-stone can be grouped into three 

elementary, yet ultimately interconnected, areas of study: typological analysis, 

functional analysis, and technological analysis. Typological analysis is concerned with 

the definition and interpretation of morphological ‘types’ of artefacts, be they stone 

tools, ceramic vessels, or bronze axes. Functional analysis involves the identification 

of the uses of tools, commonly utilising experimental techniques and microscopic 

study. Technological approaches concentrate on studying the manufacturing methods 

and techniques^ involved in the production of stone tools. Near Eastern examples of 

the application of these three methods are given. Ataman’s (1989) study of the Can 

Hasan m  knapped-stone is discussed in detail as it is one of the most 

comprehensively studied knapped-stone assemblages in Anatolia. It is also the site 

most closely related to Çatalhôyük, both geographically and chronologically.

 ̂ I shall use the term ‘method’ to refer to a series of procedures followed to achieve a 
preconceived goal. Thus, we have (e.g.) the Levallois method, or the Naviform method, of 
core reduction. ‘Technique’ refers to an individual procedure, such as direct percussion, or 
pressure-flaking (after Inizan etal. 1992:91, 99). Note that this is a variation on Newcomer’s  
(1975) terminology, as he proposes an additional term, ‘mode’, to refer to the kind of flaking 
used, such as hard or soft hammer modes. Here technique’ will be used to define all variety 
of flaking procedures, as also used by Baird (1994, following Bonnichsen 1977 and Knutson 
1988).
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2.2.1 Typological approaches.

The notion that artefact types could be used to identify ‘ethnic’ groups and their 

historical development has changed remarkably little since its inception at the origins 

of the academic discipline of archaeology when, in 1929, Gordon Childe argued that 

recurring collections or assemblages of artefacts could be taken as the material 

remains of a particular group of people (Trigger 1989:172; Chüde 1929:vi). As it 

applies to knapped-stone tools, the best known example is the series established by 

François Bordes (1950) for the Lower and Middle Palaeohthic of France, where sixty 

types of stone tools were defined on the basis of manufacturing techniques and 

morphological characteristics. According to Bordes the presence or absence of tool 

types, or differences in the frequency of types between assemblages, were 

manifestations of cultural differences between ethnic groups. Notwithstanding that 

there have been several re-evaluations of Bordes’ interpretation of the ‘ethnicity’ of 

variations in assemblage type composition, the basic assumption that there is 

explanatory value in the construction of morphologically defined types of artefacts 

has remained.

The use of typologies as indicators of chronological and/or cultural affiliations 

is rarely disputed and is acknowledged as an invaluable analytical tool for this 

purpose. For example, in Near Eastern lithic research there are numerous cases of 

projectile-point typologies, sickle elements and, to a lesser extent, tool types like 

scrapers and burins being used explicitly for the construction of regional culture- 

histories and the definition of ethnic or cultural histories (e.g. Kozlowski & Gebel 

1994; Gopher 1989; Bar-Yosef 1981; Burian & Friedman 1979).
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In most cases, stone tools such as these are described by reference to a type- 

category which is defined by a combination of blank shape, working edge morphology 

and suspected function. Ataman’s (1989) study of the knapped-stone from Can Hasan 

III effectively illustrates this approach, in that a scheme was devised wkich 

ACCouKvt" for some of the idiosyncrasies of the assemblage. Several categories and 

sub-categories were constructed (table 2.1), evaluated and re-evaluated. This meant 

that some of the original types were reclassified; most notably some ‘projectüe- 

points’ were eventually interpreted as the by-products of tool production (Ataman 

1989:64). These were then used to identify chronological change by examining 

sequential variability in proportions of types, and changes to the kind of raw material 

used for their construction. Comparisons to other lithic industries were made using 

the defined types, which suggested that more distant sites had fewer affinities to the 

Can Hasan m  assemblage than closer sites (Ataman 1989:244).

The scheme established by Ataman serves as the most relevant model for the 

Çatalhôyük assemblage, as it is the most closely related assemblage that has been 

studied in any detail. It is also fairly similar to tool typological schemes used 

elsewhere in Central Anatolia, such as Hacilar (Mortensen 1970), Süberde (Bordaz 

1965; 1966; 1968), and Asiklihôyük (Balkan-Atli 1991; 1994), and in Southeastern 

Anatolia at Çayônü (Redman 1982), Gritille (Davis 1986), as well as several sites in 

the Northern Levant, including those examined by Nishiaki (1992). Indeed, the earlier 

analyses of small parts of the Çatalhôyük assemblage used roughly similar 

classifications, as was outlined in Chapter 1.

However, as is the case with most stone tool typologies, a confusing mix of 

functional and morphological criteria were used to establish these categories. In
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general terms, there is often no explicit definition of what morphological criteria form 

the basis for defining any given type category -  it could be primarily the delineation of 

the working edge, the blank shape, an equal combination of the two, or reference to a

Bordean-like type series based on overall morphology. Tool type categories also

often imply a function as, for instance, ‘projectile-point’. Yet otherwise unmodified

flakes or blades can be hafted as functional projectiles (Ataman 1988; Odell & Cowan

1986) and ‘projectile points’ can be hafted on a shorter handle and used effectively as

a cutting or scraping tool (Ahler 1970). This is not a problem restricted solely to
-f

Neolithic sites, despite^at such assemblages routinely show extreme variabüity; 

controversies emerge as to the £ç>plicability or, indeed, the existence, of certain types 

even with long established typologies. For instance, the rigidly defined Bordes’ 

scheme for the relatively ‘standardised’ Mousterian tool-kit can be cryptic: “In 

attempting to ^ply Bordes’ typology... there are usually numerous examples of tools 

which seem to grade almost imperceptibly between ‘single’ and ‘double’ edged 

racloirs\ between ‘lateral’ and ‘transverse’ racloirs; between ‘convergent’ or *déjeté* 

racloirs and ‘Mousterian points’ and so on” (Mellars 1989:345).

This problem is heightened in Near Eastern Neolithic lithic research, as there 

are few established schemes that can deal with the entire range of tool forms 

encountered in a typical assemblage. However, there is a further problem in that tools 

are made and used in social contexts, bestowing the implement with a social meaning 

beyond that of what it is used for in a narrow ‘functional’ sense. Without contextual 

information, traditional stone tool type-categories like ‘projectile point’ remain 

muted. There may be differences between projectüe-like objects used and deposited in 

domestic contexts and non-domestic contexts (e.g. perhaps their manufacturing
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method); contextual variation that is suggestive of different social uses of one 

traditional category of object.

Yet typologies do offer a set of commonly understood terms for the sharing of 

infonnation about the characteristics of any particular assemblage. It is useful to 

know about the presence of ‘Bybios points’ or ‘Navifonn cores’, or ‘sickle-blades’ in 

a Near Eastern assemblage, so I am not dismissing the value of conventional 

typological approaches. Rather, as with the notion of technology. I’m trying to show 

that the socially interpretative value of any classification comes from its relationship 

to a social context. What I take issue with is the arbitrariness, and the resulting 

reduction of explanatory value conventional classifications offer, not as a 

chronological or cultural identifier, but as a mechanism for addressing social and 

economic issues of the people who made and used the objects in question.

In some situations, an attribute analysis of tool form offers a valuable 

additional method to typological analysis and, in others, it is a viable alternative. This 

method defines retouched pieces by the attribute states of selected variables. The 

increasingly widespread acknowledgement of this approach as better suited for 

describing those tools that have traditionally fallen outside of the established Near 

Eastern typological schemes is demonstrated by the publication of the Wembach 

Module (Baird et at. 1995), where an analytical approach is forwarded for ‘non- 

formal’ tools (i.e. those tools which fall outside of traditional typological schemes).

I have made extensive use of typological analysis in this thesis, in a manner I

hope is both self-aware and self-critical. Like Baird (1993:138), I have questioned
»v\ore

whether the construction of ‘types’ is a I  useful or appropriate vehicle for exploring 

behaviour jj:han particularising variation along key attributes. The answer is not
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straightforward. Typological classification in the conventional sense is certainly useful 

in some instances, particularly as a mechanism for defining differences between 

disparate groups of objects. In some cases I have defined and used types in this 

manner. In other cases, such classification can be argued to be less than appropriate. 

This is particularly so when examining ranges of variation within broadly similar types 

of object. In such circumstances I have moved in favour of an analytical process that 

incorporates elements of edge attribute analysis, functional analysis and debitage 

classification. I am aware of the dangers of seeing an attribute as a “fossil behavioural 

element”, as this implies intentionality and intrinsic meaning (Clark 1978:154; Baird 

1993:138). Meaning may at times be deduced (Baird 1993:139), but cannot 

necessarily be assumed. Cross-tabulation of attribute states across each other, as well 

as external parameters, such as blank classes or temporal location may provides a 

means of deducing meaning and interpreting the source of patterning. This method 

was used particularly for the examination of irregularly retouched pieces that have 

traditionally been classified under catch-all groups because more refined typological 

class are difficult to construct. My inclination is that this offers a stronger and, even if 

not more rigorous, at least a more systematised scheme than defining new ‘sub-types’ 

of irregularly retouched pieces. The specifics of the classification are outlined in 

Appendix 1, and the elements of function and debitage analysis that were 

incorporated into this scheme are referred to in the following two sections.

2.2.2 Functional approaches.

The functional analysis of stone tools -  a term given to a variety of approaches 

designed with the aim of identifying the use of a stone tool -  has witnessed a
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tumultuous history of “high hopes and broken promises” (Donahue 1993:156). It is 

not, however, my intention to revie\% the history of the development and subsequent 

criticisms of techniques: excellent synopses can be found in Levi-Sala (1996), 

Hurcombe (1992), Odell (1990), Jensen (1988), and Moss (1983). Rather, I wish to 

outline briefly the basic principles of functional analysis and the uses it is put to in 

Near Eastern and Anatolian knapped-stone research.

Modem analytical procedures rely to a large degree on the work of Semenov 

(1964) who outlined methods for the low-power microscopic (xlO to x20) analysis of 

edge wear. Later approaches have developed alternative low-power techniques (up to 

x40) (e.g. Grace 1989; Odell & Odell-Vereecken 1981), high-power (up to x400) 

(Keeley 1980), and SEM analysis of wear traces (Levi-Sala 1996; Unger-Hamilton 

1988; Yamada 1986, Hurcombe 1985; Anderson-Gerfaud 1981). With all methods, 

the principle of identifying a tool’s function is based on the argument that the uses to 

which tools were put in antiquity leave diagnostic damage and/or polish on their 

working edges (Keeley 1980:173). Although there are debates concerning the physics 

of both edge polishes and edge damage which draw on the science of tribology, 

modem microwear analysis usually depends on the comparisons of the edge wear of 

modem experimental parallels with archaeological and/or ethnographic equivalents 

(often referred to as ‘blind-testing’) (Donahue 1993:161). The overall purpose is to 

provide an accurate, and precise, analytical instrument for the identification of stone 

tool function. It is worth noting that the precision of functional identifications may 

range considerably, from ‘scraping soft material’ to ‘scraping fresh hide for 10 

minutes’ with a corresponding drop in accuracy as precision increases (Donahue 

1993:161).
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It has been seen by many functional analysts that the identification of a tool’s 

function is not the final aim of inqui^, but a step in a process of interpreting human 

behaviour, and a means with which to contribute to wider debates in interpretative 

archaeology (Hurcombe 1994:145): “use-wear analyses should be programmed to 

respond to the questions that are currently being asked in socio-economy” and, 

furthermore, “the meaningfulness of use-wear analysis wül only progress if it is 

allowed to play a role in the current polemics of the human sciences” (Millân 

1990:40, 42). The volume The interpretative possibilities of microwear analysis 

(Graslimd et a l  1990) specifically addressed this issue, with contributions ranging 

from the identification of tools used for hide working in high-ranking households 

(Hayden 1990), to the use of microwear analysis for the investigation of domestic 

activities and craft-specialisation (Yerkes 1990).

Hurcombe (1994) has also suggested that functional analysis can significantly 

contribute to issues concerning the relationship between form and function by 

critically examining traditional typological classifications within a functional context. 

In doing so, it can be seen that traditional typological classifications often mistakenly 

group tools of varying form with similar functions (or vice-versa), or fail to identify 

tools because there are no macroscopic identifiers as to function (as in the case of 

unretouched, yet utilised, flakes). An excellent example of this is the ubiquitous burin 

that occurs on so-called ‘burin sites’ in the dry steppe of eastern Jordan. Functional 

analysis of these tools by Finlayson (Finlayson & Betts 1990) estabUshed that they 

were actually cores for the production of spalls used for the manufacture of beads and 

not tools in their own right. The increasing wariness that many hthic analysts now 

have in assigning functional names on the basis of morphological criteria is also
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demonstrated by the now common avoidance of the term ‘sickie-blade’, and its 

replacement by terms like ‘glossed-blade’ (e.g. Anderson 1994).

In Anatolia, the contribution functional analysis has made to interpretative 

archaeology is slight. There have, on the other hand, been several valuable 

contributions to problems concerned with delineating the function of enigmatic tools, 

and other ‘problem-specific’ issues. At Çayônü, an enigmatic, yet distinctive, type of 

wear on some obsidian blades was identified by Anderson (1994) as derived from the 

shaping and pohshing of softer stone materials, rather than from harvesting plants, as 

had previously been thought. Ataman (1988) has suggested that the wear pattern on 

the upsilon blades characteristic of the aceramic NeoHthic site of Hayaz Hôyük in 

south-east Turkey could be accounted for by the blades being used as projectiles.

Ataman also performed a functional analysis on the Can Hasan m  assemblage, 

although in this instance the results were somewhat disappointing. A fairiy 

sophisticated experimental program was devised, involving the manufacture of 

twenty-five rephca obsidian projectiles. Wear traces from these were compared to 

archaeological examples, of which only 18 of the 151 displayed similar wear. 

Nevertheless, Ataman (1989:199) remained convinced that “the wear traces on points 

in the Can Hasan XU assemblage indicate that the pieces were used as projectiles but 

whether these projectiles were bows and arrows, spears or spear throwers is not so 

clear”. More interesting results were obtained from examination of burins, where 

evidence of use on only 23 of 66 suggested that many of the ‘technical’ burins were 

not intentionally produced. Wear on the few notches was attributed to scraping 

medium-hard material such as soaked antler or wood, possibly smoothing arrow- 

shafts (Ataman 1989:201). Functional analysis of scrapers suggested that they were
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“probably used to scrape soft or medium-hard materials, such as fresh hide, dry hide, 

wood, or plant material” (Ataman 1989:202). Three separate uses (grooving, drilling, 

and boring) were identified for the piercers. Retouched blades were used for cutting, 

with some evidence of halting. One result which is particularly interesting and has 

wider significance is that the majority of the unretouched blades showed traces of use, 

again attributed to cutting. The characteristic pièces esquillées were determined to be 

effective for splitting wood or bone (Ataman 1989:210).

Functional analysis has an enormous potential for social interpretations of tool 

use. What often holds it back, however, is its prohibitive methodology that restricts 

its routine apphcation. This is an unfortunate, but unavoidable, consequence of the 

need for well-founded results. However, because of the stated relationship between 

accuracy and precision, it is possible to have imprecise, yet accurate descriptions of 

function; instead of endeavouring to ascertain the specific material or time of use of 

any given tool, a simple functional assessment based on its macroscopic 

morphological characteristics can be made. In this way, rather than ‘scraping for 20 

minutes on soft hide’, the term ‘scraping tool’ could be used. The biggest problem 

with this, however, is that it can be extremely subjective, and thus may be a source of 

ambiguity which could increase the overall legitimacy of the analysis. Establishing a 

method which incorporates some of the approaches and results of functional analysis 

is one way in which this confusion could be reduced.

I have adopted a method of analysis for tools that incorporates some of the 

methods used by Grace (1989; 1992) in his ‘expert-system’ of functional analysis. 

Although this system is designed to combine macroscopic with microscopic 

inspection to produce reasonably accurate categorisations of working edge function,
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in practice it is the macroscopic proportion of the analysis which is the most 

informative. This is clearly showr^ in Grace’s (1992) analysis of a Mesolithic 

assemblage in Britain, where distributions of broad tool functional categories, defined 

primarily by macroscopic examinations, were used to appraise variations in the use of 

space. The details of the method are outlined in Appendix 1.

2.2.3 Technological approaches.

2.2.3.1 The analysis of debitage.

Technological analysis is concerned with the examination of the production of 

knapped-stone artefacts. Here, I wish to discuss the basic yet fundamental, non

dynamic approaches, particularly debitage-typologies and morpho-technological 

attribute analyses. These are but two of four common technological methods, the 

others being refitting and experimental reproduction (e.g. Nishiaki 1992:48). 

However, as the latter three are more concerned with defining actual methods and 

techniques of core reduction and tool manufacture, they can be considered ‘dynamic’ 

in focus, and are associated with the study of the chaîne opératoire, which will be 

examined after the following discussion.

Debitage-typology and attribute analysis are invaluable methods for the study 

of knapped-stone technology. The two are often used in conjunction with each other 

and can be seen as related, yet they differ significantly in their approach. The former 

refers to the nominal classification of knapped-stone artefacts by one or several 

morpho-technological terms, such as ‘core’, ‘blade’ or ‘flake’, to provide both a 

technological ‘index’, such as the proportion of blades in a given assemblage, which 

can also be used for inter-assemblage comparisons. The latter is used in a similar
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maimer — both to characterise and compare assemblages -  although it is performed 

not by the construction of types:̂  but by the recording of various morpho- 

technological attributes, such as ‘butt-type’ or ‘length’. An important difference 

between the two is that attributes may cross-cut debitage types.

Any classification of debitage is typological, as it rests on the formulation of 

descriptive categories of debitage products, guided by technical consideration. 

Nevertheless, it relies on judgement, and is thus unavoidably interpretative and 

subjective. Many debitage classifications appear to be non-controversial, yet closer 

examination may reveal an arbitrariness that weakens the scheme. One way to 

strengthen them is to consider the wider context of manufacture and use. I shall 

illustrate with three examples: the common distinctions drawn between tool and 

debitage, blade and bladelet and blades and flakes.

Often an initial step in debitage analysis is to separate out the tools from the 

other knapped-stone products. Tixier (1963:32) uses the term ‘debitage’ to refer to 

waste by-products of core reduction, which has, in turn been followed by several 

analysts in the Near East, such as Ataman (1990), Nishiaki (1992), and Baird (1993). 

‘Debitage analysis’ thus becomes the study of non-tool debris. There is a difficulty 

with this approach, and I have not used this definition in this study. Specifically, any 

attempt to understand manufacturing methods and techniques and reduction 

sequences through a technological analysis that does not incorporate the retouched 

elements will be biased because numerous important debitage products have been 

omitted. For instance, if most of the projectile points in an assemblage are made on 

blades, any calculation of blade proportions that didn’t include the tools would be
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inaccurate — it is conceivable that the total number of unretouched blades may be 

nearly nil, which would clearly misrepresent the character of the assemblage.

A further problem emerges with the dichotomy between waste (debitage) and 

non-waste (tools) established solely on the presence or absence of retouch. Often 

analysts wiU use conservative guidelines for identifying retouch, as there is a danger 

of classifying blanks as tools on the basis of spurious edge damage, rather than 

intentional modification. Paradoxically, not identifying tools because of these 

conservative guidelines may have an adverse effect on the interpretative value of the 

analysis. Gero (1991) has effectively shown that by mistakenly classifying unmodified 

flakes as ‘debitage’, lithic analysts under-represent women’s activities. The ubiquitous 

non-retouched and use-modified flake which dominates many assemblages is an 

extremely efficient cutting tool suitable for a wide range of domestic tasks -  which 

are often traditionally linked to be women. The proportion of elaborately modified 

objects such as projectile points, conventionally associated with male activities, is 

therefore artificially inflated.

This problem cannot be solved by a more considered examination of the 

artefacts themselves -  as noted, there is an acknowledged difficulty in distinguishing 

between post-depositional damage, wear caused by use, and simple intentional 

retouch. There are, of course, some strong clues as to what may have been unsuitable 

for use -  size, for instance, is commonly used to distinguish waste ‘chips’ firom other 

debitage (Newcomer & Karlin 1987). Otherwise, the presupposition of ‘waste’ based 

on the absence of obvious intentional retouch is a problem. Because there are no 

cross-cultural definitions of what constitutes mbbish, one solution hes in the use of 

context to define the difference. Associations between objects and the nature of the
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deposits within which they are found may, for instance, suggest that flakes under a 

particular size, or blades with pronounced curvature, or projectiles with impact 

fractures, are found in different contexts than larger flakes, straight blades, and so on. 

If the former contexts also contain things like ash, broken bones, organic debris, then 

a stronger case can be forwarded for the definition of lithic waste than one which 

relies solely on the characteristics of the objects themselves.

Another issue of traditional debitage typology concerns blades and bladelets, 

which are commonly differentiated by an arbitrary size. But if these terms are to have 

any significance they must be based on a real technical, or even social practice -  not 

an arbitrary metric division. This was the basis of Tixier’s advice not to use his 

specific metric criteria (i.e. bladelets are blades with a width of less than 12mm, and a 

length of less than 50mm), which was devised solely for the Epipalaeolithic- 

PalaeoUthic of the Maghreb, without first taking into account the technological 

context of the assemblage to which it is being ^plied (Tixier et al. 1980:90; Tixier 

1974:7; Inizan et at. 1992:59). If blades are to be divided into small and large 

categories, the division should reflect a technical difference (such as different 

reduction stages and/or intended products), functional differences (such as large 

blades made for hafting as segments for sickles, small blades for microliths for 

composite tools), or social differences (large blades as women’s tools, small blades as 

men’s tools). Nishiaki (1992:79-81) argues that establishing criteria for distinguishing 

between large and small blades has been a recurrent problem, with some analysts 

using Tixier’s criteria and others devising their own. His own approach, with which 1 

concur, is that:

...distinguishing blades from bladelets will be justified only when two independent 
technologies for producing blades and bladelets, or two distinct selective processes of blanks 
for larger and smaller tools did exist in the assemblage (Nishiaki 1992:81).
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The best mechanism for investigating this is metric analysis of blade attributes, 

principally length and width, although examination of core distributions may also be 

suggestive of separate blade technologies.

While the blade/bladelet division is an obvious example, ‘blade’ and ‘flake’ 

can also be questioned. Convention dictates that any flake that has a 2:1 length to 

width ratio is called a blade (Inizan et al. 1992:58). Experimental core reduction has 

demonstrated that blade debitage requires considerable pre-planning and is a 

structured process that enables the mass production of blades from a single core, and 

may well have social, political and economic repercussions (e.g. Clark 1987). 

Although non-blade debitage may also require sophisticated planning (such as 

Levallois flakes), on the whole, blades represent a significantly different kind of 

production. An immediate problem with the 2:1 definition is that debitage which is 

not derived from the structured debitage inched by the term blade can, occasionally, 

be more than twice as long as wide, thus weakening the interpretative value of the 

classification. This often gives rise to debitage classes such as ‘blade-flake’. Similarly, 

broken blades are significantly shorter than there original length and may be 

mistakenly, or intentionally (e.g. Baird 1993), classified as flakes. Just as importantly, 

the 2:1 ratio does not permit further distinctions; blades 3 or 4 times as long as they 

are wide are classed with less elongated debitage, despite the fact they may come 

from completely separate productive methods. In effect, size divisions can never be a 

meaningful means of characterisation. To avoid such problems, a method of analysis 

based on morphological attributes that reflect technical and productive differences 

between types of debitage offers a better approach.
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As is the case for retouched pieces, the attribute analysis of debitage requires 

fewer interpretative presuppositions ̂ Lithic artefacts are characterised, for instance, 

by the width of flakes, frequency of different types of butts, or range of lateral edge

shapes, and so on. This approach may be less prejudiced, as the observation and

recording of attributes involves fewer interpretative decisions compared to

constructing types based on presuppositions of method and techniques. Instead of
( use

potentially problematic terms such as ‘bladelet’,|a combination of length, width, scar 

pattern, edge shape, profile in order to describe debitage. Even so, every potentially 

significant variable cannot be recorded, and some attributes are given priority over 

others. This is a potential source of error that cannot be resolved, except through the 

re-evaluation of variables.

There have been very few technological studies of Anatolian knapped-stone 

assemblages. This is almost entirely due to the lack, until recently, of well excavated 

sites with comprehensively collected lithic assemblages. Those which have been done 

are almost all from Southeastern Anatolian sites, where there is a closer affinity to the 

Levant which has a stronger tradition for this kind of analysis. For instance, Hayaz 

Hôyük (Roodenburg 1989) and Gritille (Davis 1988) are two examples of 

Southeastern Neolithic sites where lithic production has been examined in some detail 

beyond simple descriptions of core and debitage types. No attempt has been made to 

define production at any Anatolian site in the detail seen from some northern 

Levantine sites (such as Abu Hureyra) (in Nishiaki 1992), or sites in the Azraq Basin 

(Baird 1994). In Central Anatolia, Can Hasan IB is the only site where production has
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been seriously examined  ̂ (Ataman 1989). Attempts were made to establish large- 

scale organisational strategies, such as in what form the obsidian raw-material was 

imported, and -  with the aid of experimental production and blind-testing — what 

flaking techniques were used to reduce the Can Hasan III cores.

I have attempted to establish the technical characteristics of the Çatalhôyük

assemblage by using a combination of debitage typology and attribute analysis. I have 
41^  pAcf -tUcf

kept in m ind^e technical origin of debitage cannot necessarily be ascertained from 

individual pieces, so technical inferences were not made at the artefact level but at the 

assemblage level by using typologies based on attribute correlations (Sullivan & 

Rozen 1985:755). Attributes were selected by a process of trial and error, together 

with adoption of several attributes used in technological analyses of Neohthic 

assemblages conducted by Nishiaki (1992) and Baird (1993). The specific criteria and 

attributes used are outlined in Appendix 1.

2.2.S.2 The chaîne opératoire and cultural technology.

The chaîne opératoire approach to lithic analysis has had a long history. Originating 

from the writings of Leroi-Gourhan (1943; 1964-65), the term describes a process 

that begins with the acquisition of raw material, through manufacture and use, to the 

eventual discard of tools (Inizan et al. 1992:12; Pelegrin 1990). This is fundamentally 

different from the ‘static’ typological, functional or technological approaches 

described above: the chaîne opératoire, by definition, is ‘dynamic’ insofar as it places 

knapped-stone artefacts within a defined sequence of technical actions. This is the

 ̂ i.e. beyond simply defining types of cores or debitage. Most of the Central Anatolian sites 
have been examined in this way. Detailed information about differential approaches to core
reduction, use of raw material, blank-selection, etc., is less common.
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single most significant methodological and interpretative contribution that has 

recently been made to knapped-stone analysis in the Near East (Bar-Yosef 1994:6).

The chaîne opératoire consists of three elements; the knapped-stone objects 

themselves, the behavioural sequences that produced the objects, and the specific 

knowledge possessed by the knapper enabling the production of the objects (Pelegrin 

et al. 1988:57-58). A higher level of analysis over that offered by static debitage 

typologies and attribute analysis is therefore made possible: that of the manufacturing 

process itself, and the choices and decisions of specific technical actions taken in the 

reductive process of knapping stone by individuals (Edmonds 1990:57; Pigeot 

1990:127-128). Two separate research areas consequently emerge: the study of the 

physical and technical process of manufacture, and the study of cultural technology 

(c.f. Schlanger 1994:145). The first is concerned with defining and reconstructing the 

sequences of core reduction and tool manufacture (aided by experiment exercises 

such as refitting and replication), whereas the second is concemed with the wider 

social context of choices involved in technical action.

In practical terms, tools and debitage stül need to be described and 

categorised in some manner. Less attention is paid to the formulation of technological 

‘indexes’ seen in debitage-typology and attribute analysis, more on the identification 

of the choices and decisions made by knappers in their individual approaches to core 

reduction and tool manufacture. This provides the basic ‘data’ with which patterning 

within a larger spatial and relational context can be sought. In this manner, the 

interpretative potential is enormously increased and it is possible to examine the 

reasons why people reduced their cores and made their tools in the manner they 

did.
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There are fewer problems with this approach because of the fairly rigorous 

methods required. Nevertheless, a;/ew comments may be made concerning the 

distinction between description and interpretation. A similar differentiation is made 

by Edmonds (1990:58), where he argues that description -  even that afforded by the 

chaîne opératoire -  “does not in itself provide us with a sufficient basis for 

understanding the broader social contexts in which particular procedures were 

implemented” for “however detaüed our descriptions may be, they contribute little to 

our understanding of how societies were reproduced under particular material 

conditions...”. This point can be illustrated using the example of Wilke & Quintero 

(1994), who undertook a meticulous analysis of prehistoric Naviform cores and their 

associated debitage that, combined with experimental reconstmction, permitted the 

reconstruction of a detailed chaîne opératoire. Undoubtedly this is valuable 

information, useful for understanding PPNB approaches to knapped-stone 

production. In itself, however, it does not teU us anything about why Naviform 

technology was used in preference to others, or what effects this particular approach 

to reduction had on other aspects of material culture and social life.

This can be contrasted to Pigeot’s (1990) examination of flint-kn^ping at 

Magdalenian EtioUes. Here, spatial patterning observed within the context of several 

reconstructed chaînes opératoires suggested the work of both specialist knappers and 

apprentices. The refitting of cores was also used to identify individual approaches to 

core reduction which provided far more sociahy-meaningful information than would 

have been offered by a detailed description of reduction techniques.

1 attempted to use the concept of the chaîne opératoire in my analysis, but 

because of the absence of in situ knapping deposits necessary for detailed
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reconstruction, I have been limited to general inferences about the dynamic process of 

the knapped-stone at Çatalhôyük. ^  this respect, Nishiaki (1992:78-88) offers a 

useful guide, as he established a general sequence for local flint on Northern 

Levantine PPNB sites progressing from raw material procurement, initial test flaking 

and core preparation, to core reduction, maintenance and finally, abandonment. A 

general set of stages, or ‘technological systems’ have been proposed for the 

Çatalhôyük assemblage (Chapter 6). Where possible, additional details concerning 

the specific means of, for example, core reduction and maintenance are described 

(Chapter 3).

2.3 Summary

In this chapter I have attempted to outline the basic principles of a contextual and 

socially interpretative archaeology and how these might be applied to the study of 

lithic technology. I have also reviewed the basis of the main canons of knapped-stone 

analysis in light of th(5. In these regard it can be seen that in many cases,

the social interpretation of lithic data is high on the agenda, although I feel the 

potential has not been fully realised in Near Eastern archaeology. Certainly lithic 

analysis has contributed an unprecedented amount to understanding of prehistoric 

cultures in the Near East, arguably more than any other form of material culture. But 

there appears to be a resistance to using this data to interpret questions concerning 

social practice. Although this may involve relying on data beyond the traditional 

sphere of influence of lithic analysts, some would argue that without such 

interpretations lithic analysis becomes nothing more than a sophisticated form of
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stamp-collecting: “the link between social practice and material conditions is not an 

option: it is the intellectual demand of archaeology” (Schofield 1996:6, quoting 

Barrett 1994:33, original emphasis).
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3.0 The Debitage Analysis

3.1 The origins of the samples.
3.2 Differences between sieved and unsieved samples.
3.3 Technological characteristics.
3.4 Summary.

In this Chapter, the basic technical characteristics of the assemblage are described. In 
Section 3.1, the origins of the four separate samples used in this analysis are 
described. Differences between sieved and unsieved samples are examined in Section 
3.2. After this, in Section 3.3, the technological characteristics of the assemblage are 
outlined, starting with raw material, then cores and core preparation pieces, followed 
by debitage productions. A summary of the main findings is provided in Section 3.4.

3.1 The origins of the samples.

The assemblage of knapped-stone analysed in this thesis is derived from four separate 

research projects: (i) the 1961-65 excavations; (ii) the 1993-94 surface collection; (iii) 

the 1993-95 ‘top-scraping’ program and; (iv) the 1995-96 excavations. The first 

sample, henceforth referred to as Sample A. is currently stored in the Konya 

Archaeological Museum and was examined in the summers of 1994 and 1995. The 

other three, respectively Samples B through D. were examined during the field 

seasons of years 1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996. The combined total is nearly 20,000 

pieces, providing a solid base from which a detailed reconstruction of the Çatalhôyük 

knapped-stone industry, as weU as its temporal, spatial and contextual relationships, 

can be achieved. The following paragraphs outline the retrieval process and context 

of the four samples. Figure 3.1 shows the physical location of samples A, C, and D on 

the mound (note that Sample B covers the entire mapped surface).
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3.1.1 1961-65 excavations: Sample A.

As discussed in Chapter One, James Mellaart excavated at Çatalhôyük for four years 

between 1961 and 1965 following the completion of his work at Hacüar. The 

objective was to discover as much as possible about the overall settlement, with a 

particular focus on the so-called ‘shrines’ first uncovered in the 1961 campaign, and 

the wall paintings for which Çatalhôyük became justifiably famous. Architectural 

remains were therefore emphasised and, typically for the period, dry-sieves were not 

used. An impressive array of material culture was collected during these first four 

years of excavation at Çatalhôyük, including a large sample of knapped-stone tools 

and uiuretouched debitage.

The vast majority (upwards of 95%) of the material is stored at the Konya 

Archaeological Museum. The artefacts are marked with their recovery location, 

giving association with a level or a specific structure and, if apphcable, with 

information as to whether it was found, for example, in a burial, on a floor, or within 

fill. In total 4917 pieces were recorded from the Konya Museum m the summers of 

1994 and 1995. This represents approximately 90% of the material stored in the 

museum — the remaining 10% were derived from contexts such as ‘fill’ which, while 

ultimately useful, did not immediately contribute to the objectives of this particular 

analysis. As there were restrictions placed on the amount of time available to examine 

the material, a choice was made at the beginning of the analysis to concentrate on 

those samples -  particularly non-fiU samples within buddings -  which would provide 

more valuable information.
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3.1.2 1993-94 surface collection: Sample B.

One aim of the renewed Çatalhôyük research that started in 1993 was to discover, in 

as much detail as possible, the variability of artefact distribution over the surface of 

the mound, both as an aid to future excavation, and as a valuable source of 

infonnation in its own right. Considering the dense surface vegetation, a stratified 

surface collection was the only viable option. This involved placing a 2 by 2 m square 

every 20 m over the surface of the hôyük, followed by the removal of surface 

vegetation and the sifting of all topsoil to a depth of approximately 5 cm through 

2mm mesh.

3.1.3 1993-95 surface clearance: Sample C.

The surface clearance entailed the removal of top-soü and a clean scraping of the 

surface until the architectural features of the buildings of the uppermost layer of the 

mound were revealed. Soü from this exercise was not sifted, although aU visible 

artefacts were collected. This allowed the assessment of the character of the 

stmctures immediately sub-surface, and facilitated the decision of where would be 

most profitable to excavate in 1995.

3.1.4 1995-96 excavations: Sample D.

Two areas formed the focus of excavations in the years 1995 and 1996. The first, 

referred to as the ‘North’ excavation area consists of a single building composed of 

several rooms (or ‘spaces’ in the parlance of the excavation program) and its external 

areas. The second area, referred to as ‘Mellaart’ initially involved the removal of
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1960’s backfill, then the excavation of several small buildings, spaces and compacted 

building fiU, rubbish deposits and foundation fill. In both areas, aU soil was either 

sieved through 4mm mesh or floated for botanical remains, with the heavy residues 

sieved through 4mm, 2mm and 1mm mesh.

3.2 Differences between sieved and unsieved samples.

As is to be expected, there are differences between those samples collected with 

sieves (B and D), and those by visual pick-up (A and C): sieving, even with 4mm 

mesh, produces significantly larger amounts of smaller debitage. The comparison of 

the two surface samples provides a rehable indication of the differences encountered 

in the collection of the pieces under 1 cm  ̂ (table 3.1). Roughly twice as many sub- 

Icm  ̂pieces were recovered in sieved samples. On sites with a microhthic component 

this would be a major loss and would drastically bias the assemblage composition. 

However, at Çatalhôyük, the majority of sub-lcm^ pieces are typically undiagnostic 

broken and pieces, conventionally termed ‘chips’.

If sieving routinely produces a higher proportion of undiagnostic debitage 

such as chips, then this wiU have little bearing on certain interpretations provided it is 

recognised that chips are going to be significantly under-represented in unsieved 

samples. What is more important is not so much the accuracy of the unsieved 

samples, but the consistency between them -  a sieve provides a form of control that 

cannot be mimicked by visual pick-up strategies. In order to examine whether it is 

primarily only the smallest pieces of debitage that are being affected, a chi-square test
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was performed on the two samples. The results performed on a condensed"̂  tally of 

debitage categories (table 3.2 and r3.3) suggest that there is a highly signiûcant 

difference between the two (p=0.00). Examination of the composite values of the 

statistic show that chips (followed by broken flakes and flake fragments) are the 

major contributors to the final result. However, removing chips from the data does 

not affect the result: there is still a significant difference between the samples 

(p=0.00). The result of this implies, not unexpectedly, that sieved samples provide a 

more reliable indication of the fuU spectrum of debitage categories -  at least those 

that are over the mesh size used -  than strategies relying on visual pick-up and, 

furthermore, that the differences are not solely confined to the smallest pieces of 

debitage. The ensuing data analysis has taken these results into account when 

comparisons between sieved and unsieved are made.

3.3 Technological characteristics.

3.3.1 Raw Material.

3.3.1.1 Sample variability.

All known Central Anatolian Neolithic sites have lithic assemblages which consist of 

obsidian and flint in varying quantities dependent largely on their particular location 

vis-à-vis obsidian and flint raw material sources. Volcanic basalt, quartz and other 

siliceous materials suitable for knapping are also often present in many assemblages, 

but in such low quantities that they are seen as exotic materials and can not be 

considered as important assemblage components. Because of the relatively close

 ̂Chi-Square tests do not work effectively when the count of several variables are below 5.
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proximity to the obsidian sources of many of the sites in the study region, obsidian is 

most often the dominant raw materai. There are exceptions, such as the case of 

Hacilar, where flint is the most common raw material; in general terms, it appears that 

the sites closer to Beysehir have comparatively more flint in their assemblages, both 

because flint appears to be more readily available and because the obsidian sources 

are further away (Balkan-Atli 1994:37).

At Çatalhôyük, in all samples a dark-grey to black translucent obsidian formed 

the vast majority of the raw material (table 3.4). In the total analysed assemblage, 

obsidian constitutes approximately 96%, flint slightly less than 4%, with the 

remainder made up of very small amounts of knapped quartz and basalt. Weights of 

knapped stone were taken from Sample D material, allowing proportions of raw 

material by weight to be calculated (table 3.5). In sum almost five and a half 

kilograms of material was collected and recorded in this sample, and by weight the 

vast majority, some 93%, was obsidian. Flint, contributing just over 4% by weight, 

was further classified as to whether it was local cobble-flint or non-local tabular flint 

based on its colour, shape of weathered surfaces and overall quality. Non-local 

tabular fhnt, typically a honey-yellow to pale-brown extremely fine grained and 

translucent material, is the most common by weight, although the ‘indeterminable’ 

flint category -  in practise likely to contain several tabular pieces -  has greater 

numbers. Cobble-flint was identified by its coarse grain structure, grey to light-brown 

to reddish-brown in colour and, where extant, worn, rounded and abraded cortical 

surfaces.

The proportion of cortical surfaces on obsidian in the total assemblage was 

very low, 0.5%, although substantially higher amounts of cortex on flint was observed
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(13.1%). The low number of obsidian cortical pieces, although undoubtedly an effect 

of different acquisition and reduction strategies, may also be a result of the generally 

smaller and more numerously produced pieces of obsidian debitage which would 

increase the proportion of non-cortical to cortical pieces. Additionally, cortical 

surfaces of obsidian are more difficult to identify than on flint, so an observational 

error may also be a contributing factor.

3.3.1.2 Debitage distribution by raw material.

The distribution of the debitage classes by raw material clearly suggests that raw 

material has a determining effect on the manner of reduction (table 3.6). Although the 

proportion of flakes in each raw material group forms the highest individual 

contribution of any debitage category (with the exception of basalt where there are 

equal numbers of shatter), there is a clear difference in the proportions of regular and 

non-prismatic blades. A chi-square test performed on the numbers of obsidian and 

flint flakes, prismatic blades, non-prismatic blades, shatter and chips shows that the 

differences are highly significant and there is an association between raw material and 

particular types of debitage (p=0.00). The contributions to the statistics indicate that 

blades are the most material dependent: there are far more observed examples of non- 

prismatic blades on flint and prismatic blades on obsidian than expected (table 3.7 to 

3.8). The proportion of flakes, however, does not show a significant relationship to 

either raw material.
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3.3.2 Cores and core preparation/maintenance pieces.

3.3.2.1 Cores.

Ninety-four cores have been identified, which represents 0.66% of the total 

assemblage. This proportion is higher than that encountered in the Can Hasan HI 

assemblage (c. 0.14%), lower than found at Siiberde (c. 1.87%), and considerably less 

than the Asüdihôyük assemblage (c. 2.5%). However, at the latter site, given that it is 

so close to the raw material sources, one would intuitively expect greater numbers. 

Indeed, the analyst noted the abundant numbers of cores found there (Balkan-Ath 

1991:146).

In general terms, the morphological variation of the Çatalhôyük cores shows 

that there were several different approaches to the reduction of stone that were 

partially, but not exclusively, determined by raw material. Just over 6% of the cores 

are made of flint. Tables 3.9 to 3.12 summarise the basic characteristics of cores in 

the assemblage, including the influence of raw material, and illustrations of cores can 

be found in figures 3.2 to 3.5.

Several important observations emerge from these data. The first is that, as a 

group, blade cores are the most firequent type encountered, with single-platform 

prismatic cores the single most common type. These are almost exclusively made on 

obsidian, with only two flint examples. Their platforms, where preserved, are typically 

faceted with angles between the platform and flaking face at, or approaching, 90 

degrees and, where present, there is considerable evidence of platform edge 

preparation in the form of grinding or faceting (e.g. figure 3.5:1 to 4). Their length is 

highly variable, with complete examples ranging between 44mm and 120mm, with a 

mean of 63mm with a (predictably) high standard deviation (table 3.12). These very
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specialised cores, characteristically conical and ‘buUet’ shaped, represent an approach 

to debitage that is highly structured a^d pre-planned.

At the other end of the spectrum are the multi-platform, multi-sequence flake 

cores (e.g. figure 3.2:5). These are the second most common individual types of cores 

in the assemblage, and are neither highly stmctured nor pre-planned, but represent the 

culmination of ad-hoc reduction techniques geared towards the production of flakes 

with a minimum of preparation. As with the blade cores, they are also found most 

commonly on obsidian. Three of the six flint cores are of this type, and the two quartz 

and one basalt cores, aU of which are inferior materials in comparison to the very fine 

grained obsidian and less amenable to intricate debitage techniques. These cores do 

not have prepared removal platforms, but sinq)ly exploit the surfaces created by 

previous flake removals. For the most part they are small and highly fragmented. 

Nevertheless, they still fall in the size range of the blade cores: the majority have a 

maximum dimension under 40mm, although the mean length of 48mm is inflated by a 

unique example of 112mm (table 3.12). The fact that the size of these cores are within 

the range of the prismatic blade cores suggests that these are not sinqjly reworked 

examples of the former. There is, however, one flake core of this type (figure 3.2) 

that does bear the earlier scars of what appear to have been blade removals, so the 

possibility cannot be dismissed.

Between these two extremes of highly structured blade to expedient flake into 

which the majority of the cores fall, there are smaller quantities of different forms of 

both flake and blade cores. The majority of these are also found on obsidian. Hake 

cores are found in single platform, opposed platform (figure 3.2:1) and discoidal 

(figure 3.2:3) varieties. These possess a range of platform types, from flat to faceted.
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and are typically small with mean maximum dimensions under 40mm. As a group they 

do show some evidence of a loos^y planned and stmctured debitage. Yet their 

variabüity leads one to the conclusion, particularly when viewed together with the 

more amorphous flake cores, that an inseparable range of approaches to flake 

debitage is in operation that exploits whatever the morphological qualities of the 

material are. In other words, the few opposed-platform flake cores are not opposed 

platfonn because of a ‘mental template’ followed by the knapper, but because the 

physical qualities of that particular stone meant that opposed-platform debitage was 

the most economic way to obtain flakes of a particular size. The one possible 

exception to this concerns cores classified as pièce esquillée-like (e.g. figure 33**4). 

These stand out, insofar as the nature of their platforms and scarring suggest an 

‘anvil’ removal technique which may be a functional approach to obtaining small 

blanks fi"om a core that is otherwise too small to be knapped by other (direct) 

percussive methods. As a class of cores they are fairly small and, although the bipolar 

removal scars are of a potential tool blank size (generally greater than 10mm), their 

use as tools in themselves cannot be discounted. (Note that this group does not 

include the numerous smaller examples which -  as wiU be clarified in Chapter 4 -  are 

interpreted as tools rather than cores).

The non-prismatic blade cores are far more irregular than the prismatic 

variety, and are similar only in their shared display of elongated blank removals. This 

group includes a small fragment of an opposed platform core that is akin to the Can 

Hasan m  cores, together with five single-platform blade cores (two of which are 

fragments) that range in length firom 19mm to lOOmm. The three extant platforms of 

the latter type are either flat (n=l) or faceted (n=2). Two of these have platform
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angles that are very steep -  approaching 90 degrees — although the smallest example 

has an acute angle of approximately 45 degrees (figure 3.4:1).

Almost 24% of the sample display evidence of retouch or use-modification 

subsequent to their use as cores (e.g. figure 3.2:2). Table 3.13 outlines the occurrence 

of this by core type, where it can be seen that the single-platfonn prismatic blade 

cores show the highest incidence. The majority of the modification consists of edge 

crushing, and is consistent with the cores having being used  ̂ chisel or wedge type 

manner, or, given the bullet shape of the core, possibly in a manner equivalent to a 

pestle. Uses such as this may be the significant contributing factor to the fragmentary 

nature of many of the cores.

From the range of cores identified, four basic approaches to core reduction 

can be proposed for the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone: (i) obsidian prismatic blade 

production (single-platform prismatic blade cores); (ii) flint and obsidian non- 

prismatic blade production (non-prismatic blade cores); (iii) flint and obsidian flake 

production (a range of different flake core types) and; (iv) the possibility of small 

blank production (opposed platform ‘anvil’ cores on obsidian and flint).

The first is the most structured and standardised. Examination of these cores’ 

platforms and edge preparation, edge angles, their shape and the regularity of their 

removals is very suggestive of pressure debitage techniques (examined further in 

Section 3.3.3.1). The second method, while structured and pre-planned does not 

appear to be as regular and standardised as the former method, possibly reduced by 

indirect percussion although direct soft-stone percussion cannot be discounted. This 

group includes a fragment of an opposed-platform blade core. This, in a manner 

similar to the opposed-platform flake core, is likely to be a response to the particular
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qualities of the original raw material, and is therefore an expedient rather than an 

structured opposed-platform method (and quite unlike Asüdihôyük Naviform-type 

cores). However, this is not to deny the fact that certain skill is required to execute

such processes. This is not necessarily the case with the final example, which is the 

most unstmctured. Efficient and simple, these cores initially exploit, but ultimately are 

restricted by the size and shape of their original raw materials.

3.3.2.2 Core Preparation Pieces.

Two classes of object were identified that are associated with the initial shaping and 

later maintenance of cores: (i) crested blades and (ii) core platform rejuvenation 

flakes. Both classes are easüy distinguished in the assemblage, the former by their 

typically triangular cross-sections created by intersecting lateral removals on the 

dorsal surface, the latter by remnant scars along one or more lateral edges. Together 

they form a total of 52 pieces, making up 0.4% of the assemblage -  slightly more than 

identified at Can Hasan III. All are obsidian; none of the core tablets and only one of 

the crested blades display any evidence of cortical surfaces. Table 3.14 lists the 

number of core preparation pieces by sample.

Of those complete to near-complete core tablets (n=16), 75% show faceted 

former core platforms (figure 3.6). A smaller number of dorsal surfaces are plain, 

apparently a result of a previous core tablet being removed with little subsequent 

modification of the platform or serious attempts at blank removal. AU appear to be 

derived firom cores that are oval to round in cross-section and consistent with what 

one would expect from the high incidence of single-platform buUet-shaped blade 

cores. They thus provide useful information concerning the type of preparation that
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cores underwent to maintain their productivity, and at what point the platfonn 

became non-viable for blade production. For instance, all but one of the tablets with a 

faceted former core platform display evidence of edge grinding, the function of which 

was most likely to remove the overhanging ‘lip’ caused by previous blade removals 

and prevent knapping error. Only two of the plain platfonns have this trait, 

strengthening the argument that they are simply intermediary removals in the process 

of core platform rejuvenation. Where enough of the former core platform is retained, 

very high angles between this and the former core platform are observed: the majority 

(n=12, 63.2%) are approximately at a right angle, with four examples (21.1%) 

actually exceeding 90 degrees. Only three (15.8%) were less than this, but were still 

fairly high (70 degrees or more).

The size of the tablets provides a clue to the size of single-platform cores 

during their productive life (table 3.15). On the whole, as to be expected, these are 

slightly larger than the mean width of the single-platform blade cores which is 

2Ç)proximately 25mm. However, there is a lot of variation in the core tablet sizes, the 

lengths of complete to near-complete examples ranging between 11mm and 57mm. 

So, as the complete single-platform cores themselves suggest, there was a 

considerable extent of sizes of productive cores, ranging from just over 10mm to 

almost 60mm in platform breadth.

The second type of core preparation piece, crested blades, exist in smaller 

numbers than core tablets, representing 0.1% of the total sample, roughly the same 

proportion as found at Can Hasan HE (figure 3.7). Their presence, although small, 

does nevertheless demonstrate that core reduction was occurring at Çatalhôyük. Only 

seven are complete to near complete, all with triangular to sub-triangular cross-
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sections and straight to slightly concave ventral profiles. These range firom 29mm to 

170mm in length and 9mm to 16m î in width: once again a fairly high degree of 

variability, as seen in the cores and core tablets. Their typical lateral flaking ranges 

from covering, with a straight central ridge, to less complete flaking that exploits 

what appears to be a natural central ridge. I was able to associate only four of these 

crested blades to possible prismatic blade core preparation; their length and regularity 

are suggestive of a high degree of preparation and standardisation. The remainder of 

the examples, while possibly coming from prismatic blade cores, could only be 

attributed to general blade core preparation.

3.3.3 Debitage Products.

As outlined in the previous chapter, several classes of debitage have been defined on 

techno-morphological criteria. In this section the characteristics of the major classes 

will be examined, and several proposals made concerning the debitage techniques 

practised at Çatalhôyük.

3.3.3.1 Blades.

Blades make up roughly 28% of the total assemblage, although the proportion varies 

from a high of 44% for Sample C, to a low of about 9% of Sample D. These 

differences do not appear to be associated with the different recovery methods used 

as both Sample D (9%) and Sample B (35%) were sieved. The most likely reason for 

this variability appears to be that different proportions of blades observed on different 

areas of the mound relate directly to spatial patterns in the uppermost surface phases 

of Neolithic occupation. This wiU be examined in further detail in Chapter 5. What is
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of greater concern here is to examine the characteristics of blade debitage on a 

general level.

First, however, it is worth noting that there are significant differences between 

numbers of observed obsidian blade fragments, and proximal and distal blade 

fragments (table 3.21). Where sufficiently detailed recording permits comparison, this 

appears to be a phenomenon noted elsewhere on Neolithic sites in Anatolia and Syria 

such as Abu Hureyra (Nishiaki 1992) and Can Hasan III (Ataman 1989). The reasons 

for this are unclear, although it may be the result of several mid-fi:agments being 

produced from a single complete blade. Approximately 45% of the blades show 

evidence of truncation by simple snapping, side-blow percussion, or polar retouch, 

with the remaining 55% too irregularly broken to ascertain the cause of their 

breakage. However the cause of the difference between the number of proximal and 

the number of distal ends is unclear, although it may be that small and fragile distal 

ends of blades are being mistakenly identified as flake fragments.

Almost 4% of all blades are flint, and the basic descriptive statistics of a 

sample of unretouched flint and obsidian blades suggest that there are differences 

between the two materials in terms of production: obsidian blades are clearly both 

narrower and thinner than their fhnt counterparts, and display a larger mean 

widthithickness ratio (table 3.16). They are, however, shorter: the mean length of 

complete obsidian blades is 86mm (s.d.=40.5mm, n=63) and the ratio of length to 

width is 3.2 (s.d .= l.l) whereas complete flint blades have a length:width ratio of 2.4 

(s.d .= l.l), and a mean length of 100.2mm (s.d.=40.3mm, n=21).

A frequency distribution of obsidian blade lengths is also indicative of 

differences within the obsidian blade group. Although the sample is veiy small, peaks
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at lengths of approximately 60mm, 120mm and again at 170mm may be symptomatic 

of two separate techniques for the production of large and small obsidian blades 

(figure 3.8:1). However, when width distributions are inspected (figure 3.8:2), no 

such patterning can be seen, so the evidence drawn from measurements alone is 

inconclusive and further variables must be examined. To this end, identification of 

patterning across several attributes aids in the exploration of blade production 

techniques. For example, most obsidian blades display a strong tendency towards 

straight ventral profiles and parallel to sub-parallel lateral edges (table 3.17). Concave 

profiles (slightly to strongly) are the second most abundant type, also showing a 

preference for parallel to sub-parallel lateral margins. Converging edges appear to be 

more closely associated with concave profiles, possibly a result of later stages of a 

core reduction sequences when blades begin both to taper and converge more 

frequently, as wimessed on examples of single-platform blade cores (e.g. figure 3.5). 

A small cluster of expanding edges suggests the use of altemative techniques, such as 

bipolar percussion, as witnessed in the scar directions of some blades. However, the 

overwhelming majority of obsidian blades (upwards of 68%) exhibit three scars 

originating from the proximal end (table 3.18). This pattern creates the characteristic 

trapezoidal cross-section seen in the majority of the prismatic obsidian blades. 

Triangular cross-sections, caused by two proximal scars follow some way behind at 

19.18%. Figure 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate a sample of these different blade types. These 

results can be compared to the those presented in table 3.19 where blade cross- 

sections have been plotted against butt type. Trapezoidal sections co-occur with 

punctiform butts more frequently than any other association -  roughly 44% of cases. 

The distribution of butts and dorsal lips emphasises the extent of the preparation
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blade debitage receives -  there are no unprepared, cortical butts on blades (although a 

small number on flakes, described bt^ow). Proximal ends of the blades in the sample 

are characterised most commonly by small punctiform butts and ground or faceted 

dorsal lips (table 3.20). Punctiform butts are typically associated with a controlled and 

directed force being applied to remove blanks, as seen in punch or pressure debitage 

techniques (Crabtree 1968:451). Linear butts, generally associated with soft-hammer 

removal techniques (Inizan et al. 1992:80) are the second most frequent type, which 

also repeatedly accompany removed dorsal hps. However, as can be seen in the 

illustrations in figure 3.9, neither the punctiform nor linear butts are isolated from the 

blade body. These characteristics combined with the remarkable regularity of these 

obsidian blades are indicative of removal by pressme, as opposed to percussion or 

punch, techniques (compare Tixier 1982:58, 66; Wüke & Quintero 1994:41). The 

remaining butt types show similar degrees of preparation prior to the blank’s removal: 

‘crushed’ butts are very thin and fragmentary remnants of a once larger butt that 

given the high frequency of ground and faceted dorsal hps are most likely to have 

come firom a highly prepared core platform. Both faceted and ground butts are two 

instances where small removals or, in the case of the latter, a ground surface on the 

core platform facihtates striking platform isolation, aiding controUed removal by 

direct or indirect percussion. It is interesting to note that flat platforms display the 

lowest incidence of dorsal hp modification, corresponding to the reduced emphasis on 

core platform preparation.

On the basis of the data presented above, the Çatalhôyük blades can be seen 

to fall into three broad groups: (i) flint blades, possessing variable characteristics 

ranging firom highly standardised to less typical examples; (ii) very regular obsidian
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blades, typified by parallel margins, three unidirectional parallel scars, trapezoidal 

cross-sections, and punctiform to linear butts and; (hi) ‘non-prismatic’ obsidian 

blades, principally distinguished by not possessing the attributes of the former, but 

bipolar dorsal scar patterns, sub-parallel to expanding edges, flat (perhaps with some 

lineal) butts, and a higher incidence of extant dorsal lipping -  aU the second highest 

frequencies of blade attributes — are the archetypal characteristics. Despite these 

differences, all three blade groups can be interpreted as the products of structured 

processes of core-reduction specifically geared towards the manufacture of elongated 

blanks.

These three groups can be contrasted with the types of cores recovered in the 

assemblage, where obsidian prismatic blade cores, which for the most part can be 

assumed to be the source of the prismatic blades, are correspondingly the most 

prevalent type. Flint non-prismatic blades can be attributed to the single platform non- 

prismatic blade cores, although there is a discrepancy between the number of 

observed flint cores and flint blades. One possible explanation for this is that flint 

blade cores are more intensively worked, resulting in a transformation from blade to 

flake in accordance with the continuance of their use. However, there are a small 

number of extremely long flint blades on fine-grained tabular flint that are 

preferentially used for the remarkable hilted ‘daggers’ (discussed in Chapter 4, 

Section 4.2.3). Where technical data can be observed, these appear to be derived 

from single-platform cores (and are therefore distinguished from the typically bipolar- 

derived large obsidian blades). There are no flint cores which can be attributed to 

production of this type of blank and the possibility that they were imported into 

Çatalhôyük as ready-made blanks must be considered.
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The relationship between groups (i) and (ii) is worth considering, for it is not 

entirely clear on the basis of the data presented thus far whether they represent two 

discrete reduction processes employing altemative techniques or, alternatively, if 

there is one chaîne opératoire for obsidian blade production that results in both types 

of blades produced at different phases in the core reduction sequence. While this must 

be to a limited extent true (insofar as a blade core will produce a range of blade 

forms, only a percentage of which will be ‘typical’), circumstantial evidence for the 

altemative explanation, that of two separate methods, can be found in the distribution 

of debitage attributes examined above.

For example, as already noted, the characteristics of the typically prismatic 

group of blades can be attributed to their having being detached from single-platform 

bullet cores by pressure techniques. This refers to a process of blade removal in which 

the tip of an implement is placed on the edge of the core and pressure is ^plied, 

either by the weight of the body through a chest cmtch, or a lever device, which 

effectively removes a blade from a core (figure 3.11). Tixier (1984:66) has indicated 

the difficulty in conclusively identifying this sophisticated technology by blade 

characteristics alone: “T a-t-il une clé pour reconnaî le débitage par pression? Non. 

Comme pour tout ce qui concerne les techniques de taille il y a une série de 

stigmates plus ou moins caractéristiques''. He does, however, provide a list of the 

most important criterion:

• Parallélisme des bords et des nervures qui tendent à être rectilignes.
• Faible épaisseur constante dans la partie mésiale ou tout au moins sans aucune 

variation brusque.
• Face d'éclatement sans ondes très marquées.
• Talon toujours plus étroit que la largeur qui atteint très vite son maximum.
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A subset of the Çatalhôyük blades therefore exhibits all the requisite characteristics of 

pressure technology: principally their consistently parallel edges, and regular, straight 

and unidirectional scar patterns trapezoidal in cross-section. Furthermore, it has been 

noted that “tiny platforms found on prismatic blades are testimony that they were 

removed by pressure and with repetition, accuracy, and unifonnity” (Crabtree 1968: 

451).

On the other hand, a small but significant 3.26% of the obsidian blades exhibit 

bi-polar scarring -  a pattern which is in direct contrast to the majority of the other 

blades and, indeed, the dominant core type. Given that the incidence of both bipolar 

cores and bipolar blades is very low, this type of technique does not appear to have 

been a sizeable component to the whole range of blade production at Çatalhôyük. 

However, a cache of twelve unretouched bipolar blades was recovered under the 

floor of ‘Building I’ excavated in 1996 which are testimony to the significance of non

pressure blade manufacturing techniques (figure 3.12). The significance of caches of 

this kind this will be discussed in Chapter 7. There are six blanks each from the two 

platforms -  which, judging from the blank proximal end characteristics were faceted 

acute-angled platforms. The particularly interesting thing about this is that no cores 

can be associated with this type of production. However, their bipolar scarring and 

acute angle of detachment suggests a bipolar core with an acute platform angle akin 

to Naviform or Naviform-like cores of Asüdihôyük. Their overall morphology — thick 

and triangular cross-sections and sub-parallel or expanding edges -  and their 

prominent bulbs suggest direct percussion techniques for detachment. There are some 

important differences, however, between these blades and typically PPNB Naviform- 

derived blades: (i) none of the blades from the cache have punctiform platforms like
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you would see on PPNB blades;

(ii) where a remnant core platform is retained, the angle of removal is 

actually quite low, and the point of impact is associated with or on a transverse ridge 

formed by intersection of the ground ventral side and the core platform. Often the 

only thing left on the butt is the ground siuface. This is unlike Naviform blades, which 

are more characteristically stuck on a flat platform surface; (ili) the angle of the 

striking platform is similar to a Naviform platform. As they are opposed platform, this 

suggests that the knapping may have been on only one face of the core in order to 

accommodate the necessary acute angle. This is very typically Naviform, although in 

this instance, because there aren’t any associated cores, whether the cores are directly 

analogous Naviform-like is uncertain. With regards to the archaeological peculiarities 

of the cache two additional points can be made: (i) there were six negatives and six 

positives recovered with no sign of any other knapping debris; (ii) the blanks do not 

refit in any way, despite repeated attempts. The size of these blades alone points to 

their 'otherness’ (table 3.22) and length:width and width:thickness ratios indicate 

comparatively longer and thicker blanks (table 3.23). The significance of these blades 

is further examined in Chapter 7.

3.3.3.2 Flakes.

Flakes are the major class of debitage at Çatalhôyük, forming over 58% of the 

sample. As with blades, they present considerable morphological variability. In part, 

some of this variation is a result of different fragmentation: the terms complete flake, 

broken flake and flake fragment refer to the wholeness of the piece (Appendix 1). The
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distinction made between broken and fragmentary flakes was based on research which 

suggested variation in proportion of^these categories (including complete flakes and 

‘debris’) may be indicative of productive differences (Sullivan & Rosen 1985). The 

possibility of this was entertained in the analysis, but no significant patterning was 

ever identified. Nevertheless, the broken and fragmentary flake classes are still useful 

as descriptive categories and have been kept.

Flake fragmentation was examined in relationship to raw material, size and 

other attributes. For instance, over 20% of obsidian flakes from the sample are 

complete, while less than 2% of flint flakes are (table 3.24). The small sample size of 

flint flakes warns against drawing definite conclusions but if, as it has been argued 

that fragmentation types are in part influenced by either core reduction techniques, 

and/or core versus tool reduction (e.g. Sullivan & Rosen 1985:773), then it may be 

that differences in the approach between flint and obsidian core reduction methods -  

as seen in blade debitage -  play a significant role.

Frequency distributions of maximum dimensions for modified and unmodified 

obsidian flakes show normal distributions, and strong evidence of size differences 

(figure 3.13). A two-tailed Students’ t-test found a highly significant difference 

between the two samples (p=0.00). Differences between flint and obsidian appear to 

be minimal (figure 3.14).

As the distribution indicates, there are a wide variety of sizes of flakes at 

Çatalhôyük, from sub-10mm categories to very large (nearly 200mm) examples. Yet, 

despite the uni-modal distribution of flake sizes, examination of key diagnostic 

attributes suggests that flakes are derived from a variety of different kn^ping 

procedures, from the maintenance and reduction of cores to the shaping of tools and
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thinning of bifaces. Contextual differences are also relevant: prime examples of 

alternative flake forms can be found in the differences between the discrete clusters of 

smaU (predominantly under 15mm) flakes found in fire-installations, and the very 

large flakes found in caches within buildings, such as those found in the comer of a 

building in the North excavation area in 1993 (see figure 4.27). However, the 

following discussion attempts to differentiate between different classes of flake by 

examining the patterning of key attributes.

Length to width ratios were also examined. The mean ratio is 1.38, but 

unretouched flakes possess a modal ratio slightly less than the retouched flakes. There 

are several instances where ratios are greater than 2, with a small number showing a 

ratio greater than 3. Some of these can rightly be considered as spalls. Generally, 

however, the incidence of flakes with spaU-like characteristics is very rare 

(corresponding to the low frequency of burins -  see Section 4.3.3.2 and table 4.41).

Examination of non-metric variables allow inferences to be made concerning 

productive activities. Ventral profiles and edge shape of obsidian flakes show that 

straight edged and irregular edges are both independently and concurrently the most 

frequent characteristics, whereas strongly concave profiles and irregular edges are 

independently the most common, with straight edged and irregular to sub-parallel the 

most usual joint occurrence (table 3.25). The significance of this becomes more 

apparent when profiles are considered by platform angle (table 3.26), where strongly- 

concave profiles are most closely associated with low angled platforms.

Analysis of small-sized debitage suggest that low platform angles (less than 45 

degrees), convex profiles, and expanding edges are the characteristics encountered 

preferentially on ‘thinning’ flakes -  those flakes produced during the so-called
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process of ‘thinning-out’ bifaces (Whittaker 1994:194-201; Newcomer & Karlin 

1987). Given the high frequency of ‘bifaces’ in the tool assemblage (see Section 4.2.2 

in the next chapter) such flakes can be expected in the assemblage. To aid the 

identification and delineation of thinning flakes from other small sized debitage the 

platfomi angles for flakes with a maximum length of less than or equal to 10mm, 

15mm, 20mm and greater than 20mm were examined. Here it can be seen that the 

smallest category of flakes have the highest incidence of low angled platforms (table 

3.25), and a chi-square test of flake sizes by the angles low, medium and high showed 

a highly significant association between variables (table 3.28). It is interesting that it is 

the low numbers of high angled 10mm or less flakes, the high count of 15mm or less 

low angled flakes, and the low number of large low angled flakes which contribute 

most significantly to the statistic. Thus, many of the smaller flakes (i.e. sub 15mm) 

can perhaps be attributed to this thinning-out process. Newcomer & Karlin also 

suggest that converging-sided flakes with straight profiles could be ascribed to core 

edge maintenance (confirmed by a series of experiments conducted by Ataman 

(1989:82-83)) and that, furthermore, sub-parallel to parallel edged flakes with 

concave profiles could be derived from pressure-flaking. Table 3.29 examines these 

attributes on flakes beneath 15mm. If broken and irregular categories are ignored, the 

distribution shows that straight edged flakes are the most common -  as seen on the 

total sample (table 3.25) -  with the sub-parallel to converging flakes possibly related 

to blade core maintenance. The high numbers of expanding edges clustering in the 

concave categories could be derived from thinning processes. As such, many of the 

smaller obsidian flakes, overall perhaps 10%, and up to 30% of those beneath 15mm, 

are possibly derived from bifacial thinning activities where morphologies and sizes of
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this kind have been experimentally replicated. The other flakes, although they cannot 

be attributed to any specific process ^ e more likely to be derived from a combination 

of events that may well include biface production and thinning, but also more 

ubiquitous blade core shaping and reduction.

There are also several extremely large obsidian flakes, such as four examples 

in Sample C (together with a large blade from a bipolar core) found in a cache on the 

northem eminence (see figure 4.27). These artefacts, ranging in length from 143mm 

to 187mm all have well prepared faceted platforms and prominent bulbs, and 

represent a small subset of flakes at Çatalhôyük. Interestingly, as with the blade cache 

found nearby and discussed earlier, there is no evidence for any cores suitable for 

manufacturing flakes of this kind in the assemblage. While this cannot be used to 

establish whether or not they were imports, they are -  judging from the low numbers 

of similar large flakes in the assemblage -  unique objects that had a restricted 

production and distribution. The retouch characteristics of blanks selected for 

modification are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3.3.S Other debitage: chips and shatter.

In contrast to some other lithic analyses (e.g. Baird 1993:150-151; Nishiaki 1993:82- 

83; Ataman 1989:66), my definition of chips did not necessarily include all small-sized 

(i.e. sub 10mm, or sub-20mm) flakes as chips. Instead, the term refers only to 

(admittedly small) debitage that lacked the diagnostic characteristics necessary to 

describe them as flakes. In practice this meant being unable to distinguish the ventral 

from dorsal surface or identifying a striking platform. As such, ‘chips’ are here small 

and undiagnostic lithic artefacts that cannot readily be attributed to any particular
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knapping sequence, method, or technique. They are produced during all stages of 

lithic reduction, from initial shaping $f raw material, though core reduction, and tool 

shaping, to tool use. The justification for this definition, admittedly different from 

most other analyses, was that I wanted to avoid using metric criteria to define 

debitage classes. Additionally, Ataman (1989:99) was able to distinguish between 

types of chips derived from blade core reduction and tool manufacture, and so I felt 

that if I class all sub-10mm debitage as chips, I may miss the opportunity to explore 

their attribute characteristics in conjunction with flakes.

Shatter was identified by its blocky morphology, and distinguished from either 

an intentional removal or core by its lack of a single interior surface, or coherent 

removal surface. It is more likely to derived from core preparation and reduction than 

tool production (Sullivan & Rosen 1985). Although considerable care was taken 

distinguish true core-fragments from shatter, it is possible that some of the shatter is 

in fact made up of cores reduced to such an extent that removal faces can no longer 

be identified. As with chips, shatter is produced as a potential by-product of kn£Ç)ping 

from a variety of stages of core reduction and tool shaping.

The result of these definitions is that, in contrast to blade and flake debitage, 

there is relatively little to say about chips and shatter from a technological 

perspective. Their association with knapping activities does provide a potentially 

useful source of information, particularly when spatial distribution patterns are 

examined between different contexts. This is further considered in Chapter 6. The 

effect of raw material influences proportions of chips and shatter, both absolutely and 

relatively (table 3.6): quantities of obsidian chips and shatter are unsuiprisingly much 

higher than seen in the other types of material. Relative quantities of obsidian chips
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are also higher than those of flint, undoubtedly an effect of the brittleness of obsidian, 

but also perhaps an effect of alternative reduction strategies. The distribution of the 

size of flint and obsidian shatter was found to be of similar shape and range 

suggesting a comparable sizes. Yet the differing proportions of cortical surfaces 

between obsidian and flint shatter once again points to the differences between these 

two materials (table 3.30): considerably more flint shatter shows 50% or greater 

cortical surfaces. This may be a product of the different forms in which flint and 

obsidian raw material enter Çatalhôyük. One possible interpretation is that small 

pieces of local flint are less comprehensively prepared than obsidian which has to 

travel much greater distances.

3.4 Summary.

The objective of this section has been to identify the basic technological 

characteristics of the assemblage pertaining to techniques of core reduction and blank 

manufacture, and the influence of raw material. From this, several trends have already 

been identified, including the presence of several ‘technological systems’ and sub

systems relating either to blank acquisition or core reduction methods (Nishiaki 

1992). These are explained in more detail in Chapter 6, which incorporates the 

findings of the retouched debitage analysis.
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4.0 The Retouched Debitage

4.1 Blank selection
4.2 Primary typological composition
4.3 Retouched blade & flake edge attribute analysis
4.4 Summary of retouched debitage analysis.

This chapter presents the results of the analysis of retouched debitage. The first 
section examines the selection of blanks and the influence of raw material. Section 4.2 
outlines the basic typological composition of the retouched tools, including their 
defining attributes. Section 4.3 is concerned with delineating the retouch 
characteristics of retouched blades and flakes that are not included in any of the 
primary types, but which form the majority of all tools. Their typo-functional 
variation is also considered. Finally, a short summary is provided in Section 4.4.

4.1 Blank selection.

4.1.1 Sample composition and effect of raw material.

There are 3968 retouched  ̂ pieces of debitage in the four samples, which represents 

just over 26% of the total. This is a high percentage, inflated by the inclusion of non

sieved samples where a higher amount of retouched debitage is encountered because 

of the absence of the more numerous smaller pieces of debitage. A more realistic 

account of the percentage of retouched debitage is provided by Samples B and D, 

where sieving was practised (table 4.1, see also Section 3.2). In both these cases, the 

percentage of retouched debitage is much less than in the non-sieved samples (7%

® The term ‘retouched or modified’ refers to macroscopioally visible alterations to the 
surface and edges of blanks. I took a stringent approach to identifying retouch, although 
there is always a danger in mistakenly classifying edge alterations caused by post- 
depositional or other factors that are not connected to its functional use. Care was taken, 
however, to distinguish between the two using conservative estimates. In most cases it was 
relatively straightfonvard to identify intentional modification from post-depositional damage 
by its consistency and regularity. The difference between use-derived modification and 
intentional modification was less clear at times (c.f. Young & Bamforth 1990). Hence all 
episodes of retouch that were marginal, and potentially use-derived, were described as 
nibbling. As a further note, the term retouched’ refers to all pieces recorded as modified, 
even though in some instances this includes tools with edges that have been ground rather 
than retouched.
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and 13% respectively). A chi-square test indicates that there is a significant 

association (p=0.00) between sample and frequencies of retouch which is best 

explained by the presence or absence of sieving. Sample B, however, is likely to have 

a reduced proportion because it was collected solely fiom the surface of the mound, 

where trampling by humans, animals and machinery was high, likely resulting in 

greater fragmentation. Thus, the most reasonable estimate of the percentage of 

retouched debitage -  given the use of 4mm mesh -  is from Sample D, the aggregate 

of which was collected from different areas and contexts of the mound. This 

proportion, about 13%, is more than was recorded at Can Hasan IH (roughly 5% of 

aU recovered debitage), but as the Can Hasan sample was obtained from wet sieving, 

many more chips and smaller unretouched pieces were recovered. It is, however, 

considerably less than the 26% recorded in the Siiberde assemblage, where it is 

unclear whether sieving was practised. No comparable figures are available for 

Asiklihôyük.

There is a considerable difference in the proportions of retouched debitage ty  

raw material type. In particular, flint has a far greater proportion of retouched pieces 

than obsidian (table 4.2). Predictably this pattern varies by sample as a maximum of 

^proximately 40% of all obsidian and 85% of flint from (unsieved) Sample A has 

been retouched compared to a minimum of 7% of obsidian and 18% of flint from 

(sieved) Sample B. Again, these results have more to do with recovery procedures 

that retrieve greater quantities of unmodified chips and other small-scale debitage 

than any other process. Nevertheless, there is a clear trend for flint to exhibit greater 

amounts of retouch than equivalent amounts of obsidian. The significance of this is 

discussed in Chapter 6.
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4.1.2 Debitage class and size.

Flint and obsidian blank selection shows a strong preference for blades: roughly 50% 

of all obsidian and flint tools are flake based, ^proximately 35% blade based, with 

the remainder on other types of debitage (primarily shatter, although cores and core 

tablets were also used as tool blanks). This includes only those pieces with retouch -  

blades that have been truncated by snapping or a single blow are not included in these 

totals. For comparative purposes, 20.9% (n=805) of all blades have been truncated by 

being snapped, or by a ‘side-blow’, on one or both of their polar ends (with a mean 

length of 23.8mm). Of these, a total of 3.6% have been truncated by a side-blow on 

both polar ends (with a mean length of 22.2mm). Of all the tmncated blades, 9.4% 

(n=362) have been further retouched and have been included in the following 

discussion.

It should also be emphasised that there are considerable differences in the 

selection of blanks between late and early contexts. This issue will be considered in 

the following chapter: the results presented here are intended as a summary of general 

retouch characteristics of the industry as a whole.

Where they could be confidently identified, unbroken obsidian blade tools 

have a mean length of 53mm (s.d.=21.7mm, n=816), while unbroken flint blade tools 

are nearly twice as long with a mean length of 100mm (s.d.=40mm, n=21). In the case 

of aU retouched blades, the frequency distribution of length for obsidian does not 

appear to be multi-modal, although the distribution for the smaller sample of flint 

blades show some peaks and troughs (figure 4.1).
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Examination of mean width, thickness and widthithickness provides a larger 

set of data, for it is difficult to determine in many cases whether blade tools are, in 

fact, complete (table 4.3). As can be seen, there is a considerable difference between 

obsidian and flint blade tools along these parameters as well: the former are 

consistently narrower and thinner than the latter. This pattern is consistent with 

similar observations taken on unretouched obsidian and flint blades. In both instances 

the unretouched versions are narrower and thinner, confirmed by two z-tests which 

show significant differences between the length:width ratios of the retouched and 

unretouched samples at the 10% level.

4.2 Primary typological composition.

4.2.1 Introduction.

For reasons outlined in Chapter 2, a typological analysis that could account for the 

significant variation of tool form is difficult to construct, and has thus been abandoned 

in favour of a detailed examination of key retouch attributes. Nevertheless, it is 

worthwhile providing a very general breakdown of the general characteristics o f  the 

retouched blanks vis-à-vis conventionally used typological definitions for basic 

comparative purposes. As will be seen this was only viable using veiy broad 

categories.

The retouched component of assemblage was divided into six basic classes of 

object: (i) points and bifacials; (ii) flint daggers; (iii) obsidian mirrors; (iv) large 

retouched obsidian flakes; (v) pièce esquillée and pieces with edge crushing; (vi)
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retouched blades and retouched flakes (table 4.5). This is only an elementary division, 

which provides no more than an initial indication of the variety encountered in the 

assemblage. To a certain extent depositional evidence justifies these groupings, 

insofar as groups one to four are known to occur separately in caches beneath floors, 

or in other discrete clusters such as burials. The justification for the creation of group 

five comes firom its distinctive and congruous morphological characteristics that, as 

wiU be explained, are significantly different fi*om those seen in group 6. The final 

group is the ‘catch-all’ category for the rather more amorphous and non-foimalised 

retouched tools in the assemblage. It can be further subdivided by blank type, but it is 

not without some difficulty that further divisions are created (although broad sub

categories can be constructed on the basis of co-occurring groups of attributes). 

Although this group includes what, m the past, have been treated as standardised 

tools such as scrapers, piercers, notches, etc., I felt that when the retouched blades 

and flakes were viewed collectively (after the separation of pieces falling into the 

other five primary categories), no clear dividing lines between ‘standardised’ and 

‘non-standardised^ could be unambiguously drawn. To a certain extent, all five 

groups, particularly (i), (iv) and (v) display morphological variability that challenges 

the validity of the primary groups as coherent categories. Nevertheless, the six groups 

share at least some morphological, functional or technical characteristics that suggest 

they are emic ‘natural’ classes of object. In most cases further sub-divisions were 

created after extensive attribute analysis. The following sections outline the

® This is but one of several potential terms (including ‘formal’ and ‘non-formal’) to distinguish 
between tools that have had either considerably more investment placed into their 
manufacture, or are representative of a standardised form, such as a point.
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characteristics of these six primary types, together with the manner in which they can 

be sub-divided.

4.2.2 Points.

The first group is distinguishable using conventional criteria for the identification of 

‘points’ insofar as these pieces are typically thin, narrow, roughly symmetrical, 

elongated, pointed objects, often with tangs or other basal modifications to 

(presumably) facilitate hafting in some manner. AU previous analysts of the 

Çatalhôyük assemblage have noted the occurrence of several different morphological 

groups, ranging from tanged to untanged, shouldered to unshouldered, and large to 

smaU varieties. Because of this exceptionaUy diversity, I have used the term ‘point’, 

instead of terms like arrow-head or projectile, to refer to them coUectively. Their size 

range suggests that this group probably includes examples of spear/lance, and arrow

heads (Roodenberg 1986; Cauvin 1968). This is supported by several of the waU 

paintings which depict both arrows and what appear to be spears being used by men 

in hunting related activities. Nevertheless, I have not attempted to distinguish between 

the two. OccasionaUy the term ‘bifacials’ has been used to describe objects which lack 

any sort of obvious hafting modifications such as tangs and/or shoulders, which are 

also present in large numbers at Çatalhôyük. A number of these exhibit modification 

of a sort that suggests that they may have been point preforms, as their basic shape, 

size and retouch morphology is suggestive of rough shaping. I have, therefore, 

retained the term point to refer also to untanged bifacials. All are very distinct from 

the hüted, dors ally flaked, flint daggers which are considered in more detail below 

(Section 4.2.3).
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There are clearly several different types (figure 4.2), and I have differentiated 

between these groups using a Cluster Analysis, a statistical device for identifying and 

establishing groups of related objects. Once groups were identified their relationships 

were explored using Principal Components Analysis, and tested using multiple-means 

testing (explanation of aU statistical procedures used here and elsewhere in the thesis 

are described in Appendix 2).

4.2.2.1 Sample size and general characteristics.

There are 675 points and point fragments, which represent roughly 5% of the 

assemblage and 17% of aU retouched pieces. Nearly 97% are obsidian (n=654), the 

remaining 3% (n=21) flint. The majority of the points are weU made, although there is 

considerable morphological variation. Complete to near complete examples (n=374) 

range firom 19mm to 193mm in length, with a mean of 89mm (s.d.=32mm). A 

frequency distribution of complete point lengths does not show a convincing bi- or 

multi-modal curve, so a normal dispersion can be assumed (figure 4.3). Similarly, 

plots of point lengths by widths do not show any clear patterning, and a linear 

relationship between the two variables is apparent (figure 4.4). If, on the other hand, 

the length by width of tanged and untanged points is plotted separately, two different 

relationships emerge. Tanged points have a much tighter dispersion and are generaUy 

thinner in relation to their length than untanged points (figure 4.5). Untanged points 

are thicker in relation to length, and more varied in shape overaU along these 

parameters. However, if the differences between mean length:width ratios are 

compared statisticaUy, no significant differences emerge (two tailed t-test letums

p<0.60).
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Examination of blank characteristics is usually extremely difficult because of 

extensive retouch, so detailed identitipation of dorsal scar removal patterns cannot be 

readily made. However, one characteristic that may provide a clue to the original 

shape of the blank is the cross-section of the point. To this end, the complete to near- 

complete points were tabulated by size (small: length less than 80mm, medium: 81mm 

to 130mm, and large: 131mm and greater) and cross-section (table 4.6). A chi-square 

test showed a significant association between these two variables (p=0.00). 

Examination of the differences between observed and expected frequencies suggests 

that the statistically relevant associations occur between medium sized points with 

triangular cross-sections, with a corresponding drop in the number of medium sized 

plano-convex occurrences (table 4.7). The former situation can perhaps be attributed 

to the high incidence of medium-sized points that showed little to no retouch on their 

bodies. Indeed, these form a distinct type of point that is further discussed below, 

where -  in contrast to the other point forms — the method of manufacture can be 

reconstructed. It is clear that these points are made on blades that have been knapped 

from a bipolar core. The result of this is a pointed blade with a prominent triangular 

cross-section. A small number of blanks of this kind have been recovered, allowing 

greater examination of the blank removal technique, principally from the cache in 

Building 1, which was discussed in Section 3.3.3.1. Alteration of these blanks to form 

points is relatively minor, consisting of modifying the proximal end into a tang. 

Interestingly, none of the so-called ‘snapped-bulbar-pieces’ witnessed at Can Hasan 

in and considered waste products of this process (Ataman 1989:129) have been 

identified in the Çatalhôyük assemblage.
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Plano-convex, trapezoidal and triangular point cross-sections can also be 

attributed to blade blanks insofar af^the cross-sections seem to suggest an original 

shape akin to that of a relatively thick blade. Plano-convex points may be interpreted 

as instances where there has been further dorsal thinning than on more prominently 

triangular specimens. This may account for the higher proportion of smaller examples. 

Points with oval cross-sections cannot for the most part be convincingly associated 

with any particular type of blank. However, in the case the largest specimens — given 

their length and narrowness -  are most likely to be blade derived, but have been 

subject to an extreme amount of thinning retouch that has removed much of the 

‘triangularity’ seen on the lesser retouched pieces. This, too, could be the source of 

the small and medium oval points, but in these specific cases appropriately shaped 

flakes cannot be discounted as the source of the blanks. So, while there aren’t any 

pieces which appear to be unfinished points in the assemblage which may provide 

direct clues as to the technology of point blanks, it seems most likely the non- 

prismatic blade debitage and bipolar blade debitage -  were the source of the vast 

majority of the points.

4.2.2.2 Quantitative cluster analysis.

In the first instance, an exploratory analysis of the point data was conducted using 

metric variables. The overall objective was to discover and define groupings of points 

on the basis of their metric attributes. It should be noted that two points were omitted 

from the statistical portion of the analysis because they were clearly not Neolithic, but 

Chalcolithic transverse arrowheads (figure 4.6). These were found in association with 

Chalcolithic pottery in matrices close to the surface on the top of the mound and it
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was felt that their inclusion would skew the analysis and effect the analysis of the 

Neolithic artefacts. Because this analysis depended entirely on metric analysis of form, 

only complete points and bifacials were selected (n=258).

Three separate analyses were performed: (i) unweighted pair-group Cluster 

Analysis; (ii) Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and; (iii) multi-sample t-tests. 

When used in conjunction with each other, they provide an effective means to 

explore, identify and test associations between metrically defined objects. There were 

five variables used in the analysis: (i) length; (ii) length:width ratio; (iii) thickness; (iv) 

tang length and (v) shoulder width (figure 4.7). None of these variables show 

significant correlation (i.e. R > 0.7) with any other, suggesting that their values are 

independently determined (table 4.8).

The initial phase of the quantitative analysis involved the construction of a 

dendrogram based on an unweighted pair-group average cluster analysis using 

euclidean distances (figure 4.8). The principle of all cluster analyses is that calculated 

differences between objects can be used to identify relationships between similar 

objects. Smgle-hnk clustering is perhaps the better known of the cluster analyses, and 

I experimented with this approach. This produced unacceptable extended ‘chains’ of 

small clusters, common in large datasets because links between clusters are created 

when any one object in each group becomes similar enough to any one object in 

another cluster. For this reason unweighted pair-groups were used, which takes the 

average linkage score of clusters as the mechanism by which they become linked. This 

results in smaller number of larger clusters, which a priori reflects the nature of the 

point variability. On this basis, a metric typology of the points and bifacials was
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constructed^. Two basic groups of points can be identified based on their overall size, 

referred to as Groups 1 and 2 (figure 4.8). Within these, a further 12 nested groups 

were defined (also figure 4.8), which I will henceforth refer to as Types 1 to 12. As 

this is a metric classification, the differences and similarities between the groups are 

best expressed by their respective means and standard deviations (table 4.9). 

Differences between flint and obsidian points can be examined by examining the 

typological patterning of the seven flint examples. The results argue that raw material 

appears to have little effect on determining the shape of a point: the seven flint pieces 

cluster to the following groups: 2 in Type 2 ,1  in Type 3 ,1  in Type 5 ,1  in Type 7, 2 

in Type 8. In other words, they occur in both Group 1 and 2, and may take forms 

which have tangs and/or shoulders, or neither. Raw material appears to have no direct 

influence on the basic morphology of points.

To test for the statistical significance of these 12 types a probability matrix 

was computed for mean lengths, as this was the major distinguishing attribute. The 

hypothesis was that if these were independent populations, then their should be 

significant differences between the mean lengths of aU type groups using a two-tailed 

t-test. Critical values were set at 0.05: probability values greater than this would thus 

suggest that the variables cannot be reasonably said to come from two separate 

populations (table 4.10). Computation of the matrix shows that there are three 

instances where differences are not significant (marked in bold): (i) between types 9 

and 7; (ii) types 4 and 2; (iii) types 4 and 3. Examination of this table shows that

 ̂ Note that there were two outliers (seen on the extreme left of the dendrogram). These 
were referred to as ‘outlier 1 ’ and ‘outlier 2’. A4824 is flint, A4964 is obsidian. The reason for 
their exclusion from the cluster is based on the fact that they are both very large points (and 
therefor akin to Group 1 ), but possess tangs. As anomalies, were not considered as ‘types’ 
in their own right.
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despite this, these types can still be considered valid, as in these specific cases the 

distinguishing variable is not overall length, but tang and shoulder characteristics.

The relative relationships between the point groups was clarified by using a 

principal components analysis (PCA). At the same time this allows further insights to 

be drawn into the integrity of the quantitative typology. The PCA analysis reduced 

the five-dimension data to two principal components (Factor 1 and Factor 2, graphed 

respectively as the x and y axes). The weights of the individual variables to the 

composition of the two axes show that length and thickness are the prime 

contributors to Factor 1, with width ratio and tang length to Factor 2 (table 4.11). 

About 66% of the variation is accounted for by these two axes, providing a 

reasonable medium to explore patterning. What this means is that values clustering in 

the upper right quadrant tend to be shorter, thinner and wider, and wiU tend to exhibit 

wide shoulders and longish tangs. Those in the bottom right will be similar, except for 

being wider than the former and with longer tangs. The bottom left quadrant will be 

long, thick and narrow with smaller tangs and shoulders. Those in the upper left will 

be smaller, thin, and narrow with large tangs and shoulders.

Examination of the plot shows clustering in a manner consistent with the 

results of the correspondence analysis (figure 4.9). To the far left and just below the 

X-axis lies Type 1, with Type 2 towards the right and just above the x-axis, as does 

Type 7 -  all of which are large to medium sized, without tangs or shoulders. Those to 

the right are the smaller examples, with tangs and shoulders, divided primarily 

between proportionally wider and narrower examples depending on their position 

along the y axis. Beyond providing a reliable test of the quantitative typological 

scheme, the PCA allows ‘distances’ between groupings to be assessed. For instance.
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the three types which can be demonstrated to be, on metric criteria, the most distant 

from the ‘centre’ (i.e. the hypothetic^ mean of all variables) are Type 1, Type 3, and 

Type 12. In their own way these demonstrate the variability of point/biface 

morphology: from extremely large with no tangs or shoulders, to large tanged pieces 

with no shoulders to small tanged and shouldered examples.

4.2.2.3 Analysis of retouch morphology.

The final stage of the point/biface analysis was to test associations between the 

defined form types and their types of retouch. This was best accomplished 

tabulating the variability of retouch against the defined point types. Four variables 

were used to define retouch type: (i) ventral retouch extent (yre); (ii) ventral retouch 

morphology (vrm); (iii) dorsal retouch extent (dre) and; (iv) dorsal retouch 

morphology {drm). Note that this analysis was only concerned with the modification 

of the point body, not tangs, as in most instances, even when there is an absence of 

retouch on the body of the point, the tang necessarily shows evidence of retouch 

modification. There were 72 different combinations of retouch on the sample of 

nearly 300 points. Of these, 30 combinations occurred more than once and complete 

and bifacial covering with scalar retouch is the most prevalent with 102 observances 

(36%) of the total sample (n=280). Completely unmodified bodies is the second most 

prevalent at almost 7% of the sample. Retouch forms that occur on more than one 

point are provided in table 4.12, in the format we <Sc vrm : dre & drm.

In certain instances, clear differences can be seen between the retouch styles 

on the twelve metric types. Covering scaled bifacial retouch is most commonly 

associated with Type 1 and Type 2 points -  the two largest types m the scheme — and
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over 60% of all points with no ventral or dorsal retouch fall into Type 5. However, a 

more useful means to demonstrate the pattern is to examine the retouch extent ty  

metric type (figure 4.10). This shows several interesting associations. Type 1 and 2 

points are all bifaciaUy retouched, completely covered with retouch in the case of the 

former. Types 3 , 4 , 5  and 6 show the only occurrences of no retouch, although they 

also possess some completely bifacial to unifacial examples. Types 7 and 8 are 

predominantly bifaciaUy retouched, although this varies between complete and partial 

bifacial retouch. Type 9 shows the highest proportion of unifacial retouch. Types 10 

to 12 show mainly covering bifacial retouch, with fewer instances of partial bifacial 

and unifacial retouch.

Some of these patterns are teUing of relationships between some point shapes; 

because the types were defined using a cluster analysis there are, by definition, sub

clusters of related point types (see figure 4.8). The distribution of retouch form match 

these relationships. For example, types 3 ,4  and 5, which form a sub-cluster, show the 

highest incidence of no retouch. Types 1 and 2, 7 and 8, and 9 to 12 also form sub

clusters and share similar retouch characteristics.

In sum, this analysis does support the creation of 12 distinctive and 

statisticaUy valid types of points in the assemblage, based primarily on shape 

variabUity, but also retouch styles.

4.2.2.4 Qualitative description of Çatalhôyük point types.

On the basis of these quantitative tests, the 12 point types can be qualified in the 

foUowing manner. Ulustrations of representative examples have been provided in 

figures 4.11 to 4.22.
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1. Type 1 consists of large (mean length roughly 163mm) untanged, unshouldered objects. 
As a group they are the largest objects. They are always bifaciaUy retouched, typically 
scalar covering retouch on both the ventral and dorsal faces (figure 4.11).

2. Type 2 points are smaller examples of Type 1, with a mean size of approximately 
120mm. Retouch is always bifacial, typically scalar and covering (figure 4.12).

3. Type 3 are close to the size of the former (mean length roughly 114mm), but have 
tanged, but unshouldered, bases. Most of these don’t have any retouch on their dorsal 
surface. 60% are retouched on only one surface (typically ventral), the others 40% show 
parallel to scalar bifacial retouch (figure 4.13).

4. Type 4 are large tanged and shouldered points which are on average 120mm in length. 
This type has the smallest number of members, but was felt to be necessary because of 
the significant size difference between its members and those in the Type 5. This type 
has no retouch on either face (figure 4.14).

5. Type 5 are wide points, with an average width over a quarter of length. Their mean 
length is just under 100mm, and they have tangs and shoulders. Unlike other basal- 
modified pieces, the widest point occurs mid-body rather than at the shoulder. About 
52% have no facial retouch at all, fewer have unifacial retouch on their ventral surfaces. 
A small number show bifacial retouch (figure 4.15).

6. Type 6 points are medium-sized (mean=88mm), tanged but not shouldered, and 
relatively narrow. Retouch is variable: it is mainly bifacial, sub-parallel to scaled and long 
to invasive, but occasion unifacial examples are encountered (figure 4.16).

7. Type 7 consists of points without tangs or shoulders, medium lengths (c. 80mm), that on 
average are very wide in relation to length. They are typically bifaciaUy retouched with 
scalar to sub-parallel retouch that is covering to long in extent (figure 4.17).

8. Type 8 are relatively small points, with tangs and without shoulders that are on average 
over 20mm smaller than Type 6 points (c. 65mm) (figure 4.18), and can be considered a 
smaller variation on the former. They are mostly bifaciaUy retouched, varying between 
sub-parallel to scalar retouch on both faces. The dorsal surface typically shows covering 
to invasive retouch, the ventral face varies between short to covering retouch.

9. Type 9 points are tanged and shouldered points of medium size (c. 76mm), about 20mm 
shorter in length than the next largest tanged/shoulder variety (Type 5). They can be 
considered a smaller variation on the former. These are also among the widest points, 
with a mean width more than one third that of mean length. Retouch is variable: 50% 
have unifacial retouch (only on the dorsal surface), the other 50% show bifacial (sub
parallel to scalar) retouch (figure 4.19).

10.Type 10 are tanged and shouldered, although fairly small size (c. 58mm) -  on average 
nearly 20mm shorter in length than Type 9 -  and with a proportionally very wide with a 
long tang. Their retouch is predominantly bifacial, although about 30% have no ventral 
modification. Otherwise retouch is typically covering to long, and sub-parallel to scaled 
(figure 4.20).

11 .Type 11 points are the second smallest in the typology (mean length=45mm), none of 
which are shouldered, although some have tangs. This group was not sub-divided into 
tanged and untanged varieties, as my opinion is that its distinctiveness from other types 
is meaningful without further separation. Where present, the tangs on average constitute 
approximately one fourth of total length. Retouch varies mainly between completely 
bifacial scaled to sub-parallel, to short and scaled bifacial, although a small number of 
unifacial examples were encountered (figure 4.21).

12.Type 12 are the smallest points in the typology with a mean length under 40mm and 
proportionally the widest pieces. They are tanged and shouldered, with long tangs, on
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average just short of 50% of total length. The overwhelming majority are bifaciaUy and 
completely covered with scalar retouch. A smaller number show bifacial sub-parallel and 
invasive scaring (figure 4.22) and a few unifacial examples were found.

The archaeological value of this statistical exploration is that some semblance of order 

has been placed on what originally was a very disparate set of objects. This represents 

the first attempt for point type definition for any Central Anatolian Neolithic site. The 

12 types of points were established using a combination of statistical methods, which 

offers a rehable mechanism for exploring morphological variability. Statistical viability 

of the types were established and some forms were correlated with retouch styles. 

Although in no way ‘contextual’, this was necessary for the establishment of a 

mechanism by which data patterning by context could be initiated. However, as wiU 

be seen in Chapters 5 and 6, these 12 types show significant regional and contextual 

patterning which strengthens their validity.

4.2.3 Flint daggers.

This group contains those pieces of fine-grained translucent tabular flint blades which 

have been retouched in such a way that they appear to have been hand-held, hüted, 

implements. As they are double-edged, the term dagger seems most appropriate. 

There are only eight pieces in the analysed assemblage that can be reasonably 

distinguished firom other retouched flint blades (particularly the category of blades 

‘retouched to a distal point’ examined in more detaü in Section 4.2.7). Examination 

of Mellaart’s reports suggests that there are at least two additional examples that have 

been removed fi'om the Konya Museum collections. One of these is on display in the 

Anatolian Civüisations Museum in Ankara, the whereabouts of the other is unknown.
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However, sufficient information can be gleaned from their descriptions, photographs 

and/or drawings in the site reports to^ontribute to this discussion.

As mentioned, these pieces are exclusively manufactured on fine-grained 

tabular flint that is an imported raw material. One example displays some marginal 

remnant cortical surfaces (figure 4.23), and cortical surfaces are known from other 

types of artefacts manufactured on similar raw material. However, the lack of any 

cores, significant amounts of production-associated debitage or other blank-types of 

tabular flint suggests that these objects were imported either as blanks or as ready

made objects. Complete examples of daggers range in length from 100mm to 219mm, 

and are on average over four times as long as wide (widths between 26mm and 

49mm). Six of the eight pieces have fine parallel retouch, the other two have sub

parallel, and are generally more precisely knapped than the finest of the points. A 

further defining characteristic of these exceptionally well manufactured artefacts is a 

constriction of the proximal end of the blank. This retouch radiates fi'om both the 

lateral and proximal ends effectively removing any trace of original manufacturing 

scars. The purpose of the constriction appears to be to facüitate the placing of a 

handle, as two examples actually retain pommels of bone that socket over the 

narrowing. One splendid example of this is a bone handle, carved in the shape of a 

coiled snake, found with the largest of the daggers in a burial of Level VI (figure 

4.24). This particular example also exhibits perfected and symmetrical shaping, with 

even and parallel dorsal pressure retouch, complemented by what appears to be a 

ground ventral surface, and a finely serrated edge. At the other end of the spectrum -  

although still well made on imported fine-grained flint -  is a high concave blade with 

short dorsal retouch, an unmodified ventral face, and a remnant cortical surface
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(figure 4.23:3). This piece retains some dorsal scarrmg, its butt and bulb of 

percussion, the morphology of whic^ shows that it was knapped from a large single 

platform core by percussive methods. On a single piece it is too difficult to say 

whether this was direct or indirect (i.e. punch) retouch. Such diagnostic technological 

details are lacking on the other examples, but given their overall similarity, they were 

likely to have been manufactured using a similar process.

There is also at least one flint object that appear to be the hüted proximal ends 

of a broken but originally simüarly shaped dagger (figure 4.25). This, however, has 

been subsequently modified into what appear to be some form of scraping tool as it 

has semi-abmpt scalar retouch scars one its broken end.

4.2.4 Obsidian mirrors.

The second group of objects is recognisable by the presence of large, often round, 

artificially fiat, polished and reflective surface (figure 4.26). There are seven examples 

constituting only 0.18% of all retouchedAise-modified debitage. There is a possibility 

that this group can be confused with single-platform flake cores, as to produce the 

rounded plano-convex shape, parallel flaking around the periphery of what was to 

become the reflective surface. The maximum dimension across the face of the 

complete mirrors ranged from 69mm to 80mm, with a mean thickness of 38mm.

Examination of five finished mirrors and two preforms suggests that the 

objects were manufactured using a large block of obsidian that was fractured in such 

a way as to produce a secondary block that possessed a relatively flat area which was 

to become the reflective area. If needed, further flakes were removed from this face to 

make it flatter, and the body of the mirror was shaped by parallel flaking using the flat
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face as a platform before the surface was polished. MeUaart queried the technology 

needed to produce a highly reflective mirror surface nearly thirty years ago and the 

exact techniques used at Çatalhôyük are stiU enigmatic. My examination of the 

surface of two unfinished examples suggests that initial polishing was performed 

using an abrasive of sufficient coarseness to produce macroscopically visible etching 

and abrasion, visible as an grey opaque colouring on the surface. This was sufficient 

to create a very flat surface that could be polished using a fine-grained abrasive (such 

as silt), to be followed by a very fine polishing buff (such as leather).

These objects are unique to Çatalhôyük: there are, to the best of my 

knowledge, no other similar examples in the Near East. Their use as mirrors, in the 

sense that a reflective surface was the ‘functional’ property cannot be disputed. In 

some instances limestone paste was applied to the edges which suggest that they were 

portable objects, intended to be held rather than being placed in walls. Their 

occurrence in burials also supports the idea that they were portable objects. Their 

depositional context will be further examined in the Chapter 7.

4.2.5 Large retouched obsidian flakes.

Close examination of the frequency distribution of obsidian retouched flakes shows 

three small rises to the right of the main curve: one starting at approximately 90mm, 

another between roughly 120mm and 140mm, and yet another at 170mm (see figure

3.13). These are caused by a smaU number of very large flakes that together 

constitute the third primary type of knapped-stone «artefact. There is a gap between 

the main body of the distribution curve and the two smaller rises which argues for a 

distinction between those smaller and larger than 110mm in size. There are 14
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retouched flakes greater than 110mm in the assemblage. The fact that some of these 

are found together in caches does suggest that they can be considered separate flrom 

more ubiquitous and widely dispersed smaller flakes. Their size, weight and marginal 

retouch suggest they could have been used for some form of ‘heavy’ cutting, such as 

would be needed for butchering large animals, or similarly heavy scraping activities 

(figure 4.27). The technical characteristics of these objects were considered in the 

previous chapter, and here it is sufficient only to reiterate that they commonly show 

large, well prepared, and faceted butts. On some specimens the retouch is marginal, 

but apparently deliberate because their having being cached would have reduced the 

effects of post-depositional damage. It may be, however, that some examples 

represent raw material hoards.

4.2.6 Pièces esquiliées and pieces with edge crushing.

There are 599 objects in the sample identified as pièces esquiliées. This represents 

15% of the retouch/use-modified assemblage. Approximately 1.2% (n=6) are flint, the 

remainder obsidian. Of the total sample of 599 pieces, 355 were subject to an 

attribute analysis and form the basis of the following discussion.

These are widely recognised in Anatoha and the Near East as pièces- 

esquillées, and are one of the few clearly recognised ‘types’ in the Çatalhôyük 

assemblage that has parallels beyond the Konya Plain. Tixier’s definition (1963:146) 

is the most commonly followed for these enigmatic objects: “Pièce generalement 

rectangulaire ou carée parfois de très petites dimensions, présentant à deux de ses 

extrémités (rarement a une seule) des esquillements le plus souvent bifaciauz, causés 

par percussion violente’'. There is some concern that they can be confused with
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bipolar cores (Hayden 1980, Perlés 1981), although Newcomer & Hivemel-Guerre 

(1971) suggest that this is unlikely g^/en the generally small size of the scars on pièce 

esquîQée (Ataman 1989:208-9). The latter have been the subject of a microwear 

analysis by Ataman (1989:209-210), who found that experimentally they were best 

suited for splitting dry and green wood, although the resulting wear patterns could 

not be distinguished from (unsuccessful) attempts to split bone and antler.

Fortunately this debate concerns only their function -  definition of the 

category is weU defined and accepted (Baird 1993:145). However at Çatalhôyük it is 

unlikely that the pièces esquülées were cores, because of their small size. Close 

examination of their characteristics suggests that they were used and chisel or wedge 

type implements. Note, however, that a small number of bipolar anvil cores have been 

identified that have been termed ‘cores of pièce esquülée type’ (Section 3.3.2.1).

The Çatalhôyük pièces esquiliées can be separated into two sub-groups. The 

first consists of pieces with crushing and scarring on one or both sets of opposed 

ends. The second group is made of irregularly shaped pieces that also show evidence 

of cmshing and scaring, but only on a single edge. The former can be considered as 

‘true’ pièces esquülées, matching Tixier’s description, the latter as a related group of 

objects, termed ‘pieces with edge cmshing’. Both are considered in further detail.

4.2.6.1 True pièces esquiliées 

Approximately 33% of the sample (n=117) can be considered as tme pièces 

esquülées®. Extensive scarring make blank identification difficult or impossible, 

although where it can be determined there is a preference for flake blanks

® If this is extrapolated to the assemblage level, it suggests that 5% of all retouched tools 
are ‘true’ pièces esquiliées.
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(approximately 70%) (table 4.13). Pièce esquülée lengths show a relatively normal 

distribution with a range from ^pro^cimately 10mm to 42mm (figure 4.28). Widths 

range between 2mm and 10mm and also show relatively normal distribution although 

there is a smaU peak to the right of the distribution at 17mm (figure 4.29). The mean 

length to width ratio is 1.4, with a distribution suggestive of a tri-modal population 

(although admittedly superficial): the majority have a length to width ratio between 

0.6 and 2.1, a smaller number are more elongated with ratios between 2.2 and 3, and 

at the extreme right of the distribution a small peak at 3.9 can be seen (figure 4.30). A 

scatter-plot of length:width ratios by thickness suggests that as the ratio increases, so 

too does thickness (figure 4.31). On the basis of this information combined with a 

more impressionistic evaluation of the pièces esquiliées, it seems reasonable to 

classify them into two different forms: (i) distinctive thin, ‘gun-flint’ shaped examples 

with a sub-square to square outline and scars covering the ventral and dorsal faces, 

with length:width ratios less than 1.5 (figure 4.32); (ii) thicker lozenge-shaped to 

elongated rectangular examples which also have bipolar crushing and scaring, but 

have length:width ratios in excess of 1.5 (figure 4.33). Approximately 54% (n=63) of 

the pièces esquülées fall into the ‘gun-flint’ category^. They are very distinctive -  

parallels of these beyond Çatalhôyük are difficult to find although, of course, 

examples of less weU formed examples can be seen in most Neolithic assemblages.

With regards to the manufacturing process of pièces esquülées, once again 

Tixier (1963:146) is enlightening insofar as he suggests that there are three stages to 

the formation of pièces esquiliées: the process typically begins with a small blade or

® Again, this can be extrapolated, suggesting that about 2.6% of all retouched tools are gun- 
flint pièces esquiliées.
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flake with short to long bipolar removals, followed by invasive to covering bipolar 

removals, finally leading to a completely covered specimen with both bipolar and 

bilateral scarring. This pattern could also explain some of the differential scarring seen 

in the gun-flint pieces. In most cases it was relatively easy to identify the direction of 

removal of the blank because even those with ostensibly bipolar covering retouch 

often left small areas toward the lateral edges which provided an indication of blank 

orientation. The observed patterning indicates that there are very few bilateral 

examples -  most of the scarring is located on either bipolar or on aU edges (table

4.14). It is also interesting that there are more instances of invasive and long retouch 

scars on bipolar pièces esquiliées than instances of covering retouch. The reverse is 

true for those examples with modification on aU edges. Chi-square tests become 

unreliable when several observations faU below 5, but results suggest a significant 

association between location and extent (p=0.00). Given this, it would appear that 

Tixier’s assessment of the formation process does not contradict these observations.

The small size of both the tools and scars of the Çatalhôyük pièces esquiliées 

-  both the gun-flint variety and the more irregular examples -  is comparable with 

those from Can Hasan HI, where tool use was identifî ed as the most reasonable 

explanation for their occurrence. This also strongly argues for these pieces being used 

as tools rather than cores. The actual process of their use, however, may not be that 

different than anvil cores insofar as they appear to have been used in a ‘wedging’ 

manner.
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4.2.6.2 Pieces with edge crushing.

Approximately 67% (n=238) of the sub-sample has been classed separately from the 

‘tme’ pièces esquiliées because they show neither the same regularity of form, nor the 

typical opposed-end cmshing (figure 4.34)T As with the tme pièces esquülées, 

however, flake blanks are favoured, forming almost 68% of the obsidian examples 

(table 4.15). It is interesting that a small number of blade and flake cores also show 

evidence of subsequent cmshing and scarring that cannot readüy be attributed to 

blank production, which suggest that subsequent to their use as cores they were 

‘recycled’ as tools comparable to these flake-based examples described here. In 

contrast to the pièces esquiliées, there are numerous flint examples.

Lengths range between 12mm and 60mm (mean 25.9mm), with a mean length 

to width ratio of 1.6 -  slightly greater than the tme pièces esquülées. The mean width 

is also larger than that of the former group, at 9.6mm. Despite their dissimüarity of 

form from the pièces esquiliées, their edge cmshing and scarring shows a marked 

resemblance -  and, at the same time, is so different from the more traditionally 

retouched edges of flakes and blades considered in detail below -  that a related edge 

function seems likely. The edges of these pieces are characterised by extensive 

scarring originating from a single straight to irregular, low to semi-abmpt angled, 

cmshed edge. For those cases when the blank could be orientated, the majority have 

scarring originating from one of the polar ends rather than a lateral edge (table 4.16). 

In several cases, there is also evidence of damage -  although without the same degree 

or type scarring -  on an opposed and abmpt surface. This could be attributed to a

Note that this group does not possess any evidence of normally retouched edges, but 
there are 30 blanks with one edge showing crushing/scarring and one or two additional 
edges with normal retouch. These have been examined as ‘combination tools’ in Section 
4.3.3.
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platform suitable for percussion. Given this morphology, it may be that some of these 

artefacts are more akin to heavy ‘we(^ing’ and more forceful striking than the thinner 

and less robust pièces esquiliées. Whether this is at all related to the material being 

worked is uncertain. It is possible that the separation of pièces esquiUées from pieces 

with single cmshed and scarred edges does not make functional sense insofar as they 

both appear to be used for percussive splitting, wedging, or chiselling activities. It is 

also possible that these objects are at the beginning stage of a process which 

ultimately results in a ‘tme’ pièce esquillée. However, given that the two groups are 

so morphologically distinct, I beheve the differentiation is useful even though they 

may represent two ends of a functional continuum.

4.2.7 Other retouched blades and flakes.

This final class serves as a ‘catch-all’ category for the majority of the retouched 

debitage. It is the largest of the six basic retouched tool types, totalling 2665 pieces, 

or just over 67% of aU retouched debitage. Over 91% of these are obsidian (n=2439), 

just over 8% flint (n=218) with the tiny remainder divided between quartz (n=6) and 

basalt (n=2). The contribution of the basic debitage categories that form the blanks 

for this large and generally non-standardised array of tools can be found in table 4.17. 

Here it can be seen that, overall, there are approximately 10% more retouched blades 

than flakes. The category designated as ‘other’ consists primarily of shatter and 

indeterminable debitage, although these contribute only a small percentage to the 

total. On the whole, these artefacts take highly variable forms and in all probability 

represent a near complete range of the functional activities stone tools can possibly be
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used for. For reasons outlined earlier, it was felt that the best way to characterise this 

collection was by an attribute analysis of the morphology of the retouched edges. As 

the attribute analysis requires a relatively in-depth analysis of recorded data, and is a 

relatively novel approach to the analysis of retouched pieces, it has been presented as

a separate section in the chapter.

4.3 Retouched blade and flake edge attribute analysis.

4.3.1 Objectives and sample composition.

The basic objective in this section is to characterise the assemblage on the basis of 

selected attributes of retouch morphology -  this offers a much more systematised way 

to describe retouch characteristics than using broadly defined type categories. 

Definitions of variables and retouch attributes states can be found in Appendix 1. The 

data subject to this analysis comes from Samples A, C and D. The Sample B material 

was omitted because of its fragmentary nature and, in any event, the objective 

governing the analysis of the Sample B collection was solely to examine density 

patterns on a gross scale, not debitage and tool characteristics. Thus, the analysis was 

conducted on a total of 2043 artefacts, which represents nearly 77% of the total 

number of non-formal retouched pieces, providing a large sample with which to 

explore morphological patterns. Table 4.18 outlines the contribution of each sample 

to this number.
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One of the advantages of an attribute analysis of retouched debitage is that it 

focuses the analysis on the morphology of the retouched edge and its position on a 

blank rather than the blank itself. The benefit of this emerges when, as is relatively 

common, there are two or more distinct episodes of retouch on a single blank that

may well have differing functions. Blanks with, for instance, scraper and burin edges, 

create immediate typological difficulties that recording by edge overcomes. It also 

provides a more accurate picture of the total variability of retouch morphology than 

more conventional methods allow. To this end, there are a total of 2875 discrete (i.e. 

non-continuous) retouched edges on the 2043 pieces in the sample.

4.3.2 Blank selection.

The 2043 blanks can initially be divided into their basic debitage categories (table 

4.19). Given the obvious morphological differences between different forms of 

debitage, it seems a reasonable proposition that debitage type (i.e. the selection of the 

blank) has a determining effect on both the overall shape of the tool, and the overall 

delineation of a retouched edge. Flakes, for instance, often have a much greater 

surface area to total edge length ratio than blades, because they are naturally rounder 

than the latter. This alone alters the basic shape of the tool, and may play a role in the 

selection of flake blanks for certain tool functions. As blades have straighter edges 

and are generally thinner than flakes this too will influence the final form of the 

retouched piece. Similarly, shatter has a different set of qualities that makes tools on 

shatter morphologically distinct from other forms of debitage. Although I am not 

assuming a direct correlation between blank form, edge morphology and tool 

function, a relationship between the three can at times be demonstrated insofar as
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edge shape is partially determined by the original shape of the blank, and function is 

related to edge shape (Grace 1989). This is illustrated by the data presented in table 

4.20, where the different delineations of the retouched edges are more frequently 

associated with particular debitage categories. As can be seen, there are substantial 

differences between the two blade groups and the flakes: the two highest delineated 

edge categories for the former are irregular and denticulated edges, whereas irregular 

and convex edges typify the latter. Together, these three delineations constitute 83% 

of all modified edges.

Given the proposition that debitage has an effect on final edge shape as well as 

on the overall morphology of a tool, the primary distinction between these retouched 

pieces will be between blade-based non-formal tools, flake-based non-formal tools, 

and other non-formally retouched debitage.

4.3.2.1 Blade-based non-formal tools: description of attributes.

The size range of retouched blade debitage was discussed in Section 4.1.2. This, 

however, included some of the larger categories of retouched debitage such as points, 

and so cannot be taken to represent the more restricted size ranges of the non-formal 

retouched debitage that is being considered here.

As there are a number of snapped and fragmentary pieces, and an even larger 

number where it is difficult to ascertain whether they are complete or not, width 

provides the best measure of size for comparative purposes. Comparisons of these 

measurements suggest that non-prismatic blade tools are on the whole wider and both 

absolutely and relatively thicker than prismatic blade tools (table 4.21). The 

diagnostic measurements of those tools that can be reasonably confidently identified
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as complete are provided in table 4.22, where it can be seen that non-prismatic blade 

tools are also, on average, g^proxiî ately 10mm longer with a greater length:width 

ratio than prismatic blade tools.

Although there are a total of 1926 discrete retouched edges, 672 of these -  

although discrete -  make more sense considered in conjunction with one another 

because they occur on the left and right hand side of a blade. If these are grouped 

together, 1253 instances of retouch can be identified on sbcteen different areas (table 

4.23) (figure 4.35). The location of modification is characteristically on the left and 

right side of blanks for aU four raw material types. There is also a good correlation 

between the location of retouch on obsidian and flint blade blanks, with the possible 

exception of a tendency in the case of the latter for slightly high proportions of 

retouch to occur on the left side. Proximal end retouch occurs on both flint and 

obsidian blades, but never extends down the left or right sides. There are, however, 

two instance of distal retouch extending to the lateral edges. This is in contrast to 

flake blanks, where continues proximal to lateral edge retouch is more common.

There are some conspicuous differences between the delineations found on 

flint and obsidian, the most notable being the much higher prevalence of convex and 

absence of denticulated edges on flint pieces with the opposite the case on obsidian 

(table 4.24). As convex edges are the sort usually associated with scrapers (in a typo- 

functional sense), and flint is a more robust material and better suited to scrying 

activities, this difference is comprehensible. In the same way, different physical 

properties may be an important factor in the higher proportion of denticulated edges 

on obsidian, as this may be caused by extended useof the obsidian tools, instead of 

deliberate shaping.
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If we now begin to look at combinations of retouch attributes on blade blanks, 

several patterns emerge. For instance  ̂cross-tabulation of retouch location by retouch 

position clearly shows that most retouch (roughly 39%) is both direct and 

concentrated on the left and right edges (table 4.25). This is also the case for inverse 

retouch, although at the same time, there are far more incidences of single edge 

retouch than occur with direct retouch. Bifacial and alternating retouch occurs far 

more frequently on both edges than any one edge. It is an interesting point that 

retouch over aU edges (i.e. both lateral and polar edges) is most often direct.

Cross-tabulation of edge delineations by edge location on blade blanks also 

shows interesting associations (table 4.26). Although for the most part irregular and 

denticulated delineations are the most frequent across aU locations, there are some 

interesting exceptions and variations to this. Retouch on proximal edges, for example, 

is as likely to be beaked as it is to be irregular, whereas on the distal end it is more 

likely to be convex. The former can be explained by a preference for piercers and (the 

very small number of) burins" on the proximal end, whereas the latter appears to be 

caused by a predisposition for scraper-type modifications to be located distaUy. 

However, in those instances of retouch on both the proximal and latter edges, then it 

is principally irregular or rectilinear. Individual instances of retouch on the left and 

right edges show close similarity, although combined left and right retouch has 

greater cases of ‘retouch-to-a-point’. The low number of pieces with aU of their edges 

modified show a proclivity towards convex delineations.

" The incidence of true burins is, as can be seen, very low in the assemblage and, not 
unexpectedly, no unambiguous burin spalls were identified. Although burins are arguably 
such a distinctive tool and do not readily fit into the ‘non-formal’ class, because of their low 
numbers I have kept them in this group. However, their particular retouch characteristics 
have been distinguished from the more ubiquitous retouched pieces by special terminology.
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Approximately 60% of retouched edge angles are semi-abrupt, with the 

remaining majority low angled (table 4.27). Cross-tabulations show that the former 

angle class is most commonly associated with irregular and denticulated edges 

(approximately 78%), with convex and retouched-to-a-point edges following some 

way behind (approximately 11%). This trend is emphasised in low angled edges, with 

roughly 87% of the edges irregular or denticulated, followed by regular then convex 

edges (together about 8%). Abmpt edges appear to have a lesser emphasis on 

irregular edge delineations (64%), and shghtly greater emphasis on the latter (17%). 

Crossed-abmpt angles, perhaps low enough in frequency to be considered anomalous 

is, nevertheless, again slightly different that the other angle classes because of its 

greater tendency towards rectilinear edges.

Burin angles predominantly form burin edges -  here meaning acute angled 

edges formed by the removal of a (typically) single facet on a transverse break. 

However, the three ‘beaked’ edges formed by burin angles are conventionally known 

as ‘axis’ burins (Inizan et al. 1992:77). Burins do not form an important or 

particularly visible component of the Çatalhôyük tool assemblage.

The majority of blade retouch is short (55%), followed by nibbling (24%) and 

long (17%) retouch. Examination of the extent of retouch in conjunction with edge 

delineation also provides some insights into the character of blade tools (table 4.28). 

This shows the dominance of irregular and denticulated edges, with the exception of 

covering retouch, which has a relatively low overall occurrence. There are, however, 

a small number of other interesting associations, notably in the similar frequencies of 

short and long retouch on retouched-to-a-point delineations, and of covering retouch 

on both short and long tanged delineations. Concave edges are almost exclusively
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short but convex edges have nearly as many instances of long retouch. The 13 burin 

facets are predominantly long or invasive (i.e. the facets extend a considerable depth 

down the blank).

Finally, the differing morphology of retouch can be examined, as this gives an 

even further indication of the characteristics of these pieces (table 4.29). The three 

most common morphologies are sub-parallel, irregular and stepped/scaled retouch 

which are perhaps the products of the simplest forms of retouching actions. However, 

several things need to be explained about the other, relatively infrequent, 

morphologies, as each in their own way is significantly distinct from the typical 

pattern.

First, parallel retouch imphes a greater degree of care and sophistication in the 

edge shaping process. Its low frequency (1.76%) in this context is to be expected 

because of the irregular and expedient nature of many of these tools. In comparison, 

parallel retouch dominates the flint daggers. It is, however, only slightly more 

common on the points (2.27%). Secondly, the retouch morphology described as 

‘burin blow’ refers to single facets removed to produce a burin edge, and is thus 

distinguished from other morphologies because it refers to a edge creation process 

that is considerably different than a typical sequence of blows placed to delineate and 

angle lateral (or polar) edges. Thirdly, ‘cmshed edges’ describe instances where the 

modification appears to be derived from repeated and inexact blow to the edge of a 

tool. Although there is a separate class of tool that exhibits this form of edge, in these 

eight instances it could not be confidently attributed to the tool being used in a 

wedging manner, but possibly by some other (unknown) secondary effect. Finally, the 

ground edges are perhaps the most distinct of the morphologies, for they consist not
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of retouch in the conventional sense, but of modification that is derived from a 

repeated and consistent grinding act^n. This is only recognised on obsidian blanks, 

and results in a smoothed and opaque transformation to the edge of the tool similar to

the obsidian mirror preforms. One likely source of the modification is from the 

carving of soft stone: some of the green-stone and marble statuettes show evidence of 

this type of activity (figure 4.36). This issue will be considered in further detail in 

Section 4.3.3.

4 .3 .2.2 Flake-based non-formal tools: description of attributes.

There are 791 flake-based non-formal tools in the sample, and most are fairly small: 

those that appear to be complete (n=558) have a mean length below 30mm, and are 

slightly less wide than long (table 4.30) (figure 4.37). As was shown in figure 3.11 

there is a tendency for retouched flakes to be larger than their unretouched 

counterparts, suggesting that flakes of an appropriate size -  on average around 30mm 

maximum dimension — were selected from the more numerous and smaller flakes to 

be used as tools. The lengths of the flake tools, interestingly enough, are very close in 

size to the blade tools. Given these measurements, the whole non-formal tools class 

can be described in non-specific terms as an assemblage of small tools that contrasts 

with the much larger points, mirrors and large retouched and cached obsidian flakes.

The 791 flake tools have a total of 880 discretely retouched edges. The 

morphology of the retouched areas shows some interesting, but not unexpected, 

comparisons with blade non-formal tools. For instance, although convex edges are the 

second most common (34%) delineation, they are nearly as frequent as irregular 

edges (37%) which dominate the blade tools (table 4.31). This is likely a result of the
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natural rounded edge characteristics of many flakes, so cannot be taken as necessarily 

representing deliberate alteration of e$lge shape; as such it appears that blank selection 

was in part influenced by the desired final edge shape.

Raw material appears to have httle influence along this parameter: the 

differences between flint and obsidian edge delineations is minimal. The only point 

worthy of note is the trend for more denticulated edges on obsidian than flint tools 

(approximately 2% versus 7%), which was also seen on the blade non-formal tools. 

There are no significant differences in the location of retouch between raw material 

groups although an interesting trend for obsidian flakes is to have been retouched 

on the left in preference to the right (25% to 18%). The opposite is observed for flint 

flakes (table 4.32).

The majority of retouch on flake tools is direct and occurs on lateral edges 

(n=452, or 52% of all retouched edges) (table 4.33). For those that have been directly 

and inversely retouched, there is a tendency for the modification to be located on the 

left of the blank, but if the retouch is bifacial it tends to be located on both the lateral 

edges. In aU cases proximal edge retouch is significantly rarer than on the distal edge. 

Of interest is the tendency for burin facets to originate ftrom lateral edges in 

preference to proximal or distal edges. Cross-tabulation of retouch location by 

delineation shows that for most blank locations, irregularly delineated edges are the 

most common (table 4.34). Notable exceptions include retouch on the distal edge, 

which is most frequently convex. A similar association -  although not as pronounced 

-  was noted for the blade tools and interpreted as a tendency for distaUy retouched 

tools to be scrapers. However, most of the convex edges on flakes are found on the

Once again Chi-Square tests cannot be used to test associations, as too many variables 
fall beneath 5.
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lateral edges. There are no significant differences between the proportions of 

delineation types located on the left, right or left and right edges. Some minor 

differences can be identified between retouch on the proximal and distal edge -  the 

proclivity towards convex retouch on the distal ends has already been noted; but 

proximal ends are more inclined towards irregular than convex edges, followed by 

beak-shaped delineations.

The angles of the delineations supply further evidence of associations, 

especially concerning the correlation between convex edges and semi-abrupt angles 

(table 4.35). In other respects the patterning appears to be minimal, although it is 

worth noting the differences in delineation proportions between the low angled and 

the semi-abmpt to abmpt groups -  over 50% of low angled edges are irregular 

compared with roughly 35% and 25% of the semi-abmpt and abmpt groups, 

respectively.

The proportion of sub-parallel retouch on flake tools and blade tools is near 

identical, although the incidence of stepped/scaled retouch on flakes is nearly twice as 

high on the latter as on the former (8.5% to 15.6%) (table 4.36). The biggest 

difference, however, is the rate of occurrence of irregular retouch, which is over three 

times as high on blade tools (13.2% to 4.0%). One possible explanation of this is that 

blade tools possess a greater scope for irregular retouch than flake tools by virtue of 

their potentially preferential use as hafted tools. This may produce irregular 

morphologies (and irregularly and denticulated edges) through use, rather than 

deliberate retouch.
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4.3.2.3 Metric analysis of non-formal blade and flake retouch attributes.

For comparative purposes, I have calculated the mean lengths and widths for blade 

and flake blanks with different attribute states under the variables ‘retouch position’ 

and ‘retouch delineation’ (tables4.37 and 4  38).

There are only minor differences within each blank group across the range of 

observed attributes for retouch position. The high standard-deviation for all the 

samples means that none of the differences can be considered statistically significant. 

A broadly similar situation is observed for retouch delineation, although the range of 

sizes for non-prismatic blades is slightly higher in this case (e.g. from a high of 

55.8mm for blades with convex edges, to a low of 21.5mm for blades with notched 

edges). The variation between different delineations for flake and prismatic blade 

blanks, however, is not as prominent.

4.3.2.3 Non-formal tools on other debitage types: description of 
attributes.

This category numbers fairly low in comparison with flake and blade based non- 

formal tools, contributing only 3.18% to the sample of 2043 (n=65). It consists of a 

disparate set of tools on crested blades (n=4), core tablets (n=5), shatter (n=36) and 

indeterminable debitage (n=20). Because of these low numbers it is impractical to 

examine the cross-tabulations between particular attributes; it is more useful to 

describe the patterning of two key -  retouch delineation and morphology — attributes 

by debitage type.

There are a total of 69 retouched edges on these pieces: one of the crested 

blades, one of the core tablets and two of the indeterminable pieces of debitage have 

two discrete instances of retouch. The delineations of the retouch show an (expected)
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association between particular delineations and debitage category (table 4.39). This is 

pronounced in the core tablets, wh^re the six examples are either denticulated or 

irregular. In contrast, the crested blades show a higher amount of variability of edge

delineations over fewer cases. There is a strong correlation between shatter and 

irregular delineations, although convex edges also show a pronounced occurrence. 

Edge morphologies are, for the most part, irregular or stepped/scaled across all 

categories (table 4.40). The only notable association lies between parallel retouch and 

indeterminable debitage. As this debitage category is probably composed of fragments 

of once larger pieces -  including tool fragments- it is possible that the examples with 

parallel retouch were formerly points (where higher proportions of parallel retouch 

were observed), but are now so badly broken it is impossible to reasonably assign 

them to any other category.

4.3.3 Synthesis of results: typo-functional categorisation.

4.3.3.1 Methods and aims.

Although the description of retouch attributes provides a comprehensive account of 

the morphology of retouched debitage, it is nevertheless useful to synthesis the results 

into typo-functional categories that can be compared to more conventional analyses.

This component of the analysis was based on the functional assessment of 

several edge properties. The functional categories used here are intentionally broad 

and encompassing: precision has been sacrificed for the sake of accuracy. This 

permits gross functional groupings to be inferred along the lines of ‘scraping edge’, 

‘cutting edge’, etc. This scheme provides an elementary but measured assessment of
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retouched debitage groups. To a certain extent, it can be compared to typological 

schemes developed to characterise Rentrai Anatolian assemblages (particularly Can 

Hasan HI), insofar as there is some shared basic vocabulary, such as ‘scraper’ and 

‘notch’.

The method is very much based on methods developed, and successfully 

implemented, by Grace (1989; 1992), with some further suggestions taken from 

Hurcombe (1992). Its basic principle, is that within certain constraints, edge 

morphology and blank shape has a direct bearing on edge function. In some cases this 

is logical and apparent -  pointed edges, for example, are inappropriate for scraping or 

cutting. Distinctions between cutting and scraping edges, however, are less obvious 

although the latter will be typically characterised by steeply angled edges, whereas the 

former will be more inclined to show low angled, and possibly bifacial, edges. As I 

have used it, the methodology is not faultless; Grace envisioned macroscopic data 

being correlated with microscopic data to provide an accurate assessment of edge use 

at a relatively precise level. I am only interested in the broadest categories of use -  

primarily scraping, cutting, and piercing/driUing -  so my assessment included only 

macro edge attributes. When distinct edge properties such as notches or denticulated 

edges were encountered these were incorporated in the functional classification, such 

as ‘notched scraping edge’ or ‘denticulated cutting edge’. As such, this cannot be 

considered a functional analysis — hence, my use of the term ‘typo-functional 

categorisation’.

When two or more edge functions were recorded on the same blank, the tool 

was recorded as ‘multi-tool’. This classification, when combined with blank 

information, provides a reasonable summary of ‘type’ along the lines of ‘flake
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scraper’, ‘blade denticulated cutting tool’, etc. It is worth noting that with regards to 

this classification, the whole tool is greater than the sum of its individual retouch 

attributes. In other words, some additional attributes -  thickness and ventral 

curvature of the retouched edge, for instance — were impractical or impossible to

accurately measure, but occasionally had a defining influence on the typological 

category into which a tool was placed. The retouch attributes are valuable, not so 

much as a guide or checklist for typological classification, but as a means to 

characterise non-formal tool assemblages by retouch morphology. In a sense, the 

contrast is between technological and typological analysis -  the two have different 

aims, but can nevertheless complement each other.

4.3.3.2 Description of typo-functional categories.

Overall, the most common typo-fimctional class identified is what has generally been 

described as ‘cutting tools’. These include those pieces where the modification is 

generally low angled and located in a manner that appears to facilitate the movement 

of the tool edge in a (typically) lateral cutting motion. Of the 1094 pieces in this 

group, 46% had one area of retouch, 53.9% two, and 0.1% three distinct areas of 

retouch. Almost 80% of this tool class are blade-based. This broad group also 

includes two types conventionally referred to as ‘backed knives’ and sickle elements. 

The former stands out as some of the retouch appears not to be connected with a 

cutting edge, but a modification to facilitate the handling of the blade: modifications 

on 67 pieces (6 % of all cutting tools) appear to be backing retouch. The latter group 

can only be convincingly identified by the recognition of glossed edges. There is only
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one piece in the entire analysed assemblage with evidence of gloss that can be 

attributed to its use with siliceous plant materials. This is a flint blade, and as there are 

several other flint blades of similar morphology without gloss, it appears to be an 

anomaly. This leaves only obsidian blades as potential sickle elements, but as gloss 

cannot be recognised on obsidian, unequivocal identifications could not be made.

The other categories are more straightforward, as conventional criteria were 

used for their classification. Scraping tools, for instance, are typically characterised by 

the presence of semi-abmpt to abmpt retouch, usually on convex edges, although 

irregular, occasionally concave or denticulated delineated edges were identified. 

87.8% of scraping tools had one discrete area of retouch, 11.6% two, 0.4% three, 

and 0.2% had four discrete areas of retouch. Just over 19% of scrapers are made on 

blades. Scraper retouch on blades occurs most frequently on the lateral margins, but 

^proximately 16% of blade scrapers can be considered as end-scrapers. Flake 

scraping tools are also customarily retouched on the lateral margins, although 25% 

show distal modifications. There is considerable size variation in this group, more 

than in any other of the non-formal tool categories. The sizes of the complete 

examples range between 13.9mm and 107.3mm (n=333). The larger pieces often 

display more regular and ‘stmctured’ edges, insofar as the retouch is well executed 

and creates a well defined convex delineation. A frequency distribution shows a 

positively skewed curve, with a possibility of a second mode at qjproximately 50mm. 

Generally, however, the distribution reveals that despite a considerable size range, 

there is no clear division between larger and smaller flake scrapers.

Piercing/drilling tools are typically small, with areas modified to make awl-like 

tangs that are suitable for punching, drilling or otherwise piercing small holes in a
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variety of materials (figure 4.38). The edge delineations for these tools fall into the 

categories beaked, short- and long^tanged, and retouched-to-a-point. Of the 85 

pieces, only two had more than one discrete areas of retouch. Approximately 41% of 

piercing/driUing tools are manufactured on blades. The length of complete pieces 

ranges between 15mm and 75mm (mean=21.2mm, n=33). Those on prismatic blades 

are the largest in the group, with a mean of 28.4mm.

Notched tools are found on both blades and flakes, with a slight majority on 

prismatic blades. The notches tend to be singular indentations created by direct sub

parallel to scaled removals along the lateral edges. Only three had more than one 

notch. Less common, although present are notches at the distal or proximal ends. 

Approximately 59% of notches are blade-based tools. Complete notched tools range 

in length between 9.4mm and 38.7mm (mean=23.8mm, n=33), but with a group mean 

of 25.6mm, the notches on flakes are the largest in this category.

‘Stone carving tools’ are a unique group of objects for they do not exhibit 

traditional retouch, but modification that can only be attributed to grinding, described 

in Section 4.3.2 .1 (figure 4.39). This occurs more frequently on blades, although it 

was also recorded on flakes. There is only ever one edge per blank that shows this 

form of modification. The rounded and worn edges appear to be the result of their 

extended use on a hard abrasive material such as the green-stone or other soft stone 

materials which occur in abundance at Çatalhôyük. As a group of tools, they are the 

largest in the non-formal assemblage, ranging between 28.9mm and 65.9mm, with a 

mean of 44.8mm. Three of the four examples are made on blades. There is little 

qualitative difference between the edge damage on the blade and flake varieties, 

although the flake tool has substantially more evidence of wear.
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Burins can also be distinguished from the other retouched tool categories by 

virtue of their distinct manufacturin^technique. The majority of the 21 burins in the 

assemblage are transverse burins on a break (figure 4.39). A smaller number can be 

characterised as burins on lateral retouch, in addition to the 6  burins on flakes. There 

was one multiple burin on a blade, where both the left and right edges possessed a 

removal facet. Burins on blades range between 15.2mm and 30.3mm long, whereas 

the larger flake varieties fall between 21.9mm and 39.2mm. Their low incidence 

prohibit making any conclusions about the meaning of these distinctive tools except 

to say that they are present in the assemblage, but in very small numbers.

As indicated earlier, the combination tools consist of 93 retouched pieces 

which exhibit more than one type of functional edge. Almost 40% of combination 

tools are made on blades. A total of 84 pieces exhibit two, and a further 9 blanks have 

three different functional areas of modification. The edge classifications follow the 

criteria used for the tool classifications with the exception of ‘chisel’, which simply 

refers to an edge which exhibits the characteristics of a pièce esquillée -  crushing and 

scarring -  except that it is restricted to a single edge rather than being bipolar. 

Combination tools with two functional edges are most commonly scrapers with an 

additional area of retouch, typically cutting, drilling, or chisel edges. Those with three 

edges are again most frequently scrapers with further retouch in the form of cutting, 

piercing/drilling, chisel edges (table 4.41). There are eight combination tools with 

burin edges, four of which are burins on flakes, four burins on transverse breaks.

In sum, there is a striking association between debitage types and typo- 

functional class. Notable differences include the significantly higher percentages of 

scraping tools on flakes, and cutting tools on blades. Differences between prismatic
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and non-prismatic blades encompass proportions of drilling^iercing tools, although 

non-prismatic blades show the highest proportion of indeterminable types. The few 

burins occur most frequently on prismatic blades, although two flakes and two pieces 

of shatter also display this form of tool. Combination tools occur most often on

flakes.

4.4 Summary of retouched debitage analysis.

Several important objectives have been accomplished in this chapter. First, several 

primary types have been estabhshed and the influences of raw material and blank type 

determined. Secondly, the projectile points -  arguably one of the most important 

classes of tool at Çatalhôyük -  have been broken into 12 distinct types using 

statistical techniques. Thirdly, the retouched characteristics of the large collection of 

other retouched blade and flakes have been comprehensively described and 

correlations of key attributes were identified for blade-based, flake-based, and other 

debitage. Finally, these pieces were classed into broad typo-fimctional categories, 

providing an overview of the functional variation of this component of the 

assemblage. In sum, I believe this represents one of the most thorough analysis of any 

tool assemblage in Anatolia, providing a solid basis for other comparative work. This 

forms part of the focus of the next chapter.
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5.0 Temporal, Spatial and Contextual Patterning

5.1 Temporal patterns.
5.2 Surface spatial patterns.
5.3 Contextual patterns and relationships.
5.4 Summary.

In this chapter the lithic data presented in the previous two chapters wül be 
considered in relation to its temporal (Section 5.1), spatial (Section 5.2) and 
contextual parameters (Section 5.3). The results of this component of the analysis 
provide a corpus of infonnation that provides the means for an interpretation of the 
industry vis-à-vis its historical and social context. This forms the basis of the last two 
chapters.

5.1 Temporal patterns.

5.1.1 Sample constitution.

The data used for this examination [^exclusively obtained from Sample A and D. The 

former is derived from the 1960’s excavation and provides the greatest time depth, 

thus enabling the identification of long-term changes in the industry. The latter sample 

comes from the 1995 and 1996 excavations, and is used to discuss the changes 

between different architectural phases within a single building.

As was noted in Chapter 1, there are a few problems with Sample A that 

might effect the results. First, MeUaart had believed that the twelve buüding-levels 

“represent twelve different cities, not phases or repairs of single buildings” (MeUaart 

1967:49). Current research on the stratigraphy of Çatalhôyük, however, including the 

standing sections of the 1960’s, suggests that MeUaart’s levels are an over

simplification of extremely complex phenomena (see, in particular, W. Matthews et 

al. 1997). It is not at aU certain that they represent particularly unified rebuUding 

events, let alone ‘cities’.
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Nevertheless I believe there is value in MeUaart’s levels for examining 

temporal patterns -  if used cautiously. Any attempts at phasing are necessarily a 

simplification of a complex process -  one cannot dismiss it because of this, as this is 

precisely what phasing attempts to achieve. The case can be made that the levels 

represent accumulations of relatively contemporaneous building deposits over time. 

Part of this is borne out by several (uncalibrated) radiocarbon dates taken from the 

twelve levels that, with one or two exceptions, demonstrate a gradual chronological 

change firom the lowest to the highest strata (table 5.1). As my objective here is only 

to examine broad temporal patterning, MeUaait’s levels serve this purpose weU. I wUl, 

however, briefly discuss more detailed aspects of temporal patterning -  that is, 

between phases within a single building -  at the end of this section using data from 

the excavations in 1995 and 1996.

Approximately 97% (n=4749) of Sample A can be phased to Level and aU of 

Sample D can be phased, although it is a sub-sample of this material that comes from 

the ‘northern eminence’ (n=1012) that wUl be examined in context. The total provides 

a relatively large body of material that can be used to study long-term changes in 

Early Neolithic lithic technology in Central Anatolia.

At this juncture is worth drawing attention to the evidence for Chalcolithic 

settlement on at least a smaU portion of the mound, immediately beneath the surface. 

This was briefly noted in the discussion of projectUe points, where two Chalcolithic 

transverse-arrowheads were described. The only unequivocal signs of Chalcolithic 

deposits come from a sub-sample of the Sample D material, although it is possible 

that there is a small Chalcolithic element in the surface collected samples (i.e. Samples
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B and C). There is, however, no evidence for a Chalcolithic element in Sample A, 

which forms the focus of the next section.

5.1.2 Long-term changes.

There are two related aspects which I wish to consider: (i) technical (i.e. productive) 

changes over time and; (ii) tool typo-functional changes over time. As described 

earlier, there are a total of twelve budding levels that have phased lithic material (as 

follows: n, m, IV, V, VIA, VIB, VII, VIII, XI, X, XI, and XU). Note that the 

subdivision of VI into A, B, and A/B rests on the identification of a destruction event, 

thought to be a conflagration of the early VI settlement, rebuilt as VI (MeUaart 

1967:63). There is a considerable difference in the volume of the excavated areas for 

each of these levels, with the smallest areas at the bottom of the sequence, although 

no quantifiable data exists. Tabulation of the numbers of buddings found in Levels XI 

and XII (MeUaart 1966:168-169) suggest that the former may have three and the 

latter four buddings, none of which were completely excavated. Plans for Levels II to 

X show that VIA and VIB have the greatest number of buddings (table 5.2) and also 

the largest areas of excavation. This is reflected in the different assemblage sizes for 

each level, summarised in table 5.3. Level VI (‘aU’ plus those that can be placed to 

‘A’ or ‘B ’) has the highest percentage of phased material, roughly 20% of the total, 

foUowed by Levels V and VU.

5.1.2.1 Changes in production technology.

As described in Chapter 3, upwards of 95% of the assemblage consists of obsidian 

that is a translucent grey to black in colour. Flint, both coarse-grained cobble and
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fine-grained tabular variety were used in lesser quantities. Knapped quartz and basalt, 

although present, are very rare. ^

The proportion of flint to obsidian fluctuates over time. Levels VIA/B and XI 

both have over 6% flint, Level VIA is the third highest with 5.7%, which is in turn 

followed by Level II with 4.6% (figure 5.1). This suggests that there is no apparent 

trend towards the greater or lesser use of flint over time.

In contrast, there are a small numbei of directional changes in debitage 

production techniques over time. This is evident in the changing proportion of 

debitage categories found in each level over time (table 5.4). In particular there is a 

sudden increase in the percentage of blade debitage between Levels VU and VI, and a 

corresponding decrease in the percentage of flakes (figure 5.2).

In Chapter 3 it was shown that prismatic blades could be distinguished from 

other blades by their characteristically thin, regularity of form, unidirectional scars and 

trapezoidal cross-sections, their small punctiform to linear butts and well prepared 

proximal ends. On the basis of these attributes, it was argued (Section 3.3.3.1) that 

such blades were most likely produced using pressure debitage techniques. It can be 

seen in figure 5.3 that the ratio of prismatic blades to flakes increases dramatically 

between Levels Vn and V. Non-prismatic blades, less regular in form and most likely 

percussive rather than pressure derived, also show an abrupt increase between Level 

v n  and VI, although a difference between VLB and VIA can be noted (figure 5.4). 

This trend is reflected in the changing proportions of core types between levels (table 

5.5): single-platform prismatic and non-prismatic cores only emerge in Level VI, 

whereas flake cores dominate the earlier levels and are low to non-existent in the
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later. The increased emphasis on highly prepared cores is reflected in the higher 

incidence of core edge platform grin#ig in later levels (table 5.6).

5.1.2.2 Changes in tool characteristics.

The six basic tool types do not show any major changes in relative proportion over 

time (table 5.7, figure 5.5). Although there does appear to be a small increase in the 

relative proportion of points (and corresponding decrease in retouched blades & 

flakes) from Levels XII to VI, these decline in Level V and IV, and increase in 

numbers again in Levels HI and II. Proportions of pièces esquiUées remain fairly 

uniform over time untd Level H, when there is a noticeable decline in numbers. The 

distribution of the very small numbers of mirrors and the single phased dagger in the 

sample suggest this is a phenomenon of Levels V and VI. However, illustration of a 

additional dagger in MeUaart (1964:fig.52) labeUed “weapons of Levels X-VII” 

suggest that earlier examples may exist.

As the point group was broken down into 12 morphological types (Section 

4.2.2.3), it is possible to examine these in conjunction with the leveUing information. 

However, as there are only 182 typed points that can be assigned to any particular 

level, actual frequencies per level are fairly low. Yet examination of counts by level 

suggests that there are temporal changes in point ‘style’ (table 5.8). Three major 

trends can be identified: (i) there is a difference between Group 1 (Types 1 to 5) and 

Group 2 (Types 6  to 12) points insofar as the occurrence of those in the former group 

tends to be restricted to levels VUI and Uicr , whereas point types in the latter group 

occur through-out the sequence; (ii) within Group 1, Type 2 is the most widespread, 

but the others are restricted to the middle levels (V, VI, and VII); (iii) within Group
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2, frequencies of Types 6 , 7, and 8  tend to be higher in early and middle levels, but 9, 

1 0 , 1 1 , and 1 2  more common in later levels.

If the type references are converted to more meaningful descriptions, these 

trends can be generally recognised as meaning the large points are more common in 

later levels, but the largest variety occurs exclusively in Levels V, VI and VII. Large 

tanged points occur more often in the later levels, but the smaller tanged and 

shouldered points are more prevalent earlier. In more general terms, examination of 

point retouch-extent by Level shows little patterning, in contrast to earher 

suggestions by MeUaart and Todd (table 5.9).

The non-formal tool group provides a more difficult dataset to explore as, 

because of its inherently disparate nature, it does not easily faU into the typological 

categories so easily used for pattern exploration. For comparative purposes, I have 

tabulated the relationship between three retouch variables -  edge delineation, angle 

and morphology -  and level (tables 5.10 to 5.12). The distributions show that 

denticulated edges become far more common in later levels, with a corresponding 

decrease in convex edge. The former delineation is most closely associated with blade 

debitage, which has been show to increase in frequency over time (Section 4.3.2.1). 

Other delineations, and angle and morphology distributions remain relatively stable 

over time. In other words, it appears that the major effect of the technological 

transformation to a blade industry was the relative increase in the presence of 

denticulated edges, and a corresponding decrease in proportions of convex edges.

The distribution of different retouch positions on blade and flake blanks has 

been presented in table 5.13. Here it can be seen that in aU Levels and blank types, 

direct retouch is the most common position. In the case of flake blanks, the
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proportion of bifacial to inverse retouch fluctuates over time, but generally is 

marginally higher. Non-prismatic blades also show consistently higher proportions of 

this form of modification over inverse retouch, although the difference is not as 

pronounced as in prismatic blades, where bifacial retouch is usually at least twice as 

high as inverse retouch, in all Levels. Alternate and alternating retouch are infrequent 

for all blanks, in aU Levels, with the possible exception of prismatic blade blanks in 

Levels II and IV.

A rather more synthesised approach is offered by the non-formal tool typo- 

functional classification. Tabulation of the six categories by level is suggestive of an 

increase in the numbers of cutting tools at the expense of scraping tools (table 5.14). 

This trend is mimicked in the blade group insofar as cutting tools increase over time 

(table 5.15). This is undoubtedly also a function of the more fundamental increase in 

the proportion of blades over time, and the fact that blade tools were predominantly 

classified as cutting implements. It is interesting that flake non-formal tools do not 

show as major a change as the blade non-formal tools (table 5.16). Proportions 

fluctuate, but there are no unequivocal changes in the type categories over time.

5.1.2.3 Correspondence analysis of debitage, tool and temporal data.

In order to clarify the relationship between level and assemblage characteristics, a 

Correspondence Analysis was performed. Correspondence Analysis is a multivariate 

statistical analysis that is suited to categorical data of this kind. Its ^plicability to 

archaeological analysis is outlined in some detail in Bolviken et al. (1982:41:60) and a 

brief summary of its principles and procedures can be found in Appendix 2.
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In this particular instance the values were standardised, which resulted in 

58.3% of the variability being contained in the first dimension (the x-axis) and 

23.01% in the second dimension (the y-axis), the sum of which (over 80%) affords 

very good two-dimensional representation of the relationships between both levels 

and debitage categories. The resulting plot of the values show a close affinity between 

particular debitage type and levels (figure 5.6).

Several relationships rue also validated by this analysis. First, on the basis of 

debitage categories alone, it is possible to confmnja meaningful temporal

relationship between the levels, insofar as they consistently plot in their stratigraphie 

order. Secondly, the association between all forms of blade debitage and the later 

levels is clarified. Conversely, flake debitage is strongly allied with the earlier levels. 

The cores show a variety of relationships, both to other forms of debitage and the 

levels. Most exceptionally is the position of the opposed platform blade and flake 

cores to the far left of the graph, unmistakably related to the earliest levels in the 

sequence.

In more detail, six groups of level designations and/or debitage categories can 

be distinguished: Group 1 has already been mentioned and contains opposed platform 

flake and opposed platform blade cores. Group 2 consists of the earliest two levels, 

XI and XII, positioned in the upper left quadrant and thus delineating the later 

temporal range of the plot. Flakes and multi-platform/sequence flake cores form 

Group 3, together with Levels X, IX, VIII, VII, and VIB. Their location towards the 

left side is indicative of their early temporal position. Below this is Group 4, 

containing the single-platform flake cores and chips that, as outliers, are identified as 

non-temporal and ubiquitous debitage products. Group 5 consists of shatter, plunging
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blades, spherical flake cores and indeterminable debitage with Level VIA. The upper 

right quadrant contains the largest ^sortment of debitage and levels, the sum of 

which suggests a propinquity between aU blades, single-platform prismatic and non- 

prismatic blade cores, crested blades, and Levels VIA/B, V, IV, HI and II.

It will be noted that Levels VIA, VIB, and VIA/B fall into three separate 

groups that range between the left and right of the graph, the first more closely allied 

to flake debitage, the latter two, particularly VIA/B, to blade. The meaning of this is 

unclear and VIA/B is assumed to represent contexts that contained a mix of the pre- 

and post-conflagration phases, but clearly shows Httle resemblance in debitage 

composition to VLB. It may be the case that the mixed level contains greater 

quantities of A than B. If this is indeed the situation, then the sudden shift in 

production techniques noted earlier may have its origins in post-conflagration Level 

VI.

A similar analysis was performed on the tool types established for the 

retouched debitage. A total of 1380 tools over 28 type groups were used to examine 

changes over the 12 levels (table 5.17). The result is as significant as the debitage 

correspondence analysis for clarifying the differences between the earlier and later 

levels in the assemblage. In this instance, however, the major difference appears to be 

between the earlier levels up to and including Level VIE and those of VH and above. 

In one sense differences exist along the flakeiblade parameters, which has already 

been discussed. However, when viewed in terms of tool composition additional 

details are attained that permit further interpretation. For instance, the earlier levels 

cluster closely together with seven particular tool types: all of the flake tools with the 

exception of those classified as indeterminable, and point types 11 and 1 2  (figure 5 .7 ).
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Types 11 and 12 are the smallest in the assemblage and are both tanged, and for the 

most part shouldered. They also represent the least equivocal class of arrowheads 

insofar as the other classes are for the most part larger and/or lack any evidence of 

halting modifications. The remainder of the tool types, with the exception of pièces 

esquillées, indeterminable flake tools, blade scraping tools, and flint daggers, are 

loosely but unambiguously clustered with Level VII and later. The four noted 

exceptions that occur beyond the reasonable boundaries of these two groups appear 

to be more closely allied with the later cluster.

In summary, the evidence from both the debitage and tool correspondence 

analysis show that there is a clear and indisputable change m the assemblage over 

time. At the most general level this appears to be best represented by a change in 

production techniques from a flake to blade technology, highlighted by the increase of 

pressure-produced prismatic blades around Levels VI. This is mirrored in the more 

detailed changes that have been recognised, with the flake tools and small points most 

closely associated with the earlier levels giving way to a much wider range of blade 

tools, points as well as the introduction of unique items such as obsidian mirrors and 

flint daggers. Tools such as blade scrapers and pièces esquillées appear all the way 

through the assemblage, and are arguably basic components to a Neolithic tool kit.

One interpretation of this remarkable techno-typological change is that there is 

a change from an industry that bears all the hallmarks of the earlier aceramic Neolithic 

-  comparable to the aceramic Can Hasan III assemblage -  to an industry that 

becomes more dependent on blade technology, very large point types and with 

evidence of more variability and idiosyncrasies in the range of tools being produced. 

On the basis of this evidence, it is reasonable to consider the Çatalhôyük assemblage
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as consisting of at least two distinct temporal phases, with the major changes 

occurring between Level VU and VI. This observation will be further explored in the 

following chapter.

It is again worth briefly drawing attention to the Chalcolithic component of 

the assemblage within Sample D (from the so-called ‘Summit’ excavation area). This 

can be compared to the Neolithic components of sample D (from the ‘North’ 

excavation area), highlighting the differences between the two periods. The main 

difference that can be identified involves the proportion of blade debitage, as the ratio 

of blades to flakes in the Neolithic sub-sample is almost 1 to 9, whereas in the 

Chalcolithic sample, it is 1.4 to 1. It is interesting to note that the blade to flake ratio 

of Level II is 1.8 to 1. This suggests that their may be a slight decline in blade 

production in the Chalcolithic. It is unclear how long a break in occupation there was 

between the two periods, although this basic technological comparison shows that 

there appears to have been a strong technological similarity between the latest 

Neolithic and the earliest Chalcolithic levels at Çatalhôyük.

5.2 Surface spatial patterns.

In contrast to the previous section, I am here concerned primarily with the 

distribution of artefact collected from the surface of the east mound found in Samples 

C and D of the assemblage. Given the diagnostic potential of the lithic artefacts vis-à- 

vis chronological change, it is possible to identify significant differences between 

different parts of the mound.
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Distributions of lithic artefacts show some minor variations in density which 

can be correlated to distributions of;%ceramic and bone densities collected as part of 

the same program. The southern part of the mound, particularly the southern slope of 

the main eminence displays a reduced density of flint and obsidian artefacts (figure 

5.8). Evidence from the ceramics suggests that this may be the focus of classical 

occupation deposits, which thus mask earlier, neolithic, deposits resulting in the lower 

densities of knapped-stone (Last 1997). Lower overall densities of lithic material are 

also seen at the north-west comer of the mound. Tlie distributions of various debitage 

categories were also examined for any spatial variation, although because of the 

extremely low overall densities, pattems are difficult to identify.

The distribution of blades over the surface is very uniform, varying in density 

only between zero and three blades per 2x2 unit (figure 5.9). The distribution pattems 

of the smallest pieces of lithic artefacts recovered from the surface collection -  the 

small chips of obsidian — were also examined for patterning. Here too there is a low 

density on the southern slope of the larger eminence, possibly because of classical 

overburden. Generally higher densities of obsidian chips are found extending onto the 

lower slopes, presumably as the result of selective downslope movement of smaller 

items.

Because of suspected differences between the northern and southern parts of 

the mound in the proportion of blades and flakes, north/south variability was 

examined by the calculation of the percentage of blades in the total east-west transect 

sample. These data show a clear difference as one moves from south to north 

showing a gradual decrease in the percentage of blades in the northern area (figure 

5.10). Given that blades replace flakes approximately midway through the
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occupation, the pattern observed in the surface data is thought to relate to temporal 

variation in the occupation of the n^und. Although sample sizes are very low, this 

remains the clearest example of spatial patterning in Sample B.

Sample C, despite the reduced control over recovery, affords more detailed 

discussion. The material collected from the northern eminence, particularly on the 

top and north slope of the north eminence, display lower proportions of blades to 

flakes and other debitage than samples derived from the other areas of the mound 

(table 5.18). A chi-square statistic establishes that the patterning is significant at the 

1% level. The largest contributions to the statistic come from the distribution of 

blades where, given the overall distribution, there are far fewer than expected on the 

northern eminence and far more than expected on the main mound.

As already noted in relation to Sample B patterning, it would seem reasonable 

to assume that such differences in debitage have chronological significance. The two 

Chalcolithic transverse-arrowheads, together with Chalcolithic sherds in this area, 

suggest that the surface of at least a portion of the northern eminence is earlier than 

the surface of the main eminence of the east mound. Given that the major change in 

the replacement of flake debitage by blade debitage occurs approximately at Level V, 

this suggests that the surface of the northern eminence may not be later than Level 

VI.

5.3 Contextual patterns and relationships.

In Chapter 2 ,1 discussed the value of examining the relevant dimensions of variation 

when searching for contextual patterning around any particular object or group of
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objects. Ideally, this would involve examining architectural stmcture and layout, the 

variation both between and within separate buildings, suspected building function, 

information which could be obtained from contexts such as burials, other material 

cultural patterning, and any other potential relevant data such as artistic expression. 

Recent increases to the range of archaeological data provide potentially very detailed 

information concerning organic residues and soil chemical composition. In practice, 

however, the remarkable abundance of possible ‘relevant dimensions’ prohibits 

comprehensive examination of aU potential aspects of contextual patterning. In this 

study there were other limitations, largely connected with the lack of original 

excavation records and resulting ambiguities concerning the precise context of some 

of the artefacts excavated in the 1960’s at Çatalhôyük. The current excavations, 

however, have supplied excellent data control, enabling suspected contextual 

patterning identified in the 1960’s material to be investigated more thoroughly.

5.3.1 Patterning within and between buildings.

Whereas some deposits, such as accumulated fire-installation, burial, or other sealed 

pit-like contexts, can be unambiguously attributed to depositional events during the 

use of a house, other contexts pose more of a problem. Artefacts found on floors may 

not relate to the activities that actually occurred in the house, but abandonment 

behaviour. It is even more difficult to extrapolate behaviour from artefacts found 

within between floor fill as the evidence suggests that fill could have come fi"om 

several external contexts, potentially bringing in artefacts that had no relationship to 

any activity except the abandonment. In sum, except for certain unique contexts, a
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direct correlation between any building and whatever assortment of tools and debris it 

contains is difficult to make because of the process involved in the transformation to a 

second construction phase or a structure’s abandonment. Yet even as supreme a 

processualist as Binford has argued that “it does not follow, however, that the 

location of artifacts has no structure and therefore carries no information about the 

character of the past cultural system. Quite the reverse...” (Binford 1983:149). 

Correspondingly, in most circumstances at Çatalhôyük the ‘process’ that is most 

easily correlated to artefact patterning within buildings is abandonment behaviour. 

The exceptions to this are the aforementioned instances of cached or otherwise 

intentionally sealed deposits; but these too, can be seen as part of abandonment 

behaviour in a general sense, insofar as they may have been intentionally left as 

suitable deposits for a ‘closed’ building.

As a direct consequence of the 1995 and 1996 excavations, it is possible to 

attempt a detailed examination of lithic patterning within the context of the phasing of 

a single building. Although this is an interesting exercise in its own right, it is 

particularly valuable insofar as it qualifies the extent one can extrapolate between the 

artefacts found in a building and the pre-abandonment use of the building. This is not, 

however, intended to be a study of taphonomy, but a more general study of the 

relationship between excavation context and interpreted depositional context. In the 

process of this, the lithic ‘history’ of Building 1 (figure 5.11) will be examined.
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5.3.2 Building 1 patterning.

5.3.2.1 Constructional history,?

As referred to in Chapter 1, this building is located towards the summit of the 

'northern eminence’ of the Çatalhôyük East mound. It was excavated during the 1995 

and 1996 seasons, the sum of which has provided a copious amount of infonnation 

about the constmction, use and abandonment of one building at Çatalhôyük (R. 

Matthews 1996:1). The complex history of this building can be summarised mto four 

events, or phases.

Phase 1 is largely concerned with the laying out of walls to form the basic 

architectural ‘shell’ that remained constant through-out its use (figure 5.12). The 

construction of these walls ^  not appear to be based on the adaptation of the 

previous structure underlying Building 1 (R. Matthews 1996:1). After the external 

walls were constructed, the shell was filled with ashy packing material, one interior 

dividing wall added, and a further non-ashy soil deposit was added from which the 

basic shapes of the building’s platforms were moulded (R. Matthews 1996:2). Onto 

this the first plaster floors were deposited. The sum of these events was a structure 

consisting of two basic spaces -  a small rectangular westem room (Space 70) and a 

larger eastern square room (Space 71 ) with an access point at the southern end of 

their communal wall. The small gap between the westem wall of Building 1 and the 

adjacent building was referred to as Space 69, the gap on the eastern site Space 73, 

Several features appear to have been installed into Space 70 at this point, including a 

circular hearth in the south-west comer, a platform to the west, and what may have 

been a wooden storage bin set into the plastered floor in the north. A large irregularly 

shaped plastered pit adjacent to the dividing wall may also have been connected to
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some form of storage (R. Matthews 1996:2). In the larger Space 71, two platforms 

were arranged in the north-west an  ̂ south-west comers, and one against the east 

waU. The north-west and east platforms had indications of red painted plaster 

flooring, the north-west comer also had red paint on the lower walls. The south face 

of the north wall had a plastered protuberance -  possibly a moulded figure, since 

denuded. A large oven was built into the south wall, extending to abut the north wall 

of the adjacent building. There were indications of access to the east of this oven -  

the surface of the wall was curved, possibly to support a ladder, and there were signs 

of puddled and trampled floor deposits (R. Matthews 1996:3). R. and W. Matthews 

have drawn comparisons with the layout of Building 1 in its first phase with those 

buildings described as ‘shrines’ by MeUaart. In particular, several similarities can be 

made between Shrine 10, Level VIA/B (figure 5.14).

In Phase 2, significant alterations to the building’s fire installations took place. 

In Space 71, the large southem oven was blocked up and plastered over. In Space 70, 

a more substantial oven was built over the original smaU circular hearth in the south

west comer. A further intemal feature was added in Space 71 in the form of a storage 

bin along the south waU, with the placement of a smaU circular grinding area, the 

stone implement found in situ. It was undemeath this feature that the large deposit of 

large obsidian bipolar blades were found. A bucranium feature, probably originaUy 

along the west edge of the eastem platform, but found in pieces on the Phase 2 floor 

was also constmcted in Phase 2, but may have replaced an earlier Phase 1 feature (R. 

Matthews 1996:4).

At the end of Phase 2 the evidence suggests that there was a fire in the 

southem part of the building, severe enough to redden the bricks in the adjacent
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walls. The northern part of the building was unaffected by the burning event. The fire 

damaged southem part of Space 71 was subsequently separated from the northern 

section by a newly constructed wall (figure 5.15). This wall showed some evidence of 

elaboration, mainly animal bones and horns set into plaster, possibly with some red 

painted aie as (R. Matthews 1996:5). At this time the eastem platform was enltuged, 

one wall extended and a new wall built to create a new small room. Space 110. A 

further room. Space 111. was created by another new wall extending south from the 

original north wall. A new hearth was built in the south-western area of the now 

much smaller Space 71. In Space 70, the large fire installation remained in use, even 

though some of this area had fill deposits of burnt budding material. A wall separating 

the northern and southem components of Space 71 was built, with remnants of 

possible other features in and adjacent to it. Whether the southem portion was filled 

at this point, or at the same time as the rest of the building, remains unclear, although 

the preservation of burnt lentils suggests that at least some deposition -  burnt wall 

and roofing material -  fell and remained in situ.

The entire building was abandoned at the end of Phase 3, and filled with 

building collapse. It may have been subsequently built over by a later building, as it 

had itself done to earlier stmctures, although all traces have been lost to erosion. The 

final event, Phase 4, consisted of the excavation of a large pit adjacent to the east face 

of the Space 70/71 communal waU (figure 5.16). The excavator^ interpretation is that 

this was enacted to remove the elaborate wall decorations which were almost 

certainly there (R. Matthews 1996:6).

As a more general comment, during the course of excavation both in the 

North and in the former MeUaart area, a pronounced difference|jbetween those
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deposits generally referred to as ‘fill’ and ‘midden’. The former characteristically 

contains building constmction debris in a relatively ash-free, clay-silt matrix, whereas 

the latter is more typically ashy, with charcoal and evidence of other organic contents, 

in a loamy matrix. The former type of matrix contains significantly fewer lithic 

artefacts than the latter. Much of the intentional filling in of buildings, including 

Building 1, was completed with this relatively sterile ‘fiU’, although there were 

pockets of more organic and ashy deposits, particularly in association with fire- 

installations, and in the southem part of Space 70.

5.3.2.2 General assemblage characteristics.

There are just over one thousand individual pieces of obsidian and flint fi'om Building 

1 (n=1012). As a whole, small flakes and flake fragments dominate the assemblage 

(75.2%, n=761) (table 5.19). There is, however, a small but significant blade 

component (n=8 8 , 8.7%) which heralds the emerging technical shift to a blade 

dominated industry. Most of the blades, roughly 63% (n=55), can be described as 

prismatic and appear to have been produced by pressure debitage, the characteristics 

of the remaining 37% (n=33) suggest percussive removal techniques. Only 17 pieces 

of flint were found in this assemblage, 1 2  of which were flakes and flake fragments, 3  

non-prismatic blades and 2 small indeterminable pieces of debitage. In total, only 

three cores were found, two multi-sequence/ÿlatform flake cores and an opposed- 

platform flake core. A crested blade and a core tablet attest also to a blade core 

presence. Large amounts of shatter (10.9%, n=110) were also found, together with a 

few small chips (n=36).
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Approximately 14% of the Building 1 assemblage exhibits evidence of 

modification by intentional retouch 0 5  use (n=137). The majority of these fall into the 

non-formal retouched blade and flake categories (n=73) and consist of a variety of 

cutting, scraping and drilling/piercing tools, including two larger flake scraper-like 

implements. A large number of pièces esquillées and pieces with edge cmshing 

(n=43), and 21 points (3 complete, 18 fragments) were also found.

The distribution of the total assemblage shows that Space 70 and 71 contain 

the majority of the artefacts, about 87% of the building total (table 5.20), which is to 

be expected as most of the building is made up of these two large spaces. Space 110 

contains the next highest number (almost 5% of all lithic artefacts). The lithic density 

(count of obsidian and flint to excavated volume) varies quite considerably between 

excavated contexts -  particularly as some contexts were defined by concentrations 

of lithic concentrations. Overall, however, the density of knapped-stone was very 

low, roughly one piece every 44 litres of sieved earth. The cache of obsidian blades 

showed the highest density, as it contained an estimated 1 htre of soil. In other 

respects, the highest density of material found in any stmcture feature comes from the 

fire installation in the south-west of Space 70, which produced 30 artefacts in the 

>4mm range from a sample of ̂ proximately 40 litres.

There are few differences in the distribution of different types of debitage 

between the spaces. Blades are found in aU areas save Space 111, although the 

greatest numbers, a total of 46 (25 pressure), were found in Space 71. Twelve of the 

blades in this space were found in a cache under the grinding area, and are the largest 

and most significant of all the objects found in Building 1. Space 70 contained a total 

of 27 blades (17 pressure). Space 110 contained 6  prismatic pressure blades and 1
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non-prismatic blade. The largest core so far recovered from the building also comes
it

from Space 110, which is an irregu]^ flake core, although^ppears to have had a 

previous life as a prismatic blade core. Space 70 possessed the other core, the 

crested-blade and the core-tablet. Chips and shatter are found in near equal quantities 

in Spaces 70 and 71, with the next highest frequencies located outside the house in 

Space 73. The greatest number of tools (n=61) are from Space 71, although, Space

70 is close behind with 56. Space 110 has 9 modified pieces, two of which are point 

fragments, including one very finely made obliquely retouched tanged base. The other 

points were found mainly in Space 70 and 71. Space 71 had three complete to near 

complete points and five fragments, whereas Space 70 only had 1 near complete and 

7 other fragments, six of which were found within the ashy fire-installation deposit in 

the south-west comer. The pièces esquillées were also found predominantly in Space

71 (n=20) and 70 (n=16), although given its small volume, a surprisingly high number 

(n=6 ) were also found in Space 111.

5.3.2.3 Intra-space patterning.

Because of the difficulties in ascribing a correlation between objects and activities, I 

am hesitant to speak generally about what the composition and distribution of the 

lithic artefacts mean. There are some characteristics of intra-space patterning which 

do, however, permit some cautious interpretations to be made.

Ih Space 70, for instance, the highest numbers of artefacts come from units in the 

final phase of occupation. Artefacts are distributed though-out the fill lying above the 

Phase 3 occupation, but the southem portion contained the highest numbers of 

artefacts, influenced to a large degree by the fire-installation and its associated rake-
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out of ashy deposits that contained large amounts of obsidian. The quantity of 

recovered artefacts drops enormously in the occupation deposits of Phase 3, 2 and 1 

-  the units with the two highest frequencies at this level only produced a total of 2 1  

small flakes of obsidian, although these are still generally associated with the southern 

part of the space. Three lithic artefacts of note come from Space 70 -  two large 

scraper-like implements and one near-complete point -  all of which were found in 

post-occupation fill, towards the southern part of the building. The point was adjacent 

to the fire-installation. It is interesting that all the other (smaller) point fragments 

found in Space 70 were also located in or adjacent to the large fire-installation 

deposit. It also appears that the hearth contains artefacts that had been collected into 

it during its use which remained post-abandonment, whereas the majority of the other 

artefacts contained in this room appear to have been brought in with the filling event 

that followed the Phase 3 occupation.

If we turn to Space 71, there are 85 contexts that contain lithic artefacts. 

However, over 75% of these (n=335) come from only 20 particular contexts. Of 

these there is only one context from Phase 1 containing any notable quantities -  an 

area of fill in the south of Space 71 that contained a total of 11 lithic objects 

(including 5 retouched flakes and a complete point). Even fewer were found in the 

north part of this space during this phase, which is the first hint of a southern bias. 

This also correlates with the distribution of pottery and bone.

In Phase 2, this southern predilection is maintained (figure 5.17), although a 

small amount of knapped-stone (n=2 1 ) was found in floor packing towards the north

west corner. However, these are all small unretouched flakes that appear to have been 

included in the packing matrix, rather than deliberately placed.
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The most significant deposit of Space 71 in Phase 2, indeed probably of the entire life 

of the building, is the cache of 1 2  bipolar blades undemeath the grinding area in the 

southem part of the building. Of possible importance is the fact that blanks of this sort 

are routinely employed for the production of some fonns of point. Equivalent caches

of blanks have also been recovered from the MeUaart area in similar depositional 

contexts. In the case of the Building 1 cache, this represents a collection of obsidian
C,o»vve.

not necessarily derived from a single knapping event (although they certainly|from the 

same method and technique of production) insofar as none of the blades refit. This, 

combined with the observation that no production equivalent to this has been 

identified, strongly suggests that these have been imported: it thus represents an 

acquired store of obsidian from an external source, almost definitely from outside the 

house and possibly from outside the settlement. Its burial in a cache beneath a 

presumably significant featuie of the building -  the grinding installation -  is further 

suggestive of its symbolic importance.

In Phase 3 of Space 71, the period following the conflagration of the southem 

pan of the building, the richest deposits of material comes from the central area of the 

now restricted area. However, it is only notable for containing what appears to be the 

tip of a point, as it otherwise consists only of small unretouched obsidian flakes 

(n=55). Nevertheless the general patteming of lithicsat this point shows a transit of 

material from the south to the north of the building, related to the post-conflagration 

abandonment of the fonner. The final phase of event in Space 70 is the general 

abandonment and accumulation of fiU, followed by the digging of a pit abutting the 

wall separating Space 70. A large proportion of artefacts -  approximately 20% of all 

the artefacts from Space 71 -  come from this pit, which contains numerous obsidian
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and bone artefacts in a combined plaster-fragment, burnt wood, charcoal and brick- 

fiUed matrix. The presence of Neolithic pottery situates the cut and filling to the 

Neolithic, possibly soon after the building abandonment. The other post-Phase 3 

occupation deposits in the north of this area^generally broken brick and construction 

debris fill, are low density units, and much of their artefact contents appear to have 

been brought in with the fdl matrix.

As was described, the two remaining intemal spaces, 110 and 111, did not 

exist until Phase 2 -  in Phase 1, they were both extensions of Space 71, the former an 

area of raised plaster platform. A total of 50 artefacts can be placed to Space 110 in 

Phase 3, although none can be placed to either Phase 1 or 2 -  so the earliest 

occurrence of knapped-stone in this area occurs after the constmction of a space- 

defining wall. The first artefacts appear in-between Phase 3 floor packing, but are 

only 8  in total -  7 flakes (2 retouched) and 1 retouched prismatic blade. Four 

artefacts were also found lying on a Phase 3 floor (2 unretouched flakes, and 2 

prismatic blades, one of which was retouched) towards the comer of the room. The 

majority of the artefacts (n=38) in Space 110, however, appear to come from post 

Phase 3 fiU, including two point fragments adjacent to the south wall, and a large 

core (illustrated in figure 3.3) lying approximately 15mm above the final plaster floor.

Interestingly enough, almost the complete opposite occurs in Space 111, 

insofar as most of the knapped-stone artefacts occur on Phase I floors (n=21), with 

no further artefacts deposited there until the post-abandonment fill (n=7). The Phase I 

floors show mainly unretouched flakes, although three pièces esquillées and non- 

formal flake scraper-like implement were also found. The 7 artefacts in the upper fill 

were small ururetouched flakes and flake fragments.
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5.3.2.4 Summary and interpretation of Building 1 patterning.

What is patently clear from the excavation of Building 1 is that the floors were either 

kept remarkably clear of artefacts and debris, or that the houses were cleaned as part 

of the preparation of abandonment. The few artefacts found on floors offer very little 

visible clue as to specific activities that took place during the occupation of the 

building. Those pattems that have been observed show that in Phase 1 the majority of 

all classes of artefact are found in the southem part of Space 71, and what eventually 

becomes Space 111. In phase 2, this pattern continues, although more artefacts are 

seen in the southem part of Space 70 (corresponding to the enlarging of the fire 

installation) and 71, with fewer in Space 111. In Phase 3, most of the artefacts are 

now found in the much-restricted northern-half of the building.

One interpretation of this pattern is the following. Given the clear indications 

of a conflagration in the southem part of the building, followed by the areas 

partitioning from the remainder of the building, it may be that the higher densities of 

artefacts seen in the south were abandoned without the usual structured cleaning that 

took place during the building closure. Occupation was then restricted to the north of 

the building and, before the final closure of the building, this was cleaned, resulting in 

an area relatively devoid of debris with the exception of the small pieces of debitage 

that were found between or on floors.

An alternative interpretation sees a structural opposition between the northern 

and southem parts of the building, where the ‘dirty’ or ‘productive’ area -  hearths, 

cooking, food preparation, etc. -  was in the south, resulting in the build-up of debris 

seen in this area. The north was the ‘clean’ area -  perhaps sleeping, eating and living
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area -  and thus relatively free of debris. After the destruction of the south, this 

division was maintained within the smaller, partitioned, area. The location of the 

hearths and food storage facilities in the south support this second interpretation, and 

the sleeping platforms over the numerous burials suggests that the north was used, 

and likely viewed, differently. The cache of obsidian bipolar blades in the southern 

‘productive’ zone is evocative of a ritual deposit for reasons already explained, and 

highlights the symbolically ‘productive’ nature of the south.

Further supporting evidence for these two alternative hypotheses may come 

from chemical residue tests taken from the plaster floor surfaces at various places in
of

the Building, where signatures derived from different types Inactivities may be 

discernible. However, as this component of research has not yet been completed at 

the time of writing, these two hypothesis remain equally plausible.

In general terms, it remains difficult to correlate most deposits with the use of 

the building. It is therefore difficult to infer the activities that occurred during the 

occupation of the building from the position, or even occurrence, of its artefacts. On 

the other hand, some sealed contexts offer less equivocal palimpsests of activities. 

The crested blade and core tablet were both found in the ashy rake-out from the fire 

installation in the south-eastern comer of in Space 70. Also, the high amounts of 

obsidian debris found in hearth rake-out of Space 70 shows that some form of 

productive activities were taking place, most likely within that area, with the resulting 

mbbish being swept into the fire installation. This suggests that the correlation 

between ashy/organic deposits and knapped-stone debris in external building deposits
te

may|^condary deposits of domestic hearth fill dumped in midden areas. Additionally 

two of the three cores in building 1 were found in sealed deposits close to floors, and
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the third was found in fill only 15mm above a floor suggesting that they may have 

been there before fill events, and not actually brought in with fill. These, together with 

the large numbers of chips and shatter, together with large numbers of unretouched 

flakes is suggestive of some elements of production occurring within the building 

during its use. While the majority of the productive events can be attributed to flake 

production, the crested-blade and core-tablet are particularly interesting as they are 

directly associated with blade core reduction and rejuvenation. Although their 

presence here does not by any means show that blade core reduction took place 

within this building, it can be used as evidence to support this hypothesis.

As a final note, the contents of this room highlights the surprising prevalence 

of pièces esquiUées in the Çatalhôyük assemblage. However, if they were primarily 

used as wood-working tools, as the accumulated evidence suggests, this would 

complement the primary evidence of a significant wood industry. The remarkable 

preservation of several wooden bowls and containers, in addition to the abundant 

amounts of wood used for house constmction, testifies to the importance of this 

material. In a similar manner, the abundance of points (or at least, point-fragments) in 

Building 1 suggests that these too were important artefacts. The high numbers of 

point fragments found within the Space 70 fire installation suggests that these points 

were being either manufactured, modified, or (insofar as some could be impact spalls) 

possibly extracted from animals — within the confines of Building 1. The shape and 

retouched characteristics of these fragments is suggestive of completely bifaciaUy 

modified, relatively rounded projectiles, possibly within the Group 2 range. All this is 

in addition to the evidence for more generalised activities involving the range of 

cutting, scraping, and piercing and drilling tools. If this distribution does relate to the
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general activities that occurred in Building 1, then a wide range of materials and tools 

were bemg acquired, processed, manufactured and used during its active days.

5.3.3 Llthic patterning within other buildings.

Although there was a rich and varied array of buildings excavated by Mellaart, the 

general characteristics of which were described in Chapter 1, there are actually very 

few direct descriptions of the position of the knapped-stone artefacts found within 

structures. In aU of the reports presented by Bialor and MeUaart between 1962 and 

1966, there are a total of 38 buildings that have some element of their knapped-stone 

assemblage described. My own examination of the curated assemblage, however, 

shows that there are 110 buildings that have knapped-stone artefact collections. Thus 

there are a large number of buildings that lack any description of where the objects 

were found, and cannot contribute to this particular discussion. Even with buildings 

referred to in the reports, there is very little detail as to point positions or 

associations. This severely reduces the number of structures within which patterning 

can be examined. Nevertheless, this does not prevent examination of patterning 

between, rather than within, buildings.

First, however, it is worth recapitulating that Mellaart said that tools and 

weapons occurred preferentially in four places: (i) in the so-called shrines, (ii) in 

hoards buried under the floor of buildings (often in the south-east comer), (iii) on the 

floor of buildings, (iv) and in burials (Mellaart 1964:103). Within these broad 

parameters, closer examination of the building descriptions reveals only slightly more 

detailed patterning.
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For example, in Bialor’s 1962 report the context of the deposition is given in a 

few cases. Most of these concem sp^ial deposits, ubiquitously referred to as caches, 

as in the case of V.7* ,̂ where four (prismatic) blade cores were recovered. In Level 

Vin, no specific building is mentioned, but five of the eleven points examined are said 

to come from a pit (Bialor 1962:74). In VI. 1, ten points were simply ‘found together’ 

(Bialor 1962:78). Building HI.2 had a large cache of 12 bifaces, as does II. 1 where 14 

bifaces were found clustered on the lower floor of what was thought to be the 

storeroom. These “formed a neat püe” and were, quite reasonably, thought to “have 

been contained by a string or cloth bag” (Bialor 1962:99-100). Mellaart does not 

elucidate any further the particulars of these or any other deposition of obsidian or 

flint in this report of the same year, although fairly elaborate descriptions are provided 

of the character of the buildings in which these and other implements were found. The 

location of each of these and other buildings referred to in this section are given in 

figure 5.18 to 5.25.

The following year’s report contains only slightly more clues to intra-building 

patterning -  only four instances are given of specific locations of knapped-stone 

deposits within buildings. The first referral is in building IV. 1, where an obsidian 

mirror was found in a below-platform burial (Mellaart 1963:50). A more substantial 

discovery was made in VIA/B.14, where “all over the room we found small deposits 

of obsidian weapons and mace-heads as well as a few pots... In aU about 100 tools, 

weapons and blades were found in this shrine alone, many of them in the storeroom”. 

Also interesting was “the tiny body of a minute unborn (or stillborn baby) which came 

out of a brick set somewhere high in the wad”, “provided with a chip of obsidian and

I follow the convention in the published reports of referring to individual buildings by their 
level (in Roman numerals) followed by their particular number.
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a shell” (Mellaart 1963:77, 99). In building VIA/B.l, the place of the remarkable 

hom-core bench, “the floor was covered with matting of mash grass... the carbonised 

remains of two circular baskets... a wooden meat dish... two polished stone 

maceheads... and a number of obsidian and flint weapons” (Mellaart 1963:52).

Finally, in VIA/B.IO, “some obsidian lance-heads and flint daggers (one in its leather 

sheath!) and a coarse clay figurine were found in the deep storerooms beyond” 

(Mellaart 1963:73).

The 1963 season provides the most copious information regarding within- 

building pattering, and here some of the depositional patterns are strengthened. Two 

burials are referred to, one in VIB.20 where eight points were enclosed as burial 

goods (figure 5.26). Some of the most spectacular knapped-stone objects -  the flaked 

and ground flint hilted daggers -  also come from burials. The example with the 

carved bone snake-like pommel was found in a burial in VIA.29. More generally, the 

inclusion of flint and obsidian points, daggers and other tools in burials is described as 

also occurring in buildings VIA/B.20, 29 and VII.12 (Mellaart 1964:95), while 

deposits in hoards in the south-eastern comers of rooms are found in buildings Vn.8, 

VIA/B.l, V.7, m .l, and H I. Two other deposits are described that are notable for 

their contents. The first is a deposit of small blade tools “found near a hearth on the 

floor of a small room, just south-west of the main shrine [A .n.l]” (Mellaart 

1963:105). The second is a cluster of about 50 small mainly obsidian flake tools 

found beneath the floor in VQ.8. Both are particularly interesting as they represent 

clear instances of non-formal blade and flake tools being deposited not as mbbish or 

in building fill, but curated as a collection of presumably useful implements that are 

distinct from the more prominent deposits of elaborate points or daggers.
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In the final preliminary report of the final 1965 season, a deposit of knapped- 

stone has only been located in one building -  V1B.70 -  where three points are said to 

have been placed on the floor. In his summary book a few other depositional details 

are given: V1B.12 and IV.4 both apparently had weapons buried in pits (MeUaart 

1967:78). Several other instances of burials with daggers are mentioned, as are the 

buildings that contained (presumed) female burials that contained mirrors as grave 

goods (Mellaart 1967:79). There is also mention of “groups of figurines of animals... 

wounded or maimed in effigy... found in pits near shrine VTB.12... together with some 

intact weapons and numerous clay baUs” (MeUaart 1967:78). The available 

assemblage for V1B.12 showed Uttle evidence of this, but the association between 

(wounded) animal figures and points is significant.

5.3.4 Lithic patterning between buildings.

What 1 aim to do in this section is identify the patterning and relationships of Uthic 

artefacts distributions between buddings. As noted, there are 110 buddings that have 

lithic assemblages. Table 5.21 identifies the number of these buddings per level. The 

buddings have been examined by level so that changes over time in the distribution of 

debitage and tool classes can be identified (technical and typological differences in the 

assemblages by level have already been considered in Section 5.1). As 1 mentioned 

earUer, a proportion of the points, mirrors, and daggers in the Konya Museum lack 

labeUing of a sort that enables them to be placed back in their excavated context (and
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it is essentially confined to these, ‘prestige’ item sFortunately, however, there is 

sufficient detaü in the preliminary reports to reconstruct the inter-building patterning 

of these objects. Overall, these objects only have a significant effect in Level VI and 

Level IV, where they in fact strengthen identifiable patterning. To distinguish those

items identified only in the reports from those actually recorded, they have not been 

included in the quantitative analysis, but are included in the descriptions. Levels XI, 

X, and IX have been omitted from the analysis because of insufficient buildings.

For ease of examination, yellow markers have been used to denote those 

buildings with knapped-stone assemblages, ‘S ’ indicate ‘shrines’, and red markers 

represent notable occurrences of obsidian and flint objects (defined below) (figures 

5.18 to 5.25).

5.3.4.1 Level XII

As only three buildings were excavated there is very httle that can convincingly be 

said concerning inter-building spatial patteming. The impression of the distribution of 

debitage classes, and primary and non-formal tool classes, is that there are no marked 

differences between the three buildings. AU have a modest non-prismatic blade 

component, large numbers of flakes, and smaU amounts of cores and core-derived 

pieces (figure 5.27). There are differences in the numbers of the three primary tool 

classes found in each of the three buildings: XII.25 and Xn.29 both have more points 

and other tools than XII.28 (figure 5.28). This is also reflected in the ceramic 

assemblage, where some differences in form between these rooms is also evident

This is, ironically, a product of the Museum’s (misguided) practice of separating out those 
artefacts deemed to be important, and thus valuable on the antiquities market, for special 
classification, evaluation, and storage. While this is perhaps understandable due to a rife 
black-market, it does causes particular problems for any post-excavation analysis.
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(Last 1997). While the quantitative differences may have more to do with excavation 

area, it is nevertheless interesting (a^hough I am hesitant to call it significant), that 

the absence of points in Xn.28 corresponds to an absence of any structural 

embellishment; the other two buildings show evidence of platforms, red paint and

other features that led Mellaart to consider at least one of them as a shrine.

5.3.4.2 Level VIII

Small number of prismatic and non-prismatic blades are seen in several of the Level 

Vm buildings, but no one in particular dominates in this area (figure 5.29). This is not 

the case for flakes and flake fragments, as two buildings, Yin. 10 and YIII.31, show 

significantly greater amounts, and therefore show the highest overall quantities of 

debitage. The former was described as a house (adjacent to V m .l8, which was ‘filled 

with mbbish’, but evidently not collected judging by the low artefact counts). The 

latter is the so-called ‘Red Shrine’, distinguished principally by a red-bumished lime- 

plaster floor, paintings and modelled bull heads (Mellaart 1966:181). Vin.29 is the 

only building that possesses a core (an multi-platform/sequence flake core) but its 

assemblage is otherwise unremarkable. It is, however, closely situated to the Red 

Shrine, with a suspected access pomt through a hole in the eastern end of the south 

wall (MeUaart 1966:180). The highest quantities of tools are also found in Vni.27, 

Vni.29 and 31 (figure 5.30). Building Vn.27 has a leopard relief on one of its walls, 

together with net or textile motifs. Points are found in aU analysed buildings, but not 

the courtyard (Vm.l8), with the largest numbers found in VUI.l, Vm.14 and 

Vm.31 (6, 5 and 6 respectively). AU three are elaborate buildings and were described
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as shrineŝ ,̂ but on the whole, differences between their assemblages and the 

designated non-shrine buildings are sÿght. There are some differences in their ceramic 

assemblages, in that these buildings have primarily closed mouth vessels, whereas the 

non-shrines have more open-mouth bowls (Last 1997). All but four of the ten typed

points from this level are small tanged and/or shouldered varieties. Those in VIII.31, 

however, form a distinct group of large unshouldered points (one Type 2, two Type 

7).

5.3.4.3 Level VII

Many of the 24 Level VII buildings analysed have small assemblages: 20 have fewer 

than 50 knapped-stone artefacts (figure 5.31). Two buildings, VII.14 and VII.31 

(formerly classed as VIB.3l'^), however, stand out for having larger collections 

(n=178 and 368 respectively). By this period one frequently finds that within the area 

excavated by MeUaart between one and three buildings contain significantly greater 

numbers of particular kinds of debitage. Often, these are very elaborate buildings.

VII.14 is one of the most remarkable buildings at Çatal, as it contains the ‘volcano’ 

painting: a nine-foot long mural of what has been interpreted as an erupting volcano 

overlooking a series of houses that resemble a typical Çatalhôyük building plan (see 

MeUaart 1964: plate Via). VII.31, is also remarkable for its plastered waU sculptures 

of styUsed females and buU’s heads (see MeUaart 1964: plate FVb). Only three 

buUdings possess cores, VII.12, VH.15 (actuaUy a courtyard) and Vn.44, of which 

only the last buUding was considered complex enough to be designated a shrine. This 

was the location of the only prismatic blade core, as weU as the weU-known paired

VIII.1 was only called a shrine in A Neolithic Town in Anatolia, not in the original reports. 
Although VI.31 appears on plan as being in Level VI, in 1965 Mellaart reclassified this 

and a series of other buildings as actually belonging to Level VII.
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leopards wall sculpture (Mellaart 1966: plate XXXIXa). Despite the presence of a 

small number of blade cores, the numbers of blades is fairly low, although they are 

more common than in earlier levels. The courtyard (VII. 15) is the only area with 

notable amounts of prismatic blades (n=18). The distribution of tools shows a similar 

pattern of distribution to the debitage (figure 5.32): VII.31 has the highest number, 

but VII.14 has very few tools in contrast to its abundant debitage. The former also 

has the most points (n=17) -  nearly twice as many as the buddings with the next 

highest amounts. However, only one was complete, and was classified as Type 12. 

Buddings VII.12 and VII.28 have the next highest amounts (n=8). The former, 

although not classed as a shrine, is fairly large with red-painted panels and modelled 

wall bucrania. The latter does not appear to have any embellishments. Seven of the 

eight points from here can be typed, three of which are Type 2 and thus among the 

largest and most elaborate group of bifaces. Two of the VII. 12 points are also of this 

variety.

There is a reported hoard of small retouched tools in Vn.8, which was not 

located in the Museum’s collection but is dlustrated in Mellaart (1964:100) (figure 

5.33). If this is added to the Vn.8 assemblage, it would increase it significance within 

this level. Earlier in its life (perhaps a century before its abandonment) it was the 

setting of the purported ‘vulture shrine’ showing seven vultures “swooping down on 

six human corpses” (Mellaart 1964:64 and plate IXb). Plaster sculptures of bulls and 

possibly women were placed over this at a later date, but were apparently removed 

when the building was abandonment (Mellaart 1964:61).
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5.3.4.4 Level VI

For the purpose of examining inter-building patteming, I have condensed Levels VIA, 

VIB and VIA/B onto one graph, although there are two building plans (figures 5.21 

and 5.22). There are some similarities between Level VI and Level VII: the 

distribution of debitage classes shows that one building, VIB. 13/15, contains 

significantly higher amounts of material than its contemporaries (figure 5.34). 

Although not particulaily elaborate, there is mention of a panel with at least sixty 

imprints of children’s hands (Mellaart 1963:81 and 1963: plate XVTIIb). It is adjacent 

to several elaborate buildings, one of which, VIA/B.IO, also has much debitage 

including numerous blades and two prismatic blade cores. This was a fairly elaborate 

building, with several instances of waU sculpture, homed pillars and red-painted walls 

(Mellaart 1963:70-73). At least 14 figurines were also found in this room, and it is 

adjacent to VIA/B.l 1, termed a storeroom, where several additional points were 

reportedly found, including a remarkable sheathed dagger (Mellaart 1963:73). 

Building VIA/B.71*̂  also has substantial quantities of debitage, comprising the 

highest numbers of prismatic blades and several cores (seven prismatic and one non- 

prismatic blade cores). Cores were found in 10 of the 20 buildings analysed, but this 

is the highest concentration. There is, however, no mention of any elaborate 

characteristics associated with this cluster: “buildings (VI.71-77) were evidently 

houses and lacked any of the special decoration such as distinguishes the shrines fi’om 

the ordinary dwellings” (Mellaart 1966:172). This is not the case in at least two 

instances where there are large concentrations of points. Buildings VIA/B.61/62 and 

VIA/B.IO have twice to three times as many as most others (n=27 and 23

Not planned.
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respectively) (figure 5.35). The former building is the location of a remarkable 

plastered bench inset with six pairs <̂ f bull horn cores and the latter has been briefly 

described above. Very few points from these two clusters could be typed: 10 of the 

27 points in the former budding were divided between four types (four of Type 3, one 

Type 4, two Type 9, and three Type 10), the first two of which are larger forms, the 

second two mid-sized forms. Four of the 23 m the latter building are smaller, but 

show more variation in foim (one each of 6, 7, 8, 11).

The reports add some further details to the Level VI data, as they refer to 

some additional buildings where points and other knapped-stone objects were found 

in abundance. Principal among these is (shrine) VIA/B.14 where “weU over a hundred 

obsidian and flint weapons were found” (Mellaart 1967:78) in an extensively 

decorated building. Included among these are four flint daggers (Mellaart 1963:75 

and plate XXVUa). Two burials from Level VI contained obsidian mirrors. These are 

found in buildings VIB.20 and VIB.5, both of which Mellaart regarded as shrines by 

1967, but appear to have unremarkable architecture and hthic assemblages. The 

former also contained eight points in a burial, placed against the leg bone of a male 

skeleton (Mellaart 1967: plate 115).

S.3.4.5 Level V

The buildings of this level are poorly preserved (Mellaart 1966:184). Prior to 1965, 

when some better preserved examples were uncovered, this prohibited much 

discussion of internal composition. The knapped-stone assemblages of six of these 

buildings (E.V.2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) are fairly unremarkable, although the last two 

contained three prismatic blade cores between them (figure 5.36). Bialor’s (1962)
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report describes four blade cores from E.V.7 (as well as a core tablet), so at least 

three are missing from here. E.V.7 e$id E.V.8 also have substantially more prismatic 

blades than the other buildings in the northern part of Level V. Building E.V.8 also 

possesses 11 points (three Type 9, one Type 11, the others are incomplete) (figure 

5.37). Burials with mirrors are reported to come from buildings E.V.7 and E.V.4. The 

other context with substantial debitage and tools is F.V.2, which is the large 

courtyard (in area, approximately one third of Level V). Over 75 prismatic blades, 

three prismatic blade cores and nine points were recovered from this area but no 

information is provided concerning their specific context of recovery.

Overall, however, one building, F.V.l, is more prominent than any other for 

both its knapped-stone assemblage and its elaboration. It contains nearly 150 

prismatic blades and four prismatic blade cores (together with the only crested blade 

from this level). This building has the greatest number of points (n=16) although only 

one complete enough to be typed (Type 10). There is also some evidence of special 

vessel types occurring in this budding, in the form of two of the three lugs with 

double perforations found in this Level (the other is from the adjacent building of 

E.V.7) (Last 1997). Extensive internal wall paintings were found here, which show 

animals, ranging from bulls, to boars, dogs and equids and humans engaging in some 

form of hunting ritual (Mellaart 1966:184-191 and plates LJ-LXni). These paintings 

include the remarkable and well-known giant bull and a giant stag and boar both 

being taunted by dancing men. Several of the figures are holding what can be safely 

interpreted as bows, and at least one holds what appears to be a spear (figure 5.38). 

None, however, depict actual arrows or any form of knapped-stone point.
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5.3.4.6 Level IV

Once again, one building can be distinguished from the rest on the basis of its 

assemblage (figure 5.39). Building E.IV.l has the most blades, flakes chips and 

shatter, and the only cores (n=2) from this level. It was poorly preserved -  in some 

cases overlain by less than 6 inches of topsoil - but traces of elaborate paintings of 

males and females remained on walls in the eastern and north-eastern comers 

(Mellaart 1962:59-60). The highest numbers of tools were found in this budding, 

most of which were non-formal blade cutting tools (figure 5.40). Very few points 

were analysed from this level. No one budding has more than 5, but Bialor (1962:86) 

notes that E.VI.l had at least 6 points, in which case this room would contain the 

greatest number. No other extraordinarily elaborate buddings (or, indeed, knapped- 

stone assemblages) were noted from the Level. There are, however, accounts of 

burials with obsidian mirrors in buddings E.IV.l, 4,10 and A.IV.1'*.

5.3.4.7 Level III

In this level, two buddings stand out from the rest, A .in .l and A.m. 13, which have 

the highest numbers of prismatic blades (n=82 and 39, respectively) (figure 5.41). 

A .m .l had the most prismatic blade cores (n=6) and A.m. 13 shares the highest 

number of points (n=12) with Budding A.m.2 (see below). A .m .l3 also has the 

highest number of ceramic sherds and lugs from this level. As it hq>pens, they are 

adjacent to one another, the latter described as the storeroom to the former, which 

was named the Tainted Had’ as ad but one wad were covered with pictures of deer 

hunting rituals (Mellaart 1962:62 and plate XVI). These include men depicted with

18 Not planned. Underlies III.1 north-east of main Level IV plan.
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bows (but not arrows, nor are any bows held in a ‘release’ posture) and (throwing?) 

sticks. The only other assemblage of note from this level is from A.in.4, where four 

prismatic blade cores were recovered, as well as eleven points — the highest density of 

points in any building of this level. Indeed, this budding “proved to be a rich one in 

many respects, providing a necklace of fish vertebrae beads, a number of wed-made 

pots, a red-painted bench, and a burial under another sleeping platform with the head 

separated and placed about a foot away from the rest of the body” (Bialor 1962:90). 

A.in.2 is also important as it contains (with A.III. 13) the highest number of points 

(n=12) (Bialor 1962:95) (figure 5.42). All but two of these lack any hafting 

modification (but the absence of a scale in the 1962 drawing prohibits my attempting 

to type them). Although Mellaart doesn’t provide a detailed description for this 

building, these objects plus the presence of some ‘raw-material’ led him to see it as a 

‘stone-worker’s shop’ (Mellaart 1962:55). The plan shows that its size and intemal 

arrangement are similar both to A .in.l and A.III.4 (and different from A.in.7 and 6) 

where large numbers of points were also found.
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5.3.4.8 Level II

In this level one of the five buildings, A . n . l stands out primarily for having the 

most debitage, blades, (all the) cores, and most of the points (n=25) (figure 5.43 and 

5.44). In addition to possessing an above average hthic assemblage, it was a

remarkable structure as Mellaart indicates (1963:46):

The contents of the room confirmed the impression that this was not an ordinary house. 
Between two coats of red plaster there were remains of grain, which has evidently been burnt 
on the ceremonial hearth. All round the hearth lay the scattered remains of a group of seven 
clay figurines; whereas an eighth and much larger ligure was found in the grain-bin of the 
south storeroom (the nearest to the south wall of the main room). A ninth figure, broken and 
made of white limestone, was found in the opposite storeroom against the north side of the 
building. Scattered all over the floor of the main room as well as in the storerooms along the 
west side of the building were at least seven small deposits of grain, and legumes, giving the 
impression of individual offerings. Four ‘stamp-seals’ of baked clay with incised designs and 
about a dozen pottery vessels together with much obsidian, some chert and flint and several 
hundred palettes, pounder, querns and polishers (mainly from the north store) completed the 
inventory. The building had been destroyed by fire, like all the surrounding houses. No 
burials were found below the floor.

The other buildings from this level are considerably less elaborate, both architecturally 

and with regards to their knapped-stone contents. The other buildings have very 

small debitage and tool assemblages. B.II.l contains the next largest assemblage, and 

had the largest number of ceramic sherds, but is otherwise unremarkable. There are 

no detailed descriptions of these rooms in the preliminary reports. A.II.1 appears to 

be the only embellished building in the excavated area of this level.

5.3.4.9 Summary: shrines and special deposits 

Examination of inter-building patteming shows an overall association between higher 

densities of knapped-stone and what Mellaart termed shrines. Calculation of mean 

numbers of points, flake cores, prismatic blade cores and prismatic blade core tablets.

Not planned. To the north of building A.III.7 in f igure  5.X (see Mellaart 1963:45).
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unretouched debitage, retouched debitage, and prismatic blades shows that, with the 

notable exception of flake cores, thê  ̂ are greater numbers of all these artefact types 

within buildings designated as shrines (figure 5.45). It is also significant that points 

and prismatic blades cores and tablets show the greatest difference between mean 

numbers found in shrines tmd other buildings — this observation wül be further 

discussed in the final chapter.

To delineatejyie patteming of pcunts, a histogræn of point ‘density’,

where the numbers of points occurring in buildings was calculated. Tliis suggests that 

one to eight points are the modal range encountered in most buildings (figure 5.46). 

Fewer buildings have any more than this number, and those that do can be considered 

to be exceptional. Examination shows that buildings with large point deposits often 

have other large deposits of pots, figurines, and ground-stone axes. These buildings 

are often called slirines, and special, ‘prestige’ burials with mirrors or daggers also 

seem to occur preferentially in these contexts, as do cores.

There are, however, exceptions to this proposed pattern -  the fit is not 

perfect. So, to explore this pattern, the locations of ‘special’ deposits -  specifically, 

more than eight points, and/or mirrors, and/or prismatic blade cores, and/or flint 

daggers -  have been identified on the building plans (see figures 5.18 to 5.25, marked 

by red dots).

If the relationship between these special deposits/objects and shrines is 

examined over time, an increasing qualitative and quantitative difference between the 

knapped-stone assemblages of buildings can be noted. Between Level XII and VIII 

differences between buildings are not particularly remarkable and there are no notable 

deposits of cores or points. By Level VII and continuing to Level II, however, there
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are conspicuous differences between buildings, based primarily on higher 

concentrations of points and cores H some buildings. Those buildings with ‘special’ 

or otherwise notable obsidian and flint artefacts are often shrines, suggesting that 

these cUtefacts may have been an important cr'iftdoo for the designation of a building as 

a ‘shrine’ by Mellaait. For extunple, in Level VI there are six shrines, five of which 

possess unusual flint or obsidian objects or clusters of objects. Only two of the 

fourteen non-shrines (three in Level VIA) have distinctive assemblages, hi Level V, 

this pattern is not so clear, as several buildings have notable obsidian artefacts, but 

only one was considered to be a shrine (F.V.l). Overall, however, this shrine’s 

assemblage is quite different because of the laige numbers of points found here. In 

Level IV one of the three buildings with ‘special’ lithic artefacts is a shrine, but the 

assemblage in this building is distinctive mostly because of its higher numbers of 

blades and cores. In Level III there are at least three buildings, including the shrine, 

which have special deposits of objects out of eleven analysed. In Level II there is 

clearly a monopoly: the shrine contains all the notable pieces.

In sum, a tendency may be noted for buildings designated as shrines to contain 

higher numbers knapped-stone artefacts, paiticularly large deposits of points, 

prismatic blade cores and prismatic blade core tablets. This pattern is more 

pronounced in later levels. As a final point, given the ambiguous distinction between 

architecturally elaborate and less-elaborate buildings, it appears that portable material 

culture plays an important role in identifying differences in the use of buildings at 

Çatalhôyük. Although I have noted problems ii assuming ritual vs. non-ritual space 

(Section 1.2.4), the evidence presented here does support MeUaart’s identification of 

some buildings (i.e. ‘shrines’) as rituaUy more complex than others. I would once
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again, however, draw attention to the evidence that suggests buUdings fluctuated 

between stages of greater and lesser architectural elaboration (Section 1.2.4). This 

suggests that that there were no rigid differences between sacred and seciUar space at 

Çatalhôyük, although at any given tiine (including periods of abandonment) some 

buildings were ritually more complex than others.

5 .4  Sum m ary.

The description of patteming presented in this chapter shows that the distribution of 

knapped-stone artefacts over space and time is not homogeneous. Significant technical 

changes in the industry occur over time, affecting the characteristics of the retouched 

assemblage (Section 5.1). Statistical analysis of classes of debitage and tools and their 

temporal position show that early on in Çatalhôyük, obsidian and flint were used in a 

very different manner than later in the occupation.

This facUitated the comprehension of some of the pattemmg derived from 

surface survey, where variations in composition were shown to be directly related to 

differences in the final occupation of the surface of the mound (Section 5.2).

Within individual buUdings, relationships between the distribution of lithic 

artefacts and architectural phases can be observed, relating to changes in the use of 

intemal space (Section 5.3.2). Distinctions between buUding fUl and floor deposits 

were made, and whUe the former maybe meaningfully constituted, their composition 

can be seen to be related to abandonment behaviour and only indirectly to the use of 

the buUding. It was suggested that this is not the case for certain special deposits, 

such as caches, sealed fire-mstaUations and possibly conflagration events, the
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patteming of which also brings to light differences in the use of intemal space. There 

is strong evidence of some elements <$f production taking place within buildings.

There does appear to be a connection between large quantities of knapped- 

stone and shrines and, more specifically, between cores, large numbers of points and 

shrines. This appears to vary over time, with fewer differences between buildings 

earlier on, but increasing differences and associations between notable obsidian and 

flint artefacts with shrines later. Many of the shi ines are very complex and decorative 

buUdings, with elaborate paintings and plaster features that demarcate them from 

other, less complex stmctures. The continuity of building architectural elaboration 

(Section 1.2.4) is not reflected in the material cultural patteming, where clear 

differences along the shiine/non-shrine boundary have been observed.

The final two chapters discuss the findings of this information and that 

presented m Chapters 3 and 4. First, Chapter 6 discusses the findings in a regional 

perspective, focusing on comparative technology and raw material use. Chapter 7 

synthesises these findings, plus regional data, into a discussion of the socio-economic 

context of knapped-stone technology at Çatalhôyük and the Anatolian Neolithic.
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6.0 Technological synthesis and regional 
comparisons ®

6.1 Çatalhôyük obsidian and flint technological systems.
6.2 Comparative technology and typology.
6.3 Raw material use and acquisition.
6.4 Summary

This chapter synthesises the findings of the debitage and retouched tool analysis. In 
Section 6.1 two ‘technological systems’ are proposed for the knapped-stone industry, 
each with several sub-systems. In Section 6.2, regional technological and typological 
comparisons are made and in Section 6.3 the mechanisms of raw material acquisition 
are examined. Finally, a brief summary of the main findings is provided in Section 6.4.

6.1 The obsidian and fiint technoiogical systems.

On the basis of the data presented in Chapters 3 and 4, and incorporating some of the 

information presented in Chapter 5, it is possible to propose sequences of reduction 

for elements of the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone assemblage vis-à-vis the generalised 

chaînes-opératoires, or ‘technical systems’ constructed by Nishiaki (1992:415, 456, 

525, 548) (figure 6.1). Two main systems, obsidian and flint, can be seen working in 

tandem, each with a number of sub-systems that are chronologically bounded.

6.1.1 The obsidian technological system.

There are at least four sub-systems, and possibly five or six, within this group. 

Overall, however, given the general lack of cortical surfaces, much obsidian can be 

assumed to have been imported in a preformed state. The actual state varies between 

sub-systems.
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For example, the large bipolar blades show no evidence of associated cores or 

core-derived products and may havê b̂een imported ready made. It may be that they 

were produced on site in an unexplored portion of the mound. In any event, their 

bipolar technology is sufficient to distinguish them from the other two groups and 

justifies this being called sub-system 1. Blanks from this system are either retouched 

to form a type of projectile, or are cached in an unmodified form.

The presence of obsidian crested blades, however, points to some blade core 

preparation occurring on site, either by pressure (sub-system 2) or percussion (sub

system 3) techniques. In the case of the former, preparation apparently involved 

manufacturing a platform by a series of overlapping removals creating a faceted 

platform with an angle at, or approaching, 90 degrees. Reduction was carried out 

around the complete circumference of the core using pressure, after immobilising the 

core in some fashion (figure 6.2). Removals of blades were facilitated by grinding 

and/or faceting the core edge, removing the lips caused from previous removals, and 

isolating places for removal devices to be placed. When platform/removal face angles 

were in excess of 90 degrees, the platform could be rejuvenated by removing a tablet 

with a (typically) single blow, thereby enabling further removals. Discard, or 

abandonment, of some cores evidently occurred when further removals were still 

possible, whereas other pressure blade cores were turned into flake cores. Because of 

the immobilisation requirements for pressure debitage, it may be that the time of 

abandonment was dictated by the width of the core dropping to such a size that the 

immobilisation device could no longer securely hold it (Migal 1994: pers. com.). This 

may explain the occurrence of a few larger flake cores that bear the scars of former 

(pressure) blade removals. The removals were subsequently tmncated and/or selected
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for a variety of non-formal tools. This was the almost exclusive use of prismatic 

pressure blades. This type of red^tion is only present in the later phases of 

Catalhoyuk.

Blade cores which were not reduced by pressure techniques, sub-system 3, are 

not as standardised. Given that some are of a fairly small size, it may be that a few are 

former prismatic blade cores. The presence of some large non-prismatic single

platform blades shows that in other cases this does not appear to be the situation, and 

a decision had been taken to use percussive methods from the start. Their variation 

prevents any generalisation that would encompass all instances. There is little 

evidence to show that these cores were prismatic blade cores which were abandoned 

sometime in the reductive process, suggesting that raw material was from the start 

selected for percussive blade production. There is little evidence of maintenance or 

rejuvenation activities, but examination of the proximal edges of single-platform non- 

prismatic blades shows that often considerable edge preparation -  principally grinding 

and faceting of the proximal removal face -  occurred. Blades from these cores were 

typically truncated by snapping or side-blows and selected for ‘non-formal’ 

modification, pièces esquülées or, with some of the larger pieces, possibly point 

production. As with the prismatic blade cores, these are most typical of the later 

phases of Çatalhôyük.

Finally, there is abundant evidence for non-standardised obsidian flake cores 

and associated debris, which form sub-system 4. In earlier levels, before the rise of 

pressure techniques, raw material can be assumed to have been imported for this 

purpose. In later levels, flake cores in some instance were abandoned blade cores, 

although my inclination is that a small amount of material was still being imported and
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used immediately for flake production. Flakes were used for a variety of non-formal 

tools, pièces esquülées, and some points. It is common to find that these cores 

occasionally show evidence of considerable battering and crushing, so their end use 

may have been as wedge or chisel like implements. Obsidian flake cores are found in

all levels, although fomn the near exclusive technological approach in the earliest 

phases of the settlement.
Six£U

There is also the possibüity of a fifth and ^ sub-system. One concerns the 

large obsidian flakes with well prepared platfonns. As with the large bipolar blades, 

no cores have been associated with these, so they may have been introduced as ready 

knapped blanks or tools. The other is the possibüity of large pieces of material being 

introduced for the manufacture of obsidian mirrors, as these have several shape 

requirements that may not have been met with more ubiquitous material used for flake 

cores. AdditionaUy, the quality of the raw material would need to match that of the 

prismatic blade cores, whereas flake cores could use nodiües with flawed interiors. 

The likely scenario is that, in addition to material pre-selected for blade core 

manufacture, a variety of other material was imported, the better pieces being taken 

for large flake cores and mirror production, the smaller, inferior pieces being used for 

standard flake production.

6.1.2 The flint technological system.

At least four sub-systems can be identified. The first is equivalent to obsidian sub

system 1, as it involves blades for which there is no evidence of any manufacture on 

site. Unlike the obsidian examples, however, these are not bipolar blades, but appear 

to be derived from single-platform cores made of fine-grained tabular flint. These are
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the source of the flint daggers, which are selected from the largest and finest-grained 

raw material, whereas lesser quality flint was often used to create ‘retouched-to-a- 

point’ implements. It is interesting that some of these blades do retain evidence of 

cortical surfaces.

The second sub-system is also equivalent to its obsidian counterpart, as it 

appears to be a functioning pressure blade system, showing that this technique was 

not exclusively restricted to obsidian. Examination of the flint core indicates that the 

process of reduction was likely to have been much the same as for obsidian. It is 

interesting to note that the single example of a flint pressure blade core has been 

abandoned at roughly the same stage as some of the obsidian cores. These blades also 

appear to have been truncated and/or used for non-formal tool manufacture.

Other flint blade cores form flint sub-system 3, although like obsidian sub

system 3, there is considerable variation in this group. Flint crested blades have been 

found, which show that some elements of blade core preparation were being 

conducted on site. Platforms appear to have been generally well prepared, although 

no evidence of rejuvenation flakes were found. Blades from this sub-system were 

used for a variety of non-formal tools, pièces esquülées, and projectüe points.

Finally, sub-system 4 is also essentially the same as the obsidian equivalent, 

although local flint appears to have been the focus of this reduction strategy, as there 

are a large number of cortical surfaces on these cores that are indicative of the use of 

low quality cobble flints. Flakes from these tools were routinely used for non-formal 

flake tools, particularly scrapers and pièces esquülées. In most cases, when the core 

reached a stage where it was too smaU to be worked normaUy, it was turned into a 

chisel/wedge type implement. It is possible that in some instances debitage resulting
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from this process were used as tool blanks (hence, ‘cores of pièce esquiUée type’), 

although this seems unlikely in most «ases.

6.2 Comparative technology and typology.

6.2.1 Technological comparisons.

Of concern here are comparisons between debitage techniques at Çatalhôyük and the 

other Central Anatolian sites described in Chapter 1, and broader comparisons with 

the Near Eastern Neolithic. Unfortunately, of the excavated central Anatolian sites 

examined, few reports of the knapped-stone artefacts discuss technological 

characteristics in sufficient detail for specific techniques of knapping to be compared 

to Çatalhôyük. Can Hasan HI is an exception, and reports on the Asüdihôyük and 

Süberde material provide sufficient details on core morphology for some aspects of 

debitage techniques to be compared.

Neolithic lithic assemblages have been most comprehensively examined from 

Levantine sites, providing an impressive corpus of data with which the less 

thoroughly examined Anatolian sites can be compared. In general terms, PPNB lithic 

industries in the Levant are typically based on the manufacture of blades from double 

ended elongated cores, termed the Naviform method. Suzuki and Akazawa (1971) 

and more recently Wilke & Quintero (1994) have demonstrated that this sophisticated 

method of core reduction involves a number of structured reduction stages requiring 

much skill and knowledge of flint fracture dynamics (Nishiaki 1992:100). The 

dominant raw material used for Naviform blade production was fine-grained tabular 

flint. Nishiaki has demonstrated that on many northem Levantine sites this flint was a
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non-local material which was imported into many PPNB sites (Nishiaki 1993). 

Locally available cooj-se-grained flij ,̂ unsuitable for blade cores was used for the 

production of flake tools, and required considerably less expenditure in raw material 

procurement and core preparation. For the most part Southeastern Anatolian PPNB 

sites are broadly comparable to their Northem Levantine neighbours, sharing 

Naviform techniques and similar tool forms, including projectile point types. Analysis 

of late PPNB and eiuly ceramic Neolitliic flint production in the Northem Levant 

suggest that the use of fine-grained flint is replaced by an increased use of local 

cooirse-grained flint and a rise in flake based production technology. It has been 

argued that this is a direct result of the shift from the PPNB economy of hunting and 

agriculture towards herding and agriculture, as the collection of the fine-grained flint 

necessary for Navifomi core production was an activity embedded in the movement 

of hunting parties (Nishiaki 1990).

As with aceramic Anatolian knapped-stone, the Southeast shows broad 

similarities to the Northem Levant, but Central Anatolian knapped-stone industries 

exhibit several key differences. Most important of these is an increase in blade- 

production technology, particularly pressure-blade, and an emphasis on the 

production of large projectiles and bifacially retouched pieces. What evidence exists 

suggests that all the Central Anatolian Neolithic sites display this tendency to some 

degree, although unfortunately little detailed information exists for any site of this 

period, except for Çatalhôyük. The following paragraphs compare the key 

characteristics of debitage technology and tool composition for the main Aceramic 

and Ceramic Neolithic sites in Central Anatolia to the Çatalhôyük industry.
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6.2.1.1 Asikiihôyük.

Asüdihôyük is the earhest Neolithic industry that can be compared in any detail to 

Çatalhôyük. Ian Todd's collection of obsidian and flint artefacts from Asikiihôyük 

provides most of what is known about the material, but the knapped-stone industry 

from current excavations is being studied by Nur Balkan-Atli, and some additional 

details are avaüable (Balkan-Atli 1991; 1994). The site is located in close proximity to 

the Central Anatolian obsidian sources and large numbers of blocks and primary 

preparatory pieces are present, suggesting that core preparation took place on site. 

Nearly a third of the material is described as waste and can be attributed to initial 

reduction stages. Cores are fairly common (2.5%), of which bipolar blade cores are 

the most frequent (Balkan-Atli 1991:146). Flake and blade blanks constitute 

approximately one half of the knapped-stone assemblage and worked pieces appear to 

have a restricted variety of forms. The results of Todd’s surface collection (Todd 

1966) also demonstrate the paucity of projectile points (4% of Todd's tool 

assemblage), while scrapers are the most common retouched group. ‘Heavy’ scrapers 

on flakes with a circular or semi-circular shape are common, as are end- and double- 

ended scrapers, and scrapers on blades. In this regard, there is some simüarity with 

the larger heavy scrapers from Çatalhôyük. One pronounced difference, however, is 

that at Asikiihôyük there is microUthic element in the industry, contributing 4% to 

Todd's analysed sample of tools. Burins are infrequent at both sites, but while there 

are few piercers and borers at Asikiihôyük, they are numerous at Çatalhôyük. It is 

surprising that, from excavated contexts there are not more retouched flakes (Balkan- 

Atli 1991:149). Untü the fuU publication of the excavation is avaüable, this is the only
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information that is currently available concerning the specifics of the Asikiihôyük 

hthic industry.

In general terms, Asüdihôyük shares characteristics with PPNB sites in 

Southeastern Anatolia and the Northem Levant, particularly its reliance on double- 

ended or bipolar cores which resemble those of the Naviform technique (Esin 1991: 

plate 12). At the same time it differs enormously because of the overall paucity of 

projectiles, and the few that have been found are dissimilar to typical Levantine forms. 

Both these characteristics -  bipolar cores and few projectiles -  suggest a 

fundamentally different obsidian industry from that at Çatalhôyük.

6.2.1.2 Süberde.

At Süberde, the knapped stone is approximately 90% obsidian, with flint and smaller 

amounts of quartz and basalt making up the remainder (Balkan-Atli 1994:123). 

Approximately 1.4% of which were cores and core-fragments. Most were broken -  

although 11% of the complete examples were pyramidal, 2% discoidal and 0.5% 

described as tabular (Bordaz 1968:52). Roughly 15.9% of the assemblage consists of 

specialised tools, or fragments of specialised tools. A further 10.4% of the assemblage 

is of retouched blades and flakes (Bordaz 1968:52). The projectile points and 

projectile point fragments, were the largest single class of artefact recovered at 

Süberde after irregularly retouched blades and flakes, but only 32 complete specimens 

were found. Notched and denticulated tools, piercing tools and backed blades have no 

clear pattermng in their distribution as do circular, end and side scrapers -  the most 

common group of formally retouched artefacts after projectiles. Sickle-blades are 

made of flint, with sheen on at least one edge. Microhths, including geometric
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microliths, were also found. Prismatic rods, thought by Bordaz to be tools used to 

retouch stone, have also been identified. Irregularly retouched flakes and blades, 

however, are the most common type of stone implement, numbering over 4,000 

pieces with flint contributing approximately 25% to the total. Bordaz distinguishes 

between retouched for use and retouched by use on the basis of the regularity of the 

scarring, concluding that the majority are retouched by use (Bordaz 1968:56). He 

attributes the majority of these irregularly retouched pieces as cutting or light 

scraping implements. On the basis of this description, Süberde is much more closely 

related to Çatalhôyük than Asikiihôyük, particularly in the predominance of blade 

cores and what can be described as non-formal tools. The high percentage of 

retouched to unretouched debitage is also similar, although this may owe more to 

collection strategy than a cultural phenomena. However, although projectiles are 

described as abundant -  and have some parallels with Çatalhôyük -  not nearly as 

many as were found at Süberde. This is particularly interesting, as Süberde has 

routinely been described as a (potentially seasonal) settlement oriented towards 

hunting, whereas Çatalhôyük is a community that is dependant on agriculture. Other 

key differences concern the presence of microlitlis and flint sickle-blades at Süberde, 

neither of which are present at Çatalhôyük. As with many of these assemblages, 

however, the lack of more detailed information makes comparisons difficult.

6.2.1.3 Can Hasan III.

The Can Hasan XU knapped-stone assemblage was comprehensively studied by Kathy 

Ataman for her Ph.D. research at the University of London (Ataman 1989). The site 

was water sieved, and over 70,000 pieces of knapped-stone were recovered, of which
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almost 70% were small chips normally overlooked or lost through traditional dry 

sieving or pick-up recovery techniques. Approximately 14,000 pieces were from 

phased contexts (roughly 4200 of which were non-chip macro-debitage). Ataman's

analysis focused on the typological, technical, and functional characteristics of the 

assemblage and represents a very thorough and detailed analysis of a Central 

Anatolian lithic assemblage. However, while the artefacts do have a stratigraphie 

position, there is little other information of the context from which they were 

recovered, prohibiting any discussion of patterning between houses or areas. 

Nonetheless, Ataman's study does have value in that it is a comprehensive analysis of 

a knapped-stone technology. It is important for this thesis, because it comes from a 

site which is both geographically and chronologically the closest excavated site to 

Çatalhôyük.

As is the norm for this region, obsidian is the main material used for the 

knapped-stone artefacts, forming over 97% of the assemblage. Most of the Can 

Hasan m  assemblage consists of small chips (about 68%) and flakes (over 27%). 

Other debitage forms are cores and core fragments, of which there were 92 pieces in 

the assemblage (21 phased), the vast majority of which were small, fragmentary and 

irregular (Ataman 1989:68). The most numerous of these were opposed platform 

obsidian cores, although eleven different types of cores on both obsidian and flint 

were identified. The opposed platform blade cores appear to be broadly similar to 

those from Çatalhôyük, in that they are generally small and irregularly formed. Some 

of the opposed platform flake and irregular flake cores are also similar, but beyond 

this, there are very few differences. In addition to the huge amounts of chips and 

unretouched flakes, several other debitage categories were found, including core
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tablets, trimming flakes and crested pieces. The core tablets are not nearly as well 

formed as the Çatalhôyük examples, and triinrning flakes could not be conclusively 

identified in the Çatalhôyük assemblage. The Can Hasan HI crested blades appear to 

be somewhat larger than the Çatalhôyük examples, but otherwise are fairly similar. 

Unretouched blades, shatter, pièces esquillées, as weU as a special type of debitage 

termed ‘snapped bulbar piece’, which is a by-product of projectile-point manufacture, 

formed the remainder of the Can Hasan HE debitage. This last piece was not detected 

in the Çatalhôyük assemblage although shatter and pièces esquillées were, of course, 

found in abundance and are very similar.

There are also some differences between the blades from the two sites: an 

analysis of debitage to determine the flaking mode employed in the debitage process 

was conducted by Ataman, which suggested that direct (soft hammer) percussion, as 

opposed to a punch or pressure mode was employed for the majority of the debitage 

(Ataman 1989:72, 87). It is very likely that some of the Çatalhôyük blades were also 

manufactured using soft hammer techniques, particularly the large non-prismatic 

blades, but no evidence of the pressure techniques which characterise the later levels 

were found at Can Hasan HI. Unfortunately there was no comprehensive metric 

analysis of debitage, so detailed comparisons cannot be made along these parameters. 

There is, however, a histogram of blade widths which shows that blades are smaller. 

This corresponds to the cores, which are also much smaller than those from 

Çatalhôyük. Blade widths range from about 5 to 21 mm, with a modal value of 7mm, 

and a smaller secondary peak at 12mm. This was considered inconclusive evidence 

for a separate bladelet industry, but it is interesting that the widths of Çatalhôyük 

blades are equivalent to the secondary peak of blade widths.
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As is the trend at Çatalhôyük, there are considerable differences in the manner 

in which obsidian and flint were used at Can Hasan HI, although manifested in slightly 

different ways. Tabulation of debitage classes by raw material show that 20% of aU 

blades are made of flint, despite flint contributing less than 3% to the total debitage 

count (Ataman 1989:75). At Çatalhôyük, the ratio of flint to obsidian for all blades is 

comparable to the overall ratio of flint to obsidian, yet over 24% of the non-prismatic 

blades are flint. At Can Hasan III, there are also more flint cores and core tablets 

(roughly 14% and 17% of aU cores and core tablets respectively), than one would 

expect given the small contribution that flint makes to the total industry. Obsidian, 

however, comprises the vast majority of all other classes of debitage. The high 

numbers of obsidian chips were attributed to pressure flaking of projectile points, 

which are primarily made on obsidian (Ataman 1989:75). In addition, pièces 

esquillées and snapped bulbar pieces are exclusively on obsidian. These differences 

can possibly be attributed to different locations of production of these two materials 

over the settlement that affected the proportions recovered in excavation or, 

alternatively, discard behaviour. Given the large numbers of flint blades, it does 

appear that flint was used preferentially for some forms of blades both at Can Hasan 

in  and at Çatalhôyük.

The tool typological scheme at Can Hasan in  was exhaustive and included 

numerous sub-types of projectile points and a variety of blade and flake tools. As at 

Çatalhôyük, burins were infrequent. Descriptions of some functional categories of 

retouched blades and flakes show some similarities. Scrapers, for instance, occur 

mainly on flakes, although blade based scrapers also occur. Their irregularity is noted 

(Ataman 1989:120). Piercers occur more frequently on flint, as at Çatalhôyük, and
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are formed mostly on blade blanks. Blades retouched to a point were present in the 

assemblage, as were combination ^ols. Ataman’s ‘blades with retouch on both 

edges’ type is fairly common, but not as frequent as at Çatalhôyük. Her largest

categories, however, are ‘retouched flakes’, followed by ‘retouched blades’, the 

specific characteristics of which cannot be compared to the Çatalhôyük assemblage. 

In general, however, there appears to be a fairly close affinity between the Can Hasan 

III and Çatalhôyük tool assemblages -  particularly so with the earlier levels at 

Çatalhôyük.

Unlike Çatalhôyük there appears to be little change in the production 

technology over time save for a slight increase in the proportion of flint, and possibly 

a smaller proportion of cores in later phases . There may also be some variation in the 

proportion of blades, bladelets and chips to the whole, with more being found in the 

upper phases, although in all cases, the differences are slight (Ataman 1989:76). 

Generally, however, differences between phases at Can Hasan HI are slight; no 

significant change in technology, raw-material, or tool forms were identified. This 

observation highlights the remarkable change in technology at Çatalhôyük.

6.2.1.4 Hacilar.

The eleven pieces of knapped-stone from the aceramic levels of Hacilar were studied 

by Peter Mortensen and consist of a conical blade core, two flakes, four blades and 

blade fragments, a fragmentary projectile point, a possible fragmentary dagger, a 

retouched core with was thought to have been used as a knife, and a notched blade 

(Mortensen 1970:154). Little can be made of it because of the extremely low number 

of pieces collected. The later Neohthic material, from which only 533 pieces were
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recovered, consists of 26 blade cores, 2 flake cores, together with 4 flakes and 451 

blades, including a hoard of 363 flint^^cro-blades. A very small amount of retouched 

tools were found, which include flake scrapers, serrated blades, sickle blades, micro

points, and irregularly retouched blades and flakes (Mortensen 1970:156).

There are several similarities in reduction technique and tool composition 

between earlier and later Neolithic Hacilar and Çatalhôyük. In particular, the flint 

blade cores of the later Neolithic at Hacilar appear to be prismatic pressure blade 

cores. The fact that these are not present in the earliest levels of either site strongly 

suggests that it is a later development that begins in what can be considered the 

middle Neolithic, and extends mto later Neolithic period in Central Anatolia.

The few differences between the two assemblages are that projectile points are 

absent at Hacilar, and serrated sickle blades are absent at Çatalhôyük, although the 

fact that many of the truncated obsidian blades could easily have been hafted and used 

in a similar manner to those at Hacilar. Perhaps the most obvious difference, however, 

is that only 42% of the assemblage at Hacilar is obsidian. This is likely a function of 

its location, at the same time further away from the obsidian sources and closer to 

suspected flint sources, and it suggests that Hacilar was not as active a participant in 

the economic process of obsidian acquisition as sites further east.

6.2.1.5 Erbaba.

Knapped-stone artefacts from Erbaba are not numerous, consisting only of 

^proximately 1800 pieces, of which 1400 are unretouched blades, flakes, chips and 

debitage. Projectile points are not abundant, although sickle blades, notched and 

denticulated tools are common (Yakar 1991:149). End and flake circular scrapers.
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backed blades and piercers were also found, mainly on flint. On the basis of available 

information few comparisons can be made, although it is interesting to note that, as at 

Hacilar, but unlike Çatalhôyük, flint sickle blades are common.

6.2.1.6 Mersin (Yümüktepe).

The site of Mersin, near the Southeastern Mediterranean coastal city of the same 

name, provides the best comparison to the Çatalhôyük material as a large obsidian 

industry was recovered during excavations in the early part of this century (Garstang 

1953). However, the subsequent loss of dig-records prevents comment in any detail, 

save to say that the two assemblages share the presence of pressure blade production 

and a abundance of large obsidian points. These two traits alone suggest a close link 

between the two assemblages, both technological and typological.

6.2.2 Typological comparisons.

For the same reason that an encompassing typological analysis is difficult to ^ply to 

the Çatalhôyük assemblage, with other Neolithic sites, conventional typological 

comparisons are difficult to make. With the exception of two or three highly 

distinctive and standardised types, the immense variability of the tool assemblage is 

better accounted for by attribute analysis, and technological comparisons between 

sites. This means that points are the only class where real typological comparisons can 

be made.

Can Hasan III (Ataman 1989: fig. 53) and Süberde (Bordaz 1966) share some 

similar point forms, particularly with Types 8,9, 10 and 11. The large Group 1 points
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(i.e. Types 1 to 5) from Çatalhôyük are not represented at these sites. One or two 

points recovered from Asüdihôyük have parallels with Çatalhôyük Type 6. However 

the characteristic ‘single-shouldered’ point from Asüdihôyük is not seen at 

Çatalhôyük. Several of Ian Todd’s survey collections from Central Anatolia also 

contain small to medium bifacial, tanged and occasionally shouldered points that are 

similar to those in the Çatalhôyük assemblage: e.g. those from Kumluk Tepe (Todd 

1980: fig. 16), Degirmen Ôzü (Todd 1980: fig. 17), Pinarbasi-Bor (Todd 1980: fig. 

28), Sapmaz Kôy (Todd 1980: fig. 32, 33), and Tepecik-Çiftlik (Todd 1980: fig. 35). 

Overall, there appears to be a shared tradition of small to medium bifacial pressure 

point manufacture in Central Anatolia. Given the similarity between these and Byblos- 

like points, it may have its origins in the Levant. However none of these sites show 

evidence of any of the very distinctive larger Group 1 projectiles (Types 1 to 5). Only 

three sites beyond Çatalhôyük and the Konya Plain possess evidence of these forms. 

These are Kôskhôyük (Silistreh 1985) and Hicapinar (Todd 1980; Mellaart 1958) to 

the north and Mersin (Garstang 1953) to the south, all of which are either 

contemporary with, or shghdy later, than Çatalhôyük. There are similarities with 

larger points from even further afield. Some parallels can be drawn with the larger 

points from Cafer Hôyük (Balkan-Atli 1994: fig. 57, 58), and Neohthic Levantine 

sites such as Bouqras contain evidence of larger spear-like points (Roodenberg 1986). 

Despite this, the remarkable proliferation and dominance of large projectiles during 

the later history of Çatalhôyük suggest that there was a largely independent tradition 

for the production of such objects, further contributing to the sites idiosyncratic 

nature and divergence from its more typical early Neolithic characteristics.
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I recognise, however, that these assumptions entail the adoption of a fairly 

normative view of what style means. Specifically, that different styles of projectile 

points exist in time and space because different ideas about how to make and use 

projectile points were held by different groups of people. The converse, that similar

styles denote shared ideas about design, is also assumed (cf. Conkey 1990:9). 

Whether this is justifiable from a theoretical viewpoint is debatable as the question of 

whether similar design always implies cultural affinity is a thorny one:

From the rootedness of style inquiry in culture-history, and thus in the history of our 
archaeological practise, it is not surprising to see -  despite subsequent reconceptualisations of 
the archaeological record and of the uses of style in archaeology — the persistence of attempts 
by archaeologists to try to account for ‘similarity-relations’ that appear to obtain among 
artefacts and cultural products... We have remained ‘forever hopeful’ that such similarity- 
relations may be taken as evidence for historical and cultural relatedness of artefacts — and by 
extension, of their makers -  so that we might read history, if not culture, from styles (Conkey 
1990: 8, in part quoting Davis 1990).

This cannot be adequately resolved in the context of this discussion. It is perhaps

suffice to note that styhstic affinities do not necessarily imply direct cultural

relationships, but are at least suggestive of a common cultural phenomenon that is

rooted in some form of historical association.

6.3 Raw material use and acquisition.

6.3.1 Flint.

While obsidian provides the raw material for most of the lithic assemblage in western 

central Anatolia, flint is a small, but important component of most assemblages. At 

Çatalhôyük, what can be assumed to be local (or at least regional) cobble flint was 

used as well as non-local imported tabular flint. The former was likely to have been
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obtained from local wadis or erosional deposits which includes gravel beds and other 

alluvial deposits north within a daysjwalk of Çatalhôyük. Fine grained tabular flint, 

particularly the translucent variety used to manufacture the daggers, does not exist on 

the Konya plain and needed to be imported. Tabular flint sources are found in the

Beyseliir region and in the Taurus mountains (Balkan-Atli 1994:37), Karamanmaras 

and Gazientep provinces (Garrard et al. 1997), and northem Syria to the south-east 

(Nishiaki 1993).

The tendency seen at Çatalhôyük to select flint over obsidian for the 

manufacture of different classes of debitage and tool, also occurs at other Anatolian 

Neohthic sites: sickle-blades and piercers were mainly manufactured from flint blanks 

at Süberde, and flint was used preferentially for scrapers and piercing tools at Can 

Hasan III. As a structurally more robust raw material than obsidian, flint appears to 

have been selected for implements that required a stronger and less brittle edge than 

obsidian could provide. One additional example of differential selection includes the 

finely pressure flaked and ground hilted daggers, which represent some of the finest 

examples of knapping expertise at Çatalhôyük. These only occur on very fine-grained 

honey flint. At Süberde, Can Hasan m  and Çatalhôyük, coarse-grained flint is 

generally more intensively worked than obsidian; proportions of retouch on the 

former consistently outweigh the former. This suggests that flint may have been more 

difficult to acquire than obsidian, particularly if obsidian was, as has often been 

suggested, being imported to Neohthic sites on a regular basis through some form of 

exchange network. As is outlined in the following section, this hypothesis is in part 

supported by the observation that obsidian is extensively prepared before its 

introduction into the on-site technological system. At Çatalhôyük, cortical surfaces on
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coarse-grained flint are far more common than on obsidian, suggesting that 

preparation of at least some flint v+as occurring on site. However, there were far 

fewer instances of cortical surfaces on the finer-grained material, supporting the claim 

that this too was a pre-prepared, imported material.

6.3.2 Obsidian.

Separate outcrops of obsidian contain distinct proportions of trace elements so, in 

principle, it is possible to identify the source of individual pieces of obsidian occurring 

in archaeological contexts on the basis of their elemental composition. The 

archaeological implications of this caused much excitement throughout the 1960’s 

and 1970’s. The pioneering work on obsidian in the Near East was conducted during 

this period by Renfrew, Cann and Dixon who, within a more general framework of 

examining the mechanisms of obsidian distribution throughout the Near East and 

Aegean, also worked on identifying and characterising the various geological sources 

of obsidian in Southeastern Europe and Anatolia (Dixon 1976; Dixon et al. 1968, 

Renfrew gf a/. 1968).

Trace element analysis of obsidian fi*om Can Hasan m , Asikiihôyük, Hacilar, 

and Çatalhôyük suggests that the Neolithic inhabitants of Central Anatolia obtained 

their obsidian primarily from the various sources in the Cappadocian region of Central 

Anatolia (Wright 1969; Dixon 1976; Todd 1980; Bloedow 1987; Ataman 1989) 

(figure 6.3). There are also several obsidian sources in the Lake Van region of eastern 

Turkey that supplied both eastern Anatolian and Levantine settlements from the 

aceramic Neohthic onwards, but there is no evidence that these were used by Central 

Anatolian Neolithic groups. Analysis has determined that obsidian from Can Hasan HI
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was obtained primarily from sources of the Çifthk region of Central Anatolia (Ataman 

1989:50), as do the analysed samples from Asikiihôyük. Obsidian from later Neolithic 

Hacilar, however, comes from the Acigol area of central Anatolia. Similarly, a number 

of researchers have analysed obsidian from Çatalhôyük, with most results suggesting 

that Acigôl was the primary source, although one piece does appear to have come 

from the Çiftlik area (Gale 1981).

Despite the advantages of the technique, analysed samples are often so small 

(for instance, a total of thirteen analysed pieces from Çatalhôyük) as to be statistically 

meaningless for making general statements on the specific sources exploited by a 

prehistoric group. Given that there are several known sources in Central Anatolia 

including the areas of Çiftlik, Acigôl, and Nidge (Todd 1980:30-37; Cauvin & 

Balkan-Atli 1996), and probably many which are as yet imcharacterised, it would 

seem possible, if not probable, that prehistoric exploitation of obsidian was not 

restricted solely to one source but made use of several. To suggest on the basis of a 

minutely small sample the exact source of any particular site’s obsidian is problematic. 

Without a comprehensive sampling program that examines obsidian both within and 

between phases, httle is gained beyond identifying the general region the obsidian 

came from. More recent work undertaken by M.-C. Cauvin and N. Balkan-Ath at the 

sources themselves promises to remedy our lack of detailed knowledge about the 

processes involved in obsidian acquisition (Cauvin & Balkan-Atli 1996). But at this 

point it is sufficient to note that current evidence shows that the Central Anatolian 

sources were the exclusive source of obsidian, and Çatalhôyük is singly one 

settlement in a series that was dependent on these sources.
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As noted, the inhabitants of Central Anatolian sites obtained their obsidian in a 

variety of ways. At Asikiihôyük, the large quantities of blocks and primary pieces 

suggests obsidian was imported into the site in a relatively unmodified state, and that 

the primary stages of core production took place on site (Balkan-Atli 1992). As this 

site is located quite close to the obsidian sources, the transportation of unmodified 

blocks of obsidian into the settlement would not have been an huge effort. This 

accounts for the significant core preparation and reduction debris on site.

At Süberde, however, which hes a considerable way from the central 

Anatolian obsidian sources, Bordaz notes the high proportion of tools to debitage 

(around 25%) and the small size of the implements suggesting that little of the 

obsidian was wasted (Bordaz 1968:52). In addition, as the vast majority of the cores 

were fragments, and some of these were used as implements, obsidian appears to 

have been used efficiently.

At Can Hasan III the lack of large debitage and the small size of cores 

suggests that the complete debitage process is not completely represented, with the 

initial shaping, raw-material testing and core preparation stages apparently absent 

(Ataman 1989:77). This is attributed to one of five possible reasons: (i) the initial 

preparation of material may have been conducted at source, presumably to minimise 

transportation costs; (n) the original pieces of raw-material may have been small and 

unsystematically worked; (iii) knapping may have been conducted in an area of the 

site that was not excavated; or (iv) carried out in the excavated area but the debris 

discarded outside the excavated area or, finally; (v) all stages of the debitage process 

are present, the debitage process being extremely efficient in its use of material. 

Consideration of the debitage distributions led Ataman to the conclusion that all
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stages of reduction following initial core preparation arê  represented in the 

assemblage. Thus, it appears that ifiitial testing and shaping of raw-material was 

conducted at the raw-material sources (Ataman 1989:84).

At Çatalhôyük the earliest stages of debitage are also absent, for a similar 

reason. The effect of differential distributions can be discounted, as the assemblage 

includes excavated material from two widely separated areas of the mound in addition 

to the surface material. It is true that the top-scrape and excavation samples did 

identify areas of higher density (associated particularly with high ash concentrations) 

that can be attributed to discarded knapping waste, but even in these areas the early 

stages of core reduction are missing. Most of the cores at Çatalhôyük, particularly the 

larger prismatic blade cores, would have required extensive preparation and shying 

resulting in at least some evidence of cortical surfaces, even if the debitage from such 

preparation was further modified. The only explanation is that obsidian was imported 

into the site in a dec^ ôrlricfiWand roughed-out state. As there are crested blades in 

the assemblage, the initial phases of blade core manufacture were to a certain extent 

occurring at Çatalhôyük, although the low numbers may be indicative of some cores 

being brought in at the stage where blade manufacture could proceed with a minimum 

of additional preparation. Given that there is no evidence for cores or core 

preparation debitage for the large tabular flint blades, the bipolar obsidian blades, or 

the large obsidian flakes, it seems likely that these were imported as ready made 

objects (Section 6.1).

Given the differences between Asikiihôyük and the collection of sites further 

west of the obsidian sources, it would appear that the degree of preparation of 

obsidian prior to its importation into Neohthic sites in Central Anatolia is influenced
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by its proximity to the source of raw material. Those sites further away from the 

sources -  and thus with higher obsidian transportation costs -  would seek to obtain 

obsidian that was as close to a productive stage as possible. Obsidian was prepared at 

source to minimise transportation costs by reducing the weight and, by pre-forming 

the material, reducing the probability of poor quality and unworkable obsidian. This 

would reduce the incidence of on-site errors in the initial (and often difficult) shaping 

of blade cores. In some instances, jparticular PPNB sites in the Northem Levant, this 

logic may have been taken to an extreme, and may be the reason for the apparent 

trend of ready-made obsidian blade imports. This model fits the data to a certain 

extent, insofar as Çatalhôyük, Can Hasan III and Süberde have less incidence of core 

prepar ation pieces than Asüdihôyük. This model does not, however, take into account 

the different acquisition mechanisms that comes through trade and exchange or direct 

access, and has the potentially deleterious effect of reducing economy to the least 

common denominator of transportation and productive efficiency.

Regular acquisition of obsidian was undoubtedly crucial to the well-being of 

the Central Anatolian sites. It is reasonable to suppose that without a steady supply, 

the phenomenon of large, permanently occupied, communities in an area more or less 

devoid of substantial süiceous stone materials could not have occurred.

The mechanism of obsidian acquisition has been addressed in the past; Renfrew and 

Dixon, in separate articles published in 1968 (Renfrew et a/.: 1968; Dixon et al.: 1968), 

attempted to elucidate the mechanism of obsidian distribution in the Near East by 

plotting the percentage of obsidian found at sites in several different regions against 

the site’s distance from the obsidian source. The resulting shape and slope of some of 

the lines (the ‘fall-off curves’) were thought to be diagnostic of types of exchange
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mechanisms (Renfrew et a/.: 1968:329-30; Renfrew 1969:157; 1972:465-6; 1975:47- 

8). Some of these were termed “down-the-line”, where Renfrew envisioned villages 

keeping a proportion of obsidian that it received before passing the rest on to another 

village. This was an important step for studies of prehistoric exchange, as it correlated 

material patterning with an established anthropological model (Sahlins’ “balanced 

reciprocity” 1972:194) (Torrence 1986:14). The shape of the fall-off curve for sites in 

Central Anatolia was suggestive of a similar exchange system. On the other hand, the 

faU-off curve for sites in the Levant using the eastern Anatolian sources was 

suggestive of a different form of acquisition. In this instance, Renfrew proposed that 

nomadic groups travelling through-out the desert regions were responsible for the 

distribution of obsidian to Neolithic settlements (Renfrew et al. 1968; McDaniels et 

al.: 1980:7; Bloedow 1987:117).

In general terms, Hodder (1976) has questioned the relationship between 

calculated ‘fall-off curves’ and exchange systems. He effectively shows that several 

different forms of trade or acquisition can result in similar types of patterning. This 

counsels that caution should be used in accepting Renfrew’s results. My own opinion 

is that there insufficient data to develop modekof obsidian

exchange for Central Anatolia. Quantities of obsidian found at Central Anatolian 

Neolithic settlements do drop off the further one moves away from the obsidian 

sources, but these sites (i.e. Hacilar, Süberde, Erbaba) are also respectively closer to 

flint sources. In other words, their lesser quantities of obsidian may be being caused 

not because of their peripheral position m regards to obsidian sources, but their 

central position to flint sources.
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For other reasons, neither down-the-line nor direct access models seem 

probable for Çatalhôyük. For a start, a down-the-line system depends on a regional 

population density high enough that regular contact could be maintained between 

sites within the exchange mechanism. While there is some new evidence suggesting 

that there are additional sites surrounding Çatalhôyük (see below), these are thought 

to have been very much smaller. The logic of the down-the-line model depends on 

balanced reciprocity, but because Çatalhôyük is the largest known Neolithic site in 

Central Anatolia (and the whole of the Near East) its obsidian requirements would 

have prohibited such a system from working. Any smaller sites between Çatalhôyük 

and source would have had to export a quantity of obsidian greater than its own 

intake. This does not seem a likely scenario.

It is more likely that Çatalhôyük acted as a regional distribution centre. There 

is some evidence for the development of regional centres in the Near Eastern 

Neolithic — ‘Ain Ghazal, Jericho, Abu Hureyra and Çatalhôyük have aU been 

suggested as potential contenders (RoUefson 1987). Untü recently, there was little 

evidence to support this, as Çatalhôyük stood in isolation on the Konya Plain. There 

were some early suggestions of Çatalhôyük acting as a regional centre, but these were 

poorly substantiated (e.g. Bartel 1972). As part of a current research project, 

however, Baird has presented some preliminary results that suggest several smaller 

Neolithic sites exist around Çatalhôyük. This new evidence lends itself to the idea that 

Çatalhôyük was a redistributive centre, providing subsidiary communities with 

obsidian and other goods (Baird 1996). What it doesn’t answer, however, is the 

mechanism by which obsidian came to Çatalhôyük in the first place.
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Ruling out down-the-line acquisition leaves two other options, both of which 

have already been raised: direct access and the ‘wandering pastoralists’ model. With 

regards to the former, I think it unlikely given the distance to the sources, but not 

impossible, that the inhabitants of Çatalhôyük (or Can Hasan III, Hacilar and the 

other Neolitliic sites, for that matter) obtained their obsidian by direct access. 

Intuitively, it seems improbable that every family would have had to send someone 

out to the obsidian sources to acquire their modest requirements. One piece of 

evidence which also argues against direct access is the nature of flint exploitation.

It has been argued that the coarse-grained flint material used by central 

Anatolian sites is of local origin. At Çatalhôyük, this flint is of low quality, shows a 

high incidence of cortical surfaces, and likely comes from relatively nearby gravel 

deposits. Direct access is the likely acquisition mechanism. Although it never 

oumumbers its obsidian counterparts, it is used preferentially for the manufacture of 

particular forms of retouched edge. What is particularly interesting, is that despite its 

closer proximity, it is also more intensively used than obsidian. One explanation for 

this phenomenon is flint is a comparatively more ‘expensive’ material to obtain 

precisely because it is obtained by direct access, whereas if obsidian is being brought 

into Çatalhôyük by an established and consistent mechanism, it is easier to obtain.

This takes me to the second of the two default exchange options -  the 

‘wandering pastoralists’. Anthropological studies have shown the significance of 

itinerant peoples that supply special services and exotic goods, and an exchange 

model has been forwarded by Perlés (1989) that depends on exactly such a 

phenomenon. She argues that obsidian pressure-blades found on mainland Greek 

Neolithic sites were obtained by trade with specialised groups of “itinerant lithicians”.
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The homogeneity of high quality, but low density, blade production across Neolithic 

sites is used as evidence to support^her argument of itinerant traders. The primary 

argument, however, is that obsidian cores are predominantly preformed when 

introduced into these sites (Perlés 1989:13).

Some similarities can be made with Çatalhôyük. Although the form in which 

obsidian was imported has been shown to vary, in all cases some degree of core- 

prepaiation appears to have taken place prior to its introduction. It could be, 

therefore, that there were itinerant groups responsible for the transport of modified, 

prepared, blocks of obsidian to Çatalhôyük, and possibly the inhabitants of other 

Central Anatolian sites (with the obvious exception of Asikiihôyük). Further support 

for this model comes from the significant amounts of other non-local raw materials 

found at Çatalhôyük. These include copper, green-stone, dentalium shells, fine

grained honey flint, gypsum and vesicular basalt all of which are suggestive of some 

form of trading mechanism, rather than direct access.

In sum, because of the difficulties or lack of supportive evidence for down- 

the-line regional redistribution and direct access models for obsidian acquisition, the 

best explanation is the ‘specialised trader’ model. The ‘specialised’ component of this 

is particularly important in the later phases of Çatalhôyük, for the primary preparation 

of a core requires a certain degree of knapping skill and, in the case of pressure-blade 

debitage is a critical stage in the debitage sequence. Consequently, one plausible 

explanation is that the inhabitants of Çatalhôyük would have depended on individuals 

skilled both in the arts of travelling (Helms 1993) and stone-working for their 

obsidian requirements.
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6.4 Summary.

A number of interesting observations have been made in this Chapter. It was shown 

that there were severaJ different technological systems in operation at Çatalhôyük. 

Technological comparisons with the major Neohthic Anatolian sites show that 

although there are broad similarities between the earliest levels of Çatalhôyük and its 

pre-ceramic predecessors (principally Süberde and Can Hasan III), there are more 

differences than similarities between the later levels and these earlier sites. This is 

primarily because Çatalhôyük shows the first manifestation of pressure blade 

technology in Central Anatolia. Importantly, Çatalhôyük is the only site to exhibit an 

unbroken sequence of change between a flake-based technology to a blade-based 

technology. Typological comparisons with point forms from sites neighbouring 

Çatalhôyük show some basic similarities, although the closest parallels are seen only 

at a small sub-set of sites that are either contemporary or slightly later in time than 

Çatalhôyük. Finally, it was argued that the most likely mechanism for raw material 

acquisition for Çatalhôyük was some form of exchange with specialised traders rather 

than by, for instance, direct access or a ‘down-the-line’ exchange systems. Given the 

recent findings of several smaller sites in the vicinity, it may be that Çatalhôyük acted 

as a redistributive centre for obsidian, other raw materials and/or manufactured 

goods, but current knowledge of the character of contemporary settlements is so 

limited that even speculation is difficult.
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7.0 Socio-Economic and Symbolic Context

7.1 Social organisation and production in small-scale societies.
7.2 Specialised production and craft-specialisation.
7.3 The wider contexts of lithic production.

In this final chapter I draw together the technologieal and typologieal data with its 
temporal, spatial and contextual patterning in order to construct an interpretation of 
the Çatalhôyük knapped-stone industry in its social and economic context. Two 
interrelated themes provide the necessary background: Section 7.1 defines the socio
economic structure of Çatalhôyük by drawing upon anthropological models of the 
structure of small-scale societies, and the archaeological evidence that has been in 
part presented in Chapter 1. The second theme is outlined in Section 7.2, and pertains 
specifically to the technical changes observed in the knapped stone. Discussions 
concerning the nature of craft specialisation, and the generalised production, 
exchange and consumption of goods in small-scale societies will be considered. I will 
argue by reference to data presented in the earlier chapters that the changes in 
technology are related to the rise of specialised production. In Section 7.3 I focus on 
the social and symbolic significance of specialisation. The overall aim is to show the 
tangible relationship between the social structure of Çatalhôyük and the 
characteristics of the knapped stone industry over time. In so doing, a historical and 
contextual interpretation of knapped stone production is constructed, demonstrating 
the contribution knapped-stone can make to socio-economic analysis of prehistoric 
societies.

7.1 Social organisation and production in small-scale 
societies.

7.1.1 Basic social organisation.

Identifying the socio-economic structure of archaeological societies is a notoriously 

difficult exercise and uncritical use of anthropological models causes particular 

problems. Nevertheless, I will attempt to construct a general model of the 

organisation of production at Çatalhôyük as a means to aid the interpretation of the 

lithic data described in the previous section. I am not so concerned here with specifics 

of Neolithic subsistence or productive economies such as proportions of wild to 

domesticated cereals, or the extent to which meat contributed to diets, but rather the
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basic social structure underlying economic and productive behaviour at Catalhoyiik 

and other Neolithic societies.

Social organisation structures production in all societies. Examining the 

organisation of production therefore necessarily involves first drawing upon some 

common anthropological studies of the social structure of small-scale societies. The 

most widely used are Service’s (1962) and Fried’s (1967) evolutionary models of 

social organisation. More recent, explicitly non-evolutionary devices, use marriage 

patterns to distinguish between social structures (Collier 1988), residence systems 

(Wills 1992), or differences in modes of production (Southall 1988; Woodburn 

1982). However, Service’s and Fried’s remain the most widely known and commonly 

followed by archaeologists (Renfrew 1984:41). As heuristic devices, both are 

anachronistic, but they nevertheless provide at least a guiding set of 

anthropologically-driven models for distinctions between types of social organisation 

that can be applied archaeologically.

Briefly, the first stage in Service’s four-stage classification of social 

organisation is ‘band’, characterised by an egalitarian, community based, fluid social 

structure. The term ‘egalitarian’ is commonly used to refer to non-institutionalised 

hierarchical societies as Bender (1990) has shown that so-called egalitarian societies 

show inequality of status according to age and sex. Lee (1990), however, maintains 

that such communities are egalitarian if compared to other, more complex, forms of 

social organisation. Service’s second level, ‘tribe’, is also defined as egalitarian. This 

type of society is conceived of consisting of groups of clans in a kin-based system, 

wktfé. leadership “is personal -  charismatic -  and for special purposes only” (Service 

1962:114). The emphasis on kinship means that age and sex are the governing
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variables dictating access to food and raw materials. The next stage, ‘chiefdom’, is 

typically “distinguished from tribes by the presence of centres which co-ordinate 

economic, social and religious activities” (Service 1962:143). Chiefdoms are non

egalitarian, as leadership is not governed by achievement, but by hereditary status. 

They define the limit of kinship politics (Maisels 1990:9). At this stage, Service 

suggests that craft specialisation and improvements in technology occur, but are not 

the defining characteristics of chiefdoms (Service 1962:144). Regional village 

hierarchies may occur at this level through the establishment of ‘satellites’ off a 

primary political centre. ‘States’ are the final level, typified by an institutionalised 

political elite, administrators, class hierarchies, and the potential to coerce 

subordinates into tasks by the threat or actual imposition of sanctions.

Fried’s (1967) alternative to Service’s scheme also uses a four-stage 

classification, but different terminology and defining characteristics. His first level, 

‘egalitarian societies’ are equivalent to Service’s bands, but the second level ‘ranked 

societies’, combines elements of Service’s chiefdoms and tribes, insofar as there are 

elites (possibly associated with religious standing) but gender and age are said to be 

the structuring elements of labour organisation. As with egalitarian societies, 

differential access to food and raw materials is based on these parameters, and the 

community is independent and autonomous, with economic redistribution at the 

village, rather than regional, level. The third level, ‘stratified societies’ are akin to 

chiefdoms, for distribution of food and resources is not governed by age and sex, but 

by inherited political status. As with Service, Fried sees craft specialisation as a 

feature of this level of organisation. States are equivalent to Service’s 

conceptualisation.
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Soon after their publication, both models were criticised for being either 

simplistic, idealistic, evolutionary, or all three (e.g. Helm 1968, Service 1975, 

Renfrew^l982). While their evolutionary perspective has come under attack for 

propagating the idea that complex state societies (i.e. western) are more advanced or 

superior than non-state (i.e. non-western), it is generally accepted that in western Asia 

non-egalitarian societies succeeded egalitarian societies (Eslick 1988:12).

The development of institutionalised social hierarchies is not thought to occur 

until at least the Late Neolithic/Chalcolithic transition, perhaps around the late 

6‘Vearly 5“̂ millennium BC in Western Asia (Redman 1978) and chiefdoms are 

thought to occur somewhat later in the Aegean, perhaps around the 3'^ millennium 

BC (Renfrew 1972). It is perhaps telling that analysis of settlement organisation of 

the somewhat later Early Chalcolithic Hacilar by Eslick (198?) shows no evidence for 

a chiefdom-like structure. Although Watson & LeBlanc (1973) have suggested that 

the Late Neolithic Halaf of Syrian Northern Mesopotamia represented simple 

chiefdoms, more recently Akkermans (1993:292) has pervasively argued against this, 

suggesting that hierarchical, ranked societies cannot be seen to exist in this region 

until the Late Chalcolithic, about 3500 BC (Akkermans 1989) (although perhaps 

somewhat earlier in southern Mesopotamia).

There have been several attempts to reconstruct the social organisation of 

Catalhoyiik vis-à-vis using the models and criteria of Service and Fried. For example, 

Mellaart, based primarily on his interpretation of the area of his excavation as a 

‘priestly quarter’, occupied by individuals removed from most aspects of specialised 

production, clearly sees Çatalhôyük with an established chiefdom-like hierarchy:

The priests and priestesses evidently did not bother to weave their own cloth or chip their own 
tools, they went to the bazaar and utilised the handiwork of others. Not did they reap their
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own grain or spin their wool, and an idea of a home-industry was evidently frowned upon by 
these elegant sophisticates (Mellaart 1967:211).

Redman (1978:206) is willing to see a chiefdom at Çatalhôyük, but inclines towards a

tribal structure with an “elaborate religious regulatory system”. Similarly, Wason

(1994:178), after an exhaustive study of cross-cultural archaeological correlates to

ranking suggests that:

...there is good evidence for social inequality during the Neolithic. At Çatalhôyük this seems 
to have been a fairly simple ranking, possibly hereditary (and with kinship broadly important 
to the social order), and probably not involving social stratification or much personal 
aggrandisement. The higher statuses seem to have a strong religious connection, and women 
appear to be as well-represented among the high statuses as men.

While the sum of archaeological evidence is indicative of a range of social roles at

Çatalhôyük, and anthropological evidence argues for endemic social inequality in

small-scale societies, there is actually no particularly substantial evidence for the

presence of chiefdoms or institutionalised hierarchical ranking of the type seen three

millennia later (Wason 1994). As such, Çatalhôyük, although substantially larger than

its contemporaries across the Near East, can reasonably be said to have shared the

same basic social structure of other early settled communities.

7.1.2 The organisation of production.

Archaeologically, one of the major changes can be seen to occur at the onset of 

settled communities, where production intensifies, storage increases, and there are 

delayed returns on labour investments (Byrd 1994:642). The differences between 

settled and mobile social systems has been described by terms such as ‘foraging and 

kinship modes of production’ (Southall 1988), ‘communal and household systems’ 

(Wills 1992:160) and ‘immediate and delayed economies’ (Woodburn 1982, in Byrd 

1994:642). All these are far more informative than either Service’s and Fried’s
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classification, and at their heart they are concerned with the structure, mechanisms 

and organisation of production.

It is with the early settled communities of the Neolithic of the Near East that 

kinship based productive systems appear to have arisen (Flannery 1972, Southall 

1988, Upham 1990). The removal, or a narrowing, of community-wide sharing of 

production and consumption in favour of household based economies is a major effect 

of this structural transformation (Byrd 1994:642; Netting 1990; Wilk & Netting 

1984:11).

Anthropological studies of sedentary small-scale societies have demonstrated 

that the household replaces the community as the principal unit of production and 

consumption (Wills 1992). Following Byrd (1994:642-3) and others, households can 

be defined “as a task-oriented residence unit that shared a combination of production, 

co-residence, reproductive and consumptive tasks”. As kinship forms the basis of the 

household, it also forms the structure of what can be termed the “domestic mode of 

production” (Sahlins 1972). As the kinship system usually structures access to goods 

and the mobilisation of labour this dilutes the ability of leaders to manipulate 

production for economic and political gain (Tilley 1984:112). For that reason, some 

attribute the origins of social stratification to restricted and independent ownership of 

basic resources (Cobb 1993; Fried 1967; Haas 1982; Wolf 1982:94).

Despite restrictions on the appropriation of surplus labour there are 

discrepancies in the distribution of authority in kinship-based systems. Drawing again 

on anthropological studies, kinship heads are often elderly males who can control and 

manipulate both junior male and female individuals in a variety of ways; for instance, 

the authority of elders to decide marriage partners can be a powerful control of both
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individual and kinship relations; the restriction of access to necessary knowledge or 

artefacts for the well-being of the group is also a source of power of elderly patriarchs 

(Bender 1990:262; Collier 1988; Tilley 1984). In some respects, the possible 

communal works at Jericho, the newly discovered ‘temple’ at ‘Ain Ghazal, elaborate 

and large statues at Nevali Çori and the elaborate paintings and architectural features 

at Çatalhôyük can all be seen as manifestations of labour directed to some ritual or 

symbolic cause. The more complex buildings at Çatalhôyük can potentially be seen as 

part of this phenomenon, although their properties suggest a closer link to kinship- 

based ritual than public ritual. Their richness, both in terms of architectural and 

iconographie elaboration, plus their often large deposits of obsidian tools is also 

suggestive of manipulations of surplus labour. This plays a role in the next discussion, 

for it raises the possibility that the proposed corporate group structure had some 

element of control of surplus labour.

The sum of the evidence suggests, however, that the productive activities of 

the early sedentary societies are typically organised within the household, and 

divisions of labour is based largely upon sex or age. Of importance here is the 

personal social link between the producers and consumers which is based on kin ties, 

as contrasted to the non-personal link seen in modem capitalist societies (Tilley 

1984:112).

There are several reasons to suppose that, at least in the early stages of 

Çatalhôyük, its socio-economy and production were organised around the household 

in much this way. Chief among the archaeological evidence for this is the plan of the 

settlement. All of the levels Mellaart excavated, the sum of which span several 

centuries, as well as other parts of the mound, share the same agglutinative plan of
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buildings without communal walls and with restricted access. In itself this is 

characteristic of a restricted social network for production and consumption (Byrd 

1994:643). W. Matthew’s micromorphological analysis has also shown that a wide 

range of productive and consumptive behaviours occurred within most buildings (W. 

Matthews et al. 1997). There is also ample evidence for domestic storage at 

Çatalhôyük, strengthening the case for domestic independence, but with hints of some 

more communal activities:

Most houses have a storeroom and in some of these grain-bins of dried clay, about a metre 
high, were found in pairs or rows... In other storerooms grain was stored in coiled baskets or 
in skins... One is given the impression that each family baked its own bread, but in Levels FV 
and V huge bread-ovens with diameters of 1.5-1.8 metres and built of bricks set on edge were 
found in a courtyard which suggests a bakery (Mellaart 1976:62-63).

There are hints of at least the beginnings of an extra-household productive

organisation at several Neolithic sites, of which Jarmo and ‘Ain Ghazal (discussed

below) show possible specialised activity areas, as do parts of Levels II and III at

Beidha (although interesting, not the earlier levels) (Kirkbride 1966:25). These may

well represent the very beginnings of production for exchange and a redistributive

economy^®. For the most part, however, essential utilitarian productive behaviour -

i.e. the basic production of food, and simple utensils such as pottery, bone tools,

wooden and simple stone tools -  seems to remain focused on the household. This

much holds true at least for the early occupation Levels at Çatalhôyük. By Level V,

however, the remarkable and sudden shift in technology in obsidian production is

indicative of a reorganisation of the basic structure of production on a par with that

witnessed or suspected at other Neolithic communities in the Near East.

This is not to imply that community based and simple kinship based economies are not 
redistributive. Labour is routinely pooled, tasks shared, and gifts exchanged which all lessen 
the economic load on the household (Sahlins 1972). Redistribution in these Neolithic 
contexts is indicative of some form of production for exchange, rather than production for 
gift-giving.
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7.1.3 Neolithic household knappers

To summarise from the evidence presented in Chapter 6, all Neolithic sites in Central 

Anatolia have varying degrees of blade and flake industries. Debitage methods appear

to have been direct percussion, with possible use of punch, at the earlier sites in the

sequence (Asikiihôyük, aceramic neolithic Hacilar, Can Hasan III, Siiberde,

Çatalhôyük XII-VII), with punch or pressure common in the later phases (Çatalhôyük
Klob

VI II, late neolithic Hacilar, Erbaba). There is no indicationj^o believe, given that 

households were the focus of economic production, that most if not all, lithic 

production occurred within these contexts. While this may mean actually within the 

confines of the domestic structure, I also mean it in a broader sense in which the 

household takes responsibility for its production requirements. In some instances, 

particularly PPNB Levantine contexts, there is reason to suspect that this is not the 

case for all elements of the industry -  obsidian artefacts show a notably different form 

of technology and, for the most part, evidence for the production does not occur 

within domestic contexts nor, for that matter, within settlements (Copeland 1995; 

Nishiaki 1992). In these cases, it seems probable that obsidian prismatic blades, rather 

than the raw material, were imported. Also, there is additional evidence from 

Anatolian contexts that early stages in the manufacture of obsidian cores occurred at 

the raw material sources, possibly by individuals also involved in the subsequent 

regional distribution of obsidian (Cauvin & Balkan-Atli 1996), although there is little 

evidence that this included advanced preparation of what were to become prismatic 

blade cores.
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Unfortunately contextual analyses of lithic industries are regrettably scarce -  

and as yet non-existent in Anatolia -  so direct evidence of domestic production is 

lacking. It is reasonable to suppose, however, that large deposits or concentrations of 

knapping-debris of the sort indicative of non-domestic production would be noted in 

lithic reports, of which there are very few. Two important exceptions have already 

been noted: Jarmo, where there is evidence of localised obsidian knapping areas 

(Braidwood 1983:287), and ‘Ain Ghazal where evidence derived from the study of 

knapping-floors and experimental knapping of replica Naviform cores suggests that 

there is specialisation in blade manufacture occurring outside of domestic contexts 

(Rollefson 1996; Quintero & Wilke 1995).

With some important exceptions, the pattern of Neolithic production appears 

to be centred on the household, but with movements towards a more segmented, 

redistributive system that go back at least to the PPNB. The ubiquity and abundance 

of obsidian in all contexts at Çatalhôyük argues that access was not restricted, 

although it was certainly limited by the mechanism of acquisition. Keeping in mind the 

difficulties of defining in situ as opposed to post-abandonment behaviour (Section

5.3.1), the evidence presented in Section 5.3.2 suggests that lithic production was 

occurring in this area of the mound -  cores, quantities of unretouched flakes, debris, 

occasional crested blades and core rejuvenation tablets were all found in the buildings 

analysed. In the earlier levels, from XII to VII, there are some minor differences in 

the distribution of lithic artefacts, but there was no clear patterning as to production 

differences. It seem likely that households were producing their own tools, assuming 

a constant supply of raw material. However, corresponding to the point where 

prismatic blade production dramatically expands, there seems to be a nucléation of
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production. This is not absolute, but the evidence from Levels VI to II suggest that 

production does become more confined than in earlier levels.

In Level VI, building 71 shows the first significant evidence of a concentration 

of cores, and thus the earliest evidence for production that is not evenly spread across 

contemporary households. By Level V, cores are found in at least three buildings, but 

one in particular stands out for its high quantities of cores and blades, as do individual 

buildings in Levels IV, III, and II. Most of the buildings examined display evidence of 

some forms of productive activities -  even if it is concentrations of unretouched 

flakes and debris -  but after Level VI, this evidence is restricted to use of non-formal 

tools and unstandardised flake core reduction except for a limited number of buildings 

that contain more cores than their contemporaries. Not every Çatalhôyük adult made, 

or could have made, prismatic blades. The technological demands that dictated a 

period of apprenticeship and extended practice would have made it socially 

impossible and logically untenable (c.f. Perlés 1992:135; Clark 1987:270). The sheer 

efficiency of its technique meant that one core would produce far too many blades -  

several hundred for some macro-cores -  for the needs of a single household (Clark 

1987:267; Sheets & Muto 1972). Although one could envisage a curated core being 

used to produce blades on demand, the actual physical control need to produce error- 

free blades dictates a continual removal sequence that flows from start to finish (Clark 

1987:272). The logical interpretation is that there was a change to a more restricted, 

redistributive, and non-household productive system in some areas of the obsidian 

industry. The possibility of non-domestic production of prismatic blades at 

Çatalhôyük is exciting, for it presents an instance when a clear technical change
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occurs in conjunction with a shift in the basic structure of village economy. Craft- 

specialisation becomes a distinct possibility.

It is interesting to note that there is also a corresponding trend towards 

concentrations of large numbers of projectile points within some buildings and burials, 

as well as a few burials with flint daggers or obsidian mirrors. The sum of this 

suggests that some classes of obsidian and flint artefacts held a special social status 

(in some cases as prestige items) more or less at the time that some elements of 

obsidian production were becoming increasingly specialised. This is further 

substantiated and explored in the following sections.

7.2 Specialised production and craft-specialisation.

7.2.1 Craft-specialisation: concept and definitions.

Craft-specialisation is typically defined as a “differentiated, regularised, permanent, 

and perhaps institutionalised production system in which producers depend on extra

household exchange relations at least in part for their livelihood, and consumers 

depend on them for acquisition of goods they do not produce themselves” (Costin 

1991:4) or, more simply “production of alienable, durable goods for nondependent 

consumption” (Clark & Parry 1990:297). Distinctions are occasionally made between 

full and part-time specialists to distinguish between types or intensities of 

specialisation (Clark & Parry 1990:298). This is difficult to recognise archaeologically 

(Roux 1990:144), but not for want of trying (e.g. Torrence 1986). Intensities of 

specialisation range from small household industries to retainer workshops (see, for 

example. Costings eight-fold classification (1991:8-9), or Peacock’s eight ‘modes of
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production’ (1982)). Roux (1990:144) makes a simpler distinction between technical 

specialisation, where production is not the source of economic gain, and techno- 

economic specialisation, which is profit motivated. Rathje (1975:414) also makes a 

useful distinction between ‘craft production’ and ‘mass replication of artefacts’. 

Typical of the former is a craftsperson with a low output of high quality, complex 

products for limited distribution. The latter implies high-output, standardised profit- 

oriented production. All these have been searched for in the archaeological record.

The archaeological correlates of craft-specialists are defined cross-culturally in 

much the same way as the correlates of ranked societies, chiefdoms or other social 

organisations are defined. The typical criteria cited as indication of specialised 

production includes direct evidence such as discovering high densities of production 

debris and unfinished and finished artefacts, separate production centres, or other 

signs of intensity of production (Costin 1991:21; Clark 1987:43; Spence 1981; 1985). 

Indirect evidence such as skill of the producers (the complexity of ‘know-how’ 

required), efficiency of production, and standardisation of assemblage variability are 

also used to assess degrees of specialisation (Perlés 1992; Costin 1991; Torrence 

1986; Arnold 1985; 1987; Rice 1981).

These definitions tend to stress the effects of specialisation as the economic 

justification for specialisation. Economic efficiency, consumption and reduction of 

labour costs are implicitly, sometimes explicitly, called upon as explanations for the 

presence of specialisation. Costin, for instance, concludes her review of specialisation 

by clearly emphasising the economic profitability of such behaviour as responses to 

‘external’ influences:

Under certain circumstances, the products of specialised production systems will exhibit
certain features... The key to using these data effectively to argue for the presence of specialist
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production is in demonstrating that they are appropriate economic responses to social, 
political, and environmental conditions (Costin 1991:44, original emphasis).

At the extreme, this has led to claims that independent specialists in non-industrial

societies are motivated by profit (Costin 1991:11-12). Analysis of the Phylakopi blade

industry by Torrence is also an example of overemphasis on labour, efficiency, and

output:

The first problem that must be faced when using the size or quantity of stone-working waste 
as the primary determinant of craft specialisation is just how much waste constitutes adequate 
proof of full-time labourers. One way to answer this question is to evaluate the scale of 
production by estimating the number of hours which it would have taken one knapper to 
create the quantity of waste by-products in the deposit under consideration... In order to 
facilitate the interpretation of the scale of the industry which the figures represent, I have 
converted the estimated person-hours for Phylakopi into eight hour work-days and 300 day 
work-years (Torrence 1986:145).

This concern with the mercantile and marketable considerations of specialisation has

been attacked by Cobb (1993:67).

It is highly questionable whether this thinly disguised microeconomic rendering of 
specialisation characterises the motives of producers in small-scale societies, where 
production is rationalised by one's position in the kin system, competition for prestige, 
expectations of generosity, debt obligations, and a host of other interrelated variables not 
easily reduced to assumptions about economic rationality.

This last point is well illustrated by an example drawn from Sahlins (1972), and

provides a counter to the economic explanation of specialisation:

The Fish Creek group maintained a virtually full-time craftsman, a man 35 or 40 years old, 
whose true speciality however seems to have been loafing... “Wilira was an expert craftsman 
who repaired the spears and spear-throwers, made smoking pipes and drone-tubes, and hafted 
a stone axe (on request) in a skilful manner; apart from these occupations he spent most of his 
time talking, eating and sleeping (McCarthy & McArthur 1960:148)” (in Sahlins 1972:19).

The fact that Wilira didn’t work the eight-hour day, five-day a week schedule that

Torrence thinks reasonable for the title ‘full-time’, is irrelevant -  he was a full-time

specialist in his eyes, and those of his fellow villagers. To this end an alternative, less

functional, understanding of craft-specialisation is needed. I am not questioning the

implication that craft specialisation implies production for exchange, but I want to

remove the economic explanation of such production. To this end the term
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‘specialised production’ is perhaps more appropriate to refer to activities that depend 

on access to and use of a restricted set of knowledge. This may also require 

possession of a manual dexterity -  ‘know-how’ -  that is similarly restricted for the 

production of goods. Emphasising specialised knowledge and know-how as the 

defining characteristics of specialised production is beneficial for two reasons. First, it 

emphasises the social basis of the phenomeroiinsofar as knowledge and know-how 

are socially defined characteristics. This has the effect of blurring distinctions between 

the practical, sacred and supernatural. It raises the question of socially significant 

ways of doing things, such as particular techniques of knapping stone. Secondly, 

moving specialisation away from its close association with economic behaviour 

permits interpretations that emphasises the social use of surplus produce and 

specialised goods. At its heart, specialisation is cultural activity that is actively created 

and manipulated (Giddens 1984; c.f. Cross 1993:64). One of the potential problems 

this revised definition brings is that because specialised knowledge and production is 

culturally specific, the definition of a craft-specialist is entirely relative. No universal, 

cross-cultural, or absolute definitions of what constitutes specialised knowledge or 

production can be used without due regard to the cultural context in which they are 

being applied. Specialists in non-industrial societies are defined not by the amount of 

time they spend labouring on their (non-subsistence) tasks, but by their possession 

and application of specialist knowledge and skills. The objects they produce are seen 

as different, and beyond the proficiency of most other people. At times, specialised 

producers and their objects take on an other-worldly quality:

...in traditional societies crafting is believed to involve far more than technical expertise; that 
skilled artisans are in some manner or to some degree inevitably associated with exceptional 
powers. Since such powers originate and exist in cosmological realms outside settled society, 
so artisans, like other specialists in extraordinary powers, must be associated with these 
unsettling outside domains... Underlying this reaction by the social majority is the strong 
belief that skilled artisans themselves contain, exhibit, and control special powers that may
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harm as well as help society; that they evidence exceptional knowledge and intelligence and 
hence may be harmful magicians or adept at the occult and the demonic as well as being 
helpful bards, diviners, curers, and crafters of beneficial materials and activities (Helms 
1993:53, citing others).

7.2.2 Knapping skills and specialised production at Çatalhôyük.

If craft-specialisation is defined not so much by economic criteria, as by the skill of 

the producer in applying special techniques, then some aspects of the knapped-stone 

industry at Çatalhôyük are strongly suggestive. Although some other elements of 

Çatalhôyük’s material culture are also indicative of specialised production -  some of 

the textiles and wooden boxes, for instance -  knapped-stone provides the best corpus 

of material for investigating specialised production techniques because of its superior 

capacity for displaying technological information pertaining to its manufacture. In 

particular, the rise of prismatic blade debitage using pressure techniques (Section

3.3.3.1) presents a strong case. Admittedly, direct evidence for full-time labours is 

missing: there is no strong indication of high densities of production debris, separate 

production centres similar to those seen at Phylakopi (Torrence 1986) or some of the 

Mesoamerican production centres examined by Clark & Lee (1984). There are, 

however, clear signs of intensity of production insofar as blade production increases 

significantly over time. But all this shows is a significant restructuring of production 

technology and in itself does not suggest a restructuring of the production economy 

itself. I cannot, therefore, convincingly argue for the presence of ‘craft-specialists’ 

using these criteria. In some respects, however, this is irrelevant: there is no reason to 

suspect there were persons at Çatalhôyük whose livelihood depended on the 

manufacturing and selling of consumer obsidian products. On the other hand, there is 

considerable evidence to show that there was specialised production of obsidian
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artefacts. The skill of manufacture is the most manifest in some elements of the 

industry. Two classes of object display markedly superior knapping skills: (i) the 

prismatic pressure blades and (ii) the flint daggers. Two other classes show highly 

developed skills: (iii) obsidian mirrors and (iv) most of the projectile points, but 

particularly the larger types (i.e. Group 1, parti eu lari y Types 1 and 2). The prismatic 

blades offer the most convincing argument for in situ specialised production. This is 

because there is evidence for their production within the excavated areas, evidence 

which is lacking for the flint daggers and the projectile points. However, the symbolic 

significance of the latter three classes of object will be examined in the following 

section.

Experiments have shown that pressure debitage requires specialised 

knowledge and know-how, and considerable skill and practice to perfect:

Recent studies indicate that pressure flaking [of blades] is a difficult, demanding practice, 
which requires an extensive knowledge of rock flaking properties as well as good 
neuromuscular co-ordination. The latter takes several years to acquire, but allows thereafter a 
very high productivity... Consequently, pressure flaking conforms to the typical criteria one 
associates with the highly skilled and productive practice of a specialist (Perlés 1989: 11; 
citing Inizan 1986; 1988; Pelegrin 1988).

Similar accolades for the skills of ‘lithicians’ comes from several other sources. J. E.

Clark, for instance, notes that:

...there are three major requirements for making pressure blades. A knapper must have access 
to suitable raw material, be it a nodule or a pre-formed core. He must also have mastered the 
knowledge and skill needed to reduce a core into suitable blades; this implies a period of 
personal instruction or apprenticeship. Finally, a knapper needs adequate tools and equipment 
and a suitable work place. Assuming these minimal prerequisites are met, blade making 
involves precise tool placement, eontrolled force application, proper core immobilisation, and 
the ability to correct errors and to remove flaws. In other words, blade making requires 
planning, skill, and consistency. Admittedly, individual consumers could conceivably produce 
their own blades, nevertheless... blades were probably made by specialists -  not solely because 
of the skill or equipment required, but also as a consequence of restricted access to raw 
material or pre-formed cores (1987: 269)^\

Clark (1987) outlines these and other important characteristics of pressure-blade 
technology, and compares it to flake technology. This is particularly informative of the 
benefits and prerequisites of the new technique, and has been reproduced in table 7.1.
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On the other hand, experimental work conducted by Pelegrin (1988) has 

demonstrated that pressure blades can be produced by a range of different methods 

resulting in blades that exhibit the characteristics of removal by pressure, but range in 

overall quality depending on the actual method employed. So, in some instances;

The iirodiiclion ol hlaciclets by pressurc-l'iaking implies only limited new knowledge on the 
part ol the normal percussion knapper. Given an appropriate material (fine siliceous rock, 
obsidian), and given a desire for productivity and regularity, pressure-flaked bladelets are 
easily imitated fPelegrin 1990:124).

He does, however, distinguish between blades produced from less skilled and those 

from more skilled techniques:

The same cannot be said for the production of longer blades by pressure flaking. This 
production necessitates know-how of a markedly superior degree for the preparation of bigger 
cores and for the achievement of controlled sequences of blade removals. Given these 
demands, the production of longer blades by pressure flaking is less easy to copy and more 
constrained in its diffusion. For these reasons, and granted a favourable socio-economic 
context, this particular production becomes a good candidate for “specialisation” (Pelegrin 
1990: 124).

As a guide to whether blades can be said to be ‘high-quality’ or not, Pelegrin suggests 

that blades 60mm or more in length show markedly superior production skills, while 

less skilled manufactures will produce blades usually well under 50mm in length 

(Pelegrin 1988: 47). There is a danger of categorising an entire technology on the 

basis of characteristics of a few artefacts, but on aggregate the Çatalhôyük blades 

certainly fall into Pelegrin’s ‘markedly superior’ category -  the mean length of 

complete obsidian prismatic blades is 78mm, and the mean length of prismatic blade 

cores (the source of the pressure blades) is 63mm, with some examples as long as 

120mm. Also, although most of the prismatic blades recovered from the four separate 

samples are fragmentary, they show the regularity and consistency of form that 

exacting and skilled production exemplifies.

In sum, there is sufficient evidence to that specialist

production in some elements of the obsidian industry was occurring at Çatalhôyük.
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My inclination, however, is that the specialisation was less of an economic 

transformation than a social phenomenon. But in economic terms, given the structure 

of the Neolithic economy, I cannot envisage either full-time specialists, or attached, 

or sponsored obsidian production at Çatalhôyük, or any other Neolithic community. 

What evidence there is, overwhelmingly suggests that specialisation was the 

preroj^Utve-of part-time, independent, producers (c.f. Perlés 1992:135). As such, the 

economic effects, although important, are less interesting than the social, symbolic 

and ritual features of this production.

7.3 The wider contexts of lithic production.

7.3.1 Social implications of technicai change.

The real relevance of production specialisation to the study of the political economy is that it 
represents the creation and transfer of surplus. Thus, questions of intensity, degree, and scale 
of specialisation must ultimately relate to those social factors structuring the organisation of 
production of a specific type of goods in a particular society. In that regard, the central 
questions of interest for the political economy are What inducements stimulate a surplus? and 
Who controls the surplus product? As we have seen, the means of production most often is in 
the hands of producers in non-stratified societies, and the motivations for promoting a surplus 
can range from familial obligations to a desire to participate in prestige- enhancing exchange 
systems... To appreciate fully the political- economic dimensions of specialisation, production 
must be placed in some larger social context that requires moving beyond considerations of 
technology (Cobb 1993:69).

The issue of technical change is a particularly complex one. In more formal economic

analysis, technical change is usually interpreted in one of two ways; it is either

conceived of as a goal-directed rational choice, the outcome of a decision between a

set of possible options, or technical change is seen as an evolutionary process, a trial

and error experimentation with modifications that eventually culminate in a new

modal production process. The first explanation sees technical change as an active

process, encouraged by goals and objectives, and socially purposeful. The second is
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not goal-driven and is more akin to biological natural selection, as the most adaptive 

technologies survive (Elster 1990:9-10). In a sense, the debate between substantivist 

and formalist economic schools is embodied by these two explanations -  the former 

school sees a difference between the economic structure of contemporary and past 

economies, the latter arguing that modern economic theory is universally applicable. 

Viewed in this light, the ‘evolutionary’ explanation of technical change tends towards 

the formalist school, insofar as modern capitalistic theories depend on this form of 

thinking. The political economist Polanyi offers perhaps the most insight to analysis of 

prehistoric economies in so far as he effectively shows how the economy of small- 

scale societies is not something that can be separated or examined beyond the 

particulars of the social context, which necessarily means understanding the 

mechanisms of kinship, and the social relationships and obligations this brings 

(Polanyi 1968). With this in mind, my own view is that technical change requires an 

explanation that is relativistic, contextual and substantive: At Çatalhôyük, what does 

the change to a prismatic blade industry mean, and why does it occur? In what social 

context did this change come about?

Similar technological changes occur in Mesoamerica, and one suggestion sees 

the origins of prismatic blade technology in these contexts as a function of political 

changes connected to the rise of chiefdoms and social hierarchies (Clark 1987). And, 

in the Aegean;

As for pressure-flaking, the high quality and extreme regularity of which might seem 
superfluous in terms of functionality, it is easily explained in the Greek context (as elsewhere) 
by a demand for maximum returns on a foreign, hard-to-obtain material (Perlés 1992:134, 
citing Clark 1987; Binder and Perlés 1990).

The other context where technical specialisation and change has been well studied is

at ‘Ain Ghazal. This provides an interesting set of data, for there are similarities to
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what appears to be happening at Çatalhôyük. The foundation for this claim is the 

technical competence displayed in the Naviform cores combined with evidence of 

‘chipping floors’ interpreted as possible ‘specialised activity areas’ (Rollefson 

1993:35; Quintero & Wilke 1995:28). I am comfortable with their interpretation of 

specialised production on this basis. Their explanation of its origins is largely based 

on the reasoned assumption that there was an increased need for regular blades to 

meet increasing agricultural and hunting tool requirements, for which Naviform 

blades were particularly suited (Quintero & Wilke 1995:27). In this interpretation, the 

development of specialised blade technology was a response to ecological and 

subsistence changes, fostered by increased population density and the new village 

economics of the PPNB.

I think the situation is somewhat different at Çatalhôyük. As was outlined in 

Chapter 4, the pattern of modification of obsidian blades is generally restricted to 

bilateral retouch of a sort that can be attributed to their use as cutting tools. The 

absence of sickle-gloss prohibited any more specific clarification of use for this task, 

although one can assume that they, in fact, played an important role as reaping 

implements -  perhaps in a manner akin to those blades found embedded in a bone 

sickle at Hacilar (Mellaart 1970). It may be, therefore, that agricultural intensification 

played a role in the origin of the new blade technology. Obsidian pressure blades 

imported into Levantine PPNB sites were evidently modified to be hafted as sickle 

elements (Nishiaki 1992). Unfortunately there is little evidence to substantiate claims 

for agriculture intensification but it remains a possibility. In any event, this is but one 

example of a range of uses to which prismatic blades were undoubtedly put. Other, 

more personal uses are suggested from the wall paintings, where it is clear that the
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men are shaven. Prismatic obsidian blades are key elements in Aegean Late Neolithic 

and Early Bronze Age toilet kits, where they are also cardinal elements of burial 

assemblages. In these instances, their significance has been suggested to stem not only 

from the utilitarian value, but the mystery and ‘otherness’ of the production process 

(Carter 1994).

However, whether prismatic blade tools replaced the more expedient non- 

formal household tools of the earlier levels is debatable. The calculation of mean 

numbers of non-formal flake tools actually found in building contexts does not show 

any significant decrease over time (with the exception of the step between Level XII 

and XI, but Level XII has only three buildings, two of which contained over a 

hundred flake tools between them and are probably not representative of that Level) 

(table 7.2). Nor does the mean number of blade tools per building increase 

significantly over time. In other words there do not appear to be any major changes in 

the types of non-formal tools used per household over time. There is an obvious 

problem with this regarding the connection between artefacts that may not be in situ, 

and the toolkit of the former household. This is, in fact, probably reflected by the very 

low numbers encountered -  as it is inconceivable that a typical building in Level VU 

had a toolkit that consisted of four flakes and two blades; the abandonment of 

buildings obviously involved the removal of tools and clearing of floors, as was 

explained in the discussion of the lithic patterning within Building 1. However, by 

taking a mean value of all buildings within a level, this gives at least a general idea of 

the relationship of flake to blade tools per building over time. If there were significant 

changes in this relationship, I would expect them to show up here. The fact that they 

don’t suggests to me that the rise of prismatic blade technology has less to do with
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the changing functional requirements of households, and more to do with social and 

symbolic issues of technology.

Finally, by definition specialised production implies exchange of objects and, 

as such, it has been argued that it represents a shift towards objects having not only a 

use-value but an exchange-value (Perlés 1992; Cobb 1993). Although there is a 

distinct possibility that the commodification of perishable goods occurred during the 

Epipalaeolithic, representing the origins of economic inequality and a ‘political 

economy’ (Bender 1989; Testart 1982), specialised production provides a point of 

entry into a discussion of political economic issues. In theory, it is directly connected 

to exchange which, in turn, leads to discussions of surplus labour and its manipulation 

for the inequitable distribution of wealth, power and thus genesis of social inequality. 

I am unable to explore these ideas satisfactorily, and can only offer the proposition 

that specialised lithic production -  at Çatalhôyük, and possibly in earlier contexts such 

as ‘Ain Ghazal -  marks a profound shift in Neolithic society, and may be both a 

product of, and a contributor to, the social inequality that led to the institutionalised 

hierarchies of the post-Neolithic.

At Çatalhôyük, my inclination is to see the technical change and possible 

associated shift in economic structure not occurring because of impetus from any 

emerging political elite, nor as a maximising response, nor because of changes to 

subsistence strategies. I prefer the argument that it arose because there was a desire 

for specialised production to meet, and possibly to encourage, the increasing desire 

for socially valuable items and production techniques. In other words, some obsidian 

artefacts, but also some techniques of production, took on an important social and 

symbolic role. Specialised blade production was important as an element in an
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emerging redistributive economy, where exchange-value and surplus were increasing 

important. In the case of the daggers and projectiles, their social importance can be 

seen to be linked to hunting symbolism. The economic corollary of this is that

exchange became a more important source of goods and specialisation became further 

established in the social structure. However, any discussion of political economy 

necessarily involves the examination of ideology and ritual, as well as material cultural 

production, and it is to this that I now turn.

7.3.2 Symbolic aspects of lithic technology at Çatalhôyük

It is worth noting that, in the case of raw materials, the meaning of certain elements play a 
role in the status of the craftsmen that produce it. In turn, mythology legitimates the origin of 
particular technical operations, and a tool may be worshipped in lieu of a goddess. In short, 
technical variants are diversely embedded in the larger symbolic framework that underlies 
society (Lemmonier 1990:19-20).

Another aspect of blade making merits brief comment. It is quite possible that knowledge or 
this craft was restricted and that special ritual observances (such as fasting, chants, seclusion, 
sexual abstinence, etc.) were part and parcel to the manufacturing process. If so, ritual 
prerequisites would have further restricted the craft. Such rituals are common among advanced 
tribal or chiefly societies the world over for crafts of this type... Any ideological concerns 
would only multiply the requirements of blade making, thus making the costs of blade 
technology even more prohibitive (Clark 1987:268-269).

Prismatic blade technology had been used for some time in the Near East before

adoption by the peoples of Çatalhôyük. It is certainly in existence by the early PPNB

in the Levant, at roughly 7,600 BC, and so about at least a millennium before it

emerges as the dominant technology at Çatalhôyük. It appears to have been treated as

a secondary, and probably special, material. It seems to have also been used for sickle

blade manufacture at several sites in the Levantine PPNB (Nishiaki 1992). In these

contexts its development and meaning is shrouded in mystery -  the term ‘phantom

traders’ has recently been applied to describe the unknown mechanism by which it
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found its way onto the settlements of this period in the Jazirah (Copeland 1995). For 

this reason, and the lack of good contextual studies of lithic production and use, little 

can be said about any possible symbolic legacy this technology possessed by the time 

it was employed at Çatalhôyük. Assuming, of course, that there was a legacy to 

import; independent innovation is a possibility, but in the absence of the needed 

intermediary sites between the northern Levant and Central Anatolia no conclusions 

can be drawn. So, what we are left with is examining the context of production at 

Çatalhôyük.

At risk of repeating myself, technology is not independent of wider social

process. Technical innovation does not ‘just’ occur -  it is a choice governed by the

social context of the producer. A technique may appear to be just a means to achieve

a given goal, but in the creative process of innovation, ‘technical’ elements may in 
ke

fact^hosen mostly in accordance with various social strategies and meanings -  and 

sometimes it is not an artefact that marks a particular social status or identify, but 

entire sets of technical processes (Lemmonier 1990:19).

Interesting comparisons can be made with a similar transformation that 

occurred at the Middle/Upper Palaeolithic boundary, when blade production replaced 

flake production as the dominant technology. One interpretation forwarded by 

Mellars (1989) where he sees social, symbolic and ‘cognitive’ issues playing a 

significant role in the technological transformation. In particular he notes that 

“formalised, perceptually-defined differences in the forms of stone and bone artefacts 

could have been tied into a much wider framework of symbolism and symbolically 

defined behaviour embracing may different aspects of the social and economic 

organisation of Upper Palaeolithic groups” (Mellars 1989:359). He also notes the
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potential of plant versus animal tools, tools used in different seasons, and tools used 

by men and women in accounting for tool patterning (Mellars 1989:359). With this in 

mind, one may propose that similar social and symbolic issues played a role in the 

technological transformation at Çatalhôyük.

As was discussed in Chapter 1, there is a certain amount of evidence to

suggest that women are symbolically connected to the domestic sphere of Neolithic

life, whereas men are symbolically associated with the wild (Hodder 1990).

Production within the household, such as food preparation and cooking are thus

within the influence of women, whereas activities outside the household, such as

hunting, are within the influence of men. A number of sources of evidence support

this idea, such as material culture patterning in general, ritual iconography in the form

of plaster reliefs, and wall paintings depicting both men and women in different

(symbolic) roles. Despite the assumption that lithic technology and production is a

male activity, Gero (1993) has argued that it is inconceivable that women depended

on men for the production of tools; women represent half the population of

prehistoric societies and account more often than not for over half the labour.

Furthermore, biological strength is not an issue of production, where technique rather

than force is determinate. In sum:

there are no compelling biological, historical, sociological, ethnographic, ethnohistorical, or 
experimental reasons why women could not have made -  and good reason to think they 
probably did make all kinds of stone tools, in all kinds of lithic materials for a variety of uses 
and contexts (Gero 1993:176).

The production of tools in the earlier levels at Çatalhôyük is centred in the household,

and is generally what can be called non-formal tools: they are based on flake

technology and are not significantly modified by retouching, but rather simply employ

the natural edge of the flake blank with little additional modification, save for
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strengthening or backing retouch. Production of these tools appears to be done within 

the domestic setting where, presumably, much of their use took place. Without doubt 

women were making and using some or all of these tools. It would be reasonable, 

therefore, to assume that the tools, and perhaps the entire process of their 

manufacture, is symbolically associated with women. There aren’t, unfortunately, the 

rich associations between flake tools and other artefacts and phenomena that McGhee 

(1977) was able to find, and model the remarkable symbolic structure that 

encompassed and transcended the Inuit toolkit. Çatalhôyük offers only a single 

building for sophisticated contextual analysis of this kind; the necessary detail is 

lacking from the 1960’s excavation. Nevertheless, some broad points founded on 

some of the patterning identified can be made.

The depositional context of the projectile points and daggers offers some 

insights into their meaning. In contrast to the non-formal tools and flake blank 

production, biface thinning seems to have occurred preferentially within contexts 

called shrines. Also, the deposition of these tools is fundamentally different from that 

of many of the non-formal flake tools, and includes ritual deposits occurring in situ 

with animal figurines. Iconographie evidence suggests that men were at the least 

symbolically associated with hunting, and clusters of bifaces and projectiles are often 

found with male burials. Some interesting comparisons can here be made with the 

evidence presented by T. Loy from Çayônü, where traces of both human and Bos 

primigenius blood have been found on “a large [c. 20cm] black flint knife” and a large 

(2m by 2m) stone slab in a building that contained Bos bucrania and over 90 human 

skulls (Loy & Wood 1989:457).
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On the basis of this evidence, I would argue that at Çatalhôyük the technology 

of biface and projectile point manufacture is beyond the confines of the domestic 

sphere. Furthermore, a strong case can be made that it was symbolically associated 

with men, hunting, and wild animals -  in other words, the agrios side of the bipartite 

domus-agrios opposition proposed by Hodder. The production of projectiles and 

daggers, is structurally different from that of non-formal tool manufacture. It requires 

considerable investment in time to develop the advanced skill so evident in the 

projectiles from Çatalhôyük. It is possible, though less certain than in the case of the 

prismatic blades, that the production of these implements was also the domain of 

specialists. There is, however, no direct evidence to support this and while the skill of 

the pieces is unquestionably advanced, they are not beyond the expertise of any adept 

person. Much of the following is therefore conjecture based on the context of use, 

deposition and association of these artefacts.

First, whether all projectile blanks were actually produced on-site is debatable 

-  there is no evidence for the cores needed to produce the blades required for some 

types of projectile. This serves to emphasise the otherness or distinctiveness of these 

tools, so their presence in deliberate caches or hoards associated with food 

production areas and thus the domestic heart of the house, as was shown in the 

description of Building 1 pattemmg, is all the more provocative. The possibility that 

these are ritual deposits is clearly raised. If so, then one interpretation is that they 

were deposited to found food production areas, and so challenge female power in the 

domus. This, of course, is speculation, and only one possible interpretation. 

Discovering why hoards were deposited is more difficult than unearthing the context 

of their deposition (Bradley 1990:20-21).
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There are also large deposits of projectile points and occasionally very large 

deposits numbering in the hundreds, that are not hoarded but placed on the floor, 

within some buildings. There is a correlation between these larger deposits and the 

so-called shrines that show higher frequencies of wall paintings, elaborate plaster 

features, and other elaboration. With this in mind, it is difficult to ignore their 

relationship to the rich hunting symbolism of these rooms. Lewis-Williams (1996) has 

proposed that these shrines are the product of a cosmology in which animal ‘spirit- 

helpers’ manifested themselves to shamans. This was facilitated by the wall paintings, 

as they acted as membranes separating the two realms of the over and underworld. 

The associated power and influence shamans acquired by manipulating this imagery 

may have strengthened the symbolic aspects of the hunt and hunting paraphernalia, 

including projectile points. It is not beyond possibility that these proposed shamans 

were responsible also for the production of the elaborate bifaces, further the

objects with symbolic meaning. Certainly many of the bifaces could not have played a 

functional role in hunting events -  the length and thinness of many of the larger pieces 

gives them a fragility that would prohibit effective use as anything but symbolic 

weapons. Inclusion of some smaller, more functional, weapons in burials also 

suggests that they are items of prestige as much as tools.

This leaves the question of the prismatic blades. Ultimately they may not have 

the rich symbolic significance of more elaborate projectiles, daggers and mirrors. 

Their contextual associations are less easy to interpret. Or it may be that it is the 

technique or the persons that made them that give them their particular qualities as 

much as the physical characteristics of the blades themselves. In sum, although their 

rise may have been connected with functional requirements such as increasing
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demands for highly standardised blades for use as sickle elements, I feel that this is 

only one side of a story that is connected with the social significance of new 

techniques and specialisation and, ultimately, the interface between culture and 

technology.
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8.0 Concluding Remarks

This thesis has presented a comprehensive technological and typological analysis of a 

large body of knapped-stone from Çatalhôyük. In the process, the spatial, temporal 

and contextual patterning of the industry has also been investigated. I fee! that this 

thesis makes an important contribution to knapped-stone research in a poorly 

understood region of the Near East, and furthers our understanding of the complex 

site of Çatalhôyük.

By establishing the basic technological characteristics of the industry, the 

primary methods of blank production at Çatalhôyük have been defined. Retouched 

pieces have been exhaustively examined using a profitable combination of attribute 

analysis and multivariate statistical methods, the result of which is the illumination of 

the basic typological and technological structure of what is an a very diverse and 

challenging body of material. Typo-functional synthesis of the non-formal tools 

enabled comparisons with other sites where less detailed presentation of the 

technological characteristics of tools had been performed.

Secondly, an important finding came from the temporal analysis of the 

assemblage, again using multivariate statistical methods. This has shown that there 

were considerable changes over time in the Çatalhôyük assemblage, particularly 

manifest in basic production technology, but also visible in tool technology and 

typology. Regional comparisons demonstrated that only the earlier levels of 

Çatalhôyük are comparable to late aceramic Neolithic sites such as Can Hasan III and 

Süberde. Later levels at Çatalhôyük are very different and are more akin to later 

ceramic Neolithic sites in Anatolia.
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Thirdly, as all these change are encapsulated within an unbroken sequence of 

deposits and a variety of different contexts, the potential for contextual analysis of the 

knapped-stone was high. This formed another important part of the thesis. The 

contextual and spatial analysis resulted in the identification of several interesting 

patterns, including the identification of intra-building lithic patterning linked to the 

changing use of internal space, and the identification of several differences between 

the buildings referred to as shrines and other buildings. The symbolic qualities of 

some obsidian and flint artefacts were recognised.

Ultimately, the sum of the knapped-stone technological characteristics, 

temporal transformations, and its spatial and contextual relationships, formed the 

basis for the socio-economic analysis and interpretation of the industry. It was 

proposed that specialised production played a key role in the development of a 

prismatic blade production at Çatalhôyük. Additionally, it was argued that the social 

importance of specialised production techniques and the symbolic meanings of 

artefacts likely played a significant role in creating the observed patterning.

In conclusion, I believe that an important gap in our knowledge concerning 

the basic technological characteristics of Central Anatolian Neolithic knapped-stone 

technology has been filled. Methodologically, by examining the social foundations of 

technology, and by forwarding the ‘contextual’ analysis of knapped-stone, this study 

has also directly contributed to our understanding of the archaeology of Çatalhôyük. 

The findings will be of long-term significance to current research at the site and, 

because of Çatalhôyük unrivalled prominence in Anatolian prehistory, many other 

researchers interested in Çatalhôyük and Neolithic of Central Anatolia.
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Finally, I would like to stress that there can never be a final ‘conclusion’. 

Alternative interpretations of the knapped-stone industry will eventually be 

forwarded, no doubt based on the recovery of new data from the ongoing research at 

Çatalhôyük and from projects at other Anatolian Neolithic sites. Yet, as interpretation 

can only begin with interpretation, I hope this thesis will act as a stimulus for 

additional readings of the data.
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Tables for Chapter 1

Table 1.1 Earliest and latest C14 dates of Central Anatolian Neolithic sites in relative order

site earliest date iatest date reference
Asikiihôyük 7008 +/-130 BC 6661 +/- 108 BC Esin 1991
Aceramic Haciiar 6750 +/- 180 BC N/A Meliaart 1970
Can Hasan III 6584 +/- 65 BC 5710+/- 70 BC Yakar 1991:196
Suberde 6570 +/- 140 BC 5634 +/- 85 BC* Bordaz 1968
Çatalhôyük 6240 +/- 96 BC 5549 +/- 93 BC* Todd 1976
Kôskhôyük (?) N/A N/A
Late Neolithic Haciiar 5820 +/- 180 BC 5390 +/- 94 BC Meliaart 1970
Erbaba 5620 +/- 700 BC 5000 +/- 600 BC Bordaz 1973

'using 5568 +/- 40 half-life

Tables for Chapter 2

Table 2.1 Can Hasan III tool typology.

primary type-category no. of sub-categories
projectile points
burins
notches
scrapers
piercers
reworked tools
combination tools
tools made on bladelets
miscellaneous tools
blades retouched to a point
blades with abrupt or semi-abrupt retouch along one edge 
blades with retouch on both lateral edges 
retouched flakes 
retouched blades
pieces with gloss____________________________________
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Tables for Chapter 3

Table 3.1 Percentage of pieces < 1 cm  ̂in sieved and unsieved collection strategies

% of pieces < 1 cm2 in sample
Sample B (sieved) 
Sample 0  (unsieved)

16.0%
8 .0%

Table 3.2 Frequency of debitage for sieved and unsieved samples

Sample B Sample C

complete flakes 93 204
broken flakes & flake fragments 335 1166
complete blades 6 6
blade fragments 560 1450
cores 1 5
core fragments 1 12
core tablets 13
chips 447 92
shatter 131 240
indeterminable 21 95
to ta l 1595 3283

Table 3.3 Chi-square contributions for sieved vs. unsieved samples

Sample 8 Sample C
complete flakes 0.17 0.08
broken flakes & flake fragments 49.45 24.03
complete blades 1.10 0.53
blade fragments 14.38 6.99
cores 0.47 0.23
core fragm ents 2.49 1.27
core tablets 4.25 2.06
chips 415.97 202.09
shatter 0.77 0.38
indeterminable 7.56 3.67

y= 737.89 , df=9, P = 0.00

Table 3.4 Raw material counts and proportions by sample

obsidian flint quartz basalt to ta ls
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

Sam ple A 4716 95.91 192 3.90 8 0.16 1 0.02 4917 100.00
Sam ple B 1534 96.24 59 3.70 1 0.06 1594 100.00
Sam ple C 3155 96.10 108 3.29 5 0.15 15 0.46 3283 100.00
Sam ple D 5258 98.28 92 1.64 4 0.07 5354 100.00
to ta l 14663 96.89 451 2.98 18 0.12 16 0.11 15148 100.00
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Table 3.5 Sample D raw material weights

Raw Material n= % Weight (g) % Mean Weight
obsidian 4394 98.01 5289.43 93.61 1.01
tabular flint 30 0.67 146.66 2.60 4.89
cobble flint 16 0.36 66.77 1.18 4.17
indeterminable flint 39 0.87 72.60 1.28 1.73
quartz 4 0.09 74.76 1.32 18.69
to tal 4483 100.00 5650.22 100.00 100.00

Table 3.6 Debitage class by raw material

obsidian flint quartz basalt to tal
n= % n= % n= % n= % n=

flakes 8463 57.72 228 50.55 7 38.89 5 31.25 9 7 #
prismatic blades 3304 22.53 42 9.31 3346
non-prismatic blades 702 4.79 110 24.39 5 27.78 2 12.50 819
crested blades 17 0.12 17
core tablets 35 0.24 35
blade cores 53 0.36 2 0.44 55
flake cores 32 0.22 3 0.67 2 11.11 1 6.25 38
shatter 945 6.44 35 7.76 4 22.22 5 31.25 989
chips 617 4.21 12 2.66 3 18.75 632 .
indeterminable 495 3.38 19 4.21 514
total 14663 100.00 451 100.00 18 100.00 16 100.00 151%f

Table 3.7 Expected values for debitage by raw material

obsidian flint
flakes 8434 257
prismatic blades 3247 99
non-prismatIc blades 788 24
shatter 951 29
chips 610 19

Table 3.8 Chi-square contributions for debitage by raw material

obsidian flint
flakes 0.097513 3.204217
prismatic blades 0.994257 32.67078
non-prismatic blades 9.389612 308.5378
shatter 0.038573 1.267502
chips 0.070859 2.328389

y  = 358.60, d.f.=4, p=0.00
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Table 3.9 Core types by sample

Core Type Sample A Sample B Sample 0 Sam ple D to ta ls
multi-platform, multi-sequence flake 16 3 6 25
opposed-platform, flake 5 1 2 8
single-platform, flake 1 1
opposed-platform, pièce-esqulllée type 2 2
discoldal flake 1 1
flake core fragments 1 2 3
opposed-platform, blade 1 1
single-platform, non-prismatic blade 3 1 1 5
single-platform, prismatic blade 36 6 2 44
blade core fragments 1 3 4
to ta ls 62 2 16 14 94

Table 3.10 Core types by raw material

flint obsidian quartz basalt to ta ls
n= % n - % n= % n= % n= %

multi-platform, multi-sequence flake 3 3.19 19 20.21 2 2.13 1 1.06 25 26.59
opposed-platform, flake 1 1.06 7 7.45 8 8.51
single-platform, flake 1 1.06 1 1.06
opposed-platform, pièce-esquillée type 2 2.13 2 2.13
discoldal flake 1 1.06 1 1.06
flake core fragments 3 3.19 3 3.19
opposed-platform, blade 1 1.06 1 1.06
single-platform, non-prismatic blade 5 5.32 5 5.32
single-platform, prismatic blade 2 2.13 42 44.68 44 46.81
blade core fragments 4 4.26 4 4.26
to ta ls 6 6.38 85 90.43 2 2.13 1 1.06 94 100.00

Table 3.11 Core platform types

core type crushed faceted flat non-prepared indeterminable
multi-platform, multi-sequence flake 2 2 3 18
opposed-platform, flake 1 1 1 1 4
single-platform, flake 1
opposed-platform, plèce-esquillée type 1 1
discoldal flake 1
flake core fragments 1 2
opposed-platform blade 1
single-platform, non-prismatic blade 2 1 2
single-platform, prismatic blade 20 24
blade core fragments 4
to ta ls 2 27 4 4 57

Table 3.12 Core length, width and thickness measurements of cores (mm)

core type length width
mean s.d. mean s.d.

multi-platform, multi-sequence flake 49 25 40 24
opposed-platform, flake 37 17 26 12
opposed-platform, pièce-esqulllée type 25 7 17 8
discoldal flake 31 28
single-platform, non-prismatic blade 46 31 31 30
single-platform, prismatic blade 63 24 28 12
[blade core fragments] 23 3 14 8
[flake core fragments] 22 6 17 6
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Table 3.13 Incidence of retouch/use-modification by core type

core type no yes
multi-platform, multi-sequence flake 21 4
opposed-platform, flake 7 1
single-platform, flake 1
opposed-platform, pièce-esqulllée type 2
discoldal flake 1
opposed-platform, non-prismatic blade 1
single-platform, non-piismatic blade 5
single-platform, prismatic blade 37 7
blade core fragment 1 3
flake core fragment 2 1
to ta ls 76 18

Table 3.14 Core preparation pieces by sample.

core tablets crested blades total
Sam ple A 21 9 30
Sam ple B 2 2
Sam ple C 13 3 16
Sam ple D 1 3 4
total 35 17 52

Table 3.15 Means and standard deviations of core tablet lengths, widths and thickness’ (mm).

length width thickness
mean 31.9 30.6 15.3
standard deviation 13.0 10.9 13.2

Table 3.16 Descriptive statistics for obsidian and flint blades.

Width thickness wldth:thlckness
n= mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev

obsidian 2096 12.6 3.2 3.1 1.1 4.3 1.2
flint 142 21.8 9.4 5.7 1.4 3.7 1.1

Table 3.17 Blade ventral profiles by lateral edge morphology

converging expanding parallel sub-parallel irregular broken totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

slightly concave 6 0.51 8 0.68 22 1.87 15 1.28 51 4.34
concave 49 4.17 4 0.34 93 7.91 113 9.62 15 1.28 8 0.68 282 24.00
strongly concave 2 0.17 2 0.17 2 0.17 6 0.51
slightly convex 1 0.09 1 0.09
convex 2 0.17 1 0.09 1 0.09 1 0.09 5 0.44
straight 42 3.57 7 0.6 348 29.62 276 23.49 78 6.64 52 4.43 803 68.35
twisted 1 0.09 1 0.09 3 0.26 5 0.44
Irregular profile 1 0.09 4 0.34 17 1.45 22 1.88
totals 101 8.6 22 1.88 467 39.75 415 35.34 110 9.37 60 5.11 1175 100.05
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Table 3.18 Blade dorsal scar counts by dorsal scar removal pattern

lateral all edges proximal proximal & Irregular 
distal

to ta ls

two
three
four
five
greater than five 
to ta ls

n=

3 0.27
2 0.18 
1 0.09
6 0.53

0.35 3
0.35 1083

n= %
218 19.26
772 68.2

77 6.8
13 1.15

3 0.27

n=
2

16
12
6

%
0.18
1.41
1.06
0.53

1 0.09
95.5 37 3.26

n=
1
1

%
0.09
0.09

0.18

n=
221
789

92
21
11

%
19.53

69.7
8.13
1.86
0.98

0.35 1134 99.99

Table 3.19 Blade cross-sections by butt type

crushed faceted flat ground linear punctiform to ta ls
n= % n= % n= % n= % n - % n= % n= %

rhomboid 6 0.70 6 0.70
trapezoid 27 3.16 9 1.05 21 2.46 96 11.23 372 43.51 525 61.40
centre ridge 18 2.11 3 0.35 33 3.86 9 1.05 27 3.16 99 11.58 189 22.11
left ridge 3 0.35 3 0.35 6 0.70 12 1.40 24 2.81
right ridge 9 1.05 3 0.35 3 0.35 21 2.46 36 4.21
Irregular 15 1.75 3 0.35 21 2.46 15 1.75 6 0.70 15 1.75 75 8.77
totals 60 7.02 18 2.11 84 9.82 30 3.51 138 16.14 525 61.40 855 100.00

Table 3.20 Obsidian blade butt types and dorsal lip treatment

no lip present removed totals
n= % n= % n= % n= %

crushed 15 1.98 6 0.79 45 5.93 66 8.70
faceted 3 0.40 3 0.40 6 0.79 12 1.58
flat 21 2.77 12 1.58 33 4.35 66 8.70
ground 9 1.19 21 2.77 30 3.95
linear 6 0.79 3 0.40 69 9.09 78 10.28
punctiform 66 8.70 33 4.35 408 53.75 507 66.80
totals 111 14.62 66 8.70 582 76.68 759 100.00

Table 3.21 Proportions of mid, proximal and distal obsidian blade fragments

obsidian flint to ta ls
n= % n= % n= %

complete blades 63 1.70 21 14.79 84 2.19
proximal blade fragments 846 22.86 13 9.15 859 22.36
distal blade fragments 157 4.24 4 2.82 161 4.19
mid-blade fragments 2634 71.19 104 73.24 2738 71.26
to ta ls 3700 100.00 142 100.00 3842 100.00

Table 3.22 Means and standard deviations (mm) of obsidian blade cache (n=12).

length width thickness
mean 103.9 29.2 9.17
standard deviation 18.4 4.8 1.7
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Table 3.23 Length:width and wldthithickness ratios of obsidian blade cache (n=12).

lengthiwldth wldth:thlckness
mean 3.6 3.3
standard deviation 0 .8 0 .6

Table 3.24 Flake classes by raw material

broken complete fragment to ta ls
n= % n= % n - % n= %

obsidian 1513 17.88 1780 21.04 5169 61.08 8463 100.00
flint 36 15.89 5 1.99 187 82.12 228 100.00
quartz 7 100.00 7 100.00
basalt 1 20.00 1 20.00 3 60.00 5 100.00
to ta ls 1551 17.82 1786 20.52 5367 61.66 8703 100.00

Table 3.25 Flake ventral profiles and edge shape by raw material 

I) obsidian

converging expanding parallel sub-parallel irregular broken to ta ls
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

sligfitfy concave 52 0.61 229 2.70 5 0.06 229 2.70 26 0.31 218 2.58 759 6.96
concave 94 1.10 452 5.34 21 0.25 442 5.22 509 6.02 182 2.15 1699 20.07
strongly concave 68 0.80 255 3.01 166 1.96 52 0.61 104 1.23 644 7.61
slightly convex 16 0.18 68 0.80 10 0.12 5 0.06 47 0.55 145 1.72
convex 26 0.31 161 1.90 68 0.80 192 2.27 47 0.55 494 5.83
strongly convex 5 0.06 26 0.31 10 0.12 42 0.49
straight 166 1.96 629 7.43 21 0.25 738 8.72 946 11.17 1143 13.51 3642 43.03
twisted 31 0.37 109 1.29 145 1.72 73 0.86 73 0.86 431 5.10
irregular profile 5 0.06 21 0.25 5 0.06 26 0.31 452 5.34 99 1.17 608 7.18
to ta ls 462 5.46 1948 23.02 52 0.61 1834 21.67 2255 26.64 1912 22.59 8463 10

II) flint

converging expanding parallel sub-parallel irregular broken total
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

slightly concave 2 0.91 2 0.91 2 0.91 6 2.73
concave 6 2.73 2 0.91 6 2.73 17 7.27 31 13.64
strongly concave 2 0.91 2 0.91 4 1.82
slightly convex 2 0.91 0 2 0.91
convex 4 1.82 4 1.82 2 0.91 10 4.55
strongly convex 6 2.73 25 10.91 19 8.18 15 6.36 29 12.73 93 40.91
straight 4 1.82 10 4.55 23 1 25 10.91 12 5.45 75 32.73
twisted 2 0.91 2 0.91
irregular profile 2 0.91 2 0.91 4 1.82
to ta ls 17 7.27 46 20.00 0 0.00 58 25.45 60 26.36 48 20.91 228 100.00
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Table 3.26 Obsidian flake ventral profiles by platform angles

low medium high right obtuse indetermin. totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

slightly concave 95 2.88 100 3.04 159 4.82 11 0.32 5 0.15 318 9.65 687 20.86
concave 106 3.22 48 1.46 100 3.04 6 0.18 260 7.90
strongly concave 392 11.90 95 2.89 38 1.15 11 0.32 244 7.40 779 23.66
slightly convex 11 0.32 74 2.25 21 0.64 106 3.22
convex 21 0.64 32 0.96 53 1.61
strongly convex 11 0.32 11 0.32 11 0.32 11 0.32 42 1.29
straight 64 1.93 ■148 4.50 233 7.07 21 0.64 32 0.96 349 10.61 847 25.72
twisted 116 3.54 42 1.29 138 4.18 169 5.14 466 14.15
irregular profile 11 0.32 42 1.29 53 1.61
to ta ls 784 23.79 476 14.47 794 24.12 32 0.96 64 1.93 1144 34.73 3293 100.00

Table 3.27 Flake size categories by flaking angle

low medium high right obtuse indeter. totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

<10mm 118 30.44 73 18.84 57 14.58 141 36.14 389 100.00
<15mm 246 28.43 92 10.59 161 18.58 11 1.22 356 41.18 865 100.00
<20mm 210 20.79 137 13.64 274 27.20 21 2.10 366 36.27 1008 100.00
>20mm 210 20.32 174 16.89 303 29.35 21 2.04 42 4.11 281 27.28 1031 100.00
totals 783 23.79 476 14.47 794 24.12 32 0.96 64 1.93 1144 34.73 3293 100.00

Table 3.28 Chi-square test of flake size and flaking angle; contributions to the statistic

low medium high
<10mm 5.78 4.21 15.81
<15mm 16.25 4.81 5.32
<20mm 3.06 0.33 4.74
>20mm 10.36 1.39 5.21

A®=77.27 (d.f.=6); p=0.00

Table 3.29 Edge shape and ventral profile distribution for flakes less than 15mm

slightly strongly )slightly strongly
convex convex convex concave concave concave straight twisted Irreg. totals

% % % % % % % % % % n=
converging 0.40 0.20 0.20 1.20 0.60 0.80 1.20 0.60 5.21 61
expanding 1.20 1.20 0.40 3.61 4.41 4.41 7.82 1.00 24.05 282
parallel 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.60 7
sub-parallel 0.20 0.80 0.20 4.01 4.61 2.40 8.22 1.40 21.84 256
indeter. 0.80 2.20 1.00 3.81 0.20 0.60 8.62 101
irregular 1.80 0.40 3.01 11.02 0.20 3.21 19.64 230
broken 0.40 0.20 2.20 2.20 1.00 12.83 0.80 0.40 20.04 235
totals 3.01 4.21 0.80 13.63 15.03 9.62 45.09 4.21 4.41 100.00 1171

Table 3.30 Shatter cortical cover by raw material

0% 1-50% 50%+ to ta is
n= % n= % n= % n= %

obsidian 912 92.73 14 1.45 7 0.73 934 94.91
flint 24 2.47 3 0.29 10 1.02 37 3.78
quartz 3 0.29 3 0.29 6 0.58
basalt 4 0.44 3 0.29 7 0.73
to ta ls 944 95.93 23 2.33 17 1.74 984 100.00
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Tables for Chapter 4

Table 4.1 Frequencies of retouched and non-retouched debitage

non-retouched retouched % retouched total
Sample A 2936 1981 40.29 4917
Sample B 1482 1 1 2 7.03 1594
Sample 0 2105 1178 35.88 3283
Sample D 4 6 5 7 6 9 7 13.02 5354
totals 11180 3968 26.19 15148

Table 4.2 Number of retouched/modified pieces by raw material

non-retouched retouched % retouched totals
obsidian 10956 3707 25.28 14663
flint 198 253 56.10 451
quartz 1 2 6 33.33 18
basalt 14 2 12.50 16
totals 11180 3968 26.19 15148

Table 4.3 Retouched pieces by raw material and gross debitage category

flint obsidian quartz basalt totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

blades 96 37.94 1238 33.40 4 66.67 1338 33.72
flakes 137 54.15 1834 49.47 2 33.33 2 1 0 0 .0 0 1975 49.77
other 2 0 7.91 635 17.13 655 16.51
totals 253 100.00 3707 100.00 6 100.00 2 100.00 3968 100.00

Table 4.4 Mean of diagnostic measurements for retouched blades & flakes (mm)

width thickness widthithickness
obsidian blades 14.0 4.1 3.7
flint blades 2 2 .8 8.3 3.1
obsidian flakes 19.6 5.7 3.9
flint flakes 22.9 8 .2 2.9
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Table 4.5 Primary typological composition

obsidian flint quartz basalt totals
projectiles/bifaces 654 21 675
flint daggers 8 8
obsidian mirrors 7 7
large retouched obsidian flakes 14 14
pièces esquillées/pieces with crushed edges 593 6 599
retouched blades and flakes 2439 218 6 2 2665
totals 3707 253 6 2 3968

Table 4.6 Projectile/biface size-categories by cross-section

cross-section larae medium small totals
oval 4 14 18 36
plano-convex 34 73 96 203
trapezoidal 1 6 9 16
triangular 8 72 39 119
totals 47 165 162 374

Table 4.7 Differences between observed and expected frequencies: point size by cross-section

cross-section large medium small
oval -0.52 -1.88 2.41
plano-convex 8.49 -16.56 8.07
trapezoidal -1.01 -1.06 2.07
triangular -6.95 19.50 -12.55

Table 4.8 Correlation matrix for point metric variables (n=258)

length width ratio thickness tang length shoulder
length 1.00 0.39 0.66 -0.27 -0.31
width ratio 1.00 0.08 0.08 -0.27
thickness 1.00 -0.29 -0.21
tang length 1.00 0.49
shoulder 1.00
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Table 4.9 Means and standard deviations of variables (mm): all point types

type lengtli widtti thickness width ratio tang shouider count
mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. mean S.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. n=

type 1 163.12 11.31 33.98 3.37 13.05 1.54 4.84 0.56 13

type 2 121.90 14.63 33.28 5.37 12.99 2.98 3.76 0.77 82

types 114.71 7.23 22.00 3.77 9.77 1.95 5.35 0.93 28.45 6.90 10
type 4 120.45 2.33 29.80 3.82 12.15 2.19 4.07 0.44 28.25 1.77 27.90 3.54 2
type 5 94.82 5.57 25.89 4.29 10.92 1.63 3.76 0.67 22.88 4.98 22.84 4.46 24

type 6 88.32 7.55 21.43 4.12 9.83 1.57 4.24 0.77 20.99 4.44 23

type 7 80.27 7.22 25.22 8.98 10.52 1.82 3.91 2.73 24
type 8 66.28 5.69 17.31 3.83 9.08 1.78 4.07 1.31 16.77 4.04 23

type 9 75.54 3.30 25.93 5.94 9.63 1.15 3.03 0.59 18.04 2.93 23.38 7.03 8
type 10 57.82 5.58 20.07 3.47 7.63 1.60 2.95 0.48 14.60 3.82 19.07 3.74 19
type 11 44.58 5.30 15.80 2.67 6.99 1.67 2.88 0.53 11.98 2.57 16
type 12 38.11 5.31 19.30 3.90 7.31 1.18 2.02 0.33 9.69 3.32 18.45 4.00 11

Table 4. 10 Probability matrix for iindependent lengths between point types

11 2 10 8 6 7 5 9 3 12 4 1
11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00
2 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.84 0.00

10 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 - 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 - 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 - 0.00 0.47 0.00

12 - 0.00 0.00
4
1

0.00

Table 4.11 Contributions to the principal components for point metric variables

variable factor 1 (x) factor 2 (y)
length -.840623 -.197565
width -.414972 -.827629
thickness -.743832 .120327
tang length .625799 -.596967
shoulder .673808 -.068918
proportion of total .455555 .219920
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Table 4.12 Point retouch morphology combinations with more than one occurrence

retouch morphology no. % of total
covering & scaled : covering & scaled 1 0 2 3 6 .4 3
not retouched : not retouched 19 6 .7 9
covering & scaled : long & scaled 13 4 .6 4
covering & sub-parallel : covering & sub-parallel 13 4 .6 4
covering & scaled ; invasive & scaled 10 3 .5 7
invasive & scaled : invasive & scaled 8 2 .8 6
covering & scaled : covering & sub-parallel 6 2 .1 4
long & scaled : long & scaled 6 2 .1 4
short & sub-parallel : short & sub-parallel 6 2 .1 4
covering & sub-parallel oblique : covering & sub-parallel oblique 4 1 .4 3
long & scaled : not retouched 4 1 .4 3
long & sub-parallel : not retouched 4 1 .4 3
covering & sub-parallel : invasive & sub-parallel 3 1 .0 7
invasive & scaled ; covering & scaled 3 1 .0 7
invasive & scaled : long & scaled 3 1 .0 7
invasive & scaled : not retouched 3 1 .0 7
invasive & scaled : short & scaled 3 1 .0 7
long & scaled : short & scaled 3 1 .0 7
not retouched : covering & scaled 3 1 .0 7
covering & parallel : covering & parallel 2 0 .71
covering & parallel oblique : covering & parallel oblique 2 0 .71
covering & scaled : short & sub-parallel 2 0.71
covering & stepped ; not retouched 2 0 .71
covering & sub-parallel : covering & scaled 2 0 .71
covering & sub-parallel : not retouched 2 0 .71
invasive & sub-parallel : not retouched 2 0 .71
long & sub-parallel : long & sub-parallel 2 0 .71
not retouched : invasive & scaled 2 0 .71
not retouched ; long & scaled 2 0 .71
short & scaled : short & scaled 2 0 .71
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Table 4.13 P ièces esqulllées: blank type

n= %
blades 4 3.42
flakes 82 70.09
shatter 7 5.98
indeterminable 24 20.51
total 117 100.00

Table 4.14 Pièces esqulllées: scarring extent by scarring location

covering Invasive long short totals
all edges 13 2 2 1 18
bilateral 2 0 3 3 8
bipolar 19 26 31 5 81
Indeterminable 4 3 3 10
totals 38 31 39 9 117

Table 4.15 Pieces with edge crushing: raw material by blank type

flint obsidian
n= % n= %

flake 1 25.00 159 67.95
blade 2 50.00 11 4.70
shatter 40 17.09
core 1 25.00 6 2.56
indeterminable 18 7.69
totals 4 100.09 234 100.09

Table 4.16 Pieces with edge crushing: scarring extent by modification location

covering invasive long short indeterminable totals
proximal 1 4 7 1 13
distal 2 7 20 9 38
proximal or distal 40 44 62 10 156
left 1 4 2 1 8
right 1 1
left or right 1 1 3 1 6
indeterminable 4 11 15
totals 45 60 98 24 11 237

Table 4.17 Non-formal tools: raw material by basic debitage category

flint obsidian quartz basalt totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

blade 113 51.71 1340 54.93 3 50.00 1 50.00 1456 54.65
flake 100 45.85 993 40.70 3 50.00 1 50.00 1097 41.15
other 5 2.44 107 4.37 112 4.20
totals 218 100.00 2439 100.00 6 100.00 2 100.00 2665 100.00
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Table 4.18 Attribute analysis sample size

Sample A Sample C Sample D total
n= 1174 726 143 2043

Table 4.19 Non-formal tools: raw material by debitage category

flint  obsidian quartz basalt totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

flake 76 43.68 713 38.23 2 66.67 791 38.72
prismatic blade 17 9.77 864 46.33 1 100.00 882 43.17
non-prismatic blade 78 44.83 226 12.12 1 33.33 305 14.93
crested blade 4 0.21 4 0.20
core tablet 5 0.27 5 0.24
shatter 1 0.57 35 1.88 36 1.76
indeterminable 2 1.15 18 0.97 20 0.98
totals 174 100.00 1865 100.00 3 100.00 1 100.00 2043 100.00
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Table 4.20 Non-formal tools: debitage category by retouched edge delineation

flakes prismatic blades non-prismatic blades crested blades core tablets shatter indeterminable totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear edge 43 4.89 70 4.88 14 2.85 2 40.00 1 2.78 4 18.18 134 4.66
irregular edge 328 37.27 793 55.30 250 50.81 1 20.00 4  66.67 16 44.44 8 36.36 1400 48.69
denticulated edge 60 6.82 397 27.68 91 18.50 1 20.00 2 33.33 551 19.17
notched edge 21 2.39 33 2.30 6 1.22 1 20.00 1 4.55 62 2.16
concave edge 39 4.43 31 2.16 4 0.81 2 5.56 76 2.64
convex edge 300 34.09 59 4.11 58 11.79 10 27.78 3 13.64 430 14.96
beaked edge 39 4.43 9 0.63 4 0.81 1 2.78 53 1.84
burin edge 6 0.68 11 0.77 2 0.41 2 5.56 1 4.55 22 0.77
cran 5 0.57 1 0.07 1 0.20 7 0.24
tongued edge 10 1.14 4 0.28 1 0.20 1 2.78 16 0.56
retouched to point 13 1.48 15 1.05 43 8.74 2 9.09 73 2.54
short tang 6 0.68 4 0.28 6 1.22 1 2.78 17 0.59
long tang 7 0.79 5 0.35 11 2.24 1 2.78 3 13.64 27 0.94
indeterminable 3 0.34 2 0.14 1 0.20 1 2.78 7 0.24
totals 880 100.00 1434 100.00 492 100.00 5 100.00 6 100.00 36 100.00 22 100.01 2875 100.01
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Table 4.21 Mean widths and thicknesses for non-formal blade tools (mm)

width thickness widthithickness n=

prismatic blade tools 
non-prismatic blade tools

mean stdev 
13.62 3.65 
16.09 5.24

mean
3.76
5.39

stdev
1.37
2.65

mean
3.83
3.24

stdev
1.06
0.85

882
305

Table 4.22 Length and iengthiwidth ratios of non-formal blade tools (mm)

length lengthiwidth n=

prismatic blade tools 
non-prismatic blade tools

mean stdev 
28.31 10.65 
39.18 14.57

mean
2.30
2.47

stdev
1.23
0.88

497
188

Table 4.23 Non-formal blade tools: location of retouch by raw material type

flint obsidian guartz basalt totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

proximal 1 0.98 19 1.65 20 1.60
distal 6 5.88 32 2.79 38 3.03
proximal & distal 1 0.98 4 0.35 5 0.40
proximal or distal 3 0.26 3 0.24
left 17 16.67 219 19.06 236 18.83
right 5 4.90 172 14.97 177 14.13
left & right 61 59.80 657 57.18 1 100.00 1 100.00 720 57.46
left or right 3 2.94 33 2.87 36 2.87
proximal and left
proximal and right
proximal left and right
distal and left 1 0.09 1 0.08
distal and right
distal left and right 1 0.09 1 0.08
all edges 8 7.84 7 0.61 15 1.20
indeterminable 1 0.09 1 0.08
totals 102 100.00 1149 100.00 1 100.00 1 100.00 1253 100.00
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Table 4.24 Non-formal blade tools: retouch delineation by raw material

flint obsidian quartz basalt totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear 8 5 .1 3 7 6 4 .3 0 84 4.36
irregular 7 9 5 0 .6 4 9 6 0 5 4 .3 6 2  1 0 0 .0 0 2  1 0 0 .0 0 1043 54.15
denticulated 8 5 .1 3 4 8 0 2 7 .1 8 488 25.34
notched 2 1 .2 8 3 7 2 .1 0 39 2.02
concave 1 0 .6 4 3 4 1 .9 3 35 1.82
convex 3 5 2 2 .4 4 8 2 4 .6 4 117 6.07
beaked 13 0 .7 4 13 0.67
burin 1 0 .6 4 12 0 .6 8 13 0.67
cran 2 0.11 2 0.10
tongued 1 0 .6 4 4 0 .2 3 5 0.26
retouched to point 16 1 0 .2 6 4 2 2 .3 8 5 8 3.01
short tang 10 0 .5 7 10 0.52
long tang 5 3.21 11 0 .6 2 16 0.83
indeterminable 3 0 .1 7 3 0.16
totals 156 100.00 1766 100.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 1926 100.00
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Table 4.25 Non-formal blade tools: retouch location by position

direct Inverse bifacial alternate altemating burin Indeterminable total
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

proximal 18 2.04 1 0.98 1 9.09 20 1.60
distal 27 3.06 7 6.86 3 1.83 1 9.09 38 3.03
proximal & distal 3 0.34 1 0.98 1 0.61 5 0.40
proximal or distal 1 0.11 1 0.98 1 0.61 3 0.24
left 182 20.54 29 28.43 19 11.59 3 16.67 3 27.27 236 18.83
right 126 14.30 27 26.47 14 8.54 2 11.11 6 54.55 2 50.00 177 14.13
left & right 484 54.94 32 31.37 119 72.56 72 100.00 13 72.22 720 57.46
left or right 27 3.06 4 3.92 5 3.05 36 2.87
proximal and left
proximal and right
proximal left and right
distal and left 1 0.11 1 0.08
distal and right
distal left and right 1 0.11 1 0.08
all edges 12 1.36 2 1.22 1 25.00 15 1.20
indeterminable 1 25.00 1 0.08
to ta ls 882 100.00 102 100.00 164 100.00 72 100.00 18 100.00 11 100.00 4 100.00 1253 100.00
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Table 4.26 Non-forma! blade tools: modified edge delineation by location

proximal distal
proximal & 

distal
proximal or 

distal left right left & right left or right all edges indetermln. totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear edge 2 5.26 18 7.63 15 8.47 43 3.02 5 13.89 1 6.67 84 4.36
irregular edge 5 25.00 8 21.05 5 100.00 2 66.67 140 59.32 83 46.89 775 55.72 21 58.33 4 26.67 1043 54.15
denticulated edge 1 5.00 34 14.41 31 17.51 419 30.14 3 8.33 488 25.34
notched edge 2 10.00 1 2.63 12 5.08 14 7.91 7 0.50 3 8.33 39 2.02
concave edge 4 1.69 8 4.52 22 1.58 1 2.78 35 1.82
convex edge 3 15.00 13 34.21 1 33.33 18 7.63 13 7.34 55 3.96 3 8.33 9 60.00 117 6.07
beaked edge 5 25.00 3 7.89 2 0.85 2 1.13 1 0.07 13 0.67
burin edge 1 5.00 1 2.63 3 1.27 7 3.95 1 0.07 13 0.87
cran 1 2.63 1 0.42 2 0.10
tongued edge 1 5.00 1 2.63 2 0.85 1 0.07 5 0.26
retouched to point 1 5.00 2 5.26 1 0.42 52 3.74 58 3.01
short tang 1 5.00 3 7.89 2 1.13 4 0.29 10 0.52
long tang 2 5.26 1 0.42 1 0.56 11 0.79 1 6.67 16 0.83
Indeterminable 1 2.63 1 0.56 1 100.00 3 0.16
to ta ls 20 100.00 38 100.00 5 100.00 3 100.00 236 100.00 177 100.00 1391 100.00 36 100.00 15 100.00 1 100.00 1926 100.00
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Table 4.27 Non-forma! blade tools: edge delineation by edge angle

low semi-abrupt abrupt crossed-abrupt burin blow indeterminable totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear edge 33 4.98 39 3.48 9 8.04 3 21.43 84 4.36
irregular edge 379 57.25 599 53.48 58 51.79 4 28.57 3 60.00 1043 54.15
denticulated edge 200 30.21 272 24.29 14 12.50 2 14.29 488 25.34
notched edge 7 1.06 24 2.14 6 5.36 2 14.29 39 2.02
concave edge 9 1.36 22 1.96 4 3.57 35 1.82
convex edge 21 3.17 85 7.59 10 8.93 1 7.14 117 6.07
beaked edge 2 0.30 11 0.98 13 0.67
burin edge 13 100.00 13 0.67
cran 1 0.09 1 0.89 2 0.10
tongued edge 4 0.36 1 0.89 5 0.26
retouched to point 7 1.06 42 3.75 7 6.25 2 14.29 58 3.01
short tang 10 0.89 10 0.52
long tang 3 0.45 11 0.98 2 1.79 16 0.83
indeterminable 1 0.15 2 40 .00 3 0.16
totals 662 100.00 1120 99.99 112 100.00 14 100.00 13 100.00 5 100.00 1926 100.00
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Table 4.28 Non-forma! blade tools: retouch extent by delineation

nibbling short____________ long__________invasive_______ covering indeterminable to ta ls

n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %
rectilinear edge 30 6.45 40 3.77 12 3.58 2 10.53 84 4.36
irregular edge 289 62,15 587 55.27 141 42.09 19 42.22 7 36.84 1043 54.15
denticulated edge 129 27.74 282 26.55 70 20.90 7 15.56 488 25.34
notched edge 23 2.17 16 4.78 39 2.02
concave edge 3 0.65 27 2.54 4 1.19 1 2.22 35 1.82
convex edge 9 1.94 52 4.90 50 14.93 5 11.11 1 5.26 117 6.07
beaked edge 3 0.65 10 0.94 13 0.67
burin edge 1 0.09 7 2.09 6 13.33 13 0.67
cran 1 0.22 1 0.09 2 0.10
tongued edge 3 0.28 2 0.60 5 0.26
retouched to point 29 2.73 22 6.57 6 13.33 1 5.26 58 3.01
short tang 1 0.22 4 0.38 2 0.60 3 15.79 10 0.52
long tang 3 0.28 7 2.09 1 2.22 5 26.32 16 0.83
indeterminable 2 0.60 1 100.00 3 0.16
totals 465 100.00 1062 100.00 335 100.00 45 100.00 19 100.00 1 100.00 1926 100.00
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Table 4.29 Non-forma! blade tools: retouch morphology

n= %
sub-parallel 1439 74.68
parallel 34 1.76
stepped/scaled 164 8.51
irregular 254 13.18
burin blow 13 0.67
crushed 8 0.42
ground edge 15 0.78
totals 1927 100.00

Table 4.30 Non-formal flake tools: sizes and ratios (mm) (n=558)

mean stdev
length 28.26 13.01
width 23.67 10.23
thickness 6.29 3.26
length:width 1.36 0.94
width:thickness 4.29 1.83

Table 4.31 Non-formal flake tools: raw material by delineation

flint______ obsidian_____ quartz______ totals
n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear 6 7.06 37 4.67 43 4.89
irregular 32 37.65 296 37.33 328 37.27
denticulated 2 2.35 58 7.31 60 6.82
notched 1 1.18 20 2.52 21 2.39
concave 4 4.71 35 4.41 39 4.43
convex 30 35.29 268 33.80 2 100.00 300 34.09
beaked 4 4.71 35 4.41 39 4.43
burin 6 0.76 6 0.68
cran 1 1.18 4 0.50 5 0.57
tongued 1 1.18 9 1.13 10 1.14
retouched to point 1 1.18 12 1.51 13 1.48
short tang 2 2.35 4 0.50 6 0.68
long tang 1 1.18 6 0.76 7 0.80
indeterminable 3 0.38 3 0.34
totals 85 100.00 793 100.00 2 100.00 880 100.00
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Table 4.32 Non-formal flake tools: raw material by location of retouch

flint obsidian quartz______ totals
n= % n= % n= % n= %

proximal 2 2.35 20 2.52 22 2.50
distal 12 14.12 149 18.79 161 18.30
proximal & distal 1 1.18 10 1.26 11 1.25
proximal or distal 2 2.35 17 2.14 19 2.16
left 10 11.76 199 25.09 209 23.75
right 13 15.29 141 17.78 154 17.50
left & right 23 27.06 131 16.52 154 17.50
left or right 12 14.12 73 9.21 1 50.00 86 9.77
proximal and left 1 0.13 1 0.11
proximal and right 1 0.13 1 0.11
proximal left and right 1 1.18 1 0.13 2 0.23
distal and left 2 0.25 2 0.23
distal and right 2 0.25 2 0.23
distal left and right 1 1.18 1 0.11
all edges 8 9.41 32 4.04 1 50.00 41 4.66
indeterminable 14 1.77 14 1.59
totals 85 100.00 793 100.00 2 100.00 880 100.00
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Table 4.33 Non-formal flake tools: modification position by location

direct______ inverse_____ bifacial alternate alternating burin indeterm.______total
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

proximal edge 17 2.65 2 1.83 3 3.13 22 2.50
distal edge 116 18.07 31 28.44 12 12.50 1 9.09 1 25.00 161 18.30
proximal & distal edge 1 0.16 1 0.92 8 8.33 1 9.09 11 1.25
proximal or distal 6 0.93 3 2.75 7 7.29 3 50.00 19 2.16
left edge 156 24.14 34 31.19 16 16.67 2 18.18 1 16.67 209 23.75
right edge 120 18.69 20 18.35 11 11.46 2 18.18 1 16.67 154 17.50
left & right 107 16.67 11 10.09 22 22.92 10 90.91 4 36.36 154 17.50
left or right 70 10.90 5 4.59 8 8.33 1 16.67 2 50.00 86 9.77
proximal and left 1 0.16 1 0.11
proximal and right 1 0.16 1 0.11
proximal, left and right 2 0.31 2 0.23
distal and left 2 0.31 2 0.23
distal and right 2 0.31 2 0.23
distal, left and right 1 0.16 1 0.11
all 33 5.14 2 1.83 4 4.17 2 18.18 41 4.66
indeterminable 8 1.25 5 5.21 1 25.00 14 1.59
to ta ls 643 100.00 109 100.00 96 100.00 11 100.00 11 100.00 6 100.01 4 100.00 880 100.00
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Table 4.34 Non-formal flake tools: retouch location by delineation

proximal distal proximal & 
distal

proximal or 
distal

left right left & right left or right proximal, left 
and/or right

distal, left 
and/or right

all edges indetermln. totals

n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %
rectilinear 1 4.55 5 3.11 1 5.26 13 6.22 12 7.79 5 3.25 6 6.98 43 4.89
irregular 7 31.82 36 22.36 10 90.91 9 47.37 83 39.71 56 36.36 83 53.90 32 37.21 6 14.63 6 42.86 328 37.27
denticulated 6 3.73 13 6.22 12 7.79 19 12.34 5 5.81 1 25.00 3 7.32 1 7.14 60 6.82
notched 1 4.55 3 1.86 1 9.09 8 3.82 5 3.25 3 3.49 21 2.38
concave 2 9.09 7 4.35 11 5.26 8 5.19 5 3.25 4 4.65 1 2.44 1 7.14 39 4.43
convex 6 27.27 81 50.31 2 10.53 67 32.06 53 34.42 21 13.64 28 32.56 3 75.00 5 100.00 29 70.73 5 35.71 300 34.09
beaked 4 18.18 16 9.94 2 10.53 4 1.91 4 2.60 4 2.60 4 4.65 1 7.14 39 4.43
burin 3 15.79 2 0.96 1 1.16 6 0.68
cran 1 0.62 2 0.96 1 0.65 1 2.44 5 0.57
tongued 1 0.62 2 10.53 3 1.95 2 1.30 1 1.16 1 2.44 10 1.14
long tang 2 1.24 1 0.48 4 2.60 7 0.80
retouched to point 3 1.86 2 0.96 8 5.19 13 1.48
short tang 1 4.55 2 0.96 3 1.95 6 0.68
indeterminable 1 0.48 2 2.33 3 0.34
totals 22 100.00 161 100.00 11 100.00 19 100.00 209 100.00 154 100.00 154 100.00 86 100.00 4 100.00 5 100.00 41 100.00 14 100.00 880 100.00
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Table 4.35 Non-formal flake tools: retouch angle by delineation

low semi-abrupt abrupt crossed abrupt burin indeterminable totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear edge 9 5.11 16 2.89 18 13.24 43 4.89
irregular edge 90 51.14 197 35.56 36 26.47 4 80.00 1 33.33 328 37.27
denticulated edge 12 6.82 40 7.22 7 5.15 1 20.00 60 6.82
notched edge 2 1.14 12 2.17 7 5.15 21 2.39
concave edge 5 2.84 22 3.97 12 8.82 39 4.43
convex edge 51 28.98 216 38.99 33 24.26 300 34.09
beaked edge 4 2.27 22 3.97 13 9.56 39 4.43
burin edge 6 100.00 6 0.68
cran 4 0.72 1 0.74 5 0.57
tongued edge 2 1.14 7 1.26 1 0.74 10 1.14
retouched to point 6 1.08 7 5.15 13 1.48
long tang 7 1.26 7 0.80
short tang 1 0.57 5 0.90 6 0.68
indeterminable 1 0.74 2 66.67 3 0.34
totals 176 100.00 554 100.00 136 100.00 5 100.00 6 100.00 3 100.00 880 100.00
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Table 4.36 Non-formal flake tools: retouch morphology

n= %
sub-parallel 657 74.66
parallel 17 1.93
stepped/scaled 137 15.57
irregular 35 3.98
burin blow 9 1.02
crushed 22 2.50
ground edge 3 0.34
totals 880 100.00

Table 4.37 Mean length and widths of blanks types by retouch position

blank type retouch position length width
mean stdev mean stdev n=

flake alternate 26.0 21.4 9.1 9.5 15
flake alternating 32.0 17.0 10.0 3.5 7
flake bifacial 29.8 20.1 14.1 8.2 96
flake direct 27.2 21.0 12.8 10.3 642
flake inverse 24.4 22.6 8.9 8.7 109
non-prismatic blade alternate 54.7 15.0 21.1 3.6 10
non-prismatic blade alternating 48.8 14.8 17.7 3.5 6
non-prismatic blade bifacial 34.2 17.5 18.4 3.5 48
non-prismatic blade direct 36.2 16.1 15.9 5.6 244
non-prismatic blade inverse 34.0 17.2 11.9 2.3 15
prismatic blade alternate 26.2 13.4 10.2 3.3 62
prismatic blade alternating 27.0 14.0 6.4 3.1 12
prismatic blade bifacial 28.4 13.1 14.3 3.1 116
prismatic blade direct 25.9 14.1 10.1 4.1 638
prismatic blade inverse 23.9 13.1 8.5 3.2 87
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Table 4.38 Mean lengths and widths of blank types by retouch delineation

blank type retouch delineation length width
mean stdev mean stdev n=

flake beaked 23.9 8.5 19.5 5.5 39
flake burin 26.3 2.3 17.2 8.0 6
flake concave 25.5 9.6 20.0 9.0 39
flake convex 30.1 18.0 25.6 13.4 300
flake cran 28.3 5.7 20.0 6.1 5
flake denticulated 24.4 7.2 18.4 4.5 60
flake irregular 26.3 11.3 19.6 9.0 328
flake long tang 29.5 7.8 17.5 6.4 7
flake notched 25.0 7.3 22.1 9.1 21
flake rectilinear 32.1 13.2 23.4 9.1 43
flake retouched to point 28.5 17.2 22.8 5.7 13
flake short tang 20.0 3.2 46.0 4.7 6
flake tongued 25.0 5.9 29.7 12.1 10
non-pr smatic blade beaked 40.0 24.0 19.0 7.1 4
non-pr smatic blade burin 23.8 5.5 15.6 3.3 2
non-pr smatic blade concave 41.0 7.3 14.0 3.8 4
non-pr smatic blade convex 55.8 8.2 20.8 1.7 58
non-pr smatic blade cran 44.0 12.0 1
non-pr smatic blade denticulated 34.9 13.0 16.8 3.7 91
non-pr smatic blade irregular 38.1 17.8 16.7 5.8 250
non-pr smatic blade long tang 45.6 8.9 22.4 7.8 11
non-pr smatic blade notched 21.5 9.2 18.5 9.2 6
non-pr smatic blade rectilinear 24.2 8.9 13.4 3.4 14
non-pr smatic blade retouched to point 33.3 22.3 10.0 4.4 43
non-pr smatic blade short tang 37.3 4.8 20.2 3.5 6
non-pr smatic blade tongued 26.5 18.6 1
pr smatic blade beaked 24.6 8.9 13.8 2.0 9
pr smatic blade burin 23.3 5.0 13.4 3.4 11
pr smatic blade concave 22.8 9.3 12.3 3.3 31
pr smatic blade convex 27.2 8.4 16.9 5.2 59
pr smatic blade cran 46.0 11.0 1
pr smatic blade denticulated 28.0 9.6 14.0 3.8 397
pr smatic blade irregular 26.0 10.2 13.9 3.9 793
pr smatic blade long tang 22.0 7.2 8.3 3.2 5
pr smatic blade notched 24.7 11.7 12.9 3.4 33
pr smatic blade rectilinear 21.6 11.8 13.5 3.3 70
pr smatic blade retouched to point 33.0 12.7 9.5 2.1 15
pr smatic blade short tang 37.5 3.5 17.5 2.1 4
pr smatic blade tongued 22.0 5.2 13.8 3.3 4
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Table 4.39 Other non-formal tools: debitage type by retouch delineation

crested blades core tablets shatter indeterminable totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear 2 40.00 1 2.78 4 18.18 7 10.15
irregular 1 20.00 4 66.67 16 44.44 8 36.36 29 42.03
denticulated 1 20.00 2 33.33 3 4.35
notch 1 20.00 1 4.55 2 2.90
concave 2 5.56 2 2.90
convex 10 27.78 3 13.64 13 18.84
beaked 1 2.78 1 1.45
burin 2 5.56 1 4.55 3 4.35
cran 1 2.78 1 1.45
retouched to point 2 9.09 2 2.90
short tang 1 2.78 1 1.45
long tang 1 2.78 3 13.64 4 5.80
indeterminable 1 2.78 1 1.45
totals 5 100.00 6 100.00 36 100.00 22 100.00 69 100.00

Table 4.40 Other non-formal tools: retouch morphology by debitage category

crested blades core tablets shatter indeterminable totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

sub-parallel 3 60.00 2 33.33 19 52.78 10 45.45 34 49.28
parallel 1 2.78 3 13.64 4 5.8
stepped/scaled 2 40.00 2 33.33 11 30.56 7 31.82 22 31.88
irregular 1 16.67 2 5.56 1 4.55 4 5.8
single burin blow 2 5.56 1 4.55 3 4.35
crushed 1 16.67 1 1.45
ground edge 1 2.78 1 1.45
totals 5 100.00 6 100.00 36 100.00 22 100.00 69 100.00
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Table 4.41 Combination tools with two different functional areas

first edge second edge n= %
cutting drilling 7 8.33
cutting notched 6 7.14
cutting scraping 16 19.05
drilling chisel 1 1.19
drilling scraping 13 15.48

burin cutting 4 4.76
burin scraping 1 1.19

chisel scraping 13 15.48
chisel cutting 12 14.29

notched scraping 2 2.38
cutting indeterminable 2 2.38

scraping indeterminable 4 4.76
burin indeterminable 1 1.19

indeterminable indeterminable 2 2.38
totals 84 100.00

Table 4.42 Combination tools with three different functional areas

first edge second edge third edge n= %
cutting chisel burin 1
cutting chisel notched 1
cutting scraping notched 1

burin scraping scraping 1
chisel piercing scraping 1
chisel scraping scraping 1

piercing scraping scraping 3 33.33
totals 9 100.00
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Table 4.43 Non-formal tools: debitage category by typo-functional classification

prismatic blade non-prismatic blade flake crested blade core tablet shatter indeterminable totals
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

cutting tool 732 82.99 140 45.90 211 26.68 1 25.00 1 20.00 8 22.22 1 5.00 1094 53.55
scraping tool 34 3.85 60 19.67 380 48.04 2 40.00 11 30.56 2 10.00 489 23.94
drilling/piercing tool 15 1.70 20 6.56 44 5.56 3 8.33 3 15.00 85 4.16
notched tool 25 2.83 4 1.31 18 2.28 1 25.00 1 5.00 49 2.40
carving tool 3 0.98 1 0.13 4 0.20
burin 10 1.13 2 0.66 6 0.76 1 25.00 2 5.56 21 1.03
combination tool 24 2.72 13 4.26 53 6.70 1 25.00 1 20.00 1 5.00 93 4.55
indeterminable 42 4.76 63 20.66 78 9.86 1 20.00 12 33.33 12 60.00 208 10.18
totals 882 100.00 305 100.00 791 100.01 4 100.00 5 100.00 36 100.00 20 100.00 2043 100.00
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Tables for Chapter 5

Table 5.1 Çatalhôyük radiocarbon dates using 5730 half-life (from Mellaart 1963:116)

Level material date b.c.
II grain 5797+/- 79

III timber 5807 +/- 94

IV timber 6329 +/- 99

V timber 5920 +/- 94

VIA grain
timber
grain
timber

5781 +/- 96 
5800 +/- 93 
5815 +/- 92 
5850 +/- 94

VIB timber
timber

5908 +/- 93 
5986 +/- 94

Vll(?) timber 6200 +/- 97

VIII n.d.

IX charcoal 6486 +/- 102

X charcoal 6385 +/- 101

Table 5.2 Total number of rooms by Level (from Mellaart 1967:70)

Level no. of rooms
II 5
III 9
IV 13
V 14
VIA 31
VIB 45
VII 31
VIII 4
IX 2
X 2
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Table 5.3 Count and proportions of lithic material by Level

level n= %
II 196 4.13
III 359 7.56
IV 184 3.87
V 892 18.78
VIA/B 741 15.60
VIA 105 2.21
VIB 199 4.19
VII 825 17.37
VIII 563 11.86
IX 148 3.12
X 92 1.94
XI 47 0.99
XII 398 8.38
totals 4749 100.00

Table 5.4 Count and proportion of debitage categories by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

flakes 7 3.57 18 5.01 4 2.17 38 4.26 29 3.91 6 5.71 58 29.15 125 15.15 85 15.10 30 20.27 18 19.57 10 21.28 97 24.37
broken & fragmentary flakes 48 24.49 62 17.27 58 31.52 176 19.73 199 26.86 39 37.14 105 52.76 523 63.39 381 67.67 75 50.68 54 58.70 24 51.06 198 49.75
prismatic blades 2 0.56 1 0.54 5 0.56 1 0.13 1 0.95 1 0.18
prismatic blade fragments 65 33.16 171 47.63 68 36.96 453 50.78 234 31.58 17 16.19 8 4.02 33 4.00 18 3.20 4 2.70 4 4.35 9 2.26
non-prismatic blades 1 0.51 3 0.84 1 0.54 5 0.56 14 1.89 1 0.95 1 0.50 6 0.73 1 0.18
non-prismatic blade fragments 33 16.84 67 18.66 32 17.39 114 12.78 156 21.05 27 25.71 14 7.04 37 4.48 12 2.13 8 5.41 1 1.09 4 8.51 12 3.02
plunging blades 1 0.11 1 0.12
crested blades 2 0.56 3 0.34 3 0.40
cores 8 4.08 24 6.69 2 1.09 11 1.23 17 2.29 1 0.95 2 0.24 2 0.36 2 1.35 2 2.17 8 2.01
chips 31 3.76 1 0.18 1 0.25
shatter 7 3.57 9 2.51 10 5.43 44 4.93 41 5.53 8 7.62 7 3.52 31 3.76 33 5.86 18 12.16 11 11.96 7 14.89 58 14.57
indeterminable 27 13.78 1 0.28 8 4.35 42 4.71 47 6.34 5 4.76 6 3.02 36 4.36 29 5.15 11 7.43 2 2.17 2 4.26 15 3.77
to ta ls 196 100.00 359 100.00 184 100.00 892 100.00 741 100.00 105 100.00 199 100.00 825 100.00 563 100.00 148 100.00 92 100.00 47 100.00 398 100.00
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Table 5.5 Core types by Level

II III IV V V\A/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

multi-sequence/platform flake 3 12.50 1 5.88 1 50.00 1 50.00 1 50.00 1 50.00 7 87.50
opposed platform flake 1 50.00
single platform flake 1 50.00
spherical flake 2 11.76 1 100.00 1 50.00
opposed platform blade 1 50.00 1 12.50
prismatic blade 8 100.00 21 87.50 2 100.00 11 100.00 13 76.47
non-prismatic blade 1 5.88
totals a 100.00 24 100.00 2 100.00 11 100.00 17 100.00 1 100.00 0 0.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 0 0.00 a 100.00

Table 5.6 Incidence of core platform grinding by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

no 1 12.50 4 16.67 3 17.65 1 100.00 1 50.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 8 100.00
yes 3 37.50 9 37.50 1 9.09 1 50.00
indeterminable 4 50.00 11 45.83 2 100.00 10 90.91 14 82.35
totals 8 100.00 24 100.00 2 100.00 11 100.00 17 100.00 1 100.00 0 0.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 2 100.00 0 0.00 8 100.00
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Table 5.7 Primary tool type by Level

IV VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

projectile points 39 35.45 49 23.11 20 24.10 80 19.95 150 38.86 21 38.89 16 41.03 52 31.52 36 27.69 13 19.70 6 17.14 5 25.00 15 9.55
pièce esquillée & crushed 7 6.36 14 6.60 7 8.43 35 8.73 44 11.40 8 14.81 6 15.38 15 9.09 10 7.69 12 18.18 3 8.57 3 15.00 37 23.57
retouched blades & flakes 64 58.18 149 70.28 56 67.47 282 70.32 186 48.19 24 44.44 17 43.59 97 58.79 84 64.62 40 60.61 26 74.29 12 60.00 105 66.88
flint daggers 1 1.85
obsidian mirrors 3 0.75 1 0.26
obsidian flakes 1 0.25 5 1.30 1 0.61 1 1.52
totals 110 100.00 212 100.00 83 100.00 401 100.00 386 100.00 54 100.00 39 100.00 165 100.00 130 100.00 66 100.00 35 100.00 20 100.00 157 100.00

Table 5.8 Point type by Level

IV VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

type 1 6 24.00 2 3.70 2 10.53
type 2 10 40.00 4 25.00 1 14.29 12 48.00 15 27.78 4 44.44 1 16.67 8 42.11 2 22.22
type 3 1 4.00 1 4.00 4 7.41 1 5.26
type 4 1 1.85
type 5 10 18.52 2 22.22 1 16.67
type 6 1 4.00 1 6.25 1 14.29 6 11.11 2 33.33 1 5.26
type 7 9 36.00 1 6.25 1 14.29 1 4.00 3 5.56 1 5.26 2 22.22
type 8 2 8.00 5 31.25 2 28.57 1 4.00 4 7.41 2 22.22 1 16.67 1 5.26 1 11.11 1 11.11
type 9 1 14.29 2 8.00 3 5.56 1 11.11
type 10 3 18.75 1 14.29 1 4.00 5 9.26 1 11.11 1 16.67 3 15.79
type 11 1 4.00 2 12.50 1 4.00 1 1.85 1 5.26 3 33.33 4 44.44 1 100.00 1 100.00
type 12 1 4.00 1 5.26 1 11.11 3 33.33 1 100.00
totals 25 100.00 16 100.00 7 100.00 25 100.00 54 100.00 9 100.00 6 100.00 19 100.00 9 100.00 9 100.00 1 100.00 1 100.00 1 100.00
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Table 5.9 Point retouch type by Level

II III IV V VIA VI VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

covering bifacial 10 26.32 24 48.98 11 55.00 41 52.56 9 45.00 55 40.74 4 80.00 33 57.89 24 77.42 10 83.33 3 60.00 1 20.00 7 63.64
partial bifacial 21 55.26 12 24.49 8 40.00 14 17.95 3 15.00 28 20.74 12 21.05 4 12.90 2 16.67 2 40.00 3 27.27
unifacial 5 13.16 13 26.53 1 5.00 19 24.36 8 40.00 31 22.96 8 14.04 3 9.68 2 40.00 2 40.00 1 9.09
not retouched 2 5.26 4 5.13 21 15.56 1 20.00 4 7.02
totals 38 100.00 49 100.00 20 100.00 78 100.00 20 100.00 135 100.00 5 100.00 57 100.00 31 100.00 12 100.00 5 100.00 5 100.00 11 100.00

Table 5.10 Retouched blade & flake edge delineation type by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

rectilinear 1 0.63 1 1.79 12 4.08 3 1.55 1 3.57 1 5.88 1 0.97 2 2.27 2 7.41 10 8.40
irregular 22 33.33 71 44.94 21 37.50 158 53.74 96 49.48 8 28.57 5 29.41 32 31.07 27 30.68 21 51.22 5 18.52 9 60.00 47 39.50
denticulated 20 30.30 40 25.32 14 25.00 68 23.13 31 15.98 3 10.71 3 17.65 20 19.42 7 7.95 4 9.76 2 7.41 1 6.67 5 4.20
notched 1 1.52 2 1.27 3 1.02 1 0.52 2 1.94 1 1.14 1 2.44 2 1.68
concave 1 1.52 7 4.43 2 3.57 1 0.34 6 3.09 2 7.14 2 1.94 1 1.14 1 3.70 1 6.67 3 2.52
convex 19 28.79 25 15.82 8 14.29 40 13.61 41 21.13 11 39.29 5 29.41 33 32.04 46 52.27 10 24.39 16 59.26 3 20.00 41 34.45
beaked 1 1.52 1 0.63 2 3.57 1 0.34 3 1.55 1 5.88 4 3.88 1 1.14 9 7.56
burin 1 0.63 1 0.34 1 0.97 1 2.44
cran 1 0.63 1 0.97
tongued 1 1.79 1 0.52 2 1.94 1 1.14
retouched to point 6 3.80 7 12.50 6 2.04 9 4.64 1 3.57 1 5.88 2 1.94 1 3.70
short tang 2 3.03 2 1.27 1 0.34 2 1.03 1 5.88 2 1.94 2 1.68
long tang 1 0.63 3 1.02 1 0.52 2 7.14 1 0.97 2 2.27 4 9.76 1 6.67
to ta ls 66 100.01 158 100.00 56 100.01 294 100.00 194 100.00 28 100.00 17 100.00 103 100.00 88 100.00 41 100.00 27 100.00 15 100.01 119 99.99
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Table 5.11 Retouched blade & flake edge angle class by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

low 18 27.27 45 28.48 15 26.79 107 36.39 57 29.38 4 14.29 6 35.29 22 21.36 22 25.00 6 14.63 6 22.22 7 46.67 30 25.21
semi-abrupt 45 68.18 110 69.62 38 67.86 177 60.20 128 65.98 16 57.14 11 64.71 72 69.90 66 75.00 34 82.93 20 74.07 8 53.33 73 61.34
abrupt 3 4.55 1 0.63 3 5.36 6 2.04 4 2.06 4 14.29 9 8.74 1 3.70 13 10.92
crossed abrupt 3 1.02 5 2.58 3 10.71 1 2.44 2 1.68
indeterminable 2 1.27 1 0.34 1 3.57 1 0.84
totals 66 100.00 158 100.00 56 100.01 294 99.99 194 100.00 28 100.00 17 100.00 103 100.00 88 100.00 41 100.00 27 100.00 15 100.00 119 100.00

Table 5.12 Retouched blade &  flake edge morphology by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

sub-parallel 51 77.27 128 81.01 42 75.00 218 74.15 154 79.38 22 78.57 13 76.47 81 78.64 74 84.09 37 90.24 25 92.59 13 86.67 99 83.19
parallel 3 5.36 6 2.04 4 2.06 1 3.57 2 1.94 2 2.27 1 3.70 2 1.68
stepped/scaled 8 12.12 8 5.06 8 14.29 27 9.18 24 12.37 1 3.57 2 11.76 11 10.68 9 10.23 2 4.88 1 3.70 13 10.92
irregular 5 7.58 19 12.03 3 5.36 34 11.56 10 5.15 3 10.71 2 11.76 6 5.83 3 3.41 4 3.36
burin blow 1 0.63 1 0.34 1 0.97 1 2.44
crushed 4 1.36 1 0.52 1 3.57 1 0.97 1 2.44 2 13.33 1 0.84
ground 2 3.03 2 1.27 4 1.36 1 0.52 1 0.97
totals 66 100.00 158 100.00 56 100.01 294 100.00 194 100.00 28 100.00 17 99.99 103 100.00 88 100.00 41 100.00 27 99.99 15 100.00 119 99.99
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Table 5.13 Blank retouch position by Level

blank type position II III IV V VIA VI VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

flake alternate 2 3.39 2 3.39 2 3.03 1 1.52 1 3.45 2 2.11
flake alternating 1 1.69 1 1.52 2 3.03 2 2.11
flake bifacial 2 7.69 6 16.22 1 6.67 8 13.56 3 30.00 6 10.17 7 10.61 9 13.64 1 4.35 3 23.08 13 13.68
flake direct 21 80.77 28 75.68 14 93.33 41 69.49 7 70.00 46 77.97 2 100.00 53 80.30 49 74.24 23 79.31 19 82.61 9 69.23 60 63.16
flake inverse 3 11.54 3 8.11 8 13.56 4 6.78 3 4.55 5 7.58 4 13.79 3 13.04 1 7.69 18 18.95
flake burin 1 3.45
total 26 100.00 37 100.00 15 100.00 59 100.00 10 100.00 59 100.00 2 100.00 66 100.00 66 100.00 29 100.00 23 100.00 13 100.00 95 100.00
non-prismatic blade aitemate 1 5.56 2 11.11 3 4.41 1 2.56
non-prismatic blade alternating 2 11.11 1 1.47 1 2.56 1 50.00
non-prismatic blade bifacial 4 22.22 1 5.56 2 13.33 17 25.00 1 11.11 7 14.29 7 17.95 1 14.29 1 7.69
non-prismatic blade direct 10 55.56 14 77.78 13 86.67 46 67.65 8 88.89 42 85.71 3 100.00 30 76.92 5 71.43 6 75.00 1 50.00 9 69.23
non-prismatic blade inverse 1 5.56 1 5.56 1 1.47 1 14.29 2 25.00 3 23.08
total 18 100.00 18 100.00 15 100.00 68 100.00 9 100.00 49 100.00 3 100.00 39 100.00 7 100.00 8 100.00 2 100.00 13 100.00
prismatic biade aitemate 3 15.00 7 6.93 2 8.00 8 4.91 2 2.50 2 13.33 1 7.69
prismatic blade alternating 1 0.99 4 2.45 1 6.67 1 25.00
prismatic blade bifacial 3 15.00 13 12.87 7 28.00 37 22.70 12 15.00 2 13.33 2 15.38 1 33.33
prismatic blade direct 11 55.00 74 73.27 15 60.00 105 64.42 6 100.00 62 77.50 2 100.00 9 60.00 9 69.23 3 75.00 2 66.67 2 66.67
prismatic blade inverse 2 10.00 5 4.95 1 4.00 8 4.91 4 5.00 1 7.69 1 33.33
prismatic blade burin 1 0.99 1 0.61 1 6.67
total 20 100.00 101 100.00 25 100.00 163 100.00 6 100.00 80 100.00 2 100.00 15 100.00 13 100.00 4 100.00 3 100.00 3 100.00

Table 5.14 Retouched blade & flake typo-functlonal category by Level

II III IV V VIA VIA/B VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

combination tool 1 1.56 4 2.68 9 3.19 1 4.17 3 1.61 5 5.15 3 3.57 1 2.50 2 16.67 7 6.67
cutting tool 28 43.75 111 74.50 33 58.93 195 69.15 12 50.00 106 56.99 6 35.29 37 38.14 24 28.57 6 15.00 2 7.69 4 33.33 28 26.67
drilling/piercing tool 1 1.56 1 0.67 3 5.36 7 2.48 1 4.17 7 3.76 2 11.76 5 5.15 2 2.38 4 10.00 1 8.33 8 7.62
indeterminable 8 12.50 9 6.04 8 14.29 21 7.45 2 8.33 16 8.60 4 23.53 17 17.53 5 5.95 6 15.00 1 3.85 5 4.76
notched tool 1 1.56 2 1.34 3 1.06 1 0.54 2 2.06 1 2.50 1 0.95
scraping tool 25 39.06 22 14.77 12 21.43 47 16.67 8 33.33 53 28.49 5 29.41 31 31.96 50 59.52 22 55.00 23 88.46 5 41.67 56 53.33
totals 64 100.00 149 100.00 !56 100.00 282 100.00 24 100.00 186 100.00 17 100.00 97 100.00 84 100.00 40 100.00 26 100.00 12 100.00 105 100.00
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Table 5.15 Non-formal blade tool typo-functional categories by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

combination tool 1 0.86 5 2.23 1 0.78 1 6.67 2 4.88 1 9.09
cutting tool 22 59.46 102 87.93 31 77.50 177 79.02 95 73.64 8 53.33 4 44.44 24 58.54 11 55.00 2 18.18 1 33.33 3 23.08
drilling/piercing tool 1 0.86 1 2.50 7 3.13 3 2.33 1 6.67 1 2.44 1 9.09 1 50.00
indeterminable 8 21.62 6 5.17 6 15.00 16 7.14 13 10.08 1 6.67 3 33.33 10 24.39 3 15.00 4 36.36 1 7.69
notched tool 1 2.70 2 1.72 2 0.89 1 0.78 2 4.88
burin 1 1 1
scraping tool 6 16.22 4 3.45 2 5.00 17 7.59 16 12.40 4 26.67 2 22.22 2 4.88 6 30.00 3 27.27 2 66.67 1 50.00 9 69.23
totals 37 100.00 116 100.00 40 100.00 224 100.00 129 100.00 15 100.00 9 100.00 41 100.00 20 100.00 11 100.00 3 100.00 2 100.00 13 100.00

Table 5.16 Non-formal flake tool typo-functional categories by Level

II III IV V VIA/B VIA VIB VII VIII IX X XI XII
n= % n= % n= % n= % n= % r7; % n= % r?= % n= % n= % n= % n= % n= %

combination tool 1 4.00 3 10.00 3 5.45 2 3.64 3 5.36 3 4.76 2 20.00 7 8.24
cutting tool 5 20.00 7 23.33 2 13.33 17 30.91 10 18.18 4 44.44 2 28.57 13 23.21 13 20.63 4 14.29 1 4.55 4 40.00 22 25.88
drilling/piercing tool 2 13.33 4 7.27 2 28.57 4 7.14 2 3.17 3 10.71 8 9.41
indeterminable 2 6.67 1 6.67 4 7.27 2 3.64 1 11.11 7 12.50 2 3.17 2 7.14 2 2.35
notched tool 1 1.82 1 3.57 1 1.18
bum 1
scraping tool 19 76.00 18 60.00 10 66.67 30 54.55 37 67.27 4 44.44 3 42.86 29 51.79 43 68.25 18 64.29 21 95.45 4 40.00 45 52.94
to ta ls 25 100.00 30 100.00 15 100.00 55 100.00 55 100.00 9 100.00 7 100.00 56 100.00 63 100.00 28 100.00 22 100.00 10 100.00 85 100.00
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Table 5.17 Frequency of individual tool classes used in temporal CA

basic type n=
project le type 1 10
project le type 2 57
project le type 3 7
project le type 4 1
project le type 5 13
project le type 6 12
project le type 7 18
project le type 8 20
project le type 9 7
project le type 10 15
project le type 11 15
project le type 12 7
pièces esquillées 201
obsidian mirrors 4
flint daggers 1
large retouched obsidian flakes 8
blade cutting tools 480
blade scraping tools 74
blade piercing/drilling tools 16
blade notched tools 8
blade combination tools 11
blade indeterminate tools 71
flake cutting tools 104
flake scraping tools 281
flake piercing/drilling tools 25
flake notched tools 3
flake combination tools 24
flake indeterminate tools 23

Table 5.18 Proportion of flake and blade debitage from north and south areas of the mound

blades flakes other debitage total
northern eminence (areas 1 to 5) 672 886 287 1845
main mound (areas 6 to 13) 782 486 170 1438
total 1454 1372 457 3283

Table 5.19 Building I debitage class distribution by raw material

flint obsidian
flakes & flake fragments 12 749
prismatic blades 55
non-prismatic blades 3 30
crested blades 1
core tablets 1
blade cores
flake cores 2
shatter 110
chips 36
indeterminable debitage 2 11
totals 17 995
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Table 5.20 Building 1 lithic artefact frequency distribution by Space

Space n= %
71 479 47.33

71/110 1 0.10
71/111 5 0.49
71/70 10 0.99

70 370 36.56
110 50 4.94
111 28 2.77
69 13 1.28
73 51 5.04

indeterminable 5 0.49
totals 1012 100.00

Table 5.21 Number of buildings with 1

building level n=
II 5
III 11
IV 8
V 11

VIA 4
VIA/B 23
VIB 2
VII 25
VIII 10
IX
X

7

XI 1
XII 3

total 103
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Tables for Chapter 7

Table 7.1 Comparison of technological prerequisites and subsequent benefits of flake and 
pressure blade technology (from Clark 1986:264-265)

> more than < less than * needed 0  absent

attribute blades flakes
high quality obsidian > <
mining, quarrying > <
selection of stone * <
large pieces * <
quarry testing * <
quarry preforming > 0
quarry specialist 0
packaging for transport > <
load size > <

specialist at site * 0
apprenticeship * 0
periodic practice > <
controlled fracture > <
special manufacturing tools * <
large manufacturing tools > <
number of knapping tools > <
special materials for knapping tools * <
manufacture of knapping tools * 0
knapping tool maintenance > <
set manufacturing procedure > <
risk of ruining stone > <
special work area > <
mass production > <
low error rate per tool > <

portability of technology < >
flexibility or expediency 0 >
quality of stone product > <
standard shape of product > <
standard size of product > <
standard edges of product > <
tool versatility > >
reusability > >
potential to recycle < >
manufacturing time per item > <
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Table 7.2 Mean number of flake and blade tools per building, by level

level non-formal blade tools non-formal flake tools
II 7.2 5.0
III 11.0 3.1
IV 4.6 2.3
V 17.0 6.4
VI 3.6 3.2
VII 1.9 3.4
VIII 1.4 4.9
IX 1.6 5.1
X N/A. N/A.
XI N/A. N/A.
XII 4.3 38.0
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Figures for Chapter 1
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Figure 1.1 Map of Anatolia and the Near East.
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Figure 1.2 Isohyet map for tVliddle East.
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Figure 1.4 Location of excavated Central Anatolian sites.
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Figure 1.5 Reconstruction of a typical Çatalhôyük building, 
showing position of entrance ladder.

(from Mellaart 1967)
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Figure 1.6 Building plan of Level VII, showing wall continuity.
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Figure 1.7 Building plan of Northern Em inence showing potential 
‘s treet’.
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Figure 1.8 Building plan from  Asikiihôyük, showing potential 
passage-w ays.
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Figure 1.9 Human figurines from Çataihôyük.

1

a) Painted cla> figure of seated goddess. Shrine 
A V I ,  I . Height 4 i cm.

b Small clay figure in leopardskin dress and 
fringed skirt From shrine in Level II A II ,  i). 

Height 5 cm.

«

(r), (d) Complete seated clav figure. II ,  i shrine Height 8 cm.

(from Mellaart 1963)
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Figure 1.10 Seated ‘mother-goddess’ figurine.

(a) ib)

(d)
{a)-{d ' Four  views of the large clay figure of  the M other  Goddess from the shrine in Level I I  (A II,  i) .

H eight 16 5 cm.

(from Mellaart 1963)
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Figure 1.11 Hodder’s conception of agrios-domus relationship 
cross-cutting material boundaries.

Domus
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? animals hunting
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production

(from Hodder 1992)
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Figure 1.12 Room complexity index, showing continuity in 
degrees of building elaboration.

(from Hodder 1997)
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Figure 1.12, cent.
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Figure 1.13 Peter Mortensen’s 1964 typological scheme, (from Mortensen 1964)
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Figures for Chapter 3
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Figure 3.1 Location of the four sample areas.
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of a large flake core on former 
blade core.

Figure 3.3 Flake cores.

1 t o  5; o b s i d i a n
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Figure 3.4 Blade cores and fragments.

1; single platform non-prismatic obsidian blade core 
2, 3; fragment of obsidian prismatic blade core
4; broken/abandoned obsidian prismatic blade core with later flake removals
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Figure 3.6 Core platform rejuvenation flakes.

4-

1 to 3: obsidian
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Figure 3.7 Crested blade fragments.

1 to 5: obsidian (2 and 4 with traces of cortex)
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Figure 3.8 Frequency distribution of obsidian complete blade 
lengths and density distribution of obsidian blade
widths.9
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Figure 3 .9  R egular (prism atic) b lades and fragm ents.
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Figure 3.10 Non-regular (non-prismatic) blades and fragments.
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Figure 3.11 Examples of potential pressure-blade removal 
techniques.

1 2

• X

4

5 6
l îxprin icnta l  p o s i t io n s  u sed  for pressure  b lad e  d e b i l a g e .  Pressure  deb itage  o f  b ladelets ,  I : I'rce- 
band, u s in g  a g r o o v e d  support,  2  : u s in g  a s h o u ld er  crutch ,  3 : us ing  a sm all  abd om ina l  crutch  
and a g r o o v e d  on  the grou n d .  P ressure  d e b i t a g e  o f  b lad es ,  4  : us ing  a pectoral  crutch,  5 ; u s in g  
a b d o m in a l  cru tch ,  6  ; u s in g  a b d o m in a l  crutch w ith  the core  he ld  be tw ee n  the feel.  1 ,2 ,3 (P e l c -  
grm, 19K8). 4  (Crabtree ,  1 % 8 ) .  .S (P e l e g r m ,  19X4). 6  (C lark.  19X2)
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Figure 3.12 Building 1 blade cache.
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Figure 3.12, cont.
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Figure 3.12, cont.
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Figure 3.12, cont.
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Figure 3.13 Density distribution for modified and unmodified 
obsidian flakes.
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Figure 3.14 Density distribution of flint and obsidian flake 
maximum dimensions.
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Figures for Chapter 4
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Figure 4.1 Frequency distribution of obsidian and flint retouched 
blade lengths.
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Figure 4.2 Point variability

1 to 5: obsidian
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Figure 4.2, cont.

10

6  t o  10:  o b s i d i a n
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Figure 4.2, cont.

«

11 to 17: obsidian
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Figure 4.2, cont.

1^1

1, 2: obsidian, 3; flint, 4 to 15: obsidian, 16: flint, 17 to 25: obsidian (from Mellaart 1964)
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Figure 4.2, cont.

6 96 /o

1 to 3: obsidian, 4: flint. 5 to 9; obsidian, 10; flint, 11 to 21: obsidian (from Bialor 1962)
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Figure 4.2, cont.

3

Z

1 to 5: obsidian (all from cache in House 1, Level II) (from Bialor 1962)
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Figure 4.2, cont.

1 to 9. obsidian (all from cache from House 1, Level II) (from Bialor 1962)
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Figure 4.2, cont.

/

9 10
I I

1 to 11: obsidian (all from cache in House 2, Level III) (from Bialor 1962)
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Figure 4.3 Frequency distribution of point lengths.
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Figure 4.4 Point lengths by widths.
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Figure 4.6 Chalcolithic transverse arrowheads.
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Figure 4.7 Key to point metric variables.
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Tree Diagram for 258  Cases  

Unweighted pair-group average  
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Figure 4.11 Figure 4.12

w
LA

Type 1. Type 2.

Figure 4.13
Figure 4.14

Type 3. Type 4.

Figure 4.15
Figure 4.16
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Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.23 Flint daggers.

m

(from Mellaart 1963)
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Figure 4 .2 4  Flint dagger with carved handle, (from Meiiaan 1967 )
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m
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Figure 4.25 Broken hilt reused as scraper
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Figure 4.26 Obsidian mirrors.

(courtesy Ankara Museum)

(b) Five obsid ian  m irrors from  w o m en ’s graves in  Levels D iam eter o f largest (cen tre), 9 5 cm.

(from Mellaart 1963)



Figure 4.27 Large obsidian flakes.
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Figure 4.28 Frequency distribution of pièce esquillée lengths.
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Figure 4.29 Frequency distribution of pièce esquillée widths.
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Figure 4.30 Frequency distribution of pièce esquillée length:width 
ratios.
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Figure 4.31 Scatter plot of pièce esquillée iength:width ratios by 
thickness.
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Figure 4.32 Pièces esquillées of ‘gun-flint’ type.

I

8
1 to 8 ; obsidian
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Figure 4.33 Pièces esquiliées -  ‘iozenge-shaped’ type.

A

il/ 2

1 to 6 ; obsidian
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Figure 4.34 Pieces with single-edge crushing.

1; obsidian, 2: flint, 3 to 6 : obsidian
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Figure 4.35 Retouched blades.

1 to 2 : obsidian blades with direct distal convex retouch, with episodes of lateral retouch. 
3: obsidian blade with direct distal convex retouch.

<

4; flint blade with proximal and bilateral direct, irregular retouch. 
5: obsidian blade with bilateral direct irregular retouch.
6 : obsidian blade with lateral and distal direct retouch.

.

V J
6

7: obsidian blade with bilateral, bifacial concave retouch.
8 ; obsidian blade with bilateral direct irregular retouch.
9: obsidian blade with bilateral and distal direct ‘retouch to a point’ retouch.

8
L
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Figure 4.36 Green-stone figurine with evidence of carving.

(from Mellaart 1967)



Figure 4.35, cont.

1 0 ; obsidian blade with partial lateral inverse irregular retouch.
1 1 : obsidian blade with right lateral direct irregular retouch, and left lateral alternating 
irregular retouch.
1 2 : obsidian blade with marginal alternate regular retouch

10 11

12

13: obsidian blade with bilateral direct nibbling irregular retouch. 
14: obsidian blade with bilateral direct cran retouch.
15: obsidian blade with bilateral direct irregular retouch.

14 15

16: obsidian blade with bilateral direct regular retouch.
17: obsidian blade with bilateral inverse irregular retouch.
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Figure 4.37 Retouched flakes.

1 : obsidian flake with bilateral direct convex retouch. 
2 ; obsidian flake with bilateral bifacial

1 2
3: obsidian flake with bilateral bifacial irregular and ‘retouch to a point’ retouch.
4: flint flake with bilateral direct irregular retouch, and distal inverse irregular retouch.

5: flint flake with bilateral direct convex retouch.
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6; obsidian flake with lateral direct regular retouch and proximal direct irregular retouch.
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7 : obsidian flake with proximal direct convex and bilateral direct irregular retouch. 
8 : obsidian flake with bilateral direct irregular and convex retouch.
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Figure 4.37, cont.
9, 10; obsidian flake with lateral direct convex retouch.
11 : obsidian flake with bilateral direct convex and distal short tang retouch.

f \

1 2 : obsidian flake with distal and lateral convex retouch. 
13: obsidian flake with lateral direct convex retouch.
14: obsidian flake with lateral inverse regular retouch.

12

14
15: obsidian flake with lateral and distal direct convex retouch.
16: obsidian flake with bilateral direct and distal bifacial convex retouch.

16
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Figure 4.37, cont.

17: obsidian flake with distal direct, lateral bifacial and proximal direct convex retouch. 
18: obsidian flake with proximal direct convex retouch.

17
18

19: flint flake with lateral direct irregular retouch.
2 0 : obsidian flake with direct convex retouch on all edges.

m 20

2 1 : obsidian flake with bilateral and distal direct convex and cran retouch. 
2 2 : obsidian flake with direct convex retouch on all edges.
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Figure 4.38 Drilling/piercing tools.

I

f

V

8

6

10

1, 2; obsidian, 3; flint, 4 to 10; obsidian. 
1 to 5: obsidian.
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Figure 4.39 Obsidian ‘grinding tools'.
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Figure 4.40 Burins.
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Figures for Chapter 5
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Figure 5.1 Flint proportions by Level.
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Figure 5.2 Blade to flake proportions by Level.
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Figure 5.3 Prismatic blade to flake proportions by Level,

VIA/B

ratio
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Figure 5.4 Non-prismatic blade to flake proportions by Level.

ratio
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Figure 5.5 Proportions of major tool classes by Level.
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Figure 5.9 Spatial distribution of obsidian blades over the 
surface of the mound.
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Figure 5.10 Graph of blade proportions per surface collected 
east-west transect.
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Figure 5.11 Location of Building 1 (spaces 70, 71, 72).
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Figure 5.13 Building 1, Phase 2.
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Figure 5.14 Reconstruction of Shrine 10, Level VIA/B.
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Figure 5.16 Building 1, Phase 4 pit.
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Figure 5.18 Building plan, Level XII.
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Figure 5.19 Building plan, Level VIII.
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Figure 5.22 Building plan, Level VIA.
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Figure 5.25 Building plan, Level III, Il
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Figure 5.26 Photograph of burial with obsidian projectiles.

(from Mellaart 1967)
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Figure 5.27 Graph of debltage class distribution by building,
Level XII.
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Figure 5.28 Graph of tool class distribution by building, Level XII.
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Figure 5.29 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level VIII.
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Figure 5.30 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level
VIII.
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Figure 5.31 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level VII.
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Figure 5.32 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level
VII.
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Figure 5.33 Hoard from Building 8, Level VII
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Figure 5.34 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level VI.
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Figure 5.35 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level VI.
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Figure 5.36 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level V.
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Figure 5.37 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level V.
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Figure 5.38 Reproduction of hunting painting from F.V.1 (from
Mellaart 1966: plate LVIII).
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Figure 5.39 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level IV.
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Figure 5.40 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level IV.
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Figure 5.41 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level III.
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Figure 5.42 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level III.
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Figure 5.43 Graph of debltage class distributions by building,
Level II.
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Figure 5.44 Graph of tool class distributions by building, Level II.
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Figure 5 .4 5  Proportions of m ean num bers of artefacts found in 
shrines and other buildings (n=m ean num ber per 
building type).
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Figure 5.46 ‘Frequency distribution’ of numbers of points per
building.
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Figures for Chapter 6
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Figure 6.1 Proposed obsidian technical system for Tell 
Kashkashok, Syria
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Figure 6.3 Location of Central Anatolian obsidian sources.

+ indicates obsidian source 
(from Todd 1980)
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Appendix 1: Definition of Terms

A1.1 The variables.

A1.1.1 Objectives and basic structure.

The variables and attribute states described in this section form the backbone of the 

analysis. The contextual variables -  i.e. those that relate to depositional context and 

relationships with other objects -  are not defined here, but were described in more 

detail in Chapter 5. I aim here to provide some idea of the process by which the 

material was recorded. To this end, the variables are listed in the manner that they 

existed in the database (which itself is described in more detail below). The guiding 

principle behind variable selection was the desire to be able to identify methods and 

techniques of core reduction, tool and modified edge morphology, and biface and 

projectile forms. Comparable objectives have been followed in the analysis of Near 

Eastern Neolithic assemblages conducted by Baird (1993), Ataman (1989), and 

Nishiaki (1992), all of which, to some extent, share analogous variable selection. 

Appropriate methods for acquiring such information are also discussed in Inizan et al. 

(1992). These methods are reflected in the variables selected here. An additional aim 

was to establish, where possible, the operation sequence running from raw material 

acquisition, through core reduction, blank selection, modification, and discard. In his 

study of Northern Levantine PPNB assemblages Nishiaki (1992:87-111) has outlined 

criteria by which such information could be obtained, which has also influenced my 

selection of variables.
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To this end, a large number of variables were used to record the Çatalhôyük 

knapped-stone. They fall into six basic groups. Initially all artefacts were classified 

according to the variables contained in (i) basic technology. Following this, depending 

on the nature of the specific artefact, it was also classified according to the variables 

found in one or more of the following tables: (ii) basic debitage technology, for 

recording debitage; (iii) core technology, containing variables specific to cores; (iv) 

modified blanks, where the characteristics of retouched or use-modified objects were 

described; (v) modified edges, in which the features of modified edges were recorded; 

(vi) primary typological classification, for recording the basic tool type; (vii) non- 

formal tool typo-fiinctional classification, for recording the functional assessment of 

the non-formal tools, and (viii) bifaces and projectiles, where variables specific to this 

form of lithic artefact were described. The remainder of this section outlines the 

variables and attributes in more detail. Note that although all variables were recorded, 

not all were eventually deemed significant and are thus absent fi*om the main 

discussion.

A1.1.2 Basic technology.

Here the object is to supply information about the basic technological characteristics 

of individual knapped-stone objects, focusing entirely on raw material and 

characteristics related to the process of blank manufacture. There were six fields of 

information recorded under this heading:

Raw material. Six basic types were defined:

1. obsidian
2. tabuiar flint:
3. cabbie flint
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4. indeterminable flint
5. quartz
6. basalt

Debitage category. Here individual pieces are categorised according to their visible or 
assumed morphology and technology. Nineteen groups were defined, each of which was, 
where possible, further characterised by the other variables in this table.

1 . complete flake: a piece of struck debitage exhibiting a clear single ventral surface, 
visibly intact proximal, distal and lateral margins. Does not include debitage which meets 
the descriptions (below) for blades (4 through 15) or core tablets (16).

2. broken flake: as (1), except that the end was missing.
3 . flake fragment: as (2) except ["^ "^ n d /o r  lateral edges are missing.
4 . prism atic blade: as (1) except that the margins are parallel, the dorsal scaring was even 

and parallel, and equal thickness was maintained from proximal to distal termination. 
The artefact appeared to be the product of a structured reductive sequence using 
pressure techniques, resulting in the production of sim ilar pieces both before and after 
the piece in question.

5. prismatic proximal blade fragment: as (4) except that the distal end of the blade was 
missing.

6. prismatic distal blade fragment: as (4) except that the proximal end of the blade was 
missing.

7. prismatic blade fragment: as (4) except that the distal and proximal ends are missing.
8. non-regular blade: as (1) except that the margins are sub-parallel and/or the dorsal 

scaring was uneven or sub-parallel, and thickness was variable.
9. non-prismatic proximal blade fragment: as (8) except that the distal end was missing. 
^O.non-prismatic distal blade fragment: as (9) except that the proximal end was missing.

.non-prismatic blade fragment: as (8) except that the distal and proximal ends are 
missing.

^2.crested blade: blade with ridge formed by the intersection of lateral removals.
^Z.proximal crested blade fragment: as (12) with distal end missing.
 ̂A.distal crested blade fragment: as (12) with proximal end missing.
 ̂5.crested blade fragment: as (12) with both proximal and distal end missing.

16.core platform rejuvenation flake: a flake which contains the former platform and proximal 
scar surfaces of a blade core, removed to rejuvenate the platform.

17.core; those pieces which do not possess a single ventral surface, but which clearly show 
dorsal scarring caused by the removal of flakes or blades from a knapping face.

^Q.shatter, angular chunks without clear ventral surfaces or dorsal scarring indicative of its 
use as a core.

9̂.chip: Small undiagnostic fragments of knapped stone less than <1cm. This does not 
include micro-shatter, which was classified as shatter and measured. This category was 
used as a catch-all for all debitage beneath a certain size, as followed by both Ataman 
(1989) and Nishiaki (1992), but only for undiagnostic debitage -  for the most part those 
that lacked either an identifiable single interior surface.

Length. Measured according to convention: the maximum distance from the proximal to 
distal ends, in the direction of removal. In the case of shatter, the length was taken as the 
widest distance between two edges. ‘Chips’ were not measured.

Width. The maximum distance between the two lateral edges, at right angles to the direction 
of removal.

Thickness. The maximum thickness between the ventral and distal faces measured at right 
angles to length and width.

Modification. A yes/no indicator of whether there appears to be some form of post-removal 
modification to the original blank originating from intentional reshaping (modification) or as 
a by-product of use. Ambiguities are noted in the subsequent table.
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Percentage of cortex. The amount of cortex on the ventral surface of debitage provides an 
immediate indication of what stage in the reduction sequence they are derived. Five 
groupings were used to characterise the amount of cortex present on dorsal surfaces:

1 . 0%
2. 1-33%
3. 34-66%
4. 67-99%
5. 100%

A1.1.3 Basic debitage technology.

This heading covers all basic blade and flake debitage (i.e. not cores, shatter or chips). 

There are eleven variables.

Dorsal scar pattern. Here the origin of previous removals visible on the dorsal surface are 
described by reference to the removal direction of the piece in question. This was indicative 
of the method of previous removals prior to the blow that produced that piece. There were 
twelve groups:

1. proximal
2. distal
3. proximal and distal
4. left
5. right
6. left and nght
7. left or right
8. proximal and one lateral
9. distal and one lateral
10.proximal and left and right 
11 .distal and left and right 
M.all edges

Dorsal scar count. The number of major scars (i.e. not trimming scars) visible on the dorsal 
surface. This provides a means of determining the number of previous removals, which can 
also be used to assess methods of reduction.

Distal termination. The manner of the distal termination of debitage.

1  feather
2. hinge
3. retouched
4. side-blow
5. snapped
6. irregularly broken

Proximal termination. The manner in which the proximal end terminates. There were seven 
categories:

1. retouched
2. side-blow
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3. snapped
4. irregularly broken
5. butt

Lateral edge profile. The relative shape of the right and left edges in relation to each other, 
described in relation to the direction of the blow that removed the piece. This gives one 
indication of overall blank shape. There were six categories:

1. converging: edges which start from a wide proximal end and butt, and converge towards 
the distal end.

2. expanding: edges which originate from a narrow butt, and expand to a proportionally 
wider base.

3. sub-parallel: edges which maintain a roughly equal width along their trajectory.
4. parallel: edges which maintain an equal width along their trajectory.
5. irregular, edges which were intact, yet have variable form.
6. broken: unclassifiable because of breakage.

Ventral profile. The curvature of the ventral face between the proximal and distal ends. 
There were seven categories:

1. straight
2. slightly concave
3. strongly concave
4. slightly convex
5. strongly convex
6. twisted
7. Indeterminable

Butt type. The morphology of the remnant striking platform is directly related to the
preparation the platform receives prior to removals as well as the technique (such as hard
vs. soft hammer) of removal. The Çatalhôyük butts appear to be restricted to six basic 
forms, although the potential for additional types emerging was there.

1  punctlform: a very small (<1mm maximum dimension) yet intact remnant striking 
platform.

2. linear, a very narrow (<1mm in width) and elongated remnant striking platform.
3. crushed: the absence of a visible remnant striking platform because of its removal

during the process of knapping.
4. flat a plain (non-faceted) remnant striking platform.
5. faceted: on the basis of scarring on the striking platform.
6. dihedral: a butt which shows evidence of being struck on the central ridge formed by the

intersection of two scars on the striking platform.

Striking platform anale. This variable provides a rough indication of the angle between the 
remnant striking platform and the dorsal face of the blank. Five groupings were used:

1. low. under 30 degrees
2. medium: between 30 and 60 degrees
3. high: greater than 60, less than 90 degrees
4. right. 90 degrees
5. obtuse: over 90 degrees

Bulb characteristics. Variability in the morphology of the bulb of percussion. This may 
denote different techniques of removal, such as hard vs. soft, or direct vs. indirect 
percussion. To this end a general assessment was made of the bulb shape, by describing it 
in one of two ways:

1. prominent: a visible and well-defined protuberance.
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2. diffuse: a bulb which varies from nearly non-existent to one which was low and 
expansive.

Ventral iio. As with buib characteristics, the presence of a lip on the ventral face, 
immediately beneath the remnant striking platform may provide an indication of variation in 
knapping technique. This lip was recorded as either:

1. present: where a smali overhang was visible.
2. absent: where no evidence of an overhang was visibie.

Cross-section. The shape of the cross-section at a right angle to the direction of removal.
There were six categories:

1. trapezoid: where the cross-section displays four sides forming a trapezoid (i.e. one 
ventral and three dorsal surfaces) and was approximately symmetrical along the central 
axis.

2. triangular, where the cross-section was triangular and was approximately symmetrical 
along the central axis.

3. rhomboid: as (1) although four dorsal surfaces were present.
4. irregular, any blade that possesses scarring that was irregular in form (non-parallei, etc.).

A1.1.4 Basic core technology.

Cores were recorded in a manner that describes both their morphology and 

technology. In all cases, the characterisation should be accompanied by a sketch or 

drawing that, where possible, indicates the direction and sequence of the major 

removals. There were nine fields recorded under this heading:

Core type. This variable describes the technology and technique of production for the core.
There were potentially a large number of categories, although thus far only five either have,
or were expected to be, encountered:

1. single-platform, blade (ovoid): cores that possess a well defined circular to near-circular 
cross-section, a removal surface covering 100% of the core, and parallel blade scars 
that terminate in a point.

2. singie-piatform, blade (other): cores that possess blade removals originating from one 
platform, but which do not otherwise meet the definition of (1).

3. opposed-platform, blade: cores that possess blade removals from opposed platforms.
4. multi-platform, multi-sequence flake: flake cores which have more than one flaking 

surface and platform, and for which no evidence of more than one removal in sequence 
can be detected.

5. multi-platform, parallel flake: as (4), except that evidence of parallel removal sequences 
can be detected.

6. cores of piece esquillée type: as the tool category, but where the scarring was sufficiently 
regular and substantial to have conceivably been used as blanks. By definition these 
were opposed-platform cores, but because they were sufficiently distinctive, the term has 
been retained.
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Platform anale. This corresponds to the variable of the same name recorded in III. Debitage 
Proximal End Characteristics.

Platform type. Core platform preparation has an immediate bearing on the method and 
technique of reduction as it forms the area in which the force was appiied during debitage. 
There were two in this variable:

1. faceted: for those platforms which have evidence of scaring predating blank removals.
2. flat: for those platforms which do not have any scarring predating removals.

Platform Ho grinding. A yes/no variable that corresponds to the variable dorsal lip in III. 
Debitage Proximal End Characteristics.

Platform crushina/arindina. A simple yes/no variable to indicate whether the platform has 
been ground or crushed as a function of its use as a core (i.e. as a function of attempted or 
actual debitage removal).

Core battering. A yes/no variable indicating whether there was evidence of any battering
damage, either post- or contemporary with its use as a core.

Re-used core. A yes/no variable indicating whether the core has been modified by
modification to create a functional edge following its original use as a core.

A 1.1.5 Modified edge technology.

In this table all the information concerning the location and morphology of modified 

edges on all blanks except the projectile/biface group was recorded (as these were 

recorded in a slightly different manner that, while sharing some of the variables 

defined below, also had some special variables). In this table the basic unit of analysis 

was the modified edge, rather than the blank. The purpose was to describe the way in 

which blanks had been modified either by intentional modification or by use, and in so 

doing provide more detailed information on the manner in which tools were 

manufacture and used. The variables used were based largely on those defined in 

Inizan et al. (1992) and Baird et al. (1995).

Modification location. This variable describes the location of episodes of continuous 
modification on a blank. There were seventeen basic locations recorded, in addition to an 
indeterminable category:
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1. all edges
2. distal
3. distal and left
4. distal and right
5. d/sfa/, left and right
6. left
1. left distal
8. left and right
9. left or right 
^0.left proximal 
11 .proximal
 ̂2.proximal and left 

13.proximal and right 
 ̂4. right 

15.right distal 
 ̂6.right proximal

17. d/sfa/ or proximal
18.indeterminable

Modification position. The position of retouch modification. There were five categories.

1. alternating: modification that alternates between the direct and inverse.
2. bifacial: modification on both the ventral and dorsal sides of a modified edge.
3. direct modification that was restricted to the dorsal face.
4. inverse: modification restricted to the inverse face.
5. indeterminable: where the position could not be accurately ascertained.

Modification distribution. Four categories were defined to describe the ‘connectivity’ of 
removal scars:

1. continuous: an uninterrupted sequence of removal scars along the defined edge(s).
2. discontinuous: an interrupted sequence of removal scars along the defined edges(s).
3. partial: where the modification exists only partially on the defined edge.
4. indeterminable: describes modification where the connectivity cannot be determined 

because of breakage or other reasons.

Modification delineation. This variable describes the shape of the modified edge. Many of 
the ten categories used were based on Inizan et al. (1992), with a few minor modifications.

1. concave: modification that results in a concave impression into the body of the blank.
2. convex: modification that results in a convex modified edge.
3. cran: a concave edge that has a pronounced ‘hook’ at one end of the sequence of 

removals.
4. denticulated: a sequence of removals resulting in a rough, jagged edge.
5. irregular, an irregularly undulating modified edge.
6. notch: one or a sequence of removals creating a small concavity in the edge of a blank.
7. rectilinear, a straight edge.
8. short tang: a short pointed projection extending from the main body of a blank.
9. long tang: a long pointed projection extending from the main body of a blank.
^0.retouched to point: bilateral removals that converge to an acutely angled point.
11 .beaked edge: an edge that contains a small pointed protuberance, not long enough to be 

called a tang.
\2.burin edge: an acutely angled edge formed by the removal of one or more burin spalls.
 ̂3.indeterminable: a sequence of removals where the overall morphology cannot be 

accurately ascertained.

Modification extent. This variable records the extent the modification extends into the face 
of the tool. There were five categories plus an indeterminable:
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1. covering-, where the modification soars completely covers the face of the blank.
2. invasive-, modification scars that cover the majority of the face of the blank.
3. iong-. scars the extend a significant distance into the face of the blank, but not a majority.
4. short: scars which do not penetrate a significant distance.
5. marginai: scars which were very small and do not penetrate at all into the face.
6. indeterminabie: where because of breakage or damage, the extent of the modification 

scars cannot be determined.

Modification angle. Here the angie of the modified edge was measured. An assessment was 
made visually, so only five angles (and an indeterminable category) were defined:

1. low. an edge angle that was less than approximately 45 degrees.
2. semi-abrupt: an edge angle that was approximately 45 degrees.
3. abrupt: an edge with an angle greater than approximately 45 degrees.
4. crossed-abrupt: an edge that was approximately right-angled created by removals 

originating from both faces of the blank.
5. burin angle: an acute angled edge formed by the removal of one or more burin spalls. 

Because of its special morphology, it was distinguished from other retouch angles.
6. indeterminabie: an edge angle that through breakage or other reasons could not be 

classified.

Modification morohoioav. This variable attempts to account for differences in the shape of 
the modification scars that may be related to different methods of shaping or use. Six types 
of scar shape were defined (and an indeterminable category), again based largely on Inizan 
et ai. (1992).

1. crushed: modified edges that display a sequence of scars that appears to have been 
caused by crushing or battering.

2. irregular, edges that cannot be classified by any of the other categories because they 
consist of erratic and varied removals scars.

3. paraiiei: scars that were roughly the same width and length and were positioned in a 
parallel sequence along an edge.

4. sub-paraiiei: scars of variable width and length positioned aiong-side each other but not 
in a parallel manner.

5. scaled: scars of different sizes, usually wider distaily than proximaily, that overlie each 
other.

6. burin edge: an acute angled edge formed by the removal of one or more burin spalls. 
Because of its unique characteristics, burin edges were distinguished from the other 
retouch morphologies.

7. ground edge: an edge that lacks ‘retouch’, but is macroscopicaily rounded and abraded 
from use, most likely from carving and shaping stone.

8. indeterminabie: a modified edge that cannot be accurately classified.

A1.1.6 Primary typological classification.

These variables describe the basic typological category and completeness of the 

retouched implements. There are two variables under this heading:

Primary typological class: There five categories were defined. The definitions for these 
categories can be found in the text under the appropriate headings

1. points & bifaces.
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2 . pièces-esquillées & pieces with edge crushing.
3. flint daggers.
4. large retouched obsidian flakes.
5. non-formai retouched tools.

Completeness. This variable contains information on the completeness of the implement.
There were four categories:

1. complete: where the implement appears not to have been broken by pre- or post- 
depositional activity.

2 . near complete: where the implement was broken, but not to an extent where the original 
shape and modification morphology cannot be determined.

3. broken: where the implement’s original form was indeterminable because of pre- or post- 
depositional damage.

4. Indeterminable: a modified blank where it was unclear whether it was complete or 
broken.

A1.1.7 Non-formal tool typo-functional classification.

The governing principle of the classification of edges into functional categories was 

based on the understanding that, with certain limitations, the shape of an edge in some 

way has a bearing on either what functional task the edge was designed to do, or 

what it actually did do. For instance, as has been noted in one form or another by 

various functional analysts that it was difficult to imagine making a hole in piece of 

leather with an edge that lacks any pointed edge or, conversely, scraping a hide with a 

notched edge. Because of these physical constraints -  which, it must be said were 

relatively minor -  modem functional analysis usually begins with a macroscopic 

consideration of edge morphology to establish the broad parameters of potential use 

before proceeding to microscopic analysis and specific uses. Hurcombe (1992) and 

Grace (1989) discuss several macroscopic characteristics that can be used to infer 

potential function, particularly edge angle, edge length, edge thickness, and edge 

profile. Together, these provide a basic indication of the potential functional use of
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the edge (Grace 1989:74). On this basis, eight types were defined, influenced in part 

by those proposed in the Wembach Module (Baird et al. 1995).

If an individual blank possessed two or more different functional categories of 

working edges, then it was recorded as a ‘combination tool’. It will be apparent that 

the functional classification ‘sickle blade’ is absent, despite the fact that it has been 

mentioned as a tool form at Çatalhôyük in the past and has received much attention in 

the Near East as an important tool type. Much recent work on this tool group (e.g. 

Anderson 1994) suggests that there could be considerable variability in the manner in 

which tool classified as sickles could have been used, and suggests that the term 

‘glossed tool’ is more appropriate. However, because of the different physical 

qualities of the raw material, silica gloss is not visibly deposited onto obsidian tools, 

thus preventing the identification of any sickle elements and distinguishing them from 

other blade cutting tools. Consequently, the functional class ‘cutting tool’ includes 

blade segments that may have been used as sickle elements, but cannot at this point be 

identified as such. The poor storage conditions of the 1960’s material prohibits any 

microscopic functional analysis, so the clarification of potential sickle elements must 

await further investigation.

1 . cutting tool: a tool exhibiting one or more cutting edges.
2 . notched tool: a tool exhibiting one or more notched edges.
3. drilllng/plercing tool: a tool with one or more driiiing/piercing edges.
4. scraping tool: a tool with one or more scraping edges.
5. burin: a tool possessing a burin edge.
6 . carving tool: a tool that, on the basis of the unique morphology of its retouched edge, 

appears to have been used for carving and shaping stone.
7. combination tool: a tool with two or more edges of different functional classes.
8 . Indeterminable: a tool of indeterminable function.
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A1.1.8 Points and bifaces.

As this group is a particularly distinctive category of object at Çatalhôyük, it was 

deemed appropriate to devise a specialised list of variables to account for their 

morphological characteristics which do not necessarily occur on the other modified 

pieces (such as ‘shoulder width’), or were not thought to be relevant, or even 

possible, to measure. In total there were five additional variables used for the 

recording of these artefacts:

Point integrity. This variable was similar to portion represented described in Modified 
Bianks, although it expands the 'broken' category to include several more detailed 
descriptions of what was represented in terms of the (assumed) original shape.

1 . compiete: a complete projectile
2 . near complete: a projectile that retains its original shape, but may be missing the very 

tip, base, or portion of an edge.
3. distal fragment the distal part (tang or base) of a projectile/biface.
4. proximal/distal fragment a tip of a biface
5. mid-fragment a portion of a projectile/biface missing both the proximal and distal ends.
6 . impact spall: a flake-like piece retaining the proximal end of a projectile/biface, thought 

to have been produced by an impact of some description at the proximal end.
7. other fragment: any other piece of what can confidently be identified as a projectile or 

biface.

Cross-section. This variable describes the shape of the projectile/biface in cross-section, 
approximately mid-way along its length. The differences in shape again may be related to 
one or more of the effects of differing manufacturing methods, function, hafting and style.

1 . crescent a cross-section that was flat on the ventral surface and moderately convex on 
the dorsal.

2. plano-convex: a slightly convex ventral and moderately convex dorsal face.
3. flat-oval: a flat ventral and strongly convex dorsal surface.
4. oval: convex on the ventral and dorsal surface.
5. pronounced oval: strongly convex on both the ventral and dorsal surfaces.
6. trapezoidal: a cross-section with a three-sided (trapezoidal) dorsal surface.
7. triangular, a cross-section with a triangular dorsal surface.
8 . indeterminable: where the cross-section cannot be accurately identified because of 

breakage.

Diagnostic measurements. In addition to those basic dimensions (length, width and 
thickness) recorded on all debitage, retouched or otherwise, three further measurements 
were taken whenever possible on bifaces/projectiles to the nearest tenth of a millimetre:

1 . tang length: the length of the tang from, in the case of a shouldered point, the restriction 
immediately beneath the shoulder. Or, if there was no shoulder, from the beginning of 
the break in edge profile that produces the tang.

2 . shoulder width: the maximum width of the shoulders immediately above the constriction 
that forms the neck.

3. point of maximum width: the length from the proximal end to an imaginary line at the 
widest point of the projectile/biface.
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DorsalA/entral body modification extent. This variable records (in separate fieids) the extent 
the modification scars penetrate onto the ventral and dorsal faces. There were six 
categories whose definitions were identical to those found in the variable Modification 
Extent in the table Modified Edges (above), with the exception of the category absenf which, 
as the name implies, signifies an absence of retouch.

1. covering
2. invasive
3. long
4. short
5. marginai
6. absent
7. indeterminable

Dorsai/ventrai body modification morpholoav. Here the shape and relative arrangement of 
the removal scars in relation to each other was recorded. This provides an indication of the 
methods of thinning and shaping blanks, which was related to both functional and stylistic 
considerations.

1 . paraiiei: scars roughly the same length and width lying parallel to each other and roughly 
at a right angles to the lateral edge.

2 . paraiiei oblique: as (1), except the removal scars were positioned obliquely to the lateral 
edge.

3. scaled: scars of different sizes, usually wider distaily than proximaily, that overlie each 
other.

4. sub-paraiiei: scars of variable width and length positioned along-side each other but not 
in a parallel manner, that were at roughly at a right angles to the lateral edge.

5. sub-paraiiei oblique: as (4), although at an oblique angle to the lateral edge.
6 . variable: scaring which exhibits characteristics of more than one of the categories listed 

above.
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Appendix 2: Data Exploration and Statistics 

A2.1 The database.

All the recorded data was entered into a relational database^  ̂which, in essence, was a 

collection of related tables containing data cross-linked by one or more shared 

variables. To work properly relational databases demand a rigid structure of 

recording. Nevertheless they are flexible and versatile tools that, provided they are 

designed correctly, provide an unequalled nieans of exploring relationships between 

variables. Computerised relational databases have been used extensively in 

archaeology since at least the early 1980’s as they provide a unparalleled means of 

data exploration.

The database devised for this analysis consisted of tables of data containing 

the lithic variables defined above, linked information to the archaeological context of 

the data. This enabled relationships between attributes of the lithic data to be 

examined with ‘contextual’ data. Additional exploration and testing of the strength 

and confidence of identified relationships was conducted using established statistical 

techniques, described below.

A2.2 Statistical methods.

In addition to basic statistical description of metric data, six statistical methods were 

used to explore and test relationships of both quantitative and qualitative data: (i)

Microsoft Access 7.
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Student’s t-test and z-test (ii) Chi-Square Test; (iii) Principal Components Analysis; 

(v) Correspondence Analysis; and (vi) Correlation Analysis. All are well-know (and 

extremely useful) techniques so I shall only briefly summarise them. In all cases, 

whenever a statistical procedure was used, the process was fully documented. More 

in-depth discussion of their intricacies as they relate to archaeological data can be 

found in Orton (1980), Bolviken et al. (1982), Shennan (1988), and Fletcher & Lock 

(1991).

Student's t-test and z-tesf .̂ Both these common methods can be used to test if two 

samples of measurements come from the same or different populations. A z-test 

compares the distribution of the means of the two samples to be tested using the 

standard-deviation as the unit of measurement (i.e. the z-unit). Calculation of the of 

the standard error of the differences between the means returns a value that can be 

related to proportions of a normal distribution, returned as a probability (the P  value) 

that the two samples come from separate populations. Z-tests, however, are only 

accurate for large samples (usually taken to mean above 30) (Rowntree 1981:139). 

With smaller samples, but working equally well with larger, the -̂test offers better 

inferential security, as it does not assume that the standard deviation of the sample 

represents the standard deviation of the population. Instead, it uses its own 

distribution (the /-distribution) which varies according to the size of the sample. In 

other respects, however, the test works in much the same way as the z-test (Rowntree 

1981:139).

T-tests and z-tests were preformed using the built-in functions of Microsoft Excel 7, 
running under Windows 95 on a Pentium PC.
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Chi-square test. This is a well-known method for estimating the statistical 

significance of data organised as count of objects by context (contingency tables). 

The statistic is based on differences between the actual (observed) distribution with a 

calculated expected data distribution. The expected values are based on the formula 

expected value = (row total) (column total) /(overall total), and the statistic is 

equal to '^.((observed-expected)^ / (expected)). The value represents the probability 

that the distribution of variable counts is significantly different than what could have 

been expected, given the overall distribution of counts and the size of the dataset 

(designated by the degrees of freedom). In other words, the statistic examines the 

probability that the values of any particular variables are influenced by the particular 

units they are in.

Principle Components Analysis fPCAf'*. This multivariate statistic is useful for

exploring data relationships in quantitative data. The statistic involves the reduction

of records consisting of several variables to two dimensional co-ordinates suitable for

plotting on an x,y graph to visually explore data-relationships:

...so long as it [PCA] is used on data for which it is appropriate it can provide a great deal of 
archaeologically relevant information about a given data set which would not necessarily be 
accessible or apparent to an intuitive approach to the same data, especially if the number of 
cases was large (Shennan 1988:270).

The analysis produces a number of axis, which represent variation within the dataset.

The axis along which there is the highest variation is called the first principal

component, that with the second highest variation the second principal component,

and so on. These can be treated as axes in an x,y plot. The strength of the

24 PCAs were performed using the statistical package Statistica 5, running under Windows 
95 on a Pentium PC.
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representation of the multi-dimensional variability combinations of axes possess can 

be calculated, as can the relative contribution of the individual variables to each axis. 

The PCA also returns x,y co-ordinates for individual objects, and the resulting plot on 

the axis of greatest variation (typically the first two principal components) can be 

interpreted both in terms of their relationships to each other, but also their 

relationships to the two axes. Because the relative contribution each variable makes 

to the axes is known, the procedure is useful for examining both the relationship of 

objects and the basis for their patterning.

A typical archaeological use of this procedure involves examining 

relationships between a series of artefacts on the basis of several defining metric 

measurements (such as length, width, thickness, weight, etc.) (see, for example, 

Shennan 1988:268-270). In sum, the test scales a complex series of metric data down 

to a level where associations between artefacts, and the basis for those associations, 

are more easily defined and interpreted.

Correspondence Analysis (CAf^ This multivariate statistic is designed to analysis 

counts of occurrences of variables on units, such as are contained in contingency 

tables. CA thus differs fi'om PCA in that it uses a chi-squared metric rather than 

Euclidean distance to calculate the position of objects in «-dimensional space. Like 

PCA, however, the CA algorithm calculates axes of greatest variations and reduces a 

multi-dimensional dataset to two-dimensions. Co-ordinates are returned for both 

variables and units which are typically plotted on an x,y graph, allowing a visual

25 CAs were performed using the statistical package Statistica 5, running under Windows 95 
on a Pentium PC.
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assessment of the relationships between variables and units. In other works, the two 

datasets are symmetrical and can be directly compared with each other. The closer the 

position of individual points, whether variables or categories, the closer the 

correlation. Also like PCA, the relative strengths of the axes (here called factors) in 

representing multi-dimensional patterning in two dimensions are provided, allowing 

one to assess the relative accuracy of the resulting plot.

A further aspect of the interpretation of the output of the CA involves 

examining the contribution of individual variables and units to the axis. In this way the 

spatial patterning between individual points plotted on the x,y grid can be assessed as 

to what is causing them to either cluster or separate;

by projecting the variables on to the co-ordinate axes and studying their locations with respect 
to the origin, a picture emerges showing which variables are ‘responsible’ for the axes. This 
picture may sometimes be archaeologically meaningful and interpretable as an archaeological 
effect such as chronology or function (Bolviken et al. 1982:44).

In sum, the strength of CA is that it permits both units and variables to be examined

as the same time. The classic application of this in archaeology, is if unit are contexts,

and variables artefact classes (e.g. Bolviken et al. 1982:47). CA therefore allows two-

way relationships, such as between stratigraphy and artefact classes, to be assessed in

an archaeologically meaningfiil way.

Correlation Analvsi^^. This test measures the strength of the relationship between 

two data sets that are scaled to be independent of the unit of measurement.

The correlation coefficient has probably been the most important single mathematical tool for 
investigating patterns of covariation in archaeological data (Shennan 1988:126).

Correlation calculations were preformed using the built-in functions of Microsoft Excel 7, 
running under Windows 95 on a Pentium PC.
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The correlation calculation returns the covariance of two data sets expressed as an R 

value between -1.0 and 1.0. A correlation of -1.0 shows that there is a negative 

relationship between two values; as one value increases, the other proportionally 

decreases. A returned value of 1.0 show as direct correlation; as one value increases, 

so to does the other, in direct proportion to the first. A value of 0 show no correlation 

between the two data sets. A value greater or less than 0 shows a correspondingly 

positive or negative correlation, although not an absolute relationship.

There are numerous archaeological uses for this statistical test. Shennan 

(1988:127) provides a good example of its use to examine the relationship between 

quantities of a ceramic found at sites at various distances from its source. It can also 

be used to assess the relationship between measured variables (such as length and 

width) to examine the effect one has on the other for particular classes of object.
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